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ABSTRACT
A B S T R A C T
The purpose o f this project has been twofold: firstly, to  develop further FTIR reflectance 
spectroscopy as a technique for the quantitative characterisation o f SOI multilayer 
structures and secondly, to  use it in combination with other techniques, such as 
RBS/Channelling, XTEM , SIMS, AES and SRP, to  investigate the evolution and 
structure o f novel SOI materials. In order to evaluate the FTIR  results, many SIM OX 
samples were fabricated with a wide range o f Si and buried S i0 2 layer thicknesses with 
one or tw o buried oxide layers. The FTIR  results are compared to  those obtained with 
the other experimental techniques and with theoretical calculations. W e show that, given 
an “a priori” knowledge o f the structure which is used to define the initial structural 
model, FTIR can be used as a non-destructive, fast, and inexpensive control method for 
characterising SOI structures. FTIR offers ±2 nm accuracy in layer thicknesses and ±5 
nm in interfacial region thicknesses, over a wide (0.5 to >10pm ) depth range, while for 
shallower depths an error o f 15% on average is likely. FTIR  gives Si thickness values 
which are within 5%, and buried layer or interfacial region thickness values which are 
within 10% to 20%, from the values obtained by other techniques. The sensitivity to  
oxygen content variations is down to 5 x 1020 O cm'3 for the top o f a Gaussian profile, 
and 1 x 1022 0  cm'3 over a 20 nm thick layer. FTIR  gives a value for the retained dose 
within 5% o f the nominal dose for both unannealed and annealed samples. Novel SOI 
materials, such as deep buried oxide layers and double SIM OX structures were 
fabricated and characterised, and the processing parameters optimised. W e show that, for 
2 M eV  oxygen implantation into Si at 700°C to a dose o f  2 x 1018 0 + cm'2 and after 
annealing at 1300°C for 6 hours, a buried layer is formed which is continuous but 
contains Si islands. It is found that by increasing the annealing time to  12 hours, the 
homogeneity o f the buried layer is improved. W e propose that an increase o f both the 
oxygen dose and the annealing tem perature would result in a higher quality buried oxide 
layer. The adverse effect o f  high beam current densities to  the sample structure after 
annealing is demonstrated for the high energy SIM OX samples. W e show that double 
SIM OX structures can be fabricated by a three step process, with one only annealing 
step at the end. Such structures can be used for Si waveguiding applications and we 
present preliminary results o f waveguiding loss measurements, where a value o f 18 
dB/cm  was obtained.
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction
1.1 C h a ra c te r is a tio n  a n d  o p tic a l  a n a ly s is  o f  s e m ic o n d u c to rs
During the last 40 years semiconductors have assumed a vital role in science and 
technology, and through their applications to  computers, to eveiy day life. The 
combination o f scientific interest and technological impact calls for excellent 
characterisation o f semiconductors, and a variety o f  methods are needed to  determine 
whether and how well semiconductors perform  in applications.
There is a need to determ ine both the basic, intrinsic properties (energy band gap, 
phonon frequencies) and process dependent, extrinsic properties (thickness, electrical 
and optical properties, impurities) o f  these materials. These parameters are essential to  
track sample quality, to trace sources o f contamination and to  m eet specific device 
requirements and rapid feedback o f  their m easured values is needed for quality control 
and assurance to ensure high device yields.
Many techniques employed in sem iconductor characterisation offer great 
precision and are uniquely suitable for investigating a specific characteristic o f the 
material. Dynamic secondaiy ion mass spectroscopy (SIM S) is sensitive to  small 
concentrations o f dopant and impurity atoms; (cross section) transmission electron 
microscopy ((X)TEM ) is unique in offering an image o f the sample m icrostructure 
enabling among others, the characterisation o f  lattice defects; Auger electron and X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopies (AES and X PS) enable the determination o f the type o f 
atom ic bonding; C-V measurements and spreading resistance profiling (SRP) reveal the 
sem iconductor’s electrical properties. All the above techniques though, suffer from one 
common drawback: they are destructive, slow, and (without sputtering or bevelling) able 
to probe only the surface o f  the sample under investigation. Ion beam analysis techniques 
such as Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) or nuclear reaction analysis 
(NRA) can be considered, in som e instances as non-destructive, and they can give quick 
results for a considerable depth range but, they are expensive to buy, run and maintain 
and require access to capital equipment.
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Optical techniques stand out among the characterisation methods, mainly because 
they are non-destructive but also because they require little sample preparation and are 
uninvasive so the sample is generally not modified. Additionally, because an optical beam 
is easily manipulated, methods such as ellipsometry o r reflectometry can examine 
different parts o f a structure, at spatial resolutions, o f  the order o f  1 pm although 
dependant upon the light wavelength. Thus optical techniques can create two- 
dimensional maps o f particular properties in the plane o f  the sample such as impurity 
distributions or layer thicknesses. It is also possible to  differentiate properties in depth as 
the penetration depth o f the light depends on its wavelength and on the sample 
properties, so that depths can be probed which range from nanometres to micrometres. 
Finally, as optical techniques are covering a large range o f  the electromagnetic spectrum, 
from millimetre wave to X-rays, they are sensitive to  a variety o f semiconductor 
properties, such as the atomic lattice structure, the electronic band structure, impurities, 
the crystal lattice structure, the free carrier distribution, defects, thicknesses, interfaces, 
to m ention but a few.
Spectroscopic optical techniques such as reflection (or transmission) 
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, photoluminescence and ellipsometiy are widely used 
in research, for materials development and in the sem iconductor industry. Their 
spectroscopic nature, in which the wavelength dependence o f the measured property is 
determined, gives the facility for quantitative analysis. Reflection spectroscopy (RS) and 
spectroscopic ellipsometiy (SE), are the most quantitative o f the methods because simple 
theories can be used to analyse the data (especially for RS), which permits detailed 
examination o f complex multilayer structures on a layer-by-layer basis. Furthermore, RS 
is the only optical technique which permits sem iconductor analysis in an extended 
spectral range [1 ], including strong absorption regions at photon energies greater than 
the electron band gap or lower than the plasma resonance. Optical properties o f  practical 
interest such as the real (refractive index n ) and imaginaiy (extinction coefficient k )  parts 
o f the complex refractive index n, can be easily derived from reflectance. The reflectance 
over the ultraviolet (UV) to far infrared (IR) range (200 nm to 100 fim) is a function o f 
the complex dielectric constant o f the material which is probed. As the penetration depth 
o f  light depends on the photon energy, the reflectance at a certain wavelength conveys 
the optical response within a certain thickness o f material at a particular depth. 
Reflectance in the UV-visible range (200 to 700 nm) is strongly affected by
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microstructures and surface conditions to a depth o f a few A, while reflectance in the 
mid and far IR  range (3 to 100 pm ) is affected by the overall structure o f  the sample.
The infrared response o f semiconductors is o f great interest, and has been studied 
in detail for 50 years (see §2.4), since its analysis can give quantitative information on 
m ost o f  the fundamental properties o f the material, either in bulk or thin film multilayer 
structures. N ow  it is recognised that IR  RS over the range 100 to 1 pm  (10 to 104 cm '1)* 
provides a means to determine band gap, impurity type and concentration, layer 
thickness, composition o f  ternary and quaternary alloy semiconductors, carrier density 
and mobility, and sample resistivity [2 ]. These can be measured in bulk samples and 
complex m ultilayer structures [2].
1.2  S O I/S IM O X  : S tru c tu re s  fo r  o p tic a l c h a ra c te r is a tio n
During the 1970s the metal-oxi de-semi conductor (MOS) transistor emerged as an 
important electronic device, in part because o f the relative simplicity o f  processing and 
the importance o f complementary M OS (CM OS) circuit. The advantage o f a CMOS 
inverter is that it consumes no pow er (assuming no leakage currents) except during the 
switching period. Largely because o f the low overall pow er dissipation, CMOS has 
become the dominant technology for very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits [3 ]. 
M icroprocessors for personal computers, dynamic and static random access memories 
(DRAM  and SRAM), main frame processors, erasable programmable read-only 
memories (EPROM ), pow er devices, microwave integrated circuits (IC) used in cellular 
phones are a few examples o f applications [4 j o f  CMOS technology.
In small geometry (<l|xm ) CMOS circuits a problem known as “latchup” arises 
due to  the relatively close proximity o f adjacent wells (doped regions in which n and p  
channel transistors are fabricated). In CMOS technology (fig. 1.1a) a p n p n  structure is 
formed. I f  the loop gain o f this thyristor-like structure is greater than 1, the p n p n  device 
is switched to a low impedance state when large currents may flow which will destroy 
the M OS structures. A  num ber o f  solutions are available including M eV  implantation [5 ]
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extensively throughout this work, therefore we give here the relations between them : 
oo=8065.8E, co=104/X, co=107/X(nm), E=1.2398/A, E=ri239.8/X(nm).
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and the use o f silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates as an alternative to bulk silicon [6 ]. 
In an SOI/CMOS circuit there is no current path to  the substrate, due to  the full 
dielectric isolation o f the devices, and formation o f the lateral p n p n  structures is avoided.
For SOI/MOS transistors the thickness o f the silicon film in which they are made 
has a great influence on their electrical properties and hence on their commercial 
importance. Depending on both the silicon film thickness and the channel doping 
concentration, thick-film (fig. 1.1b) and thin-film (fig. 1.1c) devices can be defined. In a 
thick-film SOI device (fig. 1.1b), the silicon film thickness is larger than the sum o f the 
two depletion zones arising from the front (doped regions) and the back (S i/S i02) 
interfaces. In such a case there exists a low electric field region or “neutral” silicon 
region between the depletion layers (fig. 1.1b). I f  this region is left electrically floating, 
the device will basically behave as a bulk device, with the exception o f tw o parasitic 
effects, the first o f which is called the “kink effect”, the second one being the presence o f 
a parasitic, open base n p n  bipolar transistor between source and drain [6],
In a thin-film SOI device (fig. 1.1c), the silicon film thickness is smaller than the 
depletion width. In this case, the silicon film is fully depleted at threshold, irrespective o f 
the bias which is applied to the gate. Thin-film, fully depleted SOI devices are free o f the 
kink effect [7 ]. Fully depleted devices with a depleted back interface exhibit the most 
favourable properties for ultra large scale integration applications [6],
Besides reduction o f “latchup” SOI/CM OS circuits offer other advantages. For 
example cosmic radiation causes problems in bulk Si circuits on board o f satellites [8 ].
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Fig. 1.1: Schematics of (a) a p-well CMOS, (b) a thick Film SOI/MOS and (c) a thin 
film SOI/MOS. In (b) the shaded area represents the depleted zones, while the Si 
overlayer in (c) is fully depleted.
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In SOI/CMOS, the junction area and silicon volume available for the radiation induced 
e-h pair generation is significantly reduced in comparison to bulk Si devices. The carriers 
generated in the supporting silicon substrate are not collected by the device terminals 
because the devices are dielectrically isolated from the substrate by the buried insulating 
layer. Therefore, SOI/CM OS circuits have shown tolerance to  radiation induced effects 
[8]. The reduction o f parasitic capacitances leads to  higher frequency operation [6]. The 
complete dielectric isolation facilitates high voltage operation and fabrication o f hybrid 
circuits, for example “smart power” devices [9 ]. Reduced junction area facilitates 
operation in relatively high (200 - 300°C) tem perature environments [9,10 ]. Comparing 
SOI to  bulk Si technology, fewer processing steps are needed to  achieve the same 
performances thus potentially offering cost benefits.
M any materials technologies have been developed to manufacture SOI structures.
The most important are listed in Appendix E. During the 1980’s the m ost promising SOI 
technology was “Separation by Implanted Oxygen” (SIM OX) [4,11 ] (see fig. 1.2a) 
which reached a state o f maturity in the early 90 ’s, enough to  support commercial 
production [12 ], o f circuits for applications in VLSI and radiation hard circuits. 
Nevertheless, SIM OX material remains relatively expensive, compared to  bulk Si. In the 
late 80’s and in the 90’s bonded and etched SOI (BESOI) [13 ] was developed (see fig.
1.2b) which offered better silicon overlayer and oxide qualities than SIM OX and, 
potentially, a lower manufacturing cost. How ever problems exist concerning the thinning 
process and Si thickness uniformity and therefore prices have remained high compared to  
bulk Si. Recently, in 1995, “UNDBOND” was reported [1 4 ], which is veiy promising, 
since the material (Si layer, S i0 2 buried layer) quality is expected to  be high and the cost 
o f a wafer is expected to  be close to  that o f  bulk Si. In this way SOI materials are 
becoming very important for future generations o f devices.
Today SIM OX is a front running, commercially viable SOI technology for the 
fabrication o f a variety o f  advanced microelectronic and optoelectronic circuits. It 
involves the implantation o f a high dose (above 1017 cm'2) o f energetic 0 + ions (typically 
> 1 5 0  keV) into device grade Si wafers held at an elevated tem perature (500 - 600°C), 
and subsequent anneal at a high tem perature (1300°C for several hours) to annihilate 
defects in the top Si layer and to redistribute the implanted oxygen atom s into a well
CHAPTER 1 - Introduction
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustrating the procedure for producing (a) SIMOX, and (b) 
BESOI material.
defined buried S i0 2 layer [15 ].
Although considerable progress has been m ade in improving the overall quality o f 
the SIM OX/SOI substrates, concern still remains over the high defect density in both the 
top Si layer and the buried oxide (BOX) [4], Four types o f residual defects have been 
identified that could have a deleterious effect on device yield, reliability and performance, 
namely: (i) threading dislocations, (ii) stacking faults, in the Si overlayer, (iii) Si islands 
and (iv) pipes within the BOX [16 - 18 ]. The microstructural and electronic defects in 
SIMOX material are given an extensive overview in §2.3.
High energy (MeV) SIM OX is seen as an extension to  established SIMOX 
technology. So far high energy SIM OX has not been widely investigated, due to 
technological problems such as few high energy implanters, long implantation times, and 
the need for high temperature implantation condition, which resulted in small implanted 
areas and hence little material for research. However, the substrates show great promise 
in their applications, and high energy SEMOX technology could be used for the 
fabrication o f Si based optical waveguides [19 ], in addition to VLSI applications [20 ].
In a SIMOX substrate processing plant, simple, fast, contactless and non­
destructive characterisation and quality control o f the manufactured substrates is needed. 
In addition, in-situ measurements for quality assurance at all stages o f  the production are 
required. From what we have discussed in §1.1 it follows that optical analysis by IR RS 
is a likely candidate for this role.
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1.3 F T I R  re f le c t io n  s p e c tro s c o p y  fo r  th e  o p t ic a l  c h a ra c te r is a tio n  o f  S IM O X  
s u b s tra te s
In the spectral region 1500 - 8000 cm' 1 both Si and Si02 have low optical 
absorption (k-*  0, see §3.2) and a refractive index which has a well known, monotonic 
dependence on wavenumber (see §3.2). Silicon has a much larger refractive index 
(3.4335 at 3027.3 cm' 1 [21]) than its dioxide (1.4115 at 3027.9 cm' 1 [22]). In a 
multilayer structure such as a SIMOX substrate the interfaces between Si and Si02 can 
be considered as planar. Therefore light in this IR region travels through the Si and Si02 
layers (due to zero absorption) and will be refracted strongly (due to the substantial 
refractive index difference) at the three planar interfaces: air/Si, Si/Si02 and Si02/Si. 
Therefore, the reflectance spectrum from SIMOX substrates has dominant features 
(fringes) due to the constructive or destructive interference (see §3.3). Additionally, the 
spacing and shape of the fringes depends on the particular combination of the thickness 
of the two layers (see §3.3). Modern Fourier Transform (FT) IR spectrometers (see 
Appendix B) have very low wavenumber resolution (0.1 cm'1) and with careful setup can 
provide absolute reflectivity values with high accuracy (± 0.3%). Fitting these reliable 
experimental curves with computer-generated reflectivity spectra, accurate quantitative 
results can be obtained.
FT IR reflectance spectroscopy (referred to as FTIR) is a simple, fast, 
inexpensive (compared to RBS, SIMS, AES) non-destructive technique. Information 
that can be derived from carefully controlled analysis of FTIR spectra include:
• Structural: layer thickness, degree of mixing between Si and Si02, chemical 
bonds and the nature of Si02, its stoichiometry, the presence of tension (strain), width of 
transition regions (profile), crystallinity (mixing of c-Si and a-Si), chemical composition 
and roughness of surface and interfaces [23 ,24 ].
• Electrical (when the Si overlayer is doped): depth profile of the carrier density, 
the carrier mobility and effective mass and indirectly the carrier activation (for example 
the latter can be determined by making comparison between dopant distribution 
determined by RBS and the FTIR free carrier profile) [25 ,26 ].
Typical FTIR spectra in the region 50 - 7000 cm' 1 from a bulk Si sample (resistivity
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Fig. 1.3 : FTER spectra of unimplanted bulk Si (dashed line) and implanted Si with 
200 keV 0 + ions with a dose of 1.8 x 1018 0 + cm'2, annealed at 1300°C for 6 hours 
(solid line).
20 Qcm ) and a standard (200 keV, high dose) annealed SIM OX sample are shown in fig.
1.3. In the spectrum recorded from the SIM OX sample, the reststrahlen bands o f the 
buried S i0 2 layer can be seen in the region 350 - 1300 cm*1. The broad peak (maximum) 
in the region 1500 - 7000 cm '1 is due to the constructive interference from light reflected 
at the surface and at the S i/S i02 interface inside the material. The Si spectrum is 
independent o f photon energy down to low  (50 cm '1) wavenumbers, a fact that verifies 
the absence o f free carriers (high resistivity).
The structural and electrical properties and parameters can be extracted by 
carrying out an analysis o f the multilayer thin film optical spectra. Determination o f the 
structure (composition, layer thicknesses, and interface roughness/abruptness) o f the 
SIM OX SOI substrates was accomplished in this w ork by using a multiple wavelength 
method [27 ,28 ] by which curve fitting procedures with the use o f specific dispersion 
relations o f the optical constants were employed. During the course o f  this w ork a 
com puter programme was written by the author in order to analyse all types o f undoped 
SIM OX material measured by FTIR. This computer code incorporated the generalised
matrix m ethod fo r calculating the reflectance o f  a multilayer structure developed by 
M itsas and Siapkas [29 ]. The way the analysis was carried out after the collection o f the 
experimental spectra was as follows:
1. observation o f the spectrum  and collation o f other available experimental data 
about the structure o f  the sam ple (from other techniques or the literature).
2. assumption o f  an initial model to  describe the structure, using estimated initial 
parameters.
3. calculation o f fit goodness (estim ator Q2) with no iterations performed; i f  the fit is 
reasonable proceed, otherwise modify initial model.
4. allow some im portant adjustable parameters such as the Si overlayer and buried 
layer thickness, the buried layer refractive index to change, w ait for the regression 
analysis to converge and examine the Q2 value.
5. modify initial param eters in the model and allow more adjustable parameters (Si 
overlayer refractive index) to vary.
6. programme is run again and is allowed to  converge or is stopped when Q2 
becomes less than 3 x 10'5. This is the case when the Q2 value, Qc2, corresponds to  a 
mean difference betw een m easured and calculated reflectance values which is less than 
the experimental accuracy, typically -0 .003 .
7. if  Q2 is above Qc2 a different, m ore complex structural model is introduced 
and steps 2 to 6 are repeated.
8. the model which gives the lowest Q2 (down to Qc2) is selected as the “best fit” 
model and presented in the results and discussion.
W hen tw o models have a Q2 difference which cannot be supported by the 
experimental accuracy (AQ2 -3  x 10'3), then the simpler model is always preferred, 
unless a particular m ore complicated structure is supported by other techniques. The 
comparison with other techniques is essential, because it is unlikely (as it is with all 
techniques that use a fit procedure) that our “best fit” model provides a unique solution 
for the structure and param eters. It has to be taken into account that ju st because the 
optical properties o f the material w e investigate are the same with those o f  a known 
m aterial, it does not mean that som e other properties will also be the same. Nevertheless, 
a successful fit points tow ards a model with the highest probability o f describing the real 
structure.
CHAPTER 1 - Introduction
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The objective o f this project has been twofold: on one hand to  develop FTIR as a 
technique suitable for the quantitative characterisation o f SOI multilayer structures and 
on the other hand to use FTIR as a tool to  investigate the evolution and microstructure 
o f  novel SIMOX/SOI materials.
In this thesis we will show that FTIR has the inherent ability to  fulfil the role o f  a 
non-destructive quality control m ethod for SOI structures. To show the versatility o f 
FTIR  and its ability to deal with veiy complex as well as with simple (S i/S i02/Si) SOI 
structures, SIM OX technology was used to fabricate the test structures. These were 
standard (200 keV) and high energy (2 M eV) SIM OX samples before and after high 
tem perature annealing as well as novel double SIM OX samples (see §4.1.2). The FTIR 
results are tested against results obtained from the same samples using other more direct 
and proven techniques such as RBS and Channelling, XTEM , AES, dynamic SIMS and 
SRP.
In chapter one a general introduction to  the subjects studied in this thesis is 
presented. Chapter tw o offers a literature review o f SIM OX technology, microstructure 
o f SIM OX and optical analysis o f Si, S i0 2 and SIM OX materials. Chapter three contains 
som e main points about the optical properties o f  Si and S i0 2, the optics o f thin films, 
keV  and M eV energy ion implantation into Si, and some o f  the physics, chemistry and 
materials science aspects o f ion beam synthesis o f a buried oxide layer and SIM OX 
formation.
Chapter four describes the experimental procedures and techniques. The 
production o f SIM OX substrates by ion implantation in particular machines at the 
University o f Sunrey and Research Centre Rossendorf is described. The analytical 
methods used to assess the structures are briefly reviewed. In chapter five the data 
reduction and interpretation methods for FTIR and RBS/Channelling, in particular, is 
explained.
Chapter six contains results from unannealed thin, thick and double SIMOX 
structures, produced with a wide variety o f energies, doses and implantation 
temperatures. The first section deals with FTIR results, while the second and third report 
RB S/Channelling and XTEM  results, respectively. Chapter seven describes the results 
obtained from annealed thin and thick SIMOX, and from novel structures which may be
CHAPTER 1 - Introduction
1.4 Aim and organisation of the thesis
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suitable as optical waveguides. Two sections report on results from FTIR,
RB S/Channelling and XTEM  techniques for thin and thick SIM OX samples and the last 
section is devoted to results from novel SIM OX structures. Chapter eight contains the 
discussion for all the results presented in the previous two chapters. In it, comparisons o f 
the quantitative data /  results from FTIR, RB S/Channelling, AES, SIMS, XTEM  and 
SRP are presented and discussed, under the headings Unannealed, Annealed and Buried 
Optical W aveguiding Structures.
Chapter nine contains the conclusions and suggestions for future work. Finally, 
the bibliography is preceded by Appendix A, which examines some specific applications, 
such as the waveguiding characteristics o f single and double SIM OX structures,
Appendix B, which contains information about the method o f  FT  spectroscopy,
Appendix C, where the preparation o f  XTEM  specimens is described, Appendix D where 
the main principles o f the RB S/Channelling techniques are presented and Appendix E 
where the various SOI material fabrication technologies are accounted.
CHAPTER 2 - Literature Survey
C h a p t e r  2  
L i t e r a t u r e  S u r v e y
2.1  In tro d u c tio n
This chapter contains a literature survey covering the topics o f SIM OX technology and 
non-destructive optical characterisation o f SOI materials, w ith special reference to  
SIMOX. In the first section the reported earliest experiments involving the implantation 
o f reactive ions (such as 0 +) into Si are reported. These investigations w ere limited to  
ion beam synthesis o f surface oxides. W ith the pioneering experiments in the N TT 
Laboratory in the late 1970s the concept o f SIM OX emerged and over the following 15 
years a plethora o f publications appeared, bringing the state-of-the-art in SIM OX 
technology to a stage where commercial production is now viable. Today the m ost 
promising SIMOX area is low-power, high speed applications, which require small 
thickness of Si top layer and buried oxide layer. Thin film SIM OX substrates obtained by 
low dose (4 x 1017 0 +cm‘2 at 180 keV) implantation satisfy those demands, and so they 
are dealt separately here. Other areas that are reported in this review are the high energy 
(> 1 M eV) ion implantation o f 0 + into Si, the formation o f novel S i/S i02 structures by 
ion beam synthesis and optical waveguide formation in Si by 0 + ion implantation. Finally, 
the microstructure o f the as-implanted (unannealed) and annealed SIM OX structures is 
described, based mainly on XTEM  observations from the most recent literature. In the 
second and third sections publications are cited describing the use o f non-destructive 
optical methods to characterise Si, S i0 2 and SOI/SIM OX structures from the early times 
till today. Workers in the field have used techniques such as IR  transmission, 
spectroscopic ellipsometry, optical reflectometry, photoluminescence, Raman scattering 
and FTIR reflectance and so, in this survey, publications are grouped accordingly.
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2 .2  E v o lu tio n  o f  S IM O X  te c h n o lo g y
2.2.1 T he beginning
The earliest report o f the implantation o f reactive ions into a sem iconductor is by Ohl 
[30 ]  who described nitrogen implantation into Si. In 1955 Thornton and Hanley 
reported oxygen implantation in Si [3 1 ], while Smith, in 1956 [3 2 ], reported the 
possibility o f converting the surface o f a material to oxide or nitride using very high 
doses o f 0 + or FT. The properties o f Si and Ge bombarded with FT and 0 + ions were 
investigated in 1961 by Bredov et al. [33 ]. In 1963 Ferber implanted 0 + and FT into Si 
and subsequently annealed his samples up to  500°C [34 ]. In 1966 S i0 2 formation by ion 
implantation o f 0 + in Si was reported by W atanabe and Tooi [35 ] and Pavlov and 
Shitova [36 ]. Their thin layers had a dielectric strength o f 7 x 106 V/cm  and a resistivity 
o f  1017 Q.cm. Freeman et al. [37 ] implanted 0 +, FT and C+ in Si and diamond in 1967. 
They used IR  spectroscopy to confirm compound formation after 0 + implantation in Si at 
40 keV with a dose o f 2 x 1018 0 + cm'2. In 1969, Balarin et al. [38 ] produced surface 
oxide layers on Si by bombarding it with 0 + ions.
In 1970 Stein and Beezhold [39 ] implanted 220 keV  0 + and FT in Si at 300K 
with a maximum dose o f  9 x 1015 0 + cm'2 and annealed at 450°C. W ith IR  spectroscopy 
they noticed an amorphous layer forming and observed interference fringes in samples 
implanted with the maximum dose. Picraux and V ook in 1971 [40 ] suggested that, the 
dependence on the dose rate is connected with the ionization effect under the action o f 
the ion beam. Dylewski and Joshi [41 ] in 1975 described the way in which the IR  
transmission spectra o f  silicon implanted with oxygen depend on dose and annealing 
tem perature and also discussed the passivation properties o f  the buried layers. They 
showed that the properties o f the surface oxides formed, were comparable with those o f 
thermally grown oxides using various techniques such as electron microscopy, C-V and 
I-V  measurements and dielectric breakdown properties. A  sample implanted with 15 
keV, 1 x 1018 0 + cm"2 and annealed at 800°C had a surface oxide w ith a dielectric 
strength o f 9 x 106 V/cm (which was marginally better than that reported by Pavlov and 
Shitova [36]) and a resistivity o f 1016 Q.cm.
In 1977 Badawi [4 2 ] implanted Si with 80 keV 1 x 1017 0 + cm '2 and after 
annealing at 900°C they observed the presence o f  a layer o f  silicon dioxide. They
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analyzed their samples using ellipsometry, IR, C-V and I-V  techniques. A very specific 
investigation o f surface oxide layers produced by very high doses o f 40 - 60 keV  0 + 
implantation was made in 1978 by Gill and W ilson [43 ]. This is the first paper to  
mention the use o f RBS and Channeling for the analysis o f these kind o f structures. They 
noticed that the implanted oxygen profile changes from Gaussian to  flat-topped once the 
oxygen concentration reaches the stoichiometric value for S i0 2 due to  the diffusion o f 
the excess oxygen from the peak o f the profile to the wings o f the distribution.
2.2.2 Separation by Implantation of Oxygen (SEMOX)
In 1978, Izumi et al. [44 ] proposed the acronym SIM OX, for the  structures form ed by 
implantation of 1.2 x 1018 0 + cm'2 at 150 keV into Si followed by annealing at 1150°C 
for 2 hrs. They reported the fabrication o f a CMOS ring oscillator in an epitaxial Si layer 
grown on top o f the Si overlayer and found that the circuits had twice the speed o f 
similar structures with the same dimensions in bulk Si [45 ]. In 1980 Hayashi et al. 
[46 ,47 ] used the same conditions as Izumi to prepare their samples and used TEM , 
AES and XPS to  study the depth distribution o f the crystallographic and chemical 
properties o f the SIM OX substrates. They found that a S i0 2 layer 120 nm thick was 
formed and that the Si overlayer itself was layered with a single crystal upper layer and a 
mixed polycrystalline Si and S i0 2 near the S i-S i02 interface. They concluded that 
implantation o f a very high dose (2.4 x 1018 0 + cm'2) o f oxygen was necessary in order 
to achieve Si overlayers free o f microtwin, dislocation and polycrystalline regions. In the 
same year, the first report o f SIMS being used to  analyze SIM OX structures was 
published by Koyama [48 ]. He also was the first to  report laser pulse annealing bringing 
his Si samples up to  their melting point. In 1982 M aeyama and Kajiyama [49 ] described 
the differences between SIM OX and separation by implantation o f nitrogen (SIM NI) 
materials, where the latter are formed in an analogous m anner by N* implantation. They 
used mainly RBS and channelling to  determine the composition profiles and the silicon 
crystallinity.
In 1983 and 1984 Hemment et al. [50 ,51  ] and Tuppen et al. [52 ] reported on 
the influence o f oxygen dose and implantation tem perature on the oxygen distribution 
and microstructure before and after annealing at 1150 - 1200°C for 2 - 4 h. They 
concluded that the final oxygen distribution is greatly dependent on the damage profile in 
the as-implanted (unannealed) sample. They attributed the preferential diffusion o f
CHAPTER 2 - Literature Survey
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oxygen, dependence upon increasing dose, and preferential growth o f  the oxide layer 
tow ards the surface to radiation enhanced diffusion caused by the large number o f point 
defects present in the upper S i/S i02 interface. In 1984 Holland et al. [53 ] were the first 
to use substrate heating during implantation and to  demonstrate that preheating to a 
constant background implantation tem perature o f 550°C was necessary to  achieve better 
crystalline quality in the silicon overlayer o f SIM OX structures.
In 1985 Stoemenos et al. [54 ] reported for the first time the total segregation o f 
the oxygen towards the buried layer and so, SIM OX structures with an upper silicon 
layer completely free from S i0 2 precipitates was formed. Furthermore, the S i/S i02 
interfaces were abrupt. They demonstrated that different conditions than those previously 
thought to be optimum, could result to superior quality SIM OX substrates. They used 
pre-heating and constant background heating before and during the implant at 700°C, a 
dose o f  1.5 x 1018 0 + cm'2 and annealing in vacuum, at 1300°C for 6 h. Two types o f 
extended defects were observed in these structures: dislocations in the Si overlayer 
which punched through it reaching up to  the surface (threading dislocations) and silicon 
islands in the buried S i0 2 layer. The dislocation density in these structures was 2 x 107 
cm '2. Stoemenos et al. [55 ] also reported the formation o f a continuous S i0 2 layer using 
a subcritical dose after annealing at 1300°C for 6 h. In the same year Celler et al. [56 j 
raised the annealing tem perature as high as 1407°C and also achieved a high quality Si 
overlayer. Also in 1985, Kilner et al. [57 ] concluded from their 180  tracer studies, that 
the lower S i0 2/Si interface acts as an efficient diffusion barrier to oxygen.
In  1985 the  first E a to n  N V 200 high cu rren t oxygen im plan ter [58 ] was 
commissioned and used to produce increased numbers o f SIM OX substrates. This 
advance had a big impact on the successful development o f SIM OX technology.
In 1986, Stoemenos et al. [59 ] proposed that the Si interstitials created during 
the S i0 2 precipitate formation, migrate athermally to  the surface where internal epitaxial 
Si regrowth occurs. They proposed that if  the flux o f  Si interstitials is higher than the 
rate o f surface regrowth then dislocations are produced near the surface. Experimental 
confirmation o f this concept can be seen in fig. 2.1. The sequence o f X TEM  micrographs 
shows a sample in the unannealed state with a  layer o f defects below the surface, which 
after annealing grow and in the end form threading dislocations.
In 1987, it was reported by Hill et al. [ 60 ]  that multiple implantation and 
annealing steps instead o f  a single, high dose implant, could dramatically decrease the
CHAPTER 2 - L iterature Survey
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a s  implanted 0.1pm annealed  1000 °C 0 .1pm ann ea led  1405 °C 0 .1pm
'----- ' 3 hours  '----- < 30 minutes  1----- '
Fig. 2.1: Evolution of defects situated below the surface to form threading 
dislocations (from [16]).
surface
dislocation density in the silicon overlayer (<103cm*2). This experiment was verified one 
year later by Cheek et al. [61 ]. In 1988 Margail et al. [62 ] formed SIM OX structures 
with a dislocation density less than 105 cm*2 and reduced the density o f silicon islands by 
several orders o f magnitude by a sequence o f two implantations and tw o annealings. This 
paper offered an explanation for the low dislocation density based on the hypothesis that 
dislocations are generated by the accumulation o f excess Si self interstitials in the body o f 
the Si overlayer due to  the blocking effect o f the S i0 2 precipitates. By annealing after a 
low dose implantation, the authors reasoned, the S i0 2 precipitates are dissolved hence 
removing the obstacle to interstitial movement and the Si interstitials find an easy way to  
the surface.
In 1990 El-Ghor et al. [63 ] and in 1991 Visitsemgtrakul et al. [64 ] proposed a 
new method for producing low dislocation density (< 104 cm*2) SIMOX. When using an 
oxygen beam current density o f the order o f 1 mA/cm2 cavities form in the Si overlayer 
providing a stress-free sink for Si and oxygen interstitials. In this way the agglomeration 
o f excess interstitials is reduced resulting in a lower density o f  precipitates and 
dislocation loops. In ref. [63] the authors suggested that the internal surface o f the 
cavities blocks the propagation o f the dislocation loops to  the surface and so the 
formation o f threading dislocations is avoided.
In 1992 Venables et al. [65]  achieved a dislocation density o f 105 cm’2 by 
following a sequential implantation and annealing procedure where the annealing was
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done at 900°C for half an hour. The dose step was 3 x 1017 Cfcm"2. In contrast for a total 
dose o f  6 x 1017 the dislocation density for a sample prepared with the normal procedure 
o f  a single implantation and annealing was 108 cm '2. When annealing at 900°C, cavities 
form in a surface layer 130 nm thick, where excess strain had built up during 
implantation. These cavities accommodate agglomerates o f point defects and facilitate 
the growth o f oxygen precipitates in a strain-free silicon matrix. M ore detailed reviews 
on the whole subject o f defects in SIM OX can be found in the papers by van Ommen 
[66 ], Tomozane et al. [67 ], Jaussaud et al. [26], and Stoemenos [68 ].
In 1992, dislocation densities as low as 3 x 102 cm"2 for low dose implanted 
material (thin oxide) were obtained by Nakashima et al. [69 ] and even dislocation free 
SIM OX has been reported by Yoshino [70 ], although according to a careful assessment 
by Jaussaud et al. [71 ] in 1994, a density value o f 105 cm '2 is more typical.
The improvement o f the quality o f the top Si layer has been the main drive for 
studies on SIM OX but from 1988 the quality o f  the buried oxide (BOX) layer became a 
subject o f detailed study. Up to then, the only defects in the BOX which were described, 
were Si islands [72 ]. Hole trapping at BOX defects leads to positive charge build-up in
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Fig. 2.2: XTEM micrographs showing the oxygen bubbles formed in the Si 
overlayer of as-implanted SIMOX prepared at the high current density of 1 mA 
cm2 at 200 keV and 600°C, with the dose of 1.0,1.5 and 1.8 x 1018 0 +cm2 (from [64]).
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the BOX, which can lead to  increased leakage currents in a SIM OX device [73 ]. 
Detailed evaluation o f the dielectric material itself using optical techniques [303], voltage 
stressing [74 ], deuterium take up [75 ], electron paramagnetic resonance 
[76 77 ],electron spin resonance [78 ], C-V  [87,88] and I-V  [79 ] measurements and 
chemical etch rate [80 ], all suggest that the BO X is inferior to  a thermal oxide, due to  
the presence o f excess Si in the BOX, mainly near the BOX/substrate interface.
An examination o f the quality o f the buried oxide as an insulator revealed an 
anomalous dielectric breakdown, due to  conducting paths or ‘pipes’ through the buried 
oxide, believed to form due to  masking o f the oxygen beam by surface contaminants 
[81 ]. Today, the ‘pipe’ density can be as low as 0.1 cm '2 [204].
From 1984 to 1994 numerous papers were published, dealing with the mechanism 
o f oxide layer formation [82 -  9 2 ]  and its modelling [ 9 3 -  100] .  By 1989 a further 
reduction o f the defect density was seen to be a priority if  the technology was to  achieve 
commercial importance. Numerous papers cataloging the various types o f defects have 
been published [101-  110] .  The influence o f dose, implantation and annealing 
temperature on the crystalline quality o f the Si overlayer as well as the integrity o f the 
buried oxide in the as-implanted and annealed states have been extensively studied using 
a wide variety o f experimental techniques [111 - 113 , 52, 53 ,114 - 132 ,  17],
Articles and reviews reporting the “state-of-the-art” situation o f  SIM OX 
technology were published in 1983 by Kajiyama et al [133 ], by Lam  and Pinizzotto 
[134 , 135 ], in 1984 by Hemment [136 ] and W ilson [137 ], in 1986 by Hem ment [138 ] 
and Stein [139 ], in 1987 by W ilson [15], in 1988 by Bruel et al. [72], in 1989 by van 
Ommen [140], Golanski [141 ] and Baum gart et al. [142 ], in 1992 by Margail et al. 
[143 ] and Ibrahim et al. [1 4 4 ], in 1993 by Jaussaud et al. [71] and Margail [204], in 
1994 by Auberton-Herve [12], and in 1995 by Stoemenos et al. [68],
Today the parameters for the fabrication o f standard single implant SIM OX 
structures typically are: energy 190 keV, implantation tem perature >600°C, oxygen dose
1.8 x 1018 0 + cm'2, annealing temperature 1320°C for 6 hours. These param eters result in 
a Si overlayer o f about 200 nm thickness and a buried oxide o f about 400 nm thickness. 
The thickness uniformity is 4 and 8 nm respectively [145 ]. The dislocation density is less 
than 5 x 10s cm'2 and the pipes density is less than 0.2 cm'2. The starting material can be 
4, 5 or 6 inch Si wafers, <100> orientation, p-type with a resistivity o f  14 - 22 Qcm. 
When multiple implantation and annealing is used, typically all implantation and
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annealing parameters remain the sam e bu t the dislocation density is reduced to  less than 
5 x 104 cm'2 [145].
2.2.3 T h in  film SIM O X
In the early 1990s SIM OX structures with a thin Si overlayer (<100 nm) were 
fabricated in order to  achieve thin-film fully depleted CMOS devices that offer a wide 
range o f performance advantages over the partially depleted, standard CM OS/SIM OX 
devices.
In 1989 Nam avar et al. [146 ] reported the form ation o f thin SIM OX structures 
by implanting at low energies (20 - 80 keV). Subsequently, they show ed that even a Si 
overlayer o f thickness 12 nm can be obtained on top o f a 36 nm thick S i0 2 layer, by 
implanting at 20 keV with a dose o f 1.5 x 1017 0 + cm'2 [147 ]. By using such low  energies 
it was possible to reduce the dose needed to synthesise the buried oxide (BOX) layer and 
therefore the total implantation tim e and consequently the cost o f the process. In 1991 Li 
et al. [148 ] and in 1992 Robinson et al. [149 ] reported the direct form ation o f thin Si 
overlayers by low (50 - 90 keV) energy 0 + implantation. As a consequence o f using low 
doses the dislocation density o f a sample implanted at 70 keV with 3.3 x 1017 0 + cm'2 was 
less than 105 cm'2, as observed by XTEM . This value is the low er limit for the sensitivity 
o f the technique (plan view TEM ), and so another technique should be used to analyse 
these low defect, thin film structures, such as chemical etching [150 ]. Reports on the 
low  energy SIMOX structures can be found in references [151 - 158 ].
It was shown in 1991 by Nakashim a et al. [159 ], that one can fabricate a thin (80 
nm) buried oxide using a dose o f  4 x 1017 0 + cm'2 at an energy o f 180 keV. The 
breakdown voltage was 40 V, which is sufficiently high for LSI applications [17]. It was 
found by using etching techniques that the dislocation density in the Si overlayer was 102 
cm'2. To a first approximation the reduced dose meant a five-fold increase in the 
production o f SIM OX wafers, assuming other parameters are constant. Nevertheless 
results from other groups [131] suggested that the problem o f the form ation o f a 
homogeneous high quality thin B O X  layer w hen using low dose implantation at standard 
energies is not trivial. Therefore a new  priority existed and research papers appeared 
dealing with low dose SIM OX material.
In 1994 Sadana et al. [4] reported the elimination o f the upper band o f S i0 2 
precipitates from the buried oxide double band structure usually obtained after the
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implantation at 170 keV with 4 x 1017 0 + cm '2 They achieved that by employing an 
additional oxidation step at 1100°C for 1 h before the high tem perature anneal at 1375°C 
for 2.5 h. Takahashi et al. [160]  also used an oxidation step at 1100°C but after the 
annealing had been performed. They observed an increase in the BOX thickness in the 
order o f a few nm. They attributed this thickness increase to the diffusion o f oxygen 
through the Si overlayer and internal oxidation at the Si/BOX interface. They 
demonstrated the movement o f oxygen by performing an additional oxidation in a 180  
enriched atmosphere and profiling by SIMS. The profile clearly indicated that the isotope 
is located not only in the S i0 2 cap/Si interface but also at the Si/BOX interface. Having 
these results in mind it seems that the way forw ard for low dose SIM OX is for an 
additional oxidation step to be performed prior to  o r after the annealing process. It is 
speculated that an increase in the oxidation tem perature (from 1100°C to 1300°C) would 
result in an increase in the amount o f diffusing oxygen and therefore an increase in the
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1375°C/2.5HRS
Fig. 2.3: Sequence o f X T E M  m icrographs show ing (a) an  unannealed  sam ple 
implanted a t  170 keV to 4 x 1017 0 + cm '2 a t  630°C, (b) th e  annealed  sam ple w here 
the u p p e r  layer o f S i0 2 p rec ip ita tes  is ev iden t a n d  (c) the  elim ination o f the  
p rec ip ita tes  w hen the  in te rm ed ia te  ox idation  is conducted  (from  [4]).
1100°C/1hr (0 2)
1375°C/2.5HRS
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B O X  thickness. That would also mean a m ore homogeneous BO X  and less wavy 
interfaces, making the low  dose SIM OX and oxidation procedure favourable for large 
scale fabrication.
2.2.4 H igh  energy  (> 1 M eV ) im p lan ta tio n  o f 0 + in Si
In the period 1966 to  1972 several papers w ere published reporting high energy 
implantation o f N 4, 0 + and C+ ions into Si in order to form buried nitride, oxide and 
carbide layers. These pioneering experiments were done by Gardner et al. [161 ] in 1966,
Buchanan et al. [162 ] and Schwuttke et al. [163 ] in 1967, Roosild et al. [164 ] in 1968 
and Schwuttke et al. [165 - 167 ] from 1969 to  1972. Brack and Schwuttke reported in 
1975 [168 ] 1 M eV oxygen implantation in Si, w ith a dose o f  1 x 1016 0 + cm'2. In 1978 
K appert et al. [169 ] (Dortm und group) im planted 2 M eV 0 + ions into Si and determined 
the ion and damage profiles by X-ray and high resolution electron microscopy.
During 1980 and 1982 the D ortm und group published several papers on high 
energy 0 + implantation into Si including in 1980 on 20 M eV 0 + in Si [170 ], in 1981 on 
2 M eV  0 + in Si in order to  create a deeply buried waveguiding layer o f silicon dioxide 
[171 ] and in 1982 on 65 M eV  0 + in Si and the range profile [172]  as well as the 
electrical properties of M OS and Schottky diodes formed after implantation [173 ].
In 1986 W hite et al. [174 ] reported the formation o f  buried oxide layers by 1 
M eV  0 + ion implantation in Si. In 1988 Grob et al. [175 ] (Strasbourg group) published 
the first o f  a series o f papers that continued up to  1992 on the subject o f high energy 
implantation o f 0 + into Si. Their first paper evaluated the lateral dispersion, the range 
and the longitudinal straggling o f  the oxygen ions by nuclear reaction analysis. In the 
same year Nieh et al. [176 ] reported the implantation o f 1 and 2.5 M eV 0 + ions in Si.
Having analyzed their samples with X TEM  and EELS they concluded that low 
tem perature (RT-200°C) implantation significantly improved the quality o f the annealed 
samples by eliminating the oxide precipitates in the Si overlayer and reducing the Si 
inclusions inside the buried oxide layer.
Tw o further papers from  the Strasbourg group were published in 1988 [177 ] and 
1989 [178 ]. Both reported form ation o f  a buried S i0 2 layer after 2 M eV 0 + implantation 
in Si and subsequent annealing at 1350°C although with inferior quality when compared 
to  that o f  the conventional SIM OX materials.. In 1990 Touhouche et al. [179 ] reported 
the formation o f buried oxide layers by 6 M eV  implantation using substoichiometric
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doses (8 x 1017 0 + cm '2). A  comprehensive review paper on high energy implantation 
and its applications up to 1985 was published by Ziegler [200]. In 1992, Golanski et al. 
[180 ] described the lattice damage induced to  Si when implanted with 1 M eV  0 +, 1.25 
M eV Si+ and 4.8 M eV Er+ ions.
A t present, several studies o f high energy SIM OX have been made 
[170,178,179,181 ] but compared to  standard SIM OX, research on the subject is still in 
its infancy.
2.2.5 Double insulator layer formation in Si by ion implantation
In 1987 it was demonstrated by Hemment et al. [182 ] that multiple S i0 2 layers 
can be formed in Si by two 0 + ion implantations at 150 and 350 keV  and subsequent 
annealing at 1405°C. Researchers w ho have considered the formation o f  multilayer 
structures in Si by ion implantation alone, have used nitrogen [183 ], or oxygen [174] o r 
both [184 ], as a means to  synthesise the buried dielectric layers. In the nitrogen case 
[183], only one anneal was carried out after the tw o implants were completed, and this 
produced tw o separate nitride layers but redistribution o f the nitrogen atoms occurred 
from the bottom layer to  the top layer. Similar results were obtained using oxygen in ref. 
[174], where the bottom  layer did not form but remained in the form o f large oxide 
precipitates. Nevertheless, in ref. [182], oxygen implantation created tw o distinct, 
uniform S i0 2 layers, with wavy interfaces and Si inclusions. These encouraging results 
were obtained again when nitrogen was implanted to  fonm a deep nitride layer and 
oxygen was implanted to form a shallow oxide layer [184].
2.2.6 Optical waveguide formation in Si by 0 + ion implantation
In 1974 Rao and M outonnet [185 ] implanted 1 and 2 M eV 0 + ions in fused silica 
in order to form buried optical waveguides. In contrast with the idea put forward by 
Heidemann [171], the Si overlayer can be used as the waveguiding layer and this was 
demonstrated in 1989 in conventional SIM OX substrates, where a thick epitaxial Si layer 
was grown on the original Si top layer and the resulting structure was used as a 
waveguide [186 ].
The first workers to discuss in detail the use o f SIM OX substrates for 
waveguiding applications were Kurdi and Hall [187]  in 1988. They analyzed the 
problem theoretically and predicted a low loss TE0 m ode propagation (to 1 dB/cm) at
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wavelengths o f 1.3 pm  if  scattering losses from surface roughness and implantation 
damage are minimized. In 1989 their theory was tested by Davies et al. [188 ] w ho found 
a disappointingly large optical loss at ~30 dB/cm for standard SIM OX structures but 
m easured a promising - 4  dB/cm for sequential implantation and annealing SIM OX 
structures. Subsequently, several papers were published dealing with the waveguiding 
properties o f structures obtained by one or tw o SIM OX process steps. In each case 
surface growth o f epitaxial Si by CVD and a final oxidation o f the Si surface [189 - 191 ] 
was employed. Weiss et al. [192 ] reported the low est propagation loss o f 8 dB/cm at a 
wavelength o f 1.15 jam for the TE0 mode o f a planar waveguide with a 2 pm thick Si 
guiding layer obtained using the m ethod mentioned above. Recently, Schmidtchen et al.
[193 ] realized single mode rib waveguides based on SIM OX material where they 
measured losses below 0.5 dB/cm.
Comprehensive review articles dealing with optical waveguides in Si were 
published by Hickemell [194 ] and Soref and Lorenzo [195 ].
Optical waveguiding in SIM OX structures was first dem onstrated by Soref et al.
[196] ,  Subsequently, multilayer structures were produced and tested as waveguides 
[197 ]. The S i02 layers w ere fabricated using a standard SIM OX procedure. However, 
the Si guiding layers, which had to be o f  sufficient thickness (> 1 pm), were grown 
epitaxially by chemical vapour deposition (CVD). Alternatively, high energy (MeV)
SIM OX technology could be used for the fabrication o f Si based optical waveguides 
without the use o f the CVD processing step [198 ]. Applications include intrachip optical 
interconnects and dual waveguiding, coupled or not, depending on the thickness o f  the 
S i0 2 cladding layers.
2.2.7 C om m ercial s ta tus o f SIM O X
Since 1990, some SIM OX based, radiation hard and space oriented products 
such as SRAMs have been produced [199 ]. A t Texas Instruments Inc., 1.0 pm 64 Kbit,
0.8 pm 256 Kbit and 0.8 pm  1 M bit SRAMs have been fabricated on SIM OX substrates 
in a commercial volume fabrication facility.
Commercial applications on SIM OX have now emerged, with the low voltage, 
low  pow er circuits for hand held equipment in the high speed m arket appearing to be the 
m ost promising [12]. Depending on the silicon top layer and the buried oxide thickness, 
applications for CM O S/SO I circuits in equipm ent/system s as diverse as high speed
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electronics, radiation tolerant SRAMs, sensors, high and low working tem perature 
electronics, microwave applications, high voltage electronics, bipolar CMOS and optical 
waveguides have all been demonstrated on SIMOX substrates [12], see fig. 2.4.
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Electronic devices such as high-voltage lateral M OSFET and vertical bipolar 
transistors [200 ], bipolar CMOS devices [20], as well as optoelectronics such as optical 
interconnects, planar waveguides [201 ], couplers [19] and optical modulators [202 ] are 
built on SIMOX substrates with a thick (> 1 pm ) Si overlayer. This requires an extra 
processing step, since epitaxial Si has to be grown to achieve the desired Si thickness. It 
is conceivable that SIMOX substrates fabricated using high energy 0 + implantation, with 
an overlayer thickness higher than 1 pm could be used for applications as the ones 
mentioned above, therefore reducing the processing complexity. However, this will not 
be possible with existing equipment and so, it is dependent upon future large investments 
to develop high energy, high current machines.
In the future, ULSI mainstream technologies will probably require SOI wafers for 
improving performance, lower power consumption, better soft error immunity and lower 
cost [12], A recent economic analysis by SEM ATECH compared 0.35 pm bulk and SOI 
production costs and revenue generated for production year five, and its results 
encourage further future investment on SOI production lines [203 ]. Today, major 
commercial vendors o f standard SIMOX wafers are IBIS Corp. in USA and SOITEC in
Fig. 2.4: SO I/SIM O X  m ateria l characteristics fo r d ifferen t SO I app lications. T he 
two main  param eters  of SIM O X  are  the  silicon top  layer an d  the  bu ried  oxide 
(BOX) thickness (from  [12]).
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France, as well as companies in Japan. Currently, 6 in. SIM OX substrates are readily 
available with good structural uniformity, high crystal integrity and high wafer-to-w afer 
repeatability [204 ]. Now, with the development o f the second generation machine by 
IBIS, 8 in. substrates are readily available and 10 and 12 in. will be available soon [205 ].
2 .3  M ic ro s tru c tu re  o f  S IM O X  s tru c tu re s
In a recent review on the m icrostructure o f SIM OX material Stoemenos et al [68] 
concludes that crystallographic defects in oxygen implanted silicon are formed by 
condensation o f point defects (Si interstitials and vacancies) produced both by the atomic 
displacements during implantation and by internal oxidation and by plastic deformation o f  
the structure caused by the large volume mismatch between atomic Si and the S i0 2 
molecule [85].
2.3.1 Radiation damage induced defects
The self-interstitials and vacancies created as the result o f the atomic displacements 
during implantation will tend to recom bine w ith each other or condensate into aggregates 
and grow in order to decrease their total energy [206 ,207 ]. The continuous growth o f 
the aggregate is limited by the possible collapse into a dislocation loop with a low er 
energy configuration [208 ]. Stacking faults are planar defects which interrupt the normal 
lattice sequence [209 ]. An extrinsic stacking fault can be considered as an extra {111} 
lattice plane inserted in the silicon lattice, while an intrinsic stacking fault is formed by a 
missing {111} lattice plane. Therefore, a supersaturation o f self-interstitials will favour 
the formation o f extrinsic stacking faults, while a local supersaturation o f  vacancies, as in 
the case o f high dose ion implantation, will favour the formation o f small stacking fault 
tetrahedra, which are intrinsic in nature [209]. A  perfect dislocation can split up into tw o 
partial dislocations, which are bordered in-between by a stacking fault and so form 
extended dislocations [210 ]. Another type o f  planar defect in Si is twins. Twinning o f 
the silicon lattice results when a portion o f  the crystal takes up an orientation that is 
related to  that o f the lattice in a symmetrical way, when the twinned portion o f the 
crystal is a mirror image o f the parent crystal [211 ].
2.3.2 Internal oxidation induced defects
The m olar volume of S i0 2 is 2.2 times the molar volume for Si, and so the form ation o f 
S i0 2 during Si oxidation requires the presence o f  a free volume. The extra volume 
needed can be accomodated either by emission o f Si atoms, which become Si self­
interstitials (Sii), away from the S i-S i02 interface, according to the reaction [68]:
x Si + 0 2 -»  S i02 + (x -1 )  Sii (2.1)
thus leaving a vacancy in the original substitutional site o r by plastic deformation o f the 
matrix near the S i0 2 precipitate.
The preparation o f SIM OX samples involves the implantation o f  0 + ions when Si 
vacancies and Sii are generated and oxidation occurs in the bulk, beneath the surface 
(internal oxidation). The vacancies participate in the S i0 2 formation while the Sii migrate 
almost athermally by virtue o f their high diffusivity tow ard the surface [68], The BOX 
formation through Sii migration provides a favourable condition for strain-free oxidation. 
The requirement for this process to  occur is the existance o f easy paths for the Sii 
migration to the surface. However, the S i0 2 precipitates inhibit the Sii diffusion because 
the diffusivity o f Si in S i0 2 is extremely low [212 ]. This results in Sii supersaturation 
which in turn slows down the oxidation which increases the stress inside the BO X  and 
finally results in densification o f the S i0 2 in the BO X  [68]. The condensation o f the 
interstitials into aggregates is likely to occur giving rise to  the defects discussed in 
§2.3.1.
Plastic deformation can arise if  the compressive stresses around the precipitates 
are not completely relieved. Then the Si matrix deforms plastically through the 
nucleation o f prismatic dislocation loops [213 ].
2.3.3 Defects in the Si overlayer
The main sources o f defects in the Si overlayer can be classified as :(a) defects created in 
the upperm ost part o f the Si overlayer due to  Sii migration to  the surface [143,90], and 
(b) defects near the Si overlayer/BOX interface due to  radiation damage and the strain 
created due to BO X  densification [214 ]. The defects o f  class (a) are growth defects and 
they are mainly small dislocation loops o f the extrinsic type, semiloops and segments o f 
dislocations [68]. Some o f these semiloops may extend through the Si overlayer to be 
pinned at the Si/BOX interface, resulting in the formation o f pairs o f “threading”
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dislocations which span the whole Si overlayer from the surface to the BOX interface.
The second source of defects, class (b), is located at the back of the Si overlayer 
near the BOX interface. This is the most defective zone because damage due to nuclear 
stopping has its maximum there and in addition, high strains exist there, which resulted 
by the inability of volume accomodation of the BOX. Defects such as small segments of 
dislocations (mean length 40 nm) due to radiation damage become evident during the 
veiy early stage of implantation [68]. Defects which reveal the development of strain in 
the BOX are the multiple fault defects (MFDs) appearing near the Si/BOX interface 
[68]. These defects consist of overlapping extrinsic and intrinsic stacking faults (SF) 
randomly spaced between two and eight atomic layers apart [103]. The co-existence of 
extrinsic and intrinsic SF in the MFD reveals that the SFs are created by Si lattice 
deformation at the Si/Si02 interface. Most of the existing defects in this zone are 
eliminated during high temperature annealing (HTA) because they are pinned by the 
growing Si02 precipitates and finally are annihilated at the Si/BOX interface [90].
During HTA a significant reconstruction occurs in the Si overlayer mainly in the 
zone near the Si/Si02 interface where most of the Si02 precipitates exist [68]. The 
dissolution of the Si02 precipitates and the absorption of Sii is a three-dimensional 
coalescence process that implies dislocation formation to accomodate the translation and 
rotation displacements between regions of agglomerating silicon interstitials [68].
Another consequence of the translational displacement between two regions of 
agglomerating Sii during HTA is the formation of small stacking faults, SFs with the 
form of a tetragonal pyramid, square-shaped SFs, tetrahedral stacking faults (TSFs) as 
well as prismatic faults [68], TSFs can grow by vacancy supersaturation or they have 
also been attributed to the homoepitaxial growth of silicon near the Si/BOX interface 
[68].
2.3.4 Defects in the buried oxide layer
The defects in the BOX have two main origins: defects created during 
implantation which are related to Si trapping inside the BOX and defects created during 
the HTA [68].
Silicon interstitials are traped into the forming BOX during high dose oxygen 
implantation, due to the low diffiisivity of Si in Si02. During HTA Si islands are formed 
in the Si02 layer, where the Si atoms redistribute so that their configuration is the one
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with crystallographic planes minimising the surface free energy. Si islands with well- 
developed facets lying along the {0 0 1} and { 1 1 1 } lattice planes have been observed 
[68]. It has been suggested [55] that they are of such shape because the oxidation rate in 
silicon increases in the order ( 100), ( 1 1 0 ), (111) approximately in the ratio 1:2:3. Thus 
during the oxidation reaction large {0 0 1} facets develop due to the slower growth rate 
of the {0 0 1} planes. This holds true for the reverse process of Si oxidation as well, for 
example when Si crystals are growing in a Si02 matrix. Most of the Si islands have 
almost the same orientation with the Si substrate, however, some of them are slightly 
tilted since the development of stress results in a slight misorientation of the Si islands 
inside the BOX. In standard SIMOX only Si islands near the back interface remain [68].
Point defects are produced in the BOX during implantation [215 , 1 0 1 ]. Among 
others, strained Si-Si bonds are formed in neutral oxygen vacancies (0 3=Si— Si=03) by 
the trapping of Si atoms in the BOX. The strained Si-Si bonds can relax by capturing a 
hole, as is shown by [216 ]:
0 3=Si-—Si=03 + h+ -> 0 3=Si- [Si^03]+ (2 .2 )
The hole is trapped on one of the Si atoms while the other remains neutral with a 
dangling orbital containing one unpaired electron. This configuration is characterised as 
E[ centre.
Other point defects can be attributed to the strained Si-O-Si bonds formed due to 
the densification of the buried oxide [217], Trivalent centres (0 3=Si), also called E' 
centres, can be created in the BOX during HTA in SIMOX in a redox reaction of the 
form [68] :
0 3sSi-0-Si=03 0 3=Si- Si=03 + O (2 .3 )
The free oxygen diffuses to the Si02/Si interface where it reacts to form Si02 [218 - 
220 ]. The separated trivalent centre can relax upon capturing an electron, therefore 
acting as an electron trap [218,220]. The presence of E' and EJ centres in the BOX can 
lead to charged states in the Si02 band gap and subsequent oxide degradation. This can 
lead to break down of devices built on SIMOX substrates, when they get exposed to an 
ionising radiation such as X-rays or cosmic radiation.
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In optical analysis the objective is to determine the optical constants (n and k) of 
materials in bulk or thin film form as a function of wavelength. Because Si and its dioxide 
are of such paramount importance to device technology and optical applications, there 
have been many publications dealing with the subject. Today, researchers in the field use 
data which have been tabulated by extensive reviews [221 ,222 ] based on data obtained 
by several investigators for different wavelength regions.
2.4.1 Silicon crystal (c-Si)
Optical analysis of Si goes back to the beginning of the century [223 ], but systematic 
work started during the late 1940s when groups in Purdue University and Bell Labs 
reported the IR reflectance and transmittance of Ge [224] and Si [225 ]. The optical
constants of c-Si in the IR were reported by several authors from 1951 to 1980 [226 -
233 ,21] and in the visible and near UV region of the spectrum from 1960 up to 1992 
[234 ,235 ,28,236 -242 ]. The optical constants in the range from far IR (10 cm'1) to the 
X-ray region (2000 eV) are reviewed in [243 ] in detail and can be seen in fig. 3.1. In
[243] it is concluded that the IR (1.12-588 pm) refractive index values of c-Si can be 
equally represented either by a Herzberger-type dispersion formula [229]:
n = A + BL + CL2 + DX2 + EL4 (2.4)
where L = l/(X2 - 0.028), X is in pm, A -3 .41906, B=0.123172, 00.0265456, 
D=-2.66511 xlO"8 and E=5.45852xl0'14, or by a Sellmeier-type dispersion formula
[244]:
n2 = e + AIX2 + 'BX2/(X2 - X/) (2 .5)
where 1.1071 p m , e = 1  1.6858, A=0.939816, and B=8.10461xl0'3.
We have used in this work a similar Sellmeier formula (see §5.2.2, eq. 5.13) to represent 
the (n) values of the c-Si substrates.
2.4.2 Amorphous silicon (a-Si)
Reports on the optical properties of amorphous Si (a-Si) started to appear in the 1960’s 
with Tauc et al. [245 ,246 ] being among the first. Amorphous Si can be prepared with 
several methods including rf-sputtering, e-gun and glow-discharge evaporation, chemical
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vapour deposition (CVD) and ion (self) implantation in c-Si substrates. The optical 
properties of a-Si are sensitive to the preparation conditions. Brodsky et al. [247 ] 
analysed thin films of a-Si deposited on sapphire by rf-sputtering of a Si cathode, in the 
near IR and visible. In 1974 Brodsky and Lurio reported for the first time the far IR (35- 
700 cm"1) vibrational spectra of rf-sputtered a-Si [248]. The optical properties and 
constants of electron gun evaporated a-Si films in the near IR (from 4000 cm"1), visible 
and up to the UV region ( 12  eV) were presented by several authors from 1970 to 1977 
[249 -253 ,238]. In fig. 2.5 the spectral dependence of the reflectance of crystal and 
evaporated amorphous (film) Si can be seen for an extended spectral range. The main 
features and differences of the two spectra will be discussed in §3.2.1. Zanzucchi et al. 
[254 ] investigated the absorption in amorphous glow-discharge Si (g-Si) in the IR range 
of the Si-H stretching mode (2050 and 635 cm"1) and the optical constants in the region 
2.75-1.24 eV. The optical properties and constants from the mid IR (240 cm"1) to visible 
(2.6 eV) of rf sputtered hydrogenated a-Si was reported in 1979 by Freeman and Paul 
[255 ] and in 1983 by Swanepoel [256 ] in the near IR and visible. In 1979 CVD a-Si 
was investigated by Aspnes et al. [257 ] in the 2.1 to 5.8 eV region.
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Fig. 2.5: Experimental reflectance spectra from crystal and amorphous (film) Si 
(from [250]).
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The same group analysed heavily doped CVD a-Si in the 1.5 to 6 eV region [258 ].
In our case a-Si material was produced by ion implantation of c-Si and so the 
optical analysis of ion bombarded Si will now be highlighted. Two of the first papers to 
investigate ion implantation damage in Si by optical methods were published in 1969. By 
comparing RS spectra in the 1 to 6 eV region from c-Si, Sb+ and Xe+ implanted Si and 
sputtered Si, Kurtin et al. [259 ] related characteristic aspects of the spectra to lattice 
damage. Hart and Marsh [260] correlated changes in reflectivity in the 1.8 to 2.2 eV 
region to lattice disorder due to Sb+ ion implantation. Crowder et al. [261 ] studied the 
IR transmission of Si samples implanted with Si+, P+, and As+ ions. They observed 
interference fringes in the 1 to 5 pm region because the refractive index of a-Si is larger 
than that of c-Si and from the fringe analysis obtained values for the depth of the a/c 
interface. Reflectance measurements in the near IR to UV range (2.5 to 0.2 pm) were 
used to study Ar+ implanted Si wafers [262 ]. Interference fringes in the IR and visible 
part of the spectrum were correlated with the thickness of a buried a-Si layer and a 
surface c-Si layer, respectively. In 1979 Hubler et al. [263 ] studied the refractive indices 
and thicknesses of a-Si layers produced by P+ and Si+ ion implantation into Si by RS in 
the IR range (250 - 7600 cm*1). The interference measurements were computer analysed 
using a model in which the optical constants of the damaged layer (nD,kn) and the 
substrate («s, ks=0) were smoothly changed through a transition region approximated by 
a half-Gaussian curve of standard deviation aD. They found that a two-term Sellmeier 
relation represents the (n) values of a-Si quite accurately in the IR region. We have used 
a similar Sellmeier relation in this work to represent the a-Si refractive index values (see 
§5.2.2). A second well-defined optical “state” for the implantation-induced a-Si was 
reported by the same group [264] in 1982. Silicon implanted with P+ or Si+ ions, was 
annealed at 500°C for 2 h, and so a thermally stabilised state of a-Si was produced, 
which had a refractive index intermediate between the as-implanted and crystalline 
values, which can be seen in fig. 3.3. The study of the amorphisation and annealing 
effects of C+, Si+, P+ and Sn+ ion implantation into Si using IR RS was presented in great 
detail by the same group in 1984 and 1985 [265 ]. Recently, the two states of a-Si 
produced by ion implantation were studied by SE in the 0.4 -0.9 f.im range and the 
optical band gap calculated [266 ]. The optical constants of a-Si in the range from far IR 
(100  cm*1) to the soft X-ray region (10 nm) are reviewed in [267 ].
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2.4.3 Silicon dioxide (Si02)
Silicon dioxide (Si02) has many allotropic forms such as the crystalline a- and (3- 
quartz, a-, a'-, a"- and p-tridymite, a- and (3-crystobalite, coesite, keatite, stishovite, 
melanophlogite, fibrous silica and the amorphous vitFeous or fused silica as well as the 
also amorphous sub-stoichiometric SiOx [268 ]. Another form of amorphous Si02 is the 
thermal oxide, which is produced by the wet or dry oxidation of silicon as well as the 
various plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) oxides. The buried oxides produced by 
SIMOX must also be considered as yet another form of Si02.
The IR (5 to 37 pm) lattice bands characteristic of a-quartz were investigated in 
1961 by Spitzer and Kleinman [269 ]. A quantitative dispersion analysis was carried out 
on the reflectivity and as a result the optical constants were obtained over the entire 
spectral region studied. The refractive index of fused silica in the IR (1.5 - 5 pm) was 
first reported in 1962 [229], while the UV reflectance spectrum (5 to 14 eV) of quartz 
was first reported in 1964 [270 ]. Subsequently, the refractive index of fused silica was 
determined in the IR to the near UV region (2700 cm' 1 to 210 nm) by Malitson [271 ]. 
He examined optical quality material from three companies and derived a dispersion 
relation for the refractive index for this energy range. These data are very much in use 
even today, and we have in this work used his equation for the representation of the Qi) 
values (see eq. 5.15 and fig, 5.3). Philipp communicated in 1966 [272 ] the reflectance of 
a-quartz and fused silica in the extended energy range 8 to 26 eV and deduced the 
optical constants by Kramers-Kronig (KK) analysis [273 ]. In 1967 Brixner [22] gave the 
refractive index of fused silica in the near IR to near UV range, while Randal and 
Rawcliffe [230] determined the optical constants in the far IR range (20-100 cm'1) using 
an interferometric technique. Philipp in 1971 [250] presented the optical data 
(reflectance and optical constants) for amorphous SiO, SiOx and Si02 for the energy 
range 1 to 26 eV. From this work, fig. 2.6 shows the spectral dependence of crystal 
quartz and amorphous fused silica in an extended spectral region. The far IR (20 - 300 
cm'1) optical constants of quartz were reported in 1973 [232] both for 1 .5 and 300K.
The refractive index of dry thermal oxides was found by Taft [274 ] using an 
ellipsometric method, to be the same as that of fused silica after a small correction due to 
strain. In 1979 Philipp [275 ] derived the optical constants of amorphous Si02 in the IR 
energy range 0.03-1.0 eV (240-8066 cm'1) by KK analysis of reflectance data. He then
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Fig. 2 .6: Experimental reflectance spectra from crystal quartz and amorphous 
(fused) SiC>2 (from [250]).
used these results to compute IR reflectance and transmittance spectra of thin films of 
Si02 on Si substrates in the vicinity of the 9 pm ( 1 1 1 0  cm'1) lattice absorption band of 
Si02 and discuss their dependence on the layer thickness and angle of incidence. In 1979 
and 1980 the evidence of an interface layer between Si and its thermally grown oxide 
[276 ] and its optical properties [277 ] were presented by using null and spectroscopic 
ellipsometry, respectively. Grosse et al. [278 ] measured the reflectance and 
transmittance in the ER range (400-4000 cm'1) on oxidised Si wafers and showed that it is 
possible to characterise the grown Si02 layers by fitting the dielectric functions of the 
oxides by oscillator models. The local atomic structure of SiOx thin films prepared by 
PECVD, were studied using IR spectroscopy [279 ]. Lucovsky et al. [280 ] employed 
ellipsometry and IR spectroscopy to characterise the chemical bonding of Si02 films 
grown at low temperatures and they found that the index of refraction at 632.8 nm 
increases with decreasing growth temperature while the frequency (at about 1075 cm'1) 
of the bond-stretching vibration, (v), decreases, and the line-width, (Av), increases. In 
1987 Ravindra and Narayan [281 ] reported a study of the optical properties of 
amorphous Si02, SiO and quartz. They used the available data for n and k and with them 
calculated the dielectric constants, the absorption coefficient, the electronic polarizability 
and the optical gaps of these materials in the extended energy range from near IR ( 1.6
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eV) to vacuum UV ( 1 1 eV). Very thin films (60 - 1300 A) of thermally grown Si02 were 
investigated by ER absorbance [282 ] and it was found that v decreases with decreasing 
thickness (for both 700°C and 1000°C growth temperatures), while Av stays relatively 
constant for 700°C (at -79 cm'1) while for oxides grown at 1000°C, Av decreases in the 
thinnest oxides. Stress studies carried out by the same authors showed that the 700°C 
oxides have a higher intrinsic growth stress than those grown at 1000°C, with the stress 
level in both sets increased as the thickness decreased. Jellison [283 ] has reported the 
examination of thin (from 3 to 325 nm thickness) thermal Si02 films on Si by 
ellipsometric methods. His results show that the refractive index of the Si02 layer 
increases, while the interfacial layer thickness decreases with decreasing film thickness. 
He concludes that these thin thermal oxides must be an amorphous analogue of denser, 
crystal forms of Si02. The optical constants for amorphous Si02 (glass) in the range 
from far IR (20 cm'1) to the X-ray region (2000 eV; 6.2 A) are reviewed by Philipp 
[284 ], and can be seen in fig. 3.4. Up to now they are considered as reference data.
Besides c- and a-Si and Si02, work was carried out in the 1950’s and 1960’s on 
the ER properties of doped Si [285 ,286 ], III-V [287 ] and other (SiC) [288 ] compound 
semiconductors, as well as oxides such as ZnO [289 ] to determine fundamental 
parameters like refractive index, lattice absorption and effective mass. These materials 
were characterised in the late 1950’s, by fitting calculated spectra (with the use of 
harmonic oscillator models) to experimental curves, obtained from bulk samples, with a 
trial-and-error technique [288,269]. As computers became more available self-adjusting 
algorithms were employed to obtain the optical constants from reflectance or 
transmittance measurements on bulk or thin film samples [28], In the 1970’s and 1980’s 
multilayer structures formed by implantation of various ions into GaAs [290 ], GaP 
[291 ] and Si (for doping [292,293 ,263] and for buried layer formation [294 ]) samples, 
were effectively characterised in terms of thickness and refractive index.
2.5 Non-destructive optical characterisation of SIMOX structures
From the earliest investigations of SIMOX technology, optical methods have 
been used to characterise the material. Infrared transmission studies were mainly 
performed being easy and quick to make, Pavlov et al. [36], Freeman et al. [37], Stein et
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al. [39], Fritzsche et al. [295], and Badawi et al. [42] all used IR transmission / 
absorbance to confirm the existence of Si02. The above studies demonstrated that the IR 
spectra from Si implanted with oxygen depend significantly on the ion dose but no 
systematic study of the IR spectra dependence on the implantation and annealing 
parameters had been conducted. Dylewski et al. [41], published detailed results on the 
way in which the IR transmission spectra of such structures depend on dose and 
annealing temperature and compared their results with those obtained for thermally 
grown Si02 films. In 1983 Kim et al. [ I l l ]  studied samples implanted at 150 and 300 
keV with a variety of doses and implantation temperatures using mainly IR absorption to 
obtain information about the buried layer and UV reflectance to obtain data on the 
surface (10  nm) ciystalline quality of the Si overlayer. In 1987 Harbeke et al. [296] 
performed IR absorption and Raman scattering measurements and so obtained 
information on the structure and the strain in both the top Si and the buried oxide layer.
Up to this point the nature of the analysis had been qualitative since no attempts to 
develop models and fit the experimental spectra were mentioned.
Infrared absorption [297 ] and both monochromatic [298,299 ] and 
spectroscopic ellipsometry in the 250 to 900nm range [300 - 304 ] have been 
successfully employed to characterise SOI/SIMOX multilayer structures for some years.
In 1987 three publications appeared using spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) for the 
characterisation of SIMOX structures. Narayan et al. [301] analysed spectra taken from 
samples containing 28 nm and 1.4 jxm thick Si overlayers. The spectra were successfully 
fitted using simple physical models These models had to include the thin (1 5 -2 3  A) 
native oxide surface layer in order to fit the data in the UV range (3 - 4.5 eV) of their 
spectra. Their Si or Si02 layers were always allowed to contain a portion of Si02 or Si, 
respectively. Levy et al. [305 ] characterised the buried oxide/substrate interface, after 
the removal of both the Si top and the Si02 layers. Ferrieu et al. [302] also showed that 
SE could be applied for the characterisation of SIMOX. Their model included a separate 
layer of Si mixed with Si02, close to the back interface of the buried Si02 layer, which 
corresponded with the layer of Si islands seen in XTEM micrographs. Dutta et al. [298] 
in 1988 reported the use of variable-angle ellipsometry for the analysis o f SIMOX. Their 
characterisation was based on the measurements made at only one wavelength.
In 1989 Vanhellemont et al. [304] presented a comparative study of SIMOX 
structures using SE and XTEM. The same group published in 1991 first results on
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unannealed SIMOX materials [306 ], and two further papers dealing in detail with the SE 
analysis of various SIMOX samples and the interpretation of the SE spectra [300,307 ] 
followed. Meanwhile in 1990 McMarr et al. [303], also reported a study of SIMOX 
using SE. The authors compared SE results with those obtained from Raman and IR 
spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy with sputtering and Nomarski 
microscopy. They compared the buried oxide in the as-implanted and annealed states and 
concluded that the optical properties of the BOX in the first case are different from those 
of bulk fused silica or thermal oxides of Si and, for the second case, the BOX was a 
phase-separated mixture of noncrystalline Si02 and crystalline Si. They further used 
selective chemical etch-back to determine the nature of the BOX in the unannealed 
samples. They suggested that the presence of bond strain rather than the existence of a 
non-stoichiometric oxide is the most probable cause for the etch behaviour of the 
unannealed Si02. In 1993 two more papers appeared dealing with the SE analysis of 
SIMOX, one by Asinovsky [308 ] and one by Greef et al. [299], who reported on the use 
of in situ monochromatic ellipsometry during plasma etching, a new and very powerful, 
but destructive technique, to obtain additional depth information.
Bunker et al. [309 ,310 ] in 1987 reported the use of optical reflectometry for the 
characterisation of high dose (1.9 x 1018 0 +cm'2 at 160 keV) SIMOX. They used SIMS 
and XTEM to compare with the optical model depth profiles obtained for as-implanted 
and annealed samples. Sioshansi et al. [311 ] in 1988 used the same technique to evaluate 
as-implanted and annealed samples with doses of 0.8 and 1.1 x 1018 0"cm'2 at 160 keV.
In 1987 Duncan et al. [312] demonstrated for the first time the correlation 
between the defect related signals in photoluminescence (PL) spectra and the 
microstructure of the Si overlayer, by combining PL measurements with XTEM and etch 
pit density observations. One year later Weber et al. [313 ] also used PL to correlate the 
defect properties of SIMOX samples with TEM measurements. They found evidence for 
thermal donors and of a large number of nonradiative centres in the as-implanted 
samples. In the furnace annealed samples ( 1 10 0  - 1300°C) characteristic bands appear in 
the spectrum indicative of a high dislocation density in the Si overlayer as well as a high 
oxygen concentration. For samples annealed at 1405°C only the presence of nonradiative 
recombination centres could be detected. In 1991 Perez et al. [314 ] used PL analysis to 
monitor the defects present in the Si top layer of single and sequential implanted and 
annealed SIMOX structures.
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Raman scattering spectroscopy was applied in 1988 by Takahashi et al. [315 ] to 
evaluate SIMOX substrates. They reported the correlation between the increase in the 
Raman peak frequency from the Si overlayer as well as the narrowing of its linewidth 
upon the increase of the annealing temperature. The shift of the Raman peak to lower 
frequencies was attributed to oxygen precipitation and defect generation. Low 
temperature Raman scattering measurements were carried out by Olego et al. [316 ] in 
1988 to characterise the Si overlayer of annealed SIMOX structures. It was concluded 
that for the furnace-annealed (up to 1300°C) samples the top Si layers are under tensile 
strain, which they attributed to oxide precipitates. In lamp-annealed (at 1405°C) samples 
no strain was observed. Raman scattering measurements were used subsequently to 
determine the residual stress of the top Si layer as in the case of Takai et al. [317 ] in 
1989, where a stress of 9.5 - 9.7 kbar was found in the as-implanted samples which was 
relieved to 0.7 - 2.0 kbar after annealing at 1300°C. In 1992 Perez-Rodriguez et al.
[318] also used Raman scattering to investigate the crystallinity of the Si overlayer in 
low angle bevelled SIMOX samples implanted through screen oxide masks, and in 1994 
the same authors [319] characterised sequential implanted and annealed SEMOX 
samples by Raman scattering and FTIR transmission spectroscopy. They found a tensile 
stress in the Si top layer, which was a maximum after the third implantation, and 
correlated with the low concentration of defects observed by XTEM. The third annealing 
step lead to a stress-free Si layer. By making measurements directly on the BOX, a 
compressive stress below this layer was found, which was relieved after annealing.
In 1989 Belz et al. [320 ] used FTIR spectroscopy in order to monitor the dose 
and dose uniformity of SIMOX substrates. Infrared absorption spectrometry was used by 
Steigmeier et al. [321 ] to determine the local bonding configurations of the Si-O-Si 
molecular bonding unit. The use of FTIR reflection spectroscopy to characterise 
oxynitride buried layers was reported in 1990 by Yu et al. [322 ], while a variety of 
samples, amongst them SEMOX, were investigated by the same author one year later 
[323 ]. Refractive index profiles of the structures were obtained after the analysis of the 
interference spectra. Lu et al. [324 ] used infrared absorption spectroscopy to monitor 
the vibrational bands which appear in the region between 300 and 1300 cm'1, due to the 
BOX in as-implanted and annealed SIMOX samples. By comparing the peak intensity, 
wavenumber position and spread with those from CVD and thermal oxides, they 
observed that the oxide in as-implanted SIMOX is similar to CVD oxide, while the
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absorption coefficient of the annealed oxide is similar to that of the thermal oxide.
By performing SE measurements in the infrared wavenumber range, Ferrieu et al. 
[325 ] in 1990 used IR spectroscopic ellipsometry (IRSE) to characterise SIMOX and 
SOI structures having a wide range of Si and Si02 thicknesses. Harbeke et al. [326 ], 
also in 1990, used ultra violet (UV) reflectance spectroscopy to determine the surface 
quality of SIMOX samples in terms of surface contamination, roughness and 
amorphisation. First in 1991 by Reeson et al. [327] and in 1994 by Geatches et al. 
[328 ], the use of microscope spectrophotometry for the evaluation of annealed SIMOX 
structures was reported.
From this detailed account of the use of non destructive techniques for the 
characterisation of SIMOX structures, some general conclusions can be drawn. On the 
materials side, the analysis of unannealed low dose SIMOX samples has been scarce 
mainly because the focus has been on the characterisation of high dose unannealed and 
annealed samples but also due to the requirement to use a more complex model (such as 
a Gaussian distribution), in order to obtain a successful fit [300,306,307]. A wide variety 
of techniques has been employed and presented. From the published work, SE and its 
variations can be thought of as the best covered and documented technique. The use of 
detailed theoretical models to simulate the sample structure has been employed by most 
of the workers with a least-squares fitting procedure being a common feature. 
Nevertheless, the quality of the fits has never been ideal, especially in the near IR regions 
of the SE spectra, even when the authors were presenting the tanT and cosA spectra, 
where differences between the experimental and fitted spectra are minimised and the 
unbiased estimator lower, in comparison to just the W and A spectra. From all papers 
only three [303,307,298] presented either confidence limits or uncertainty of the fitted 
parameters. All were using the unbiased estimator to give an indication of the fit quality. 
The estimator was not weighted by the error of the experimental data, resulting in the 
data being treated equally in the fitting procedure. When this happens, areas of an SE 
spectrum which are less accurate than others (such as possible discontinuities in A) will 
all be weighted equally. In an FTIR spectrum with interference fringes, the least-squares 
method used by most authors will result in a preferential weighting of the fringe minima. 
This is not the best way to extract the most accurate model [329 ]. Therefore, as we report 
in §5.2.5, and in an effort to refine our optical method, we have used the biased estimator as 
a measure of the goodness of fit, which takes into account the error in the experimental data.
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Chapter 3
CHAPTER 3 - Background
B a c k g r o u n d
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss first the basic optical properties of Si and Si02 and give some 
elements of thin film optics. Then the main physical processes that control the changes to 
the target brought about during ion implantation into silicon are presented, including 
stopping powers, range distributions, radiation damage. Additionally, the process of ion 
beam synthesis of a buried Si02 layer is discussed, and the properties of oxygen in Si, 
oxide nucleation and precipitation, the growth of the precipitates and Ostwald ripening, 
and precipitate coalescence are all described. An understanding of the topics discussed in 
this chapter will be assumed when describing experimental results (in chapters 6 and 7) 
and later in the discussion (chapter 8).
3.2 Basic optical properties of Si and Si02
Standard SIMOX material has a multilayer structure consisting of a c-Si 
overlayer, a buried Si02 layer and a c-Si substrate. In the Si overlayer secondary defects 
or even amorphous Si may also be present. Knowledge of the optical properties of the 
constituent bulk materials (c-Si, a-Si, Si02) is therefore necessary to understand the 
optical response of SIMOX samples.
3.2.1 Silicon
The spectral dependence of the optical constants of c-Si can be seen in fig. 3.1 [330 ]. 
High quality silicon is highly transparent from the indirect energy band gap absorption 
edge (1.107 [.im; 1.120 eV) to the far IR (region A in fig. 3.1) with the exception of the 
5-25 jxm weak multiphonon absorption band (region B in fig. 3.1). Because of crystal 
inversion symmetry, the fundamental vibration in Si has no dipole moment and does not 
influence the Si reflectance in the IR, but it becomes evident in the IR transmission 
spectra of thick samples. At wavelengths longer than 100 (Lim intrinsic carriers in the
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Fig. 3.1 : Optical constants (n and k) versus wavelength for c-Si (from [330]).
material contribute to the increase of absorption (not seen in fig. 3.1). At wavelengths 
shorter than the band gap edge and down to 124 nm (10 eV) silicon absorbs strongly as 
inter band (from valence to conduction band) electron transitions take place (region C in 
fig. 3.1). There, two main structures (see fig. 3.2), named Ei (at 3.4 eV) and E2 (at 4.25 
eV) are present. The Ei edge is due to direct transitions between the highest valence 
band and the lowest conduction band, near the L point of the Brillouin zone and the E2 
edge is due to transitions near the X point (see inset in fig. 3.2) [331 ]. At higher photon 
energies (up to 17 eV) the refractive index drops sharply (region D in fig.3 .1 ). Since Si 
has no d bands and the next filled band lies about 80 eV below the valence bands, these 
photon energies can excite collective oscillations of the valence electrons. Finally at even 
higher energies Si is again absorbing due to the L2>3 (at 100 eV) and Li and K (at 1620 
eV, not shown) transitions (region E in fig. 3.1). Region M shows the spectral region 
that the measurements and analysis were carried out in this thesis.
D O P E D  SIL IC O N : Silicon, when doped, absorbs light in the far and mid IR region (up to 3.5 
j.im) due to the optical absorption by the free electrons. This plasma absorption depends 
on the free carrier concentration profile in the material [293], as well as the carrier 
mobility and the electronic effective mass. Fig. 3.2 shows a typical reflectance spectrum
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Fig. 3.2 : Typical reflectance spectrum of heavily doped Si (from [1]).
interband intraband
low absorption - h «9- high absorption
of a heavily doped Si sample. The features due to interband transitions (Ei, E2) and the 
high plateau due to the plasma (intraband) absorption can be seen. Between those two 
regions lies a low absorption region where interference fringes are observed, due to the 
difference in refractive index between the doped surface layer and the undoped Si 
substrate. These fringes do not appear for bulk c-Si (see fig. 2 .5).
A M O R P H O U S  SIL IC O N  : Although various preparation conditions including doping with 
hydrogen result in different forms of a-Si, the optical constants show a similar
Fig. 3.3 : Refractive indices versus wavenumber in the IR (from [264]) for c-Si 
( h c r y s t a l l i n e ) )  a-Si ( h d )  and relaxed a-Si (n 'd )
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wavelength dependence [267]. In the far IR a-Si shows an enhanced (compared to c-Si) 
absorption, which was interpreted by Brodsky and Lurio [248] in terms of a disorder- 
induced breakdown of the selection rules for vibronic transitions. To the writers 
knowledge no refractive index data exist for the far IR region below 250 cm'1. From 700 
to 8000 cm' 1 a-Si is transparent, with a refractive index which is about 10% higher than 
that of c-Si. Absorption increases for wavelengths shorter than 1 jxm (band gap edge) 
and down ter about lOOnm a-Si absorbs strongly as inter band electron transitions take 
place. The optical constants of a-Si are in general similar to those of c-Si [267], but 
present none of the sharp, detailed structure observed in c-Si (compare the R spectra in 
%  2.5).
Amorphous Si in SIMOX occurs due to radiation damage of the c-Si overlayer. 
For this reason we present the description of the IR optical properties of a-Si obtained 
after ion implantation of c-Si. These have been described in detail by the group of Spitzer 
et al. [263- 265,293] and the wavenumber dispersion of the refractive index in the IR 
region 1000-9000 cm' 1 can be seen in fig. 3.3 for c-Si, the unannealed a-Si, and the
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Fig. 3.4: Optical constants (n and k) versus wavelength for S i0 2 (glass) (from [284]).
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relaxed, (after annealing at 500°C) a-Si (see §2.4).
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3.2.2 Amorphous Si02
The optical constants of amorphous Si02 can be seen in fig. 3.4. Fused silica 
absorbs at far IR up to mid IR wavenumbers (from 33 to 7.7 pm, region A in fig. 3.4) 
due to vibrational transitions. These reststrahlen bands are very sensitive to the structure 
and degree of symmetry of the Si-0 bonds. At higher energies Si02 is transparent (region 
B in fig. 3.4) up to 0.155 pm (8 eV) where inter band absorption (region C in fig. 3.4) 
occurs (band gap of 9.35 eV [281]). At even higher energies Si02 gradually becomes 
transparent with the exception of sharp peaks due to L and K shell electron transitions 
for Si and O atoms at 5.16 xlO'2 pm and 2.38 xlO"3 pm (24 and 520 eV, region D in fig.
3.4). Region M shows the spectral region that the measurements and analysis were 
carried out in this thesis.
3.2 Elements of thin film optics
In reflectance spectroscopy in the IR, the amount of light reflected at the front 
surface of a specimen is measured and is then normalised to a reflectance standard such 
as aluminium, which has a reflectance of 99% in the IR range. In this way the absolute 
reflectance values can be obtained.
The behaviour of electromagnetic waves at interfaces (boundaries separating two 
media with different complex index of refraction, n0 and ni) is determined by the 
boundary conditions [332 ] to the solutions of Maxwell’s partial differential equations 
[333 ]. It is then possible to derive the reflectances Rp and Rs (ratios of reflected to 
incident energy) at the surface of a transparent medium (n0 = n0, ni = n{) [334 ]:
where E  is the amplitude of the electric vector of the wave and r is the Fresnel reflection 
coefficient. The superscript - or + denote negative (reflected) or positive direction of 
travelling, while the subscripts 0, p or s, denote the medium the wave is in, and whether
(3.1a)
R (-Eo, ) 2 _ (»o cos(Po ~ >h costp, )2
(3.1b)
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the electric vector (or the reflectance) is polarised parallel (p) or normal (s) to the plane 
of incidence, respectively, cpo, qpi are the angles between the directions of incidence and 
refraction (transmission), respectively, to the normal to the surface. It can be seen from 
eq. (3.1) that reflectance depends on the angle of incidence, cp0 of the radiation. For 
normal incidence on an isotropic medium (tpo=cpi=0 and coscp0=coscpi=l), Rp and R*,
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Equation (3.2) gives the reflectance of a bulk transparent material. When medium 1 is 
absorbing (ni = ni - ik{) by replacing 77! in eq. (3.2) by ni and for normal incidence:
The reflectance for a single non-absorbing (t?i) layer (thickness d\) bounded on either 
side by semi-infinite non-absorbing layers (t70, ni) in the case of normal incidence (see fig.
3.5) can be given in a compact form in terms of the refractive indices:
Fig. 3.5: Schematic showing a plane, parallel-sided, homogeneous, isotropic, non­
absorbing film of thickness d\ and refractive index n\ bounded by two non­
become equal (the reflectance is independent from the polarisation of the light)
(3.2)
(3.3)
2
absorbing semi-infinite media with indices nQ and n2. Amplitudes of successively 
reflected beams are given in terms of the Fresnel .reflection coefficients, ri and r2.
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(»o +»|2)(”i2 +»22) - 47W 2": +(»o -»12)('»|2 - » 2) cos25|
(«J + n f)(«,2 + n2) + 4«0n,2/72 +Jg ~ ni2)(ni2 — «J)cos26,
where 5i is the change in phase of the beam (of wavenumber cn) on traversing the film:
Si = 2k (auidi (3.5)
From eq. (3.4) and eq. (3.5) it can be seen that the R of a single film is a periodic 
function of cd (through the cosine function in eq. (3.4). From eq. (3.5) it can be seen that 
the period of this function is proportional to the product /?i dh which is called the optical 
path length. This type of structure is called interference fringes and is observed when 
waves reflected from the front surface combine with those reflected from the back 
surface. R will have a mimimum value when the nominator is minimum, that is for 
cos25i=T. From eq. (3.5) we can derive that Rmin and R ^  will occur at the wavenumber 
values of cd = M / 4nidi, for M being an even and an odd number, respectively. The 
spacing between two successive extrema (minima or maxima) is Acd=1 / 4?hdi. Hence Acd 
is inversely proportional to the optical path length and the observation of such 
interference fringes gives a simple way to determine the thickness of the layer if n is 
known (or vice versa).
From eq. (3.4) the extrema of the interference fringes in the case of incidence of 
light from air, when fto= l, can be written:
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(3.6) Rmax = R ----  ^ (3.7)h 2 ~}12
W + f12\n2+l)
Considering the difference R inax - R min :
4n2{n] -n l)[n2x - l)
Rm« -R n i.=  'r, J  VP (3-8)
From eq. (3.6) it can be seen that R ^  is depended only on n2, while from eq. (3.7) it is 
apparent that Rmax depends on both ?71 and n2. When n2 equals /Zi, then R ^  becomes 
equal to Rmin and the difference zero, meaning that no interference fringes will be present 
in the spectrum. As n2 deviates from n\ the difference R ^  - R ^  in eq. (3.8) increases, 
that is the amplitude of the fringes increases, due to the n2 - n\. term in the nominator of 
eq. (3.8). For the same absolute value of deviation |«i - n21, R ^  - Rm„ becomes greater 
for the case n2 < n\ than when n2 > n\ due to the n2x + n2 term in the denominator in eq.
(3.8).
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Reflectance depends primarily upon the geometry of the sample. If the sample is 
not a slab of homogeneous material, but consists of thin films of different materials, each 
interface between films affects the impinging electromagnetic waves. There are 
analogous closed form expressions for structures with two layers on a substrate, but for 
three or more layers the algebraic complexity of the equations is great. It is more 
productive to use a computer program which traces through the Fresnel coefficients at 
each interface, eventually arriving at a total R for the structure. This interface-by- 
interface approach has the advantage that it can be applied to an infinite number of 
layers, making it possible to analyse layered semiconductor microstructures of any 
complexity. This approach has been used in the analysis of experimental data generated 
in this project (see §5.2.1).
3.4 Medium (keV) and high (MeV) energy ion implantation into silicon
Conventionally ion implantation is the introduction of additional atoms into the near 
surface layer of a solid by bombardment of the solid with ions, usually in the energy 
range keV to MeV [335 ,336 ].
3.4.1 Ion ranges and stopping
During implantation the energetic ions interact with the substrate atoms and are slowed 
down by a continuous process of energy transfer to the target atoms. Energy is lost both 
in collisions with target nuclei and in interactions with the electrons that surround the 
target nuclei. The first process is called nuclear stopping and it is an elastic process that 
can generally be described using classical mechanics. For very high energies relativistic 
effects have to be taken into account, but in semiconductor technology lower energies 
are used and, thus, it is not necessary to consider quantised effects. The second process 
is called electronic stopping and it is an inelastic process. In this process little 
momentum is transferred, so the original direction of motion of the ions is hardly 
influenced.
The average rate of energy loss with distance can be written as:
- = NS,(E) = N (S„(E) + SC(E)} (3.9)
dx
where E is the energy of the particle at a point x along its trajectory, N is the average
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number of target atoms per unit volume and S(E) is the stopping [336], The subscripts t, 
n and e denote total, nuclear and electronic stopping, respectively.
The total distance travelled by a particle with initial energy Ec that has come to 
rest is called the range R, while the projection of the total range on the surface normal is 
called the projected range, Rp (see fig. 3.6). The total range can be calculated from eq.
(3.9) by integration:
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Figure 3.6: Schematic showing the range and projected range of a single ion (from 
[336]).
R 1 E0
R = / d x  = - /d E /{ S „ (E )  + Sc(E)} (3.10)
0 iN 0
When the expressions for nuclear and electronic stopping are known, the range of 
an ion with energy E0 can be calculated from eq. (3.10). As the ions slow they suffer 
random collisions with atom nucleii which results to a statistical distribution of the 
implanted ions. The mean projected range (Rp) of many ion trajectories and the mean 
standard deviation of the distribution, ARp can be measured experimentally.
In 1963 Lindhard, Scharff and Schiott [337 ] published a theoretical basis for the 
study of the slowing down of heavy ions in amorphous targets. This theory is generally 
known as the LSS theory. In the LSS theory a differential equation (Boltzman transport 
equation) is derived of the form:
d Tm
—  p(Rp, E ) - N /  {p(Rp.E - T,cos8) - p (Rp,E)}da(T) (3.11)
where p is the probability density function, E is the ion energy, N is the target atomic 
density, T the energy lost by a single collision,- 0 the deflection angle of the ion after the
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collision and da the collision cross-section. By formulation of eq. (3.11) in spherical 
coordinates, a set of recurrence relations between the moments of p is obtained by 
expanding the result in Legendre polynomials of cosO, equating coefficients of like 
polynomials and taking moments of the resulting equations with respect to Rp. These 
calculations are extensively treated by Gibbons et al. [338 ] who tabulated the first three 
moments of the range distribution: the mean projected range Rp the mean projected 
range standard deviation ARp and the third moment ratio y, which is also called skewness.
Solving the Boltzman transport equation analytically is one way of estimating the 
ion distribution after implantation and the amount of energy deposited in the material. 
Monte-Carlo (MC) methods can also be applied to solve the problem. The MC methods 
obtain the ion and damage distribution by following the motion of large number of 
energetic particles in matter (for example the computer codes TRIM - transport of ions 
into matter [339 ,340 ]). In these methods the trajectories of the projectiles and of the 
recoils are modelled as consecutive asymptotic straight lines connecting elastic collision 
loci. A set of random numbers is used in order to choose the impact parameters (i.e. the 
target atom positions) for each collision. The energy and the scattering angle of the 
primary particle after each collision are calculated using the classical scattering theory. 
Fixed free path lengths L=N'1/3, where N is the atomic density, are assumed between 
elastic collisions. The inelastic (i.e. the electronic) energy loss is given by L x NSe(E). 
TRIM has been used in this work to provide theoretical profiles for the case of thick film 
SIMOX substrates, and to compare with the FTIR obtained profiles (see §8 .2 .2 .2 , 
§8.2.3). Ion profiles calculated using TRIM for oxygen ions in Si can be seen in fig. 3.7, 
for energies of 200 keV, 2 MeV and 9 MeV.
A TRIM based code has been developed at the University of Surrey called IRIS 
[97-99] which has as input TRIM generated ion profiles and takes into account dynamic 
processes during ion implantation such as swelling of the lattice, sputtering, 
compositional changes, diffusion and synthesis of a new phase. We have used this code 
to generate theoretical oxygen profiles for the case of thin film SIMOX substrates and to 
compare them with the FTIR profiles (see §8.2.1). Sophisticated modifications of TRIM 
have also been developed - TRJDYN [341 ], Dynamic TRIM [342 ] - which take into 
account the dynamics of the compositional changes at high doses such as those 
mentioned above.
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Figure 3.7 : TRIM92 range and damage profiles for oxygen in silicon at energies of 
200 keV, 2 MeV and 9 MeV.
In monocrystalline targets (such as Si or GaAs wafers) the periodic structure
affects the stopping. For such targets the penetration of the ions has directional
asymmetry which depends upon the “openness” of certain crystallographic directions. In
these directions there is higher probability that the ion motion undergoes small angle
scattering sequences with minimum nuclear (elastic) energy losses. Here the dominating
energy loss is due to the electronic stopping. This phenomenon is called channelling and
it results in deeper projected ion ranges. Only the most “open” crystallographic
directions will give significant change to the range profile. To be under “channelling”
condition, the ions should enter the channels under some critical angle, which for 
, example for keV energies of B into Si ( 100) is -3.5° [343]. The channelling phenomenon
is largely avoided for angles above 3.5° and for angles larger than 7° it is reduced to a
. minimum. Although still some channelling tail exists, the range profiles can be quite
accurately characterised by the range statistics for amorphous targets.
The codes for simulation of stopping in monocrystalline media use the same 
binaiy collision approximation for the scattering as the MC models, with the addition 
that the target atom positions are not any more randomly selected, but taken from a list
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which describes particular crystallographic symmetry. The early use of such simulation 
codes (MARLOWE) by Robinson and Oen [344 ] led to the “discovery” of Channelling.
Another method for simulation of radiation phenomena in matter is the use of 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) [345 ]. In this method the trajectories of the moving particles 
are calculated by solving Newton’s equations of motion for the whole ensemble. There 
are many modifications and improvements to this method and if one takes realistic 
potentials with today’s fast computers can calculate more complicated processes 
including defect production and agglomeration, diffusion kinetics and ranges for low 
energy impacts.
3.4.2 Range distributions
Once the moments are known the impurity distributions can be obtained from analytical 
expressions. According to LSS theory implanted impurity distributions can be described 
by a symmetrical Gaussian distribution:
O (x - R)2
C(x)= 7 ^ exp[- ^ ] <312>
where O denotes the implanted dose. However, the experimentally determined range 
distributions are usually not symmetrical, since the collision processes are non-isotropic. 
Therefore a third moment has to be included to obtain a more accurate profile 
description. In the case that the asymmetry is not too extreme, a distribution can be 
constructed by joining two half Gaussian profiles at a modal range RM:
C (x )= ( a r b exp [- 1 x * Rm (3-13)
C (x )= (ARpi+2ARp2) ^ eXP[- | $ K ] XSR“ (3'H)
Rm, ARft, and AR^ can be calculated for example from the first three moments as 
tabulated by Gibbons [346 ] :
R p = R m + 0 .8 (ARP2 -A R n) (3.15)
ARJ= -0.64 (AR„- ARft)2 + (AR* - AR^AR^+AR^) (3.16)
(AR - A R J
V = ---- (2 r  }3 (0 218 AR p,+ 0.362ARn AR^H- 0.281AR2* ) (3.17)
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where y is the third moment ratio. The skewness y indicates the ''tilting" (asymmetry) of 
the profile. Kurtosis (3 indicates the "flatness" of the top of the profile. For a negative 
skewness the peak is deeper than R . For a positive skewness the opposite is true. When y
= 0 ((3 = 3) a Gaussian profile results. This type of analytical expression was used to give 
the depth distribution of the refractive index for unannealed samples in our FTIR model 
(see §5.2.3).
It has been shown [347 - 349 ] that experimental data (obtained by using 
secondary ion mass spectroscopy or nuclear reaction analysis) can be quite accurately 
described using a Pearson type IV distribution. This type of distribution requires four 
moments and is based on the differential equation:
d (x -a )f(x )f(x)=   —---- -— j  (3.18)
dx b0 + bxx + b2x
3.4.3 Damage and sputtering
The ions lose energy in their collisions with the target atoms and so they slow down and 
eventually come to rest in the lattice. The target atoms gain energy and are displaced 
from their positions (as the energy required to displace an atom is typically of the order 
of 10 to 30 eV). This results in the creation of point defects, such as vacancies and Si 
interstitials in the lattice. Displaced target atoms may have gained enough energy to 
displace further lattice atoms and so create a branching chain of recoiling atoms, until the 
energy is dissipated. This phenomenon is known as a collision cascade [350 ], and as a 
consequence, further damage (point defects) is produced. Subsequent motion of the 
point defects, due to strain in the lattice and to thermal energy within the lattice, will 
cause defect clusters to form, which in turn may grow in size or agglomerate to form 
extended defects, such as voids (large vacancy clusters), and dislocations (a plane of 
vacancies or interstitials representing a discontinuity in lattice perfection over an 
extended area).
Various models can be applied to estimate the number of displaced atoms or 
number of vacancies due to radiation damage. A model to predict the number of atoms 
displaced due to the entry of an energetic ion into a solid and the subsequent collisions 
cascades, was proposed by Kinchin and Pease [351 ] in 1955. They assumed that all 
cascade collisions are between like particles,-undergo elastic, hard sphere interactions
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and that they take place in a structureless solid. They showed that in such a structure, the 
number of displaced atoms, N(E), is given by:
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where E  is the ion energy and Ed an effective displacement energy. Typical values of Ed 
for metals are of the order of 25 eV, while for covalent crystals, such as Si, the value of 
Ed is lower (from 10 to 16 eV) [352 ].
When the incident particle is not of the same species as that of the target atoms or 
when the ion energy is high, it is necessary to generalise eq. (3.19) to the form:
where fc is a constant of order 0.4 and f(E) is the fraction of the ion energy expended in 
elastic, non-excitational collision. In reaching this conclusion Sigmund [353 ] also 
considered that an energy U  (a binding energy) was lost as the atom was expelled from a 
lattice site, and using the more realistic scattering cross-sections but without inelastic 
energy loss processes, showed that under these circumstances
For the case of semiconductors, assuming that the displacement energy is four times the 
bond energy and that this displacement energy Ed is consumed in ejecting an atom 
(U=Ed), eq. (3.21) becomes:
As an order of magnitude estimate eq. (3.19) is therefore seen to be relatively good 
[350], If the spatial distribution of the deposited energy, fE), is well known (from 
Boltzman Transport equation or MC methods) eq. (3.19) or eq. (3.22) can be used to 
give the depth distribution of the damage (Frenkel pairs).
In regions within the collision cascades the lattice can get so disrupted as to lose 
all structural symmetry. As the ion dose is increased the number of these zones increases 
until they overlap when the whole structure relaxes into a metastable (of presumably 
lower energy) amorphous state, meaning that there is no long-range crystallographic 
ordering. However, this region may contain short-range crystallographic order. A 
phenomenon which happens simultaneously to lattice damage, but is the exact opposite,
N(E) = E/2Ed> for E  » Ed, (3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
E
N(E) m 0.42—
-A j
'd
(3.22)
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self-annealing. Self annealing occurs when mobile defects such as Si interstitials and 
vacancies recombine, or broken bonds get re-arranged. This process is highly 
temperature dependent, as the mobility of defects is highly dependent upon temperature.
The total amount of disorder and the depth distribution depend on ion species, 
temperature, energy, total dose, and channelling effects.
SPUTTERING. The term sputtering is applied to the ejection of material from the surface of 
a target during ion bombardment/implantation. Sufficient energy must be transferred to a 
surface atom to break the bonds holding it to the solid and so sputtering is closely related 
to collision cascades starting in the solid. The sputtering coefficient (sputtered atoms per 
incident ion) depends on the ion mass and energy, target mass and temperature as well as 
ion angle of incidence, vacuum pressure, ion current density and physical state of the 
target (amorphous, poly crystalline or single crystal) [354 ].
Fig. 3.7 also shows typical examples of using the MC programme TRIM to study 
the ion damage depth profile. The predicted vacancy concentration distribution has a 
negatively skewed (skewed towards the surface) Gaussian shape, it is broader and peaks 
closer to the surface than the ion depth profile. For high energies (such as 2 MeV and 
even more at 9 MeV), the vacancy concentration (vac/ A/ion) in the top Si layers is low 
compared to 200 keV implant, as can be seen in fig. 3.7. For example, the value of 0.05 
vac/A/ion is already exceeded at the surface for the 200 keV implant, while for the 2 
MeV and 9 MeV implants it is reached at a depth of 1 and 5 pm, respectively. This is so 
because the elastic collisions cross-section is low at those depths for the high energy 
implants, while nuclear energy loss is dominating for the low energy implants.
In order for surface atoms to be ejected from the solid (sputtering) they must be 
hit by a recoiled target atom which travels towards the surface. In the case of high 
(MeV) energy oxygen ion implantation into silicon, recoiling atoms do not reach the near 
surface region and so sputtering is insignificant, influenced mainly by the energy transfer 
from direct nuclear collisions of the ions with the surface atoms. For lower (keV) 
energies collision cascades are initiated close to the surface and the probability of recoil 
atoms colliding with surface atoms is high. Hence the sputtering coefficient has a 
significant value for ions of keV energy (0.2 at/ion, TRIM value), while it becomes 
negligible for MeV energies (0.036 at/ion, TRIM value). Finally, as can be seen in fig.
3.7, larger energies result in broader ion and vacancy profiles.
More information about the theoiy and applications of the ion implantation
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process in general can be found in references such as [207,- 356 ].
3.5 Ion beam synthesis of S i0 2 and formation of a buried oxide layer
In order to form a buned silicon dioxide layer in Si by means of the ion implantation 
process, a very high dose (in the order of 10 18 cm'2) of oxygen ions has to be used, since 
in stoichiometric Si02 the oxygen volume concentration is 4.6 x 1022 cm'3. In general one 
can distinguish the following overlapping stages with increasing dose: supersaturation of 
the implanted oxygen, nucleation, and growth of the oxide precipitates, and for doses 
higher than a critical value ( 1.2 x 10 18 Cfcm'2, at 200 keV see §2.2.2), when the local 
oxygen concentration exceeds the stoichiometric value, oxygen diffusion through the 
Si02 formed, to areas of lower oxygen concentration. Furthermore, two more effects 
that become important when high doses are used are the swelling of the lattice to 
accommodate the new phase (the volume expansion for Si02 in Si is 2.16 times [15]) and 
the sputtering of the surface atoms (an erosion rate of 40 nm per 1 x 1018 0 +cm'2 can be 
considered as a good estimate [97]).
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Figure 3.8: Schematic showing the evolution of a buried layer of S i0 2 formed by ion 
beam synthesis, as the implanted dose as well as the annealing temperature and 
time increase (from [182 and 6]).
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The schematic in fig. 3.8, shows the evolution of the buried oxide layer formation 
as a function of the implanted dose and the subsequent evolution of the structure, as both 
annealing time and temperature increase from 2h at 1150°C, to 6h at 1300°C [85].
During annealing one can distinguish the following overlapping stages: precipitate 
growth to the expense of the others (Ostwald ripening) and precipitate coalescence into a 
planar, continuous layer with abrupt interfaces.
3.5.1 Oxygen in Si
As an impurity in Si, oxygen has three effects: donor formation, yield strength 
improvement, and defect generation by oxygen precipitation. In the Si crystal as grown, 
over 95% of the oxygen atoms occupy interstitial lattice sites [357 ] as is depicted in fig.
3.9. The remainder polymerises into complexes, such as Si04 or acceptor-element 
complexes. These configurations act as donors and change the resistivity of the crystal.
Figure 3.9: Interstitial position of oxygen atom in silicon lattice. The equivalent 
interstitial positions are indicated (1-6) (from [357]).
Oxygen incorporated from the melt into the growing Czochralski (Cz) Si crystals 
is frozen in during the cooling of the ingots and gives rise to a solid solution. Typical 
volume concentration values range from 0.5 to 1 x 10 18 cm'3 [358 ]. For all temperatures 
of standard device processing (<1200°C), Cz Si containing oxygen is a supersaturated 
solid solution, since oxygen is incorporated at about 1400°C. So, at temperatures lower 
than 1400°C the equilibrium state of the Si-0 system is reached by means of oxygen 
precipitation when second phase formation of Si02 particles (oxide precipitates) in the Si 
ciystal occurs [357]. At the melting point oxygen solubility in silicon C*x was shown by
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Yatsurugi et al. [359 ] to be 2.75±0.15 x 10 18 cm'3. The temperature dependence of C*x 
has the form:
C0x(T) = c oi exp (—^ p) (3.23)
where C0i is a constant and Es is the dissolution enthalpy. A best fit of the experimental 
results is given by Mikkelsen [360 ], who found Coi = 9 x 1022 cm’3 and Es = 1.52 eV. 
Fig. 3.10 gives an overview of the most important experimental results and the drawn 
continuous line represents the best fit.
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Figure 3 .10: Oxygen solubility in Si as a function of 1/T (from [357]).
The interstitial oxygen diffusivity under thermal equilibrium conditions is 
dominated by the process of jumping from one interstitial site to another [361 -363 ]. 
The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient D has the form:
D = D0 e x p ( - ^ )  (3.24)
where Do is the diffusivity and Ed is the activation energy of the diffusion process. 
Diffusion coefficient data are known over twelve orders of magnitude (see fig. 3.11). 
Fitting the results of both low and high temperatures Mikkelsen [360] has shown that the 
values for D0 and ED are 0.13 cm2/s and 2.53 eV, respectively.
The phenomena of enhanced or retarded oxygen diffusivity have been the subjects 
of several studies and attributed to different causes. Fast diffusion of molecular oxygen 
(0 2) [364 ], gaslike oxygen dimers [365 ], complexes formed with point defects such as 
vacancies [366 ,367 ], strain fields [368 ], are some of the mechanisms that have been 
proposed to explain enhanced oxygen diffusivity. Experiments [369 ] suggest that 
oxygen diffusion is retarded by the presence of Si self-interstitials and, in turn, support a
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Figure 3.11 : Oxygen diffusivity in Si measured by various techniques (symbols); 
solid line is the best fit (from [357]).
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vacancy-dominant diffusion mechanism for oxygen in silicon.
3.5.2 Oxide precipitate formation: Nucleation and growth
Oxygen precipitation in silicon is a phenomenon of aggregation of oxygen atoms, which 
are distributed within the Si crystal. As a consequence, small particles of SiOx, 1 £ x < 2 , 
nucleate and grow within the silicon crystal. Precipitation is controlled, over a wide 
temperature range, by diffusion kinetics [370 ]. Thermodynamically, decomposition of a 
supersaturated single-phase alloy into a two-phase state commonly occurs at constant 
temperature T and pressure p, and is thus prompted by reduction of Gibbs free energy :
G = H~ TS (3.25)
with the enthalpy H, being
H = U + p V (3.26)
Thermodynamic equilibrium is attained when G has reached a minimum 
6Gt)P = dU + pdV - TdS = 0 (3.27)
Usually for phase separation in solids the term pdV can be neglected with respect to the 
others. So a good approximation for G is given by the Helmholtz free energy, F,
F = U - TS (3.28)
Equilibrium is thus achieved when F or the corresponding free energy density (F per unit 
volume or per mole) are minimised. The reduction in free energy during the 
transformation from the initial to the final state provides the driving force AF for the 
precipitation, which is composed of two different contributions: i) the gain in chemical 
free energy, AFCh < 0, associated with the formation of a unit volume of the precipitating
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phase, and ii) the expenditure of distortion free energy, AFei > 0, accounting for the 
coherency strains which result from a variation of the lattice parameter with the spatial 
composition fluctuations, when the solvent and the solute atoms have different atomic 
radii.
The first stage of oxygen precipitation in Si is nucleation, a process leading to the 
formation of aggregates of a few O atoms, to form nuclei or precipitate embryos, within 
the Si lattice. Once formed, precipitate nuclei can either grow and form oxide 
precipitates or dissolve, depending on the local oxygen concentration and the 
temperature of the thermal treatments. The controlling parameter for nucleation is the 
degree of supersaturation of the solid solution constituted by the Si crystal (solvent) and 
the interstitial oxygen (solute), i.e. as expressed by the ratio between the concentration of 
oxygen present in the Si crystal Cox and its solubility limit C*x (which is a function of 
temperature, eq. 3.23).
Three processes of oxide nucleation have been suggested: homogeneous, 
heterogeneous and etherogeneous. Homogeneous nucleation [371 - 373 ] can occur at 
lattice sites where the local oxygen interstitial concentration exceeds a minimum value 
for which spontaneous nucleation occurs independently of the presence of nucleation 
sites. Heterogeneous nucleation [374 - 377 ] can occur at lattice defects such as 
substitutional carbon atoms, carbon-oxygen complexes and point defects including 
vacancy clusters, stacking faults or self-interstitials. Lately, for oxygen implanted silicon 
there has been proposed another nucleation mechanism (etherogeneous) which takes into 
account the highly disordered regions formed during implantation. Cerofolini et al [378 ] 
suggested that the driving force is the local heating created by the atomic collisions and 
only projectiles that release an energy higher than a minimum threshold energy are able 
to induce this nucleation, which was called etherogeneous.
The total free energy G required to form a nucleus with radius r is given by the 
sum of three contributions: the particle-matrix interface energy, the chemical energy of 
supersaturation and the nucleus strain energy. So, the total free energy variation can be 
written as [357]:
AG = 4kt2o  +—jcr3(AG£ - AGV) (3.29)O
where ct is the interface energy per unit area and A G e and AGV are the increase in elastic 
energy per unit volume and the volume free energy related to the variation of the
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chemical energy of supersaturation per unit volume after oxygen atom removing from the 
solution, respectively. The stability of the system can be expressed in terms of the critical 
radius rc, distinguishing the nuclei which upon thermal treatment grow when (r>rc) from
those which will dissolve (r<rc). The critical radius is the value for which d(AG)=0 
(equilibrium). If Cv and Q are the vacancy and self-interstitial concentration in the matrix 
and Cy and C* their solubility limits in Si, and if the strain during precipitation is relieved 
by both the injection of y self-interstitials in the matrix and by the absorption of |3 
vacancies from the matrix per precipitated atom, an axpression for rc which also 
considers strain energy is given by [357]:
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where o P is the particle volume per O atom, x is the number of O atoms per precipitate 
unit, and E the strain compressing the precipitate.
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 3.12: (a) Dependence of AG upon precipitate radius (from [379]); (b) 
Temperature dependence of the critical radius (from [357]).
The variation of AG as a function of precipitate radius r, is presented in fig. 3.12a, 
for two temperatures, Ti and T2. Fig. 3.12b shows the plot of rc(T) as taken from eq. 
(3.29), considering o=410 erg.cm'2, jjp=37.66 A3, and Cox = 1 1  x 10 17 at.cm'3. TE in the 
figure is the temperature at which the actual value Cox equals C*x.
The morphology of the oxide precipitates is dependent on the annealing 
temperature [380- 382], The general features of precipitate morphology can be 
considered on the basis of thermodynamics, taking into account the different 
contributions to the total free energy (AGtot) associated with the oxygen precipitation 
process and their dependence on precipitate shape, annealing time and temperature. The 
free energy balance for the nucleation and growth process is given by [382]:
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AGiot = A G k + AGS + AGE (3.31)
where AGk is the phase change free energy contribution associated with the departure 
from equilibrium needed for growth at the Si/precipitate interface, AGS is the oxygen 
transport free energy driving force needed to transport the oxygen interstitials to the 
precipitate surface, and A G e is the excess free energy. A G e is associated with the 
creation of interface energy AGy which depends on the surface area as well as on the 
degree of coherence of the Si/Si02 interface, the strain energy AGa which also depends 
on the interface coherence and the degree of elastic isotropy of silicon and- silicon 
dioxide, and the free energy of interstitial point defect formation AGi which depends on 
the self-interstitial concentration [382]. AGe can be expressed as:
A G e — AGy + AGa + AGi (3.32)
In equation (3.31) the term AGk can be considered to have a small contribution to AGtot 
since it is proportional to the precipitate growth velocity which is small for layer motion 
limited growth [382], The term AGS is a function of precipitate shape [382] and reaches 
a minimum with spherical precipitates. If a coherent precipitate/Si interface is assumed to 
be isotropic and constant interfacial free energy per unit area, the term AGy in eq. (3.32) 
increases with precipitate surface area and is minimised by conversion into a spherical 
shape, assuming no increase in total volume. Reduction of the strain in the precipitate 
due to semicoherency introduces an increase in the interfacial free energy. The term AGa 
is only affected by the precipitate shape and is minimised for disk-shaped precipitates. 
Finally the term AGi is a minimum for sphere-shaped precipitates.
Three temperature ranges have been related to the three typical precipitate shapes,
i.e. the needle, the disk and the polyhedron [357], At low temperatures (about 400 - 
650°C) precipitates grow having a needle shape [381]. In this temperature range the 
strain strain-energy contribution to the precipitate total free energy dominates, since the 
stress-relieving processes play a minor role. At intermediate temperatures (about 650 - 
950°C) amorphous disk-shaped Si02 precipitates lying along { 100} planes are typical 
[373], because AGa is dominant (which favours disk precipitates) when a good 
coherence of the interface between Si and amorphous Si02 is achieved, thus minimising 
the AGy contribution. At high temperatures (above 950°C) strain relaxation occurs and 
the precipitates take the shape with minimum surface energy [381,373] and due to the 
anisotropy of interface energy, the preferential shape is the
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octahedron with eight equivalent { 1 1 1 } faces (surface energy of silicon is minimum in 
the { 1 1 1 } planes) which can be considered to approximate to a sphere.
3.5.3 Coarsening of the precipitates (Ostwald ripening)
The time evolution of a two phase mixture, in which the minority component condensed 
into spherical precipitates, results on average in a precipitate growth in radius, while their 
number decreases. Large precipitates grow by the condensation of material diffused 
through the matrix from small evaporating precipitates. This phenomenon is called 
Ostwald ripening [383 ,384 ].
Fig. 3.13 is a schematic of two-dimensional Ostwald ripening with increasing time, 
where it is assumed that the volume fraction of the precipitates does not change with 
time. During the coarsening the system tries to minimise its interfacial energy by nonlocal 
diffusion. The theory of Ostwald ripening determines how the precipitates evolve with 
time. The classic Ostwald ripening theory is attributed to Lifshitz and Slyozov [385 ] and 
Wagner [386 ] (LSW). According to LSW theory, the flow of material between 
precipitates is determined by the diffusion equation for the concentration C (V2C(r) =0), 
subject to the Gibbs-Thomson boundary condition at the surface of a precipitate of 
radius R:
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Figure 3.13: Sketch of the Ostwald-ripening phenomenon in two dimensions. Time 
evolves from (a) to (d) (from [383]).
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C» L = c ( l  J )  (3.33)
and the boundary condition at a region far from all precipitates:
lim Cs(r) = C (3.34)r—+co
where C® is the solute concentration at a flat interface, Cs is the solute concentration at 
the surface of a precipitate of radius r, C is the mean concentration in the bulk and the 
capillary length is v = 2yWmCco / (RgT), where y is the surface tension, Vm the molar 
volume, Rg the gas constant, and the T the temperature [383].
Considering the growth rate of an isolated precipitate with radius r, one can write:
dr C (/) -  Cs D
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where Cp is the concentration of incoherent particles, and D is the volume diffusion 
coefficient in the matrix [357],
Driven by the release of excess interfaeial free energy, larger precipitates will 
grow at the expense of smaller ones which dissolve giving rise to a change of the 
precipitate size distribution. In fig. 3.14 the solute concentration around two 
neighbouring precipitates and the transfer of material from the small (radius r2) to the 
large precipitate (radius n) can be seen. Usually the coarsening process is considered to
growth dissolution
Figure 3.14: Solute concentration around precipitates having radius ri>rc and r2<rc 
(from [387 ]).
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be confined to the latest stages of a precipitate growth, however it may accompany the 
growth process or may even start during nucleation, depending on the initial 
supersaturation of the solid solution [383],
3.5.4 Precipitate coalescence
As the process of Ostwald ripening progresses and the density of the large precipitates 
increases, coalescence of adjacent precipitates may occur in order to reduce further the 
surface energy of the two phase system. Considering the system of two precipitates in 
close proximity (fig. 3.15), a region can be defined at the point of contact of the
precipitates, called the “neck”, where material diffuses from the matrix to the neck [388 ]
(see fig. 3.15). The solute concentration at the neck Cs(p) (where p is the radius of the 
neck) can be given by a Gibbs-Thomson type equation (eq. 3.33). As a consequence of 
the negative curvature at the neck [379], Cs(p) is smaller than the concentration in the 
matrix (C), which leads (from eq. 3.35) to a positive growth rate.
Due to the solvent flux towards the neck, its radius will increase leading to a 
localised planarisation of the resulting precipitate. In this way, precipitate coalescence 
can promote planar layer formation when the degree of overlapping of the large 
precipitates is high. The process of coalescence stops only when one size of precipitate is 
present [86], This process is of great importance for SIMOX technology as the O/Si 
system tends to become planar consisting of Si02 cap/Si/Si02/Si. The two Si02 layers 
can be considered as precipitates with an infinite radius [85],
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of two coalescent precipitates (from [387]).
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C h a p t e r  4
E x p e r im e n t a l  d e t a i l s  a n d  t e c h n iq u e s
4.1 Sample preparation and processing
4.1.1 Starting material
Implantation experiments were carried out at UoS and FZR using substrates which were 
3 inch (UoS) and 2" (FZR) diameter device grade, (100) Cz silicon wafers, lightly doped 
with B (p type) or P (n type), with a resistivity of 10 - 26 Qcm. As received, the wafers 
had one face polished which received no additional polishing prior to implantation, and 
the back surface heavily lapped. Wafers implanted in UoS were purchased from 
commercial vendors (Wacker, Monsanto) and were considered to be clean and received 
no treatment before implantation. Wafers implanted in FZR came from the institute’s 
stores and so they received a standard cleaning step (immersion for 10  min in boiling 
H S04 + H20 2 + H20  at 80°C).
4.1.2 Ion Implantation
The majority of the wafers were implanted with 0 + ions at a single energy but a 
few wafers received a double implant at energies Ei and E2 to produce a double layer 
structure. Each wafer was given a unique identification code. Samples cleaved from these 
wafers are identified by a serial number with (i) the wafer code, (ii) the implanted oxygen 
dose (x 1017 cm*2) and (iii) whether they were annealed or unannealed. There are four
Table 4.1: Implantation parameters for the various batches of samples
Sample code 
/laboratory
Ion energy 
(MeV)
Substrate
temperature
Dose range 
x 10 18 (cm*2)
H series / UoS 0.2 200°C to 700°C 0.1 to 1.8
M series / UoS 2.0 700°C 0.1 to 2.0
MN series / FZR 2.0, 3.8 and 9.0 300°C to 500°C 0.4 to 1.8
DS series / UoS, FZR 2+0.09, 9+3.8 400 °C to 700 °C 0.55 to 2.0
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different codes corresponding to a particular series of samples. These codes are (see 
Table 4.1) : The H code given to wafers implanted in UoS with medium energy 0 + ions 
(200 keV); the M code given to wafers implanted in UoS with high energy 0 + ions (2 
MeV); the MN code given to wafers implanted in FZR with high energy 0 + ions (2 , 3.8 
or 9 MeV); finally, the DS code given to wafers implanted in UoS and FZR with two 
energies to form double layer SIMOX structures. Typical sample identifications would 
be: H73~l~un, and M3-20-an6. The former means that the sample comes from wafer H73 
(H code), it is implanted with a dose of 1 x 1017 cm'2 and is unannealed, while the latter 
means that the sample comes form wafer M3 (M code), it is implanted with a dose of 20 
x 10 17 cm'2 and is annealed for 6 hours (all anneals were performed at the same 
temperature, see §4.1.3). For samples MN2-3.8 and MN2-9 the suffix refers to the 
implantation energy.
The 500 kV heavy ion accelerator at the UoS (for details see section 4.2.1) was 
used to implant 400 or 180 keV O* ions which dissociate upon implant to give 200 or 
90 keV oxygen particles. The processing details of the H code wafers are listed in Table
4.2.
The HVEE Van de Graaff accelerator at UoS (see section 4.2.2) was used to 
implant 0 + ions at an energy of 2 MeV. The processing details of the M code wafers are 
listed in Table 4.3.
The HVEE Tandetron implanter in FZR (see section 4.2.3) was used to implant 
0 3+ and 0 + ions with a terminal voltage of 2.25 and 1.9 to 1 MV, respectively. The 
accelerated ions had an energy of 9 MeV and 3.8 to 2 MeV. The processing details of 
the MN code wafers can be seen in Table 4.4.
Double layer structures were fabricated using two different procedures, at the UoS 
and at FZR. The first method (method 1) required two annealing steps (implantation- 
annealing-implantation-annealing), while for the second method (method 2 ) the 
intermediate annealing step was omitted (implantation-implantation-annealing). The 
processing schedule followed for method 1 can be seen in Table 4.5. The HVEE 2 MV 
Van de Graaff heavy ion accelerator (see § 4.2.2 and fig. 4.2) and the 500 kV heavy ion 
accelerator both at the UoS (see §4.2.1 and fig. 4.1).were employed for the implants of 
method 1 .
The wafer, hereafter referred to as DS4, was fabricated following method 2 , using 
the HVEE Tandetron Implanter at FZR (see 4.2.3 and fig. 4.3). The processing details
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Table 4.2 :List of Si wafers implanted with 200 keV oxygen ions, annealed and 
analysed (F: FTIR. R: RBS/Channelling, X: XTEM, S: SIMS)
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Wafer No. Doses x 1017 (cm-2) Ti (°C) Ta (°C )/ta(h) Analysis techniques
HI 2 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 200 F, R, X, S
H13 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 200 1300/2  or 4 F, X
H26 0.3, 0.6, 2.2, 2.5, 2.8 250 F, R
H27 0.4, 0.7, 2, 2.3, 2.7 250 F,R
H70 1,2, 3, 4, 5 250 1300/2 F, R
H19 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 300 F,R
H20 0.5, 1, 1.5,2, 2.5 300 1300/2 F, R
H33 0.5, 1,3, 3.5,4 300 F,R
H72 1 , 2 , 5 ,6 ,7 300 1300/6 F, R
H21 1,2, 3, 4, 5 350 1300/2 F, R
H22 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 6 350 F, R
H69 0.5, 1.5, 6, 7, 7.5 350 F, R
H16 0.5, 1, 1.5,2, 2.5 400 F, R, S, X
H17 1,2, 3, 4, 5 400 1300/2 F, R
H18 1,2, 3, 4, 5 400 F,R
H25 1,2, 6, 7 ,8 400 F,R
H23 3, 5, 7, 9, 12 500 1300/6 F, R
H24 4, 6, 8,10, 14 500 F, R
H30 0.5, 1, 1.5,2, 2.5 500 1300/2 F,R
H39 0.5, 1,2, 2.5,3 500 1300/6 F, R, X, S
H37 0.5, 1,2, 2.5, 3 600 1300/2 F, R, S
H40 1,1.5, 2.5, 3, 4 600 F, R, S
H71 1,2, 6, 7 ,8 600 1300/6 F, R
H38 0.5, 1,2, 2.5,3 700 1300/4  or 6 F, R, X, S
H73 1,2, 6, 7 ,8 700 1300/2  or 6 F, R, X
H101 12 , 18 700 1300/6 F, R, X
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Table 4.3: List of Si wafers implanted with 2 MeV oxygen ions, annealed and 
analysed (F: FTIR, R: RBS/Channelling, X: XTEM, S: SIMS, A: AES, W: 
Waveguiding loss)
Wafer No. Doses (0 + cm'2) Ti (°C) Ta(°C )/ta(h) Analysis techniques
M2 1 x 10 17 700 1320/6 F, R, X, S
M3 5.5 x 1017, 2 x  1018 700 1300/6  and 12 F, R, W
M4 1 x 10 18 700 1300/6 F,R
M5 6 x 10 17 700 1300/6 F, R, X
M6 2 x 10 17 700 1300/6 F, R, X
M7 3 x 1017, 7 x 1017 700 F, R
M8 4 x 1017 700 1300/6 F, R, X, A
M10 1 x 10 18, 1.8 x 10 18 700 1300/6  and 12 F, R
M il 4 x 1017 RT F, R
M12 4 x 1017 LNT F, R
M13 1.2 x 1018, 1.4 x 1018 700 F,R
are listed in Table 4.6.
The implanted area did not cover the whole wafer surface but was each time 
determined by adjustable apertures situated in front of the wafer (for more details see 
§4.2 and figures 4.1 and 4.4). Despite the implantation being localised in the centre of 
the wafers all the samples were found to be optically flat and did not suffer bowing after
Table 4.4: List of Si wafers implanted with MeV oxygen ions in FZR, annealed and 
analysed (F: FTIR, R: RBS/Channelling, X: XTEM, A: AES, S: SRP, W: 
Waveguiding loss)
Wafer
No.
Energy
(MeV)
Doses 
(0 + cm'2)
Ti
(°C)
Ta (°C )/ta (h) Analysis
techniques
MN2 3 .8 /9 1 x 10 18 300 / 400 1300/ 12 F, R, X, S, W
MN3 2 1.8 x 1 0 18 500 1300/ 12 F, R, X, A, S
MN4 2 1 . 1  x 10 18 500 1300/ 12 F, R, A, S
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Table 4.5: Implantation and annealing details of double SIMOX samples prepared 
using four process steps (Surrey samples).
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Sample First Implant First Anneal Second Implant Second Anneal
High energy (2 MeV) 
Dose (cm'2)
Ta = 1300°C
ta = 6 h
Low energy (90 keV) 
Dose (cm'2)
Ta = 1300°C
ta = 6h
DS1 2.0 x 10 18 Yes 8.0 x 10 17 Yes
DS2 5.5 x 1017 Yes 8.0 x 10 17 Yes
DS3 2.0 x 10 18 Yes 1.6 x 10 18 Yes
4 2.0 x 10 18 Yes No Yes
5 5.5 x 1017 Yes No Yes
6 No No 8.0 x 10 17 Yes
7 No No 1.6 x 10 18 Yes
8 2.0 x 10 18 No No No
9 2.0 x 10 18 Yes No No
10 2.0 x 10 18 Yes 8.0 x 10 17 No
Table 4.6 Implantation and annealing details of the double SIMOX sample 
prepared using three process steps (Rossendorf sample)._____________________
Sample First Implant Second Implant Anneal
Energy: 9 MeV Energy : 3.8 MeV Ta = 1300°C
DS4
Dose : 1.0 x 10 18 (0 + cm'2) Dose : 1.0 x 10 18 (0 + cm'2) ta= 1 2 h
processing. The implanted areas were cleaved into small pieces in order to prepare 
samples for annealing and analysis. The samples were then cleaned by immersing for 10 
min in boiling H2SO4 + H2O2 + H20  at 80°C (FZR) or by immersing in toluene, put in the 
ultrasonic bath for 3 min and rinsing with de-ionised water (UoS).
4.1.3 Annealing
Prior to high temperature annealing a Si02 capping layer was deposited on the Si
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surface to avoid pitting. High (900°C) and low (300°C) temperature CVD oxides were 
used as capping layers. The high temperature capping was done at Fraunhofer Institute in 
Erlangen, while the low temperature capping was done at TU Dresden and (one wafer) 
at Southampton.
Samples were annealed at the high temperature furnace facilities of the FZR, - only 
one wafer was annealed in Southampton - at a temperature of 1300°C for times between 
2 and 12 hours. At FZR a silicon tube furnace was used for anneals up to 1400°C. The 
annealing atmosphere was pure (99.9%) flowing (flow rate of 1 lt/min) nitrogen or 
argon. The ramp up and ramp down rates were set between 5 and 10°C/min.
4.1.4 Specimen preparation for characterisation
After annealing the oxide cap was removed by HF (40%) etching and de-ionised 
water rinse. Before carrying out the characterisation (FTIR, RBS, AES, SIMS, SRP) the 
samples were degreased in methanol and rinsed in de-ionised water. Additionally, before 
performing RBS the samples were etched in HF (40%) for 1 min to remove the native 
oxide, while prior to FTIR spectroscopy measurements the back surface of each sample 
was lapped by grinding with a SiC paper, to provide a roughened finish in order to avoid 
internal optical reflections. To perform the SRP the samples were bevelled using a glass 
plate rotating at 150 rpm with water lubrication. The bevel angle was varied between 0.2 
to 0.8 degrees in order to reveal depths of 2 to 7 pm at a reasonable (1 cm) sample 
length. The preparation of samples for XTEM is described in Appendix C.
4.2 Implantation facilities
4.2.1 Machines
4.2.1.1 500 kV Heavy Ion Accelerator at UoS.
The 500 kV Heavy Ion Accelerator [ 1 1 2 ] was used for the medium energy (90 and 200 
keV) implants. This machine has an open air terminal from which the ions are accelerated 
prior to analysis at earth potential. The major components of the accelerator are the ion 
source, the focusing element, the acceleration tube, the analysing magnet, the 
electrostatic scan and the target chamber. The ion source was an r-f source capable of
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Beam
aperture
Fig. 4.1: Schematic cross-section of the halogen lamp heated sample holder
producing total beam currents of up to 150 pA. The ion beam is electrostatically scanned 
in the x and y directions over an area of maximum size 5 x 5  cm. After scanning the total 
current on the sample was 50 to 70 pA, with a current density in excess of 10 pAcm'2.
A dedicated sample holder was used to carry out the implants. A schematic 
cross-section of the sample holder can be seen in fig. 4.1. It could receive only one wafer 
at a time because it was specially designed to provide pre-heating and background 
uniform radiation heating of the wafer using a bank of halogen lamps [389 ]. The wafer is 
mounted in front of the bank of lamps, held in place by three clips, two of which are 
made of quartz and one is metallic, to provide an electrical contact for current 
measurements. A thermocouple inserted between the wafer and the lamps serves as the 
wafer temperature sensor. The lamps were water cooled in order to dissipate excess 
heat. A dummy wafer can be brought in and out of the beam path, facilitating the 
machine set-up procedure. A liquid nitrogen reservoir serves as a cold trap for particles 
produced during heating for hydrocarbons. A Si aperture served to define the implanted 
area and avoid metal contamination of the wafer surface.
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Prior to implantation the wafers were pre-heated and then maintained at 
temperature within the range 23CPC to 700°C. The wafer was tilted 7° in order to reduce 
the effects of ion channelling (as discussed in §3.4.1). The implanted area was typically 2 
cm x 3 cm. By translating the wafer-lamp ensemble vertically by 1 cm during 
implantation so that a part of the implanted regions overlapped, more than one implanted 
dose could be achieved. Thus different areas could be implanted in the same wafer (two 
translations of 1 cm gave five different 1 x 2 cm areas corresponding to five different 
doses).
To establish the relationship between the temperature measured by the 
thermocouple and the actual wafer temperature, a reference Si wafer having an 
embedded thermocouple was used. Temperature values from the embedded 
thermocouple were on average 25°C less than the values indicated by the lamp controller. 
The thermocouple was used to calibrate an optical pyrometre. Power loadings (P = I x 
V) never exceeded 2 - 3  Wcm'2, resulting to a maximum temperature of 300°C for beam 
heating only. For samples preheated to 400°C or higher, the additional power loading 
due to beam heating caused no detectable increase in the wafer temperature.
4.2.I.2. 2 MV HVEE Van de Graaff Implanter at UoS
The 2 MV HVEE Van de Graaff Implanter at UoS [390 ] was used for high energy (2 
MeV) implants. A schematic drawing of this implanter can be seen in fig. 4.2. The 
principle components of the machine (shown in fig. 4.2) are a pressure vessel filled with 
60 % SF6 plus 40 % N2, which stands off the high voltage terminal, the ion source (a 
cold Penning source was used to produce oxygen beam currents of up to 50 pA) and the 
Van de Graaff accelerator, a 90° analysing magnet, mass resolving slit (MRS), the 
electrodes for x-y electrostatic beam scanning and the end station. A magnetic 
quadrupole triplet lens before the analysing magnet focuses the beam in the x direction in 
the plane of the MRS and another lens after the slit focuses the beam on target. In this 
way the beam transport efficiency is 70 to 80 %. After scanning, the current on the 
Faraday cups was 5 to 13 pA, giving a current density of the order of 3 pAcm*2
The implanted area was defined by a circular refractory metal aperture, situated 
10  cm in front of the wafer. Two apertures were used, one of 50 mm diameter and for 
high doses one of 20 mm diameter. To cany out high temperature implants, a HVEE 
heated sample holder was used which accepted only one wafer at a time. Wafers were
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Fig. 4.2: Schematic of the 2 MV HVEE Van de Graaff Implanter
clamped onto a thin mica sheet on a metal block which was resistively heated and heat 
was transferred to the wafer by conduction. Prior to implantation the wafers were pre­
heated and then maintained at a constant temperature throughout the implant. The 
temperature could be controlled over the range 300°C to 700°C, where the temperature 
was monitored by a thermocouple inserted in the heating block. The sample holder was 
water cooled in order to dissipate excess heat. To cariy out implants at temperature 
below ambient, a specially designed liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT) cooled sample 
holder was used where the wafer was tightly clamped onto a cooled metal block. For the 
LNT as well as for room temperature (RT) implants, the beam current was adjusted so 
that the power loading was not greater than 0.5 to 1.0  Wcm*2 It was found during 
temperature calibration that these loadings did not increase the actual wafer temperature 
more than 50 °C.
4.2.I.3. 3 MV HVEE Tandetron at FZR.
The 3 MV HVEE Tandetron at FZR [391 ] was used to carry out high energy ( 2 - 9  
MeV) implants. A schematic drawing of the 3 MV Tandetron Implanter can be seen in 
fig. 4.3. The main components of the machine (shown in fig. 4.3) are: the injector, where
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two ion sources are situated; acceleration section, where the acceleration tubes together 
with the high voltage supply are located inside a pressure vessel filled with SF6, and the 
high energy extension, which is made up from an electrostatic quadrupole triplet used for 
beam focusing, a switching magnet, which analyzes the ions on mass and charge state, an 
electrostatic scanning system and a neutral trap and two end stations, one for ion 
implantation and one for ion beam analysis (RBS). A sputter type negative ion source 
was used to produce the oxygen ion beams. After scanning, the total oxygen beam ion 
currents on the Faraday cups ranged from 6 pA (9 MeV, triply charged), to 4 pA (3.8 
MeV, singly charged), to 8 pA (2 MeV, singly charged), giving particle current densities 
of 0.45 (9 MeV), 1 (3.8 MeV) and 2 (2 MeV) pAcm'2, respectively.
The end station (sample holder, beam defining aperture, dosimetry) was similar to 
the Surrey high energy implanter. A heated sample holder was used for the implants.
To establish the relationship between the indicated temperature from a control 
thermocouple situated behind the heating block and the actual wafer temperature, 
another thermocouple was glued (using liquid silica) onto the surface of a wafer. 
Temperature values from the wafer thermocouple were on average 100°C less than those 
indicated by the control thermocouple. Power loadings for the combination of current 
and voltage used for these implants (P = I x V) were for all three energies around 4
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Fig. 4.3: Schematic of the 3 MV HVEE Tandetron Implanter
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Wcm'2, resulting to a maximum temperature of 420°C for beam heating only. For 
samples preheated to 500°C, the additional power loading caused no detectable increase 
in the wafer temperature.
4.2.2 Dosimetry
For all three machines the ion beam was scanned electrostatically across the defining 
aperture to achieve lateral uniformity of the the dose (O) of the implanted ions which 
was determined by measuring and integrating the beam current (I) over the implantation 
time (t) and taking into account the implanted area (A) according to the equation:
f I d t
(41)
where f  is 1 for atomic species, 2 for molecular species and Vi for doubly charged 
species.
The current was collected either by four small Faraday cups mounted in front of 
the wafer within the scanned area (HVEE implanters, see fig. 4.4) or directly from the Si 
wafer (500 kV implanter).
scanned area
Fig. 4.4: Face (a) and cross-section (b) views of the defining aperture and Faraday 
cups configuration, used to determine the ion dose in the HVEE implanters.
4.2.3 Temperature measurements
Figure 4.5 shows the measured equilibrium wafer temperature as a function of the
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Fig. 4.5: Measured equilibrium wafer temperature (symbols) as a function of the 
incident beam power density (the drawn lines are guides to the eye).
incident beam power density for two different sample holders, offering two different 
heating geometries for the case of beam heating only: an open back (500 keV implanter) 
and a solid back (Tandetron) wafer geometry. From fig. 4.5 it can be seen that the 
equilibrium temperature is higher for the open back than for the solid back configuration. 
This difference is due to a reflective backing of the lamp heated sample holder which 
gave additional radiative heating. In contrast, in the solid back configuration no reflective 
surfaces exist in the target chamber.
4.3 Sample characterisation
4.3.1 FTIR reflection spectroscopy
All samples were investigated using the Bruker IFS 113v (extended) Fourier 
vacuum spectrophotometer, at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. This instrument 
has two interferometers as shown in fig. 4.6. The main interferometer (Genzel type) 
produced an interferogram of the IR source wavelengths. Its major components are the 
moving mirror assembly, a fixed mirror assembly, and a beam splitter. The second 
interferometer is a reference laser/white light interferometer and supplied information for 
data sampling and for the determination of the moving mirror scan speed in the main 
interferometer. The entire optics bench can be evacuated down to a pressure of 4 torr.
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Fig. 4.6: Optical diagram of the IFS 113v (extended) Fourier vacuum 
spectrophotometer
The source compartment can accommodate three water cooled sources all computer 
selectable, while computer control gives access to six beam splitters mounted on a 
carousel, a four position aperture wheel and four position filter wheel. The optical 
diagram of the instrument is shown in fig. 4.6.
The working frequency range of the spectrometer is 10 - 20000 cm'1. For the FIR 
(10 to 700 cm 1) the source used is a mercury-arc lamp. A Globar source is used for the 
mid-IR (MIR) spectrum (100 - 5000 cm 1), while a tungsten-halogen lamp is used for 
work in the near-IR (NIR) spectrum region, fitted with a red filter (1850 - 10000 cm'1). 
From 10 to 7000 cm' 1 a deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS) pyroelectric detector is 
used. A KBr beam splitter is used for the MIR range (400 -7000 cm'1). For NIR 
applications (5000 - 10000 cm'1) a Ge diode in combination with a quartz beam splitter 
(5000 - 12000 cm'1) and a red filter are used.
In order to limit the beam divergence an aperture is placed just at the exit of the 
source. To suit the resolution required and the detector in use, four interchangeable 
apertures are in use, of 10, 5, 2.5 and 1.25 mm diameter. When a reduced beam intensity 
is required a grid filter is used. Two sample holders are available, one for transmittance 
and one for reflectance measurements.
The samples were measured over the MIR range between 400 and 7000 cm'1. 
The angle of incidence was near normal to the sample surface. After calibration using 
samples with known reflectance, such as high resistivity bulk crystal Si, or fused silica,
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the accuracy in the absolute reflectance values was found to be better than ± 0.3 %. The 
wavenumber resolution is calibrated automatically by a monochromatic laser beam and 
was specified by Bruker to be 0.1 cm'1. Typically 32 individual spectra were collected 
and summed to achieve good statistics. A specially designed sample holder was used to 
take reflection measurements using a freshly aluminised mirror as a reference. All 
measurements were made in vacuum at room temperature.
The Nicolet Magna-IR™ System 750 FTIR spectrometer at FZR was used to 
measure samples in the MN series. The sources are an Ever-Glo™ MIR source and a 
tungsten-halogen NIR source. The aperture is a variable-diameter opening that can be 
adjusted to control the amount of IR radiation that reached the sample and to achieve 
maximum spectral resolution. The interferometer featured Auto-Tune system alignment 
and continuous dynamic alignment. The beam splitter is KBr and in combination with the 
DTGS (KBr) detector gives a spectral range in the mid-IR from 400 to 7000 cm'1. The 
path of the beam was purged of moisture with nitrogen gas. Typically 100 individual 
spectra were collected and summed to achieve good statistics.
The main physical principles of FT analysis are given in Appendix B.
4.3.2 RBS/Channelling - Basic concepts of the technique and details
4.3.2.1 Basic concepts of RBS
During RBS a monoenergetic particle beam, normally HT or He+ impinges on a target 
where some of the particles are backscattered and detected. The detected particles’ 
energy and amount convey information on the sample. Specifically, the species present in 
the target, their relative amount and their depth distribution can be identified in an 
absolute quantitative manner.
Particles with an initial energy E0, scattered at the surface from an elemental 
sample (see fig. 4.7) have a well defined energy Ei=KEo. The proportionality factor K, 
called the kinematic factor, depends only on the incident beam (known), the geometry 
(known) and the mass of the target atoms. This means that each element present at the 
surface will have its own edge at a specific energy and therefore, RBS is a mass sensitive 
technique. It is not sensitive to chemical binding, therefore it is element sensitive.
The energy axis of a spectrum and the depth below the surface of a sample are 
uniquely related to each other by a functional dependence which is in general non-linear.
CHAPTER 4 - Experimental Details and Techniques
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Fig. 4.7: Simplified layout of an RBS experiment.
The amount of energy lost by the projectile on its path through a certain layer of the 
sample can be related to the amount of scattering centres present and therefore the areal 
density there. Therefore RBS reflects the number of atoms per unit area traversed by a 
particle rather than the physical depth. The conversion between the two is direct if the 
atomic density of the sample is known. The energy axis of a spectrum is therefore 
connected with both mass and depth in a unique way. This means that each signal in the 
spectrum (coming from different elements) has its own depth scale.
The number of counts H corresponding to an infinitesimal layer of thickness t , is 
given in the case of normal incidence as:
H = o(E) Q Q N t (5.24)
where cr(E) is the differential cross section evaluated at energy E of the projectile 
immediately before scattering at depth x and averaged over the finite solid angle Q 
spanned by the detector (see fig. 4.7), Q is the total number of particles incident on the 
sample and N is the atomic density of the sample element. The above equation means 
that by integrating the yield corresponding to a specific thickness in the sample, one can 
obtain the number of atoms per unit area contained in this depth interval.
In the case of an energy spectrum from a compound sample made of two 
elements A and B, the height of the spectrum at a given energy is generally given by the 
superposition of the two signals generated by the elements A and B: H = H a+ H b . By 
comparing either the heights of the two signals at their corresponding surface edge or the 
total number of counts A (= summed within a certain depth interval), for the two
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signals, one can obtain the relative atomic composition. To obtain the absolute atomic 
density one has to make certain assumptions about the chemical constitution of the 
sample.
RBS has a finite energy resolution 5Ei stemming mostly from noise in the 
detector and in the signal processing chain and in a lesser extend from statistical 
variations in the energy Eo. Consequently, the depth resolution 6x is also finite and is 
defined as the energy width 5Ei between the positions at 1 2 % and 88% of the full height 
of a signal that corresponds to an abrupt change in sample composition:
& c«6E i/[S ] (5.25)
The main principles of RBS are briefly presented in Appendix D, and in greater 
detail in reference books such as [392 ,393 ].
4.3.2.2 Basic concepts of Channelling
The Channelling effect arises because rows or planes of atoms in a crystalline solid can 
“steer” energetic ions by means of a correlated series of gentle, small-angie collisions. 
Channelling effects are observed when the crystal axes are aligned to within -1° of the 
collimated beam, that is when the angle of incidence of the beam relative to the crystal 
axes is less than a certain critical value, t|)c, the critical angle for channelling, which 
depends on the energy of the beam as well as the structure of the crystal. The energy 
spectrum of particles scattered back from an aligned ciystal is dramatically different from 
that of a noncrystalline solid. In the “channelled” spectrum the scattering yield from the 
bulk of the solid can be lower by two orders of magnitude and a peak occurs at a 
position corresponding to scattering from the surface atoms. Both the surface peak and 
the reduction in yield are due to shadowing, the ability of the outermost atoms to shadow 
the underlying atoms and hence shield these atoms from direct interactions with the 
beam. Surface atoms off regular sites no longer shadow the underlying atoms leading to 
an increase in the surface peak. Measurements of the yield of the surface peak are a 
probe of the surface structure.
As the ions penetrate deeper in the crystal they make only small angle collisions 
with the atomic rows. The initial motion is oscillatory with the particles bouncing from 
row to row with a typical wavelength between bounces of hundreds of angstroms. 
Atoms in a solid execute thermal motion about their equilibrium positions with 
displacements of order of 0.1 A and with velocities as high as 105 cm/sec. These thermal
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vibrations result in a narrowing of the channel and a small decrease in the fraction of the 
beam that is channelled. When the energy of the particles is eventually reduced by these 
electronic interactions to levels where the particles can not be steered any more, then the 
non-channelled Rutherford scattering occurs. Channelling analyses have had three major 
applications: amount and depth distribution of lattice disorder, location of impurity atoms 
in the lattice sites, and composition and thickness of amorphous (surface or buried) 
layers. The use of Channelling technique is described in detail in [394 -396 ].
4.3.2.3 Experimental details of RBS/Channelling
RBS and Channelling analysis of samples from all of the series were performed using the 
2 MeV Van de Graaff accelerators at the UoS or at FZR. Helium (He+) ions at 1.5 MeV 
were used for the analysis of the 200 keV implanted samples. The deep buried layers (2 
MeV) were analysed using, either a 1 MeV proton (IT) beam, or a 2.8 MeV He+ beam, 
which provided a deeper probing depth, while for the even deeper implants (3.8, 9 MeV) 
a 1.4 MeV IT beam was used. The projectile angle of incidence was normal to the 
sample surface on both machines and the scattering angle was 160° (for the 1.5 MeV He+ 
analysis) or 170° (for the 1/1.4 MeV IT and 2.8 MeV He+ analysis). The cross sectional 
area of the beam was ~ 0.8 mm2 and the current density routinely used was -2.5 pAcm'2.
At the UoS, the samples were mounted on a goniometer, which could be rotated 
about two axes, one horizontal (±70°) and one vertical (±14°) with translational motion 
in one direction of up to ± 3.5 cm (see fig. 4.7). Two solid state surface barrier detectors 
were situated inside the vacuum chamber. One was used for dosimetry and the other for 
analysis purposes. Ions scattered from a thin Pt film over the blades of a four vaned
CD - chopper detector
C - chopper
D - surface barrier detector
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Fig. 4.7 : Schematic of the RBS analysis system at the UoS.
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chopper, which rotated at 4 Hz in the beam path were detected. Since He+ ions 
backscattered from Pt can be easily energy discriminated, a single channel analyser was 
used and the yield recorded, thus providing a method of measuring the beam current (and 
the ion flux). For analysis, backscattered ions from the samples were detected. The 
energy resolution of this surface barrier detector was typically 13 keV FWHM and its 
solid angle 2.25 sterads. The charge pulses generated by this detector were fed into an 
EG&G Ortec 142 preamplifier and then into an EG&G Ortec 572 main amplifier, which 
produced a Gaussian shaped output signal. This signal was fed into an analogue to digital 
converter (ADC) and then was sorted using a multichannel analyser.
The samples were clamped onto a stainless steel plate (sample holder) by metal 
clips. The sample plate was positively biased with respect to the current integrator in 
order to suppress currents due to secondary electrons. The current was measured 
directly from the sample, by integrating the collected charge. To ensure good yield 
statistics, a charge of 10 pC was routinely collected for all spectra. By measuring a 
reference Si sample with a thin (50 - 100  A ) film of Au evaporated on its surface and 
adjusting the amplifier gain and DC offset so that the Au peak is always at channel 450 
and the Si edge at channel 179, a consistent energy calibration was achieved. Spectra 
were normalised to the integrated chopper counts or to the collected charge.
When the axis of the analysing ion beam is remote from the major low index 
crystallographic directions, the resulting spectrum is referred to as a “non channelled” or 
“random” spectrum. A sharp drop is observed in the backscattering yield when the ions 
are channelled (see §5.3.1, fig. 5.6) and the effective density of scattering centres is 
reduced, and this is called “channelled” spectrum. In practice the beam is not moved 
(spatially) but the sample is rotated to the desired position. In our experiments, in order 
to find the exact angular alignment for channelling, we chose the position which gave the 
lowest yield within a set energy window. Due to the limited angular range of rotation in 
the goniometre, the beam was always aligned along a ( 100) axis of the Si crystal. 
Determining the exact position of the sample for recording the “random” spectrum is, in 
general, not as easy. We collected the “random” spectra for all measurements with the 
sample moving continuously and simultaneously in two axes of rotation, thus ensuring, 
that on average the beam would not be aligned with any major Si crystallographic axis. 
By this means reproducible “random” spectra could be obtained although the actual yield 
was slightly [397 ] (say, 1%) below that of a true random.
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Table 4.7: Depth resolution calculated using the code “Depth” at various depths for 
all RBS experiments carried out in this work.
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Depth resolution (in nm)
1.5 MeV He+ 1 MeV HP 2.8 MeV He+ 1.4 MeV KT
surface 29 115 38 150
0.5 pm 37 164 52 205
1 pm 43 184 62 243
2 pm 224 74 303
3 pm 280 81 350
5 pm 417
7 pm 462
In our experiments -  1.5 MeV and 3.8 MeV 4He+ and 1 and 1.4 MeV, W  beams 
in Si -  the energy resolution was about 13 and 8 keV, respectively. The depth resolution 
was calculated with the programme “Depth” [398 ] and is given in Table 4.7. The depth 
accuracy, which depends on the stopping powers, is typically 10% since this is the 
accuracy with which the stopping powers are known.
4.3.3 Cross-section Transmission Electron Microscopy (XTEM)
Selected samples were analyzed by XTEM, see Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The 
specimen preparation and analysis of six of the H series samples was carried out by Dr. 
U. Bussmann and the author at Surrey, while three others were prepared and analysed by 
Prof. J. Stoemenos, in Thessaloniki. In both cases a JEOL 200 CX Transmission 
Electron Microscope operating at an electron energy of 200 keV was used. Two samples 
(one H and one M series) were prepared and analysed by Ms. Anke Protze and Prof. 
C.W. Allen in Argonne National Laboratory, while nine samples of the M, MN and DS 
series were analyzed at Texas Instruments, by Dr. H.H. Hosack and his associates. In 
both cases a Philips 430 ST microscope operating at 300 keV was used. One sample of 
the M series was prepared and analysed by Dr. Y. Li at Imperial College, using a JEOL 
200 CX operating at 200 keV.
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4.3.4 Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
4.3.4.1 Basic concepts of SIMS
During dynamic SIMS analysis, a beam of typically keV ions is rastered across the 
sample, where it erodes a crater in the surface and so sputters away the surface layer. 
The sputtered-ejected material consists of target, residual gas, and primary beam 
particles, either neutral or charged. The charged particles are accelerated under an 
electric field and focused into a beam which passes through an energy analysing system 
and then a mass resolving magnet. The ions of the selected mass (or masses) transmitted 
through the mass filter are counted and their yield is recorded as a function of sputter 
time. Sputter time can be converted to depth, if a steady sputter rate is assumed, the 
sample is homogeneous and the final crater depth is known. To quantify the yields 
measured, a standard sample must also be measured in which the concentration of the 
impurity of interest is known.
4.3.4.2 SIMS experimental details
Selected samples (see tables 4.2 and 4.3) were analyzed using the ATOMIKA Model 
6500 Ion Microbrobe at Imperial College, London. The primary beam was 10  keV Cs+ 
ions, and raster scanned to produce a 600 x 600 pm crater. Cs+ was used because it 
enhances the formation of secondary negative ions which are later detected, such as O'. 
The currents used were between 0.5 and 2 pA. An electron gun (e' energy could be 
varied between 0.5 and 4.5 keV) flooded the sample surface, limiting surface charging. 
Only the sputtered ions originating from the central part of the crater (using electronic 
gating) were mass analysed and their intensities recorded as a function of sputter time. 
The measurements were kindly carried out by Mr. R.J. Chater.
4.3.5 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
4.3.5.1 Basic concepts of AES
During AES depth profiling a monochromatic electron beam impinges on the 
surface of a sample. When the electron beam energy is greater than the bonding energy 
of a target atom, an inner shell electron from this atom can be then ejected from its 
position to a higher energy state. The resultant vacancy is then filled by an outer shell
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electron and the energy released in this process may be transferred as kinetic energy to 
another electron (Auger electron) from the outer shell, which is ejected from the atom 
with an energy which is characteristic for each element. When the Auger electron is 
released sufficiently close to the surface (in the order of 1 nm) it may escape from it and 
be detected. This process is called the Auger effect and is dominant in the de-excitation 
of light elements [399 ].
4.3.5.2 AES experimental details
AES in combination with sputter profiling was carried out with a Scanning Auger 
Microprobe (Fisons Microlab 310-F) at FZR. The Auger electrons were excited with a 5 
kV primary electron beam and a current of 90 nA, while being raster scanned over an 
area of 60 x 60 pm. The number of scans was 20 to improve statistics. To monitor the Si 
LVV Auger transition at 90 eV as well as the spectral features due to inelastic energy 
losses, such as plasmons, the energy range between 40 and 110 eV was recorded. 
Additionally for measuring the Si KL23L23 transition, at 1616 eV the range between 1580 
and 1625 eV was recorded. Finally, to detect the oxygen KL23L23 transition the energy 
range between 490 and 525 eV was recorded.
For sputter depth profiling an Ar+ ion beam at an energy of 3 keV was used. The 
angle of incidence was 55° to the surface normal. The sputtered area was about 1 mm2. 
The sputter rates for pure Si and Si02 at an ion current of 1 . 1  pA, were measured to be 
0.23 nm/s and 0.33 nm/s, respectively. A typical spectrum recorded the intensities of the 
Auger electrons as a function of energy, for a given sputtering time. The measurements 
and the analysis were kindly carried out by Dr. H.J. Steffen.
4.3.6 Spreading resistance profiling (SRP)
Spreading resistance profiling has been used also in the past [400 - 402 ,127] for SIMOX 
characterisation. It was used in this work to provide resistance profiles from 2 MeV and 
double SIMOX annealed samples which can be used to give information on the quality of 
the insulating nature of the SIMOX samples. This data is complementaiy to the oxygen 
depth profiles obtained by FTIR or RBS.
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4.3.6.1 Basic concepts of SRP
In spreading resistance profiling the resistance between two contact points at the 
sample is measured. One point is a sensing probe with a small radius tip which defines 
the volume being measured and the other is a large area side contact. The resistivity (p) 
is then sensed in a hemispherical volume beneath the probe, typically of a radius four 
times that of the contact area, so that the spreading resistance (rs) is given as [403 ] : 
rs = p/4a (5.33)
where a is the radius of the contact point.
Variations of wafer thickness or of resistivity contribute little to the measured 
resistance. Spreading resistance profiling consists of measuring the resistance as a 
function of the contact points position at a bevel slope on the sample. By knowing the 
exact value of the bevel angle and the distance on the bevel slope where the 
measurements were taken, a depth scale can be obtained,
4.3.6.2 SRP Experimental details
The spreading resistance across bevelled (for sample preparation see §4.1.4) samples was 
measured on a commercial two-point-probe system (SENTECH SR 210) with 5 mV 
supply between the two tungsten carbide probes. The two probes separation was 20 pm, 
the probe tip size 1 pm, the probe force 0.2 N and the probe touch down velocity was 60 
pm/s. In this work only the raw resistance vs. depth profiles are presented. Depth 
inaccuracies are about 5% [404 ].The measurements and the analysis were kindly carried 
out by Dr. D. Panknin.
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CHAPTER 5 - Data Reduction and Interpretation
C h a p t e r  5
D a t a  r e d u c t io n  a n d  in t e r p r e t a t io n
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we give a comprehensive account of how the experimental data from 
FTIR reflection spectroscopy, RBS/Channelling, AES, SIMS and SRP are transformed 
into quantitative data which characterises the SIMOX samples investigated in this work.
5.2 Interpretation of FTIR reflection spectra
In order to be able to use FTIR reflection spectroscopy for the detailed and quantitative 
characterisation of implanted semiconductor samples and multilayer SIMOX structures, 
in particular, it was necessary to develop a computer code to simulate reflection spectra 
using detailed physical models of the structure as input to the programme. Regression 
analysis was used to obtain the optimum values of the variable parameters, to give the 
best fit to the experimental data. An existing code [29] at the Spectroscopic Laboratory, 
of the Physics Department in the University of Thessaloniki, was used as the basis for the 
development of the new software.
5.2.1 Optical modelling of multilayer structures
The calculation of the reflectance and transmittance of a multilayer system, such 
as a thick SIMOX structure, is readily handled by matrix methods when a system transfer 
matrix is defined, which transforms the electromagnetic field amplitudes on one side of 
the multilayer system to those on the other [405 ]. In such a matrix method the 
deconvolution of the interference fringes resulting from multiple reflections within the 
structure, can be achieved if two simplifying assumptions are made, namely that the 
layers composing the structure are homogeneous and isotropic. These assumptions 
impose further conditions that the refractive index is uniform within each layer and that 
the interfaces are parallel, optically flat with maximum layer thickness of the order of the 
wavelength of the incident radiation. Thus the treatment of incoherently reflected and
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transmitted light is excluded. The extraction of meaningful information from the IR 
spectra recorded from SIMOX structures requires the lifting of these constraints in the 
model used in this work. This has been achieved by using joined half Gaussian-shaped 
distributions for the refractive index of the buried layer in as-implanted (unannealed) 
samples and also by using a generalized matrix method [29] which allows the equal 
treatment of coherent, partially coherent and incoherent multiply reflected beams inside 
the multilayer media. This incoherency results from the incorporation of macroscopic 
surface and interface roughness, as well as the inclusion of a thick but finite substrate.
We will now describe the above mentioned matrix method since it was used as 
part of our computer code to produce the calculated reflectance spectra.
5.2.I.I. System Transfer Matrix
Consider the multilayer structure shown in figure 5.1 which is composed of m layers with 
complex refractive indices and m+1  interfaces. The Fresnel reflection and
transmission coefficients of the ith interface are n and ti, respectively, defined in terms of 
the electric field amplitudes EiR, EiL EiR' and Eil-, as [334,29],
where the subscripts R and L signify right and left going waves and the prime (') 
distinguishes between waves on the right and on the left of the interface.
The optical admittance of the ith interface (Yj) is defined as the ratio of the 
tangential components of the E and H field amplitudes [334,29],
where qpi is the angle of incidence of the radiation and the Fresnel reflection and 
transmission coefficients are written in terms of the optical admittances [29],
(5.1a) (5.1b)
(5.1c) (5. Id)
Y=i k  Ik
' E * Ea,
-n , coscpt. for s - waves
or
nr. / cos cp. for p - waves
(5.2)
(5.3a) (5.3b)
(5.3c) (5.3d)
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Figure 5.1: Multilayer structure composed of m layers and m+1 interfaces. The field 
amplitudes of the right and left moving waves on both sides of the structure are 
also shown.
The application of the boundary conditions at the ith interface yields the relation between the 
field amplitudes to the right and to the left of the interface which rewritten in matrix form is
IE*
\FiL,
1 (  1 \  1 iL f E !r )
U R J i R  tiR^iL  ~  r i R r iL /
(5.4)
The 2x2 matrix relating the separated field amplitudes is called the refraction matrix 
(Wi/j-i) and is given above in its most general form [29], The usual form of the refraction 
matrix does not take into account that the term tjRtiL-riRrtL is a complex quantity of 
magnitude unity which has a phase associated with it. Thus the refraction matrix that 
most often appears has the form [334,406 -409 ],
1
iR V i R
(5.5)
The fact that the field amplitudes inside the ith layer are not independent but are related 
by a phase difference 6i=2jto) n\ d\ due to an optical path difference is represented by the 
matrix relation,
•' o \ IE.„\
(5.6)
where the 2 x2  diagonal matrix is referred to as the phase matrix (Uj).
The repeated application of the above transformations for the m+1 interfaces and 
m layers of a multilayer system transforms the separated field amplitudes to the right of 
the system to those on the left. The product matrix resulting from the above procedure is
(E \
i-\,R (ei6< 0 )
E'
•o’To UJ
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again a 2x2 matrix referred to as the system transfer matrix (S) so that,
!EoR\
\EoLJ
= S
IF'ni+1,1?
F'\ m+\,L / 21 22
with 5  -  I 11 " l2 I (5.7)
Then the definition of the Fresnel coefficients and the use of equations (5.3a-d) yield the 
Fresnel coefficients of the multilayer system in terms of the transfer matrix elements as 
[29],
S2\    1(5.8a) *K=—  (5.8b)
sn s\\
sn -  _ . DetS
rt = -  —  (5.8c) h - — - (5.8d)
hi 11
from which the reflectances R, R' and transmittances T, T' are obtained as the
magnitudes of the complex vectors rR, rL and tR, tL, respectively.
5.2.I.2. Introduction of Partial Incoherence
As the above treatment is independent of the polarization of the incident light
(except in the definition of Y;) and the degree of coherency of the multiply reflected
beams inside the multilayer system the formalism may be used to calculate the multilayer
Fresnel coefficients for many kinds of incident radiation and multilayer samples.
Partial incoherence is produced by macroscopic surface or interface roughness
that causes incident electromagnetic radiation to be scattered. The result of the
scattering is the loss of intensity of light collected by the detector which in many cases
results in the incorrect interpretation of this as an absorption mechanism. Partial
incoherence was introduced in our method by modifying the Fresnel coefficients of
the respective interfaces by the addition of terms which represent the phase
differences in the reflected and transmitted beams due to a Gaussian distribution of
irregularities (at the surface or interfaces) of height (Ah) and of root mean square
(rms) height (Z). These modified coefficients for a rough surface are [410 ,411 ],
-<*% (5.9a)
roL = r^ e-2^ . . b r $  (5.9b)
U  " (5.9c)
Kl = -  c t y  (5.9d)
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and for a rough ith interface
(5-lOa)
fix= ^ 2(S^ )2 = P4o) (5.10b)
*iR -  = v40) (5. 10c)
(x -  4 o)e-,/2(sw)J(w' - ^ )2 -  y4o) (5.lOd)
in which the superscript (o) quantities refer to Fresnel coefficients of smooth surfaces, cn 
is the wavenumber and s=2jt;Z.
Complete incoherence of reflected and transmitted waves in multilayer thin film 
structures usually results from reflection of the beams from the backside of a thick 
substrate when no special precautions are taken to eliminate this effect, such as
artificially roughening the backside of the substrate by lapping or by covering it with
black velvet cloth which of course excludes any transmittance data from being acquired.
Such effects can be modelled when the calculation of the system Fresnel 
coefficients is carried out in two steps. First the transfer matrix Sim of the m-1 coherent 
layers is calculated (figure 5.2) reducing them to a single effective interface. Following, 
the multiplication of Sim by the phase matrix Um of the substrate and the refraction matrix 
Wm/m+i of the m+lst interface is performed yielding the system transfer matrix as,
S = Sim Um Wm/m+l (5-11)
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Fig. 5.2: Multilayer structure composed of m-1 thin layers and a thick mth layer 
(substrate). The field amplitudes of the right and left moving waves on both sides 
of the structure are also shown.
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the elements of which produce the required Fresnel coefficients corrected for any 
substrate back reflectance.
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5.2.2 Dispersion of the optical constants
In the multilayer analysis developed in this work, an unlimited number of uniform layers 
can be used to define the implanted region. Each layer is defined by its thickness, d, and 
by its complex refractive index, n, or its complex dielectric constant, e , which is the 
square of the complex refractive index. In the general case a combination of a Lorentz- 
Drude model is used, which takes into account both lattice and free carrier contributions
The first term in eq. (5.12) is a sum of the contributions to the dispersion due to the 
interaction of the atoms of the crystal with the electromagnetic field, referred to as lattice 
dispersion. The parameters o>ro, Y and Ae are tde transverse optical mode resonance 
frequency, and half-width, and the oscillator strength, respectively. The second term is 
due to intraband carrier transitions ((%: plasma resonance frequency, yp Tree carrier 
scattering frequency) within the conduction or valence band while the third term, s®, the 
high frequency dielectric constant, is due to bound electrons.
Far below the fundamental band gap of Si the last term, e®, is usually assumed to 
be a constant real number, independent of energy. This assumption will be satisfied if 
bound-electron absorption occurs at wavenumbers considerably greater than the spectral 
region under investigation. The above assumptions are justified since the analysis in this 
work is limited in the spectral region 1500-7000 cm'1, that is, below the fundamental 
energy gap, Eg= 1 . 12  eV (9000 cm'1) of Si. In this spectral region, which is above the 
highest LO frequency (1240 cm"1) of the buried oxide layer, the lattice contribution is 
insignificant. Taking into account that the free carrier concentration in the Si overlayer is 
negligible as the samples are undoped SIMOX structures, only the bound electron 
contribution will be considered in the analysis. In our analysis, a more accurate 
representation of e® on the low-frequency side of the fundamental absorption edge, is 
expressed using a Sellmeier equation (in the manner of ref. [263]). This contribution, 
taking into account that the level of absorption is low, can be considered to be real with
[412]:
(5.12)
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only a weak dependence upon energy. For the real part of the refractive index of the Si 
substrate, ns, a Sellmeier equation has been employed with the form :
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The above equation expresses, also, the real part of the dielectric function, n2-fC, since it 
is assumed that k~Q. The best fit values of the constants As, Bs and Qs, found after fitting 
of the experimental spectrum taken from unimplanted Si, were: As = 4.1485 ± 0 .02, Bs = 
5.8951 x 109 ± 5 x 107 cm'2, Qs= 27974 ± 5 cm'1., which is within errors to the values 
obtained in ref. [263]. It is noted that as to approaches zero the refractive index and the 
dielectric function tend both to lower values. At or=0 the dielectric function takes the 
constant value n2 = (A + B / Q2) -  e„, which is the constant third term in eq. (5 ,1 1 ).
The real part of the refractive index for damaged (from now on referred to as 
recrystallized, rc-Si after ref. [293]) Si overlayer, nT, is slightly higher than ns. It was 
found that by introducing a fitting parameter (fr) to express nT as the product of fr and ns, 
that is:
leads to a significant reduction of the number of parameters since only fr has to be fitted.
The dispersion of the refractive index of a-Si, na, is given by a similar Sellmeier 
formula as c-Si [293] (see eq. (5.12)), but with different constants A«, Ba and Qa. To 
find the values for these constants a typical FTIR reflectance spectrum from an a-Si layer 
(produced by Si implantation at 1 MeV) on top of a Si substrate, was fitted. The best fit 
values found were: A« = 7.04 ± 0 .02, Ba = 2.65 x 109 ± 5 x 107 cm'2, Qa = 18865 ± 5 
cm'1, which are in good agreement with values reported by Waddell et al. [264b] for the 
“derelaxed”, first optical state of a-Si (see §2.4.2 and §3.2.1). In this work a-Si was 
produced by ion implantation of oxygen into Si and we therefore expect to encounter 
only this state. *
The dispersion of the refractive index for Si02 (nSi0^ ) was taken from the three
term Sellmeier equation given by Malitson [271]:
(5.13)
1/2
nr = frns = fr As + (5.14)
mf2 mfi?
(5.15)
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Fig. 5.3: Wavenumber dispersion for c-Si and Si02 as used in this work.
where X is the wavelength expressed in p.m, and nii=0.6961663, m2=0.0684043, 
m3=0.4079426, m4=0.1162414, m5=0.8974794, ni6= 9.896161 are given constants. For 
the wavenumber region of interest here, eq. (5.15) generates data which are equal to 
those reported by Philipp [284] to the third decimal point. In fig. 5.3 the dispersion for ns 
and nSi0i can be seen for the working range 1500-7000 cm*1.
5.2.3 Models for the refractive index depth profile
5.2.3.1 Unannealed state
In the models for unannealed SIMOX samples the Si overlayer may be amorphous (na) 
or damaged (reciystallised), (>?r), while the substrate is considered as bulk c-Si («s). For 
the case of highly damaged but not completely amorphous Si, the refractive index was 
given as a product of na with an adjustable fitted coefficient, fa which takes values lower 
or equal to 1 .
By making the assumption that all of the implanted oxygen is bonded in a Si02 
configuration with neighbouring Si atoms, one can relate the oxygen depth profile to the 
refractive index (/?) depth profile for this region, as the (») depth profile is influenced by 
the amount of Si02 in the buried layer. The oxygen depth profile is known from the 
literature to be skewed Gaussian in form, see §2.2 and §3.4 and so an assumption that
t-------------- ■-------------- 1-------------- 1-------------- r
c -S i (eq . 5 .1 2 )  
S i 0 2 (eq . 5 .1 4 )
2 0 0 0  " 4 0 0 0  T 6 0 0 0
W aven u m b er (cm '1)
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the (n) profile in this region is also skewed Gaussian, appears to be reasonable.
For doses (O) lower than the saturation dose <E>sat (the dose for which the peak 
oxygen concentration exceeds 4.67 x 1022 cm'3 - the value for stoichiometric Si02), 
which is 2.0 x 1018 0 +cm'2 for 2 MeV, 1.2 x 1 0 18 0 +cm'2 for 200 keV and 0.8 x 10 18 0 + 
cm'2 for 90 keV oxygen in Si, see ref. [23], a skewed Gaussian profile is chosen as the 
fitting function for the refractive index.
The skewness of the (n) profile is simulated by using two joined half-Gaussians. 
Two (ft) values are needed to define a half-Gaussian, namely one for the peak, np and one 
for the tail, ftt of the profile. As seen for ns, and na in fig. 3.3, and for ns, and nSiQ,,  in fig.
5.3, the dispersion curves run almost “parallel” to each other over the 1500-7000 cm' 1 
wavenumber range. From the literature, the material at the peak of the oxygen profile is 
expected to be a mixture of Si and Si02 and the material at the tail of the profile is 
expected to be at least as damaged as the Si overlayer. Therefore, the values for ftp and 
nt, are expected to lie between the values for c-Si and Si02 and between the values for c~ 
Si and a-Si, respectively. In this respect, it is reasonable to assume that the dispersion of 
ftp and in our working frequency range, will follow a similar relationship to that of ft*, 
fta, or nSi02. In the programme, the dispersion of ftp and n{ is given by multiplying the
values of the bulk materials (ft*, na or nSiaj, the dispersion equations of which are given in 
§5.2.2) by adjustable fitted parameters (sp and st, respectively). The choice of either of ft*, 
77a or nSj02 depends on the implantation conditions and parameters, such as temperature
(T;) and dose. When at the peak of the profile the Si02 content is expected to be more 
than that of Si, /7P is given by sp nSiQ[, while when the Si content is more than that of
Si02, /?P is given by sp ns. When high crystal quality Si is expected at the tail of the 
profile, Hi is given by st fts, but when a high degree of damage is present, then nt becomes 
St fta.
The tail of a Gaussian approaches asymptotically its final value, but in our case 
for computational convenience it had to be reached within a certain finite thickness. By 
truncating each half-Gaussian at k standard deviations, it was found after convergence 
tests that the resulting step in the refractive index profile had a negligible influence on the 
calculated spectrum, being less than 0.003 for the difference in absolute reflectance 
values which typically is the experimental accuracy (see §4.3.1) when k was set equal to 
4 or in some cases even 3.
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The depth at which the two half-Gaussians join, which occurs at the minimum of 
the refractive index, is called Rmax, while the standard deviations for the surface and 
substrate side half-Gaussians are called ARi and AR2, respectively. From these two 
standard deviations and Rmax, the first two moments of the range distribution, Rp and
ARp are calculated (see §3.4).
The whole profile is divided into k(ARi+AR2)/Sx = m-2 uniform layers (usually 
60 to 80) of equal thickness, Sx having different indices of refraction, »j, as determined 
by the equation:
rij - nt - [/7t - 72p] exp [(-1/2) {[-kAR + Sx (j-1)] / AR}2] (5-16)
where AR can be either ARi or AR2 and j is a counter for the layers comprising the 
multilayer structure. The Gaussian distribution is approximated by the layers from j=l to 
j=m-l. Here, Sx could be an independent variable parameter, but it was preferred to be 
defined in terms of the standard deviations as (Sx =) AR/10. In this way, the impact of Sx 
on the fitting, is transferred to AR and while this definition gives a reasonable value to 
Sx, the number of fitting parameters is decreased as well. The adjustable parameters 
defining the refractive index distribution, are the standard deviation of the Gaussian, AR
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Fig. 5.4: Schematic representation of the multilayer model (of m layers) used to 
approximate the refractive index depth profile (drawn in bold) in an unannealed 
structure.
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(which defines the thickness of the half-Gaussian kAR) and the values of np and nt.
Fig. 5.4 shows a multilayer structure of m layers which approximates an 
implanted sample having a Gaussian refractive index profile in the implanted region. 
Here, a normal Gaussian profile is shown but usually joined half Gaussians are used.
For <D > Osat a buried stoichiometric Si02 layer forms at the maximum of the 
profile and grows predominantly towards the surface, as discussed in §2.2 and §3.5. The 
model has then to take into account this Si02 layer, and so a layer of constant (n) is 
introduced between two transition regions in the flanks of the profile. The value for (n) 
in that layer is not necessarily the same as that of fused silica, since small deviations from 
stoichiometry, excess strain or densification can change (increase) the value of (n) 
[279,280]. Therefore, the refractive index of this layer was given as a product of nSiQi
with an adjustable parameter, fs which takes values greater or equal to 1 .
Another case where transition regions have to be defined, occurs when, after low 
temperature implantation, a buried or surface amorphous layer is formed. This layer has a 
transition region to crystalline Si at the end of range, towards the substrate and if buried, 
another transition region to c-Si or damaged Si (not amorphous) towards the surface.
Equation (5.16) can be used to give the (n) profile when such cases must be 
modelled, but it gives a fairly gradual transition between the two end-values. To simulate 
a steeper interface (transition) region in the flanks of the oxygen profiles an exponential 
function (see [309,310]) was used to give the (n) in this region. Two (n) values are 
needed to define an exponential, namely one for the peak, np and one for the tail, nt of the 
profile, which are defined in the same manner as in the case of the half-Gaussian profile. 
The whole transition region with a thickness of d, is divided into 20 layers (which was 
found to give sufficient detail), of equal thickness Sx (ffdHQ) having different indices of 
refraction, «j, (j=0,l,...,20) as determined by the equation:
nj = nt {[1 + exp[(j Sx - a) / c]} / [1 + exp(-a / c)] (5.17)
where a  is given by :
a  = -c ln{[(np / nt) - 1] / [exp(rf/ c) - np / nt]} (5.18)
and c called the grading parameter, is a fitting variable determining the abruptness of the 
profile. High (two orders of magnitude higher than d) values of c (which are given in 
units of length) give a linear profile, while low (similar or lower to d) values give a delta- 
function-like profile. The adjustable parameters defining the exponential (n) profile are:
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d , /7p, nt and c.
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S.2.3.2 Annealed state
In the models for the annealed SIMOX samples the Si overlayer can be recrystallised Si 
(eq. 5.14), while the substrate is assumed to be c-Si. When the parameter fr is close to 1 , 
then the Si in the overlayer is considered to be of bulk quality. When fr is greater than 1 , 
the Si in the overlayer is considered to contain extended defects and finally, if fr was to 
be lower than 1 , the overlayer material would be considered as a mixture of c-Si and 
Si02 precipitates.
The buried layer was approximated by considering layers of constant or graded 
composition, made up from a mixture of c-Si (or rc-Si) and Si02. For layers with an 
anticipated high content of Si (and low proportion of Si02) the (77) wavenumber 
dispersion was given by multiplying ns with a an adjustable coefficient, s. For layers with 
an anticipated low proportion of Si (and high content of Si02) the value of nSiQ^ was
multiplied by s to give the dispersed (77) for the layer. In this way, the number of fit 
parameters required for each layer was reduced. For a layer of constant refractive index
Model 1 
3-layer model
Model 2 
5-layer model
Model 3 
7-layer model
C-Si ***
a-Si
or SiO,
SiO, /' c-Si
✓/
sio2 //  c-Si
S'02 /  c-Si
bulk silicon
c-Si
a-Si 
or SI02
sio2 c-Si
SIO, c-SI
Si02
f*
J  c-SI
Sio, ./' c-Si
SIO, y  c-Si
bulk silicon
Fig. 5.5: Schematic of the various optical models used to approximate the structure 
of annealed SIMOX structures.
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the adjustable parameters were the thickness, d and s, which takes values < 1 for Si rich 
layers and values > 1 for S i02 rich layers.
The model includes as adjustable parameters the rms heights Zi, of surface or/and 
interface irregularities, which can be viewed as macroscopic roughness, as described in 
§5.2.1. Zj is initially set to zero and only when the fit quality does not improve it is given 
an initial value and included in the model as a variable.
Another technique to simulate steep interfaces between the Si overlayer and the 
Si substrate is to use a linear function to give the (n) in these regions. Two (n) values are 
needed to define a linear profile, namely one for the first value («f) and one for the last 
value (toi) of the profile, which are defined in the same manner as in the previous cases, 
but where the coefficients are called Sf and si, respectively. The whole interfacial region 
with a thickness of d, is divided into 20 layers (which was found to give sufficient detail), 
of equal thickness 6x (=d/20) having different indices of refraction, (j=0,l,...,20) as 
determined by the equation:
/?j = + j 6x (n\ - 77f) Id (5.19)
The buried layer was approximated by considering one to m layers where m was 
chosen to give an acceptable fit (fig. 5.5).
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5.2,4 Effective medium models for the calculation of the Si02 volume fraction
In order to compare the results of the optical analysis with those obtained by 
complementary techniques, such as RBS, SIMS, AES (see §4.3.2,§4.3.4,§4.3.5) it was 
necessaiy to convert the depth profiles of the refractive index into depth profiles of the 
Si02 fraction and, hence, to the oxygen atomic concentration (cm'3). This was 
achieved by using an effective medium (EM) model [413 ,257,306,307] to derive a value 
for the fraction of Si02 in the mixture of Si and Si02 in the sample under investigation. 
According to these models, the complex dielectric constant of a host medium, (Eh), and 
those of several spherical inclusions, of types 1 , 2 ,  . . . ,  ( e i , e2, . . . , )  are connected to the 
effective complex dielectric function of the mixture, e , with an equation of the generic 
form [257] :
8 8 u Si 8 (, £•, Cj,= v _ !---- ~  + v * , (5.16)
E + 2zh Bj + 2 e^  e2 + 2  Ejj
where Vi, v2, ..., are the volume fractions of material of types 1 , 2 , ..., in total volume.
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Several approximations exist to describe specific materials configurations. In the 
programme developed here for the analysis of experimental data generated in this project 
it was possible to employ one of the following: the Lorentz-Lorenz approximation (LL) 
where 8h is set equal to 1; the Maxwell Garnett direct approximation [MG(l)j where 8h is 
set equal to si; the Maxwell Garnett inverse approximation [MG(2)j where 8h is set equal 
to e2; the Bruggeman effective-medium approximation (EMA) where 8h is set equal to 8. 
As the samples under investigation consisted of only two materials (Si and Si02) it was 
found to be adequate to use the EMA model to obtain values for the volume fraction of 
Si02. In this case equation (5.16) becomes:
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Sj — 8 82 — £
„ = ° ,  (5.17)e, + 2e e2 + 2s
When this is solved for the volume fraction of the inclusion (S1O2) it gives:
(s - e 2)(2e + s ,)
3e(e, - e2—  <5181
where vi + v2 = 1 .
Thus it was possible to calculate the depth profile of the S i02 fraction (and 
consequently Si) by relating the value for 8 at a certain wavelength, found by fitting the 
spectra, to the known values for the dielectric functions of the two constituent materials, 
e2 for Si and (ei) for Si02.
The oxygen concentration (No) depth profile can be calculated from the Si02 
volume fraction, vi, as follows:
v. 'd-r
(5.19)
where d is the density of Si02 in gem'3, r is the ratio of oxygen atoms to silicon atoms in 
the Si02 molecule, M is the molecular weight of Si02 in g/mole and Nav is the Avogadro 
number in at/mole.
5.2.5 Regression analysis
Successful interpretation of the experimental spectra depends upon a least-square fitting 
to the data. The problems of numerical analysis associated with any least-squares fitting 
procedure are well documented [414,415]. The procedure described by Bevington 
[415] has been followed in our work in order to develop a consistent fitting process for
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our data. A measure of goodness of fit y2, was defined and the fitting process consists of 
a minimization of this function :
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f irodd( a ) - f “pY!
(5.20)
where fi“p is the set of measured values, f ” del(a) is the calculated (using a specific 
model) set of values corresponding to R ,  as(ai, a2, ap) are the model parameters, 
and Oi is the experimental error (uncertainties) in the data points.
The experimental error (c?i) corresponding to the fff9 values was calculated from 
a background spectrum, (bi), taken before the sample under investigation was inserted 
into the spectrometer, in order to determine the sensitivity of the system over the 
appropriate wavelength region. In the background spectrum, a larger counting rate in a 
certain wavelength corresponds to a larger sensitivity and therefore to a smaller error, 
and we can take:
During the fitting procedure, the model parameters (a ) are varied until the yj value is 
minimised, when the values calculated by the model give the best fit. To compare 
different models, where the number of parameters is different, we calculate the biased
where n is the number of experimental points and p is the number of parameters to be 
fitted. Alternatively, the unbiased (Qu2) estimator can be defined, where for Qu2 the y2 
function does not include the data point uncertainties, o\. The advantages of using Q2
background signal (bj) as the measure of the experimental errors in our case, resulted to 
Q2 not being an indicator of statistical significance as was described to be in ref. [329]. It 
must be said that although ( 1 /bi) may not be an apt choice for calculating the 
experimental error in each data point it is a very appropriate weighting factor for the
search”, as described by ref. [415] is a very efficient way of fitting optical data. The 
specific minimization method used in this work is a modified version of the GRIDLS
(5.21)
estimator (Qb2, hereafter referred to as Q2) as the figure of merit for the fit procedure:
2
n - p (5.22).
instead of Qu2 were given in detail by Jellison [329]. The selection of the inverse of the
whole spectral range. It was shown by Kim and Vedam [416 ] that the method of “grid
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programme of ref. [415]. The a values are determined by minimizing yj in relation to 
each a separately, whilst other parameters are fixed. The minimum can be found with 
any desired statistical precision if a sufficient number of iterations is performed.
The grid search proceeds as follows:
This procedure is valid as it may be assumed that the a parameters are
not generally true as for strongly dependent parameters, the convergence is very slow 
and the process becomes inefficient. Importantly, the calculations involved are rather 
simple when compared to more sophisticated methods such as the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm [417 ], which compensates for this inefficiency. Furthermore, a good choice of 
the initial parameters a is often possible as an estimation can be made from the spectrum 
shape, which speeds up the process. The processing time on a 486 DX 50 MHz personal 
computer to achieve a typical fit was found to be below 5 minutes for the most 
complicated cases.
The errors associated with the fitting with which the a parameters are 
determined, are calculated during the fit. The uncertainty in each parameter (ct2 ) coming 
from the least-squares fitting procedure is given by :
from the last three aj points along the search. Finally, the parameters a are constrained 
during the calculation, in order that their values always have physical meaning for 
example, that thicknesses are always greater than zero and refractive indices are greater 
than unity.
The experimental accuracy of the measurement was estimated to be -0.003 
(§4.3.1) and so the smallest meaningful Q2 value for our analysis (Qc2, §1.4) is 3 x 10 '5,
1 . Choose Aaj such that aj = aj + Aaj leads to a y2 decrease
2 . Repeat aj = aj + Aaj until yj starts to increase
3. Do steps 1 and 2 for all the parameters
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 until x2 decreases less than 1 % of its previous value.
2 2a (5.23)
d2'In the grid search the parameters are assumed independent, and ' > is calculated
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(which corresponds to AR= | R ^  - Rmeas | -0.003). Computer fits to the data yielded 
typical Q2 values of —10'4 to 10'5, corresponding to an average value of AR -0.005 to 
0.002. The experimental accuracy also imposes an uncertainty in the values for the best 
fit parameters. In general the uncertainty for all thickness and refractive index values was 
±2 nm and ±0.014, respectively. From the uncertainty in the («) values, a corresponding 
uncertainty in the vi (±1%) and N0 (±5 xlO20 cm'3) values occur. From the No 
uncertainty, it follows that the lowest implanted oxygen dose that can be resolved 
(Gaussian profile) with FTIR is 2 x 10 16 0 + cm'2. The uncertainty on N0 due to a Si02 
density variation of 0.1, is 2 x 1021 cm'3. The errors associated to the fit procedure were 
smaller (about 25 to 50%) than the uncertainty values. Especially for the values of the 
r.m.s. height of surface/interface roughness the error was about 50% of the best fit 
parameter values.
In the various models used in this work, the fitted parameter was always the 
refractive index (n) and not the Si02 depth distribution, as has been reported by other 
workers from investigations of SIMOX samples [300,303], In this way, when a fit is 
successful, one can be confident about the accuracy of the (n) values that the model 
predicts. The chemical composition profile, which is subsequently derived by using 
EMA, will always be subject to the validity of the assumptions for the specific material 
configuration. In the O/Si system it has been verified by numerous analyses 
[306,307,303] that the Bruggeman EMA theory gives satisfactory results when applied 
to the analysis of SIMOX structures.
5.3 Interpretation o f H+ and H e+ RBS spectra
In this work the random RBS spectra were normalised to the Si substrate yield. 
The same normalisation factor was applied for the corresponding channelled spectra.
5.3.1. RBS analysis: Oxygen concentration depth profiles
RBS has been used to determine oxygen depth profiles against which the FTIR 
profiles could be compared.
Typical He+ RBS/ Channelling spectra from a standard SIMOX sample are 
depicted in the schematic shown in fig. 5.6. It is possible to obtain the O concentration
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Fig. 5.6: Schematic showing typical He+ RBS/Channelling spectra from a standard
(200 keV) SIMOX sample.
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depth profile analysing the information from the O signal (region D in fig. 5.6), which 
appears superimposed on the high Si signal (E in fig. 5.6). This was done for standard 
SIMOX by previous workers [43]. Another way is to match the Si yield deficiency (Si 
dip) region of the spectrum (region C in fig. 5.6) with spectra calculated using software 
packages such as RUMP [418],
For the analysis of the high energy SIMOX samples examined in this work, the Si 
dip region was used to obtain the oxygen depth profiles. This was chosen because the 
scattering cross section from the O atoms of the buried layer is not Rutherford (it is 
higher) due to resonant nuclear 0 (p,p)0  reaction and so, the yield of the O signal is 
enhanced. The Si dip region though could be straightforwardly simulated by using 
RUMP. For consistency, the RBS spectra of the 200 keV SIMOX samples were 
analysed by following the same procedures.
The result of the analysis using RUMP is a depth profile of the atomic fraction of 
Si (fsi). The depth is given in atoms per cm2, which is the natural RBS depth unit. In 
order to calculate the oxygen depth profile a computer programme was developed by the 
author, which accepts as input data the RUMP Si profile. Then it is assumed that Si and 
O are the only elements present in the buried layer, as Si atoms and S i02 molecules. In the 
programme, the atomic concentration of oxygen is calculated by multipying (1 - fS;) by
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of the RBS depth (at cm'2) scale to a physical depth (pm) scale, the variation with depth 
of the total atomic concentration, N , had to be taken into account. For each channel the 
N was calculated according to:
N=  cuYsi + (1 - « )A R  (5.26)
where a  is the volume fraction of Si in the mixture of Si and Si02 that is present in 
SIMOX (as-implanted or annealed), and Nsi (=5 x 1022 at.cm'3 [392]) is the atomic 
concentration of bulk silicon. The volume fraction a  is related to the atomic fraction of 
Si, fsi (given by RUMP), by:
3 .  1
a = 2fsi~2 (5-27)
Replacing a in eq. (5.23) from eq. (5.24) we get Y  as a function of fsi. Then the 
thickness corresponding to each channel can be calculated by dividing the RBS depth 
value for this channel (given by RUMP) by the calculated N.
The detection limit of RBS is dependent on the mass of the target atoms and for
light ions, such as 0 , in Si, is in the order of 102° cm'3 [419 ].When following the method
described above, the RBS sensitivity for oxygen will be different and can be calculated. It 
follows from the error on the Si yield, H, which is typically ±V h, that the minimum 
detectable difference is 4.5%, which results in a detection limit of the order of 2 x 1021 0  
cm'3. The accuracy of the oxygen concentration values obtained following the method 
described, was calculated by us to be in the range 2.2 to 2.8 x 1021 O cm'3, corresponding to 
the yield of the Si dip being high (close to that of Si) or low (close to that of Si02), 
respectively. The lowest dose that could be resolved in our case, was 1 x 10 17 0 + cm'2.
5.3.2. Channelling analysis and calculation of the amorphous fraction
Channelling has been used to assess quantitatively the degree of amorphisation in 
the buried layer of the thin film SIMOX samples, as well as to provide information of the 
crystallinity in the Si overlayer before and after annealing for all samples. Both He+ and 
IT beams were used.
The basis for the calculation of the depth distribution of the defect concentration 
(n(t)) from the measured channelled and “random” (non-channelled) backscattering 
spectra is the normalised minimum yield of backscattered ions x(t) = Ya(t)/Yr(t) [350],
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the atomic concentration of Si02 ( N Si02 = 6.9 x 1022 at.cm'3 [392]). For the conversion
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Channel Number
Figure 5.7: Normalised minimum yield x(z) fi>r a Si sample implanted with 200 keV, 
5 x 1016 0 + cm 2 (curve a) and normalised minimum yield Xc(z) for bulk Si (curve b).
where Ya(t) and Yr(t) are the yield for channelled and random spectra, respectively, as 
well as Xc(t), the normalised minimum yield of a perfect crystal (a non-implanted Si 
wafer).
A measure of the crystallinity (crystalline quality) of the Si surface but also of the 
Si overlayer of SIMOX structures can be obtained by examining the normalised 
minimum yield at a depth just below the surface peak, Xmin and the normalised minimum 
yield at a depth interval corresponding to the Si overlayer thickness, Xmm> respectively.
In the case of oxygen implantation into Si, the damage distribution is centred 
around a given depth, Rd (see §3.2.3), while the crystal is undamaged at a depth t„ a Rd + 
2ARd where ARd is the standard deviation of the damage. In fig. 5.7 the normalised 
minimum yield x(t) for a Si sample implanted with 200 keV oxygen ions, (dose of 5 x 
1 0 16 0 + cm'2) is plotted, together with the normalised minimum yield Xc(t) for bulk Si. 
From fig. 5.7, the values of x(t) and Xc(t) at t=Rd and t > tu can be determined 
experimentally and are x(Ra) A, x(t tu) = B, Xc(R<0 = C and xc(t > tu) a D.
In this work, in order to quantify the “degree of amorphisation” caused by the 
oxygen ions at the depth of maximum damage, Rd, the amorphous fraction [420 ] (or the 
fraction of amorphous volume, n«(t)/N, where njt) is the concentration of defects that
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consist of single, randomly displaced atoms, i.e. amorphous material) at that depth, 
a(Rd), was determined for various doses and implantation temperatures. The use of 
Channelling for such investigations is well documented [394,421 -423 ] but has not been 
applied to the oxygen in Si system. In this analysis we assumed that in the case of 
standard unannealed SIMOX samples -only amorphous zones of Si (clusters of Si 
interstitials) or Si02 (see §2.3.1 and §2.3.2) contribute to the direct backscattering.
In terms of the quantities described above (obtained experimentally) the 
amorphous fractions is given (for detailed calculation see Appendix D.8) by ;
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5.4 Interpretation o f  XTEM  micrographs
The electron beam can be considered as a planar wave with a wavelength X, with 
which the atoms of atomic planes of spacing dhki of a crystal interact. Constructive 
interference of those waves that are diffracted elastically at different atomic planes (with 
crystal indices h, k, 1) is possible, when the Bragg condition:
2 dhkisinGhki = nX (5.29),
is satisfied, that is when the angle Ghki (Bragg’s angle) between the direction of the 
diffracted beam and the parallel to the atomic plane satisfies equation (5.29), where n is 
an integer.
In a crystalline specimen the scattered electrons are concentrated into discrete 
directions as a result of the Bragg diffraction. The objective lens focuses the diffracted 
beams to spots on its back focal plane and forms a single-stage magnified image of the 
sample in the first image plane. The operating conditions of the intermediate lens, 
underneath the first image plane, determines the functioning mode of the microscope. 
When the intermediate lens is focused on the back focal plane of the objective lens, so 
that a magnified image of the Bragg diffraction pattern is obtained, the microscope is 
said to operate in “diffraction mode”. When the intermediate lens is focused on the first 
image plane, so that with the aid of the projective lens a magnified image of the object is 
obtained, the microscope is said to operate in “imaging mode”.
By use of the objective aperture diaphragm,which is located on the back focal
(5.28)
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Fig. 5.8 :Principle of the bright field (a) and dark field (b) imaging.
plane of the objective lens, it is possible to select one beam only to fonn the image. If the 
transmitted beam is selected a “bright field” image is obtained (fig. 5.8a). In this way 
only those electrons which have not been diffracted, contribute to the imaging. If one of 
the diffracted beams is selected by tilting the primary beam so that it becomes axial, a 
“dark field” image is obtained (fig. 5.8b). In this way, only the regions which have 
contributed to the diffraction of the primary beam will appear bright. So, by switching 
between bright and dark field modes light and dark reverse their contrast, except those 
regions which are oriented correctly for diffraction, which remain bright for both modes.
In this work both diffraction and imaging mode were used, especially in situations 
where it was necessary to differentiate between amorphous and crystalline material. The 
diffraction pattern of an amorphous or polycrystalline region is characterised by a diffuse 
ring pattern while that coming from a crystal region will contain well defined diffraction 
spots.
It is possible to have an estimation of the approximate areal density of 
dislocations from an XTEM micrograph. In order to do that, a cross section thickness 
has to be assumed. The numbers which are mentioned were derived by counting the 
dislocations that cut across a line parallel to the sample surface and multiplying this 
number by a cross-section thickness of - 1 0 0  nm. Typically, the error in the thickness 
values is between 5 and 10%.
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Depth profiles were obtained by SIMS or AES which utilise ion beam sputtering to 
remove surface layers and so probe progressively deeper into the sample.
5.5.1 SIMS
SIMS is a sensitive and reliable technique to obtain information on the concentration 
depth profiles of impurities in Si and it is also long established for the characterisation of 
SIMOX structures [424]. SIMS was used in this work to determine oxygen 
concentration depth profiles from 200 keV unannealed and 2  MeV unannealed and 
annealed SIMOX samples, for comparison with profiles obtained non-destructively from 
the same samples by FTIR reflection spectroscopy.
The sputter-time to depth conversion was carried out assuming a constant sputter 
rate (that of Si) during the whole experiment. The final depth of the crater was measured 
by a stylus profilometer (TALYSTEP). Errors in depth values are estimated to be ±20 
nm. The yield of the sputtered ions was converted into a concentration profile, by 
comparison with a standard sample, containing the same impurities and measured under 
the same conditions, whose concentration profile is already known. In this way 
erroneous results due to physical processes such as the matrix effect [425 ] were largely 
avoided. The SIMS sensitivity for oxygen is about 5 x 1 0 17 cm'3 [419],
5.5.4 AES
AES sputter profiling is an established method for the characterisation of SIMOX 
samples [45,47,322,91], AES was used in this work to generate oxygen concentration 
depth profiles from 2 MeV unannealed and annealed SIMOX samples, which could be 
compared with profiles obtained from the same samples by FTIR reflection spectroscopy.
The raw spectra were differentiated and smoothed and the Auger peak to peak 
heights (APPH) of the oxygen signal were determined for each sputter interval. This 
gave a sputter-time profile of the APPH of the oxygen intensity. In this work atomic 
concentrations of oxygen (Co) were derived by
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where Io is the intensity of the Auger oxygen signal from the sample and Iq is that from 
a pure standard recorded under identical conditions. The summation is for the 
corresponding intensity ratios from all other elements present in the sample. It is only 
necessary to know the relative values of Iq and I°since handbooks [426 ] give relative 
intensity factors that may be used under defined experimental conditions. The AES 
detection limit for oxygen in Si is in the order of 10 19 cm'3 [419]. Conversion from 
sputter time into sputter depth is possible if the sputter rate, z! is known. The thickness 
of a depth interval after sputter time t is defined by :
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= fz'dt (5.32)
o
However, the sputter rate is a function of composition and may vary during depth 
profiling. In this work the sputter rate was allowed to take values between those for pure 
Si and pure Si02, depending on the intensity of the oxygen peak. The depth resolution 
was in the order of 10 nm.
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C h a p t e r  6  
R e s u l t s  I  -  U n a n n e a le d  s t r u c t u r e s
6.1 Introduction
Experimental results from as-implanted samples are presented and described in this 
chapter. First, FTIR experimental results are presented from samples implanted at 
energies of 200 keV, 2 MeV, 3.8 MeV, 9 MeV or 9 MeV plus 3.8 MeV (double 
SIMOX) samples. In this section the FTIR experimental spectra are always shown 
together with their corresponding best fit simulated spectra, obtained as described in 
section 5.2. All values of refractive indices mentioned in the next chapters have been 
determined for the wavenumber value of 3000 cm'1. Secondly, RB S/Channelling 
experimental results are shown for the same groups of samples. Thirdly, XTEM 
micrographs from samples which are representative of all three of the above groups are 
reported. Finally, Auger spectra are shown from a sample implanted with 2 MeV oxygen 
ions. Results are presented in this sequence to enable discussion about damage and 
oxygen depth profiles and their dependence on parameters such as dose and implantation 
temperature. Since all samples referred to and discussed in this chapter are unannealed, 
the suffix “-un” (see §4.1) will not be shown in the identification labels of samples.
6.2 FTIR results
6.2.1 Thin SIMOX samples (200 keV)
Fig. 6.1 shows experimental FTIR reflection spectra (symbols) from a series of Si 
samples implanted with 200 keV 0 +, at 700°C, with doses ranging from 0.1 to 1.8 x 10 18 
0 + cm'2, (see Table 4.2). The continuous lines are computed best fit spectra which have 
been determined in the manner described in §5.2.
From an inspection of the experimental data, an increase in the amplitude (peak- 
to-valley) of the interference fringes becomes evident with increasing dose, ranging from 
an amplitude variation of 0.04 to 0.74 for doses 0.1 to 1.8 x 1018 0 + cm*2. As discussed 
in §3.3 for a simple case of a single film on a semi-infinite substrate, the fringe amplitude
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Fig. 6.1: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (symbols) from samples H73-1, 
H38-2.5, H73-7, H101-12 and H101-18, compared to calculated best fit spectra 
(solid lines).
is connected proportionally to the difference of the squares of the refractive indices of 
the two media. This proportionality has been shown to be valid for the case of two films 
on a substrate (implantation of high doses of nitrogen into Si [294]). Therefore the 
amplitude increase can be attributed both to the increase of the Si overlayer refractive 
index («si) as the Si becomes more and more damaged and to the decrease of the buried 
layer refractive index as the proportion of silicon dioxide formed (see §3.4) increases 
with increasing dose.
The wavenumber positions of the maxima and minima of the fringes are shifted to 
higher wavenumbers with increasing dose. As discussed in §3.3 such a shift can be 
associated to a decrease of the optical path length through the Si overlayer (effectively 
the product /?Si dSi). Since /zSi is due to increase, the general trend of the decrease must 
come from a higher decrease of the other term of the product, the Si overlayer thickness, 
<7Si- A decrease of dSl with increasing dose can then be associated with Si being sputtered 
(§3.3) away (S=0.2 at/ion, TRIM result) along with a corresponding increase of the 
width of the buried layer due to “internal” oxidation (§3.4) of Si by the implanted
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Table 6.1: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by simulating the FTIR 
experimental spectra seen in fig. 6.1.
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Sample Rmax (pm) ARi (pm) AR2 (fim) nP fr dsi (pm
H73-1 0.475 0.080 0.042 3.32 1.005 0.235
H3 8-2.5 0.491 0.098 0.057 2.91 1.005 0.209
H73-7 0.501 0.100 0.045 2.30 1.005 0.201
H101-12 0.472 0.095 0.065 1.44 1 .01 0.187
oxygen.
The model used to approximate the structure of the samples implanted with doses 
in the range 0.1 to 1.2  x 10 18 0 + cm'2 assumed the following: 1 ) Si overlayer, 2) & 3 ) 
layers of graded composition, 4) Si substrate. The refractive index for layers 2 and 3 was 
assumed to be given by a half-Gaussian distribution (see §5.2.3.1 ), made up of 30 layers 
(k=3, see §5.2.3.1 ). The result of the fitting procedure, that is R^ ax (= dsi+xARi), fr, ARi, 
AR2, and np (see §5.2.3.1 ) can be seen in Table 6.1. During the fit np was set to have the 
same value for both half-Gaussians, while nt (see §5.2.3.1 ) was set to have different 
values for each half-Gaussian. For layer 2, and for all four samples, nt converged to the 
value for the refractive index of the Si overlayer, nr, which is given as fr x nSl (see 
§5.2.3.1 ), while for layer 3 again for all four samples, nt converged to the value for the Si 
substrate ns, which is given by equation (5.13) and is 3.429 at 3000 cm'1.
For H101-18, 0  > <Dsat and so the model had to be changed as described in 
§5.2.3.1 . The model assumed the following: 1 ) Si overlayer, 2 ) layer of graded 
composition (interface), 3) Si02 layer, 4) layer of graded composition (interface), and 5) 
Si substrate. The (n) for layers 2 and 4 was assumed to be given by an exponential 
distribution made up of 20 layers (see §5.2.3.1 ). In this way, the abruptness of the
Table 6.2: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by the analysis of the 
FTIR experimental spectrum (seen in fig. 6.1) taken from a sample H101-18.
Sample Si overlayer layer 2 layer 3 (Si02) layer 4
H101-18 rfsi=0.157pm, rf2=0.119 pm, d3=0.25 pm, ^4=0 .12  pm,
fr=1.04 c2=0.025 pm fs= 1.024 c4=0.05 pm
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interface at such high doses was taken into account. The result of the fitting procedure, 
that is dSl, £, d2, c2, d3, fs, and c4 (see §5.2.3.1) can be seen in Table 6.2. The value of 
Tip was the same for both layers 2 and 4 and converged to that of the buried layer (sp = 
fs). The value of nt for layer 2 was the same with that of nSl (st=fr) while it converged to 
ns for layer 4.
6.2.1.1 Effect of implantation temperature
Fig. 6.2 shows the FTIR reflectance experimental and best fit computed spectra from 
samples implanted with a dose of 0.25 x 1018 0 +cm'2 at two different temperatures: at 
200 °C (sample H12-2.5) and at 400°C (sample H16-2.5), (see Table 4.2).
From comparison of the H16-2.5 spectrum with that of H38-2.5 (shown in fig. 6 .1 ) 
it can be seen that they are similar. Since the dose and so the oxygen distribution is the 
same (it is known [ 120 ] that temperature in this range does not affect the profile), we 
attribute the R differences to different (n) profiles due to microstructural differences 
associated with a different Ti. Radiation damage increases with decreasing Tj and so the 
structural differences caused by radiation damage have to be taken into account. We 
have seen that for a successful fit for H38-2.5, no contribution, due to damage, to the ( t j ) 
in the buried layer needs to be included. It can then be assumed that for HI6-2 .5 the 
degree of damage was sufficient to alter the ( tj)  profile so that a certain difference in R 
occurred. Comparing now the two spectra in fig. 6.2 it can be seen that they are 
substantially different. Such a difference could only come from a large variation of the 
(n) profile due to damage. It is likely that a heavily damaged or even an amorphous 
buried layer has formed. This would have a great effect on the (n) of the buried layer, 
causing a serious difference in R.
The maximum of the damage distribution is just short of the ion range maximum 
(see §3.4) and so for our model it is safe to assume that the defected region will include 
the region where the implanted oxygen (in Si02 bonding) is contained.
The model used to approximate the structure of sample HI2-2.5 assumed the 
following: 1 ) Si overlayer, layers 2) to 5) having graded composition and 6) Si 
substrate. The justification for the selection of such a model is discussed in §8.2 .1 .1 . The 
(n) for layers 2) to 5) was given by parts of half-Gaussian distributions, all with k = 4 but 
different np and «t values. In layers 2 & 5) both sp and st (see §5.2.3.1) were multiplied by 
t js to give t jp and nt respectively, while for layers 3) & 4) sp was multiplied by ns and st by
CHAPTER 6 - Results I  - Unannealed structures
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Fig. 6.2: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (filled circles) from samples H12-
2.5 and H16-2.5, compared to computed best fit spectra (solid lines).
fta (see §5.2.2 and §5.2.3.1). Layer 2 was given the first 23 layers of the surface side 
half-Gaussian (so <72=2.3AR2) while layer 3 had the remaining 17 (<73=1.7AR3). In the 
substrate side half-Gaussian, layer 4 covered the first 9 layers (rf+OVARJ and layer 5 
the last 31 layers (rf5=3.1AR5).
Table 6.3: Best fit model parameter values as determined by the analysis of the 
FTIR experimental spectra (seen in fig. 6.2) taken from samples H12-2.5 and H16-
2.5 (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5
H12-2.5
rfSi=0.065
fr= 1.01
AR2=0.108
sp=0.875,
st=0.997
AR3=0 .11
sp=0.96,
st=0.999
AR4=0.059
sp=0.958,
st=0.999
ARS=0.059
sp=0.873,
st=0.999
HI 6-2.5
rfsi=0.064
fr=0.99
AR2=0.107
sp=0.85,
st=0.997
AR3=0.112
sp=0.855,
St—1.01
AR4-O.O58 
sp=0.855, 
st= 1,009
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The model for sample H I6-2.5 was assumed to be the following: 1) Si overlayer, 
layers 2) to 4) having graded composition and 5) Si substrate. For the justification of the 
model see §8.2 .1 .1 . The (n) for layers 2) to 4) was given by parts of half-Gaussian 
distributions, all with k = 4 but different np and nt values, obtained by multiplying ns by sp 
and st, respectively. Layer 2 was given the first 20 layers of the surface side half- 
Gaussian (so rf2=2AR2) while layer 3 the remaining 20 (<73=2AR3). In the substrate side 
half-Gaussian, layer 4 covered all the 40 layers (<74=4AR4). The results of the fitting can 
be seen in Table 6.3 for both samples H12-25 and HI 6-2.5.
6.2.2 Thick SIMOX samples (2 MeV)
Fig. 6.3, shows experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (symbols) from a series of Si 
samples implanted with 2 MeV 0 +, at 700°C, with doses ranging from 0.1 to 2.0 x 10 18 
0 + cm'2 (see Table 4.3). The continuous lines are computed best fit spectra which have 
been determined as discussed in §5.2.
From an inspection of the experimental data, an increase in the amplitude (peak- 
to-valley) of the interference fringes becomes evident with increasing dose, ranging from 
an amplitude variation of 0.04 to 0.68 for doses 0.1 to 2.0 x 1018 0 + cm'2. As discussed 
in §3.3 and in §6.2.1 this amplitude increase can be attributed both to the increase of nsi 
as the Si becomes more damaged and to the decrease of the (n) of the buried layer with 
increasing dose. Since the radiation damage for 2 MeV 0 + into Si is small for the first 
lpm (see §3.4.2 and §3.4.3), the increase of «si is expected to have a small influence on 
the increase of the fringes amplitude.
The wavenumber positions of the fringes extrema are approximately the same for 
wavenumbers up to 4000 cm'1, form which it is concluded that the optical path length 
through the Si overlayer is similar for all doses. The small increase of «si with increasing 
dose due to damage must be compensated by a corresponding decrease of rfsi. Since the 
sputtering coefficient at this energy (see §3.4.3) is negligible (0.036 at/ion, TRIM) the 
decrease of d$\ can be associated with the increase of the width of the buried layer due to 
internal oxidation (see §3.5). For higher wavenumbers, a shift of the maxima and minima 
for the higher doses towards higher wavenumbers, indicates that a decrease in the optical 
path length has occurred. Higher wavenumbers (> 5000 cm'1) are more sensitive to small 
structural changes (especially in the interface between the Si overlayer and the buried 
layer) and so a small change in ds; has a greater effect in this spectral region.
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Fig. 6.3: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (symbols) from samples M2, M7-7,
M13-14 and M3-20, compared to calculated best fit spectra (solid lines).
Table 6.4: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by simulating the FTIR 
experimental spectra in the dose range 0.1 to 2.0 x 1018 0 + cm'2.
Sample Rmax ((-lUl) AR] (p,m) AR2 (p-m) nP fr <7Si (ttm)
M2 2.095 0.190 0.120 3.33 1.005 1.525
M6 2 .10 1 0.192 0.120 3.22 1.005 1.525
M7-3 2.107 0.194 0.120 3.13 1.005 1.525
M8 2.114 0.196 0.115 2.97 1.005 1.526
M5 2.126 0.200 0.117 2.82 1.005 1.526
M7-7 2.133 0.203 0.117 2.74 1.005 1.524
M10-10 2.152 0.210 0.118 2.46 1.005 1.522
M13-12 2.164 0.215 0.118 2.25 1 .01 1.519
M13-14 2.177 0.220 0.118 2.06 1 .01 1.517
M10-18 2.202 0.229 0.119 1.65 1.02 1.515
M3-20 2.215 0.235 0.120 1.44 1.02 1.510
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The model used to approximate the structure of the samples assumed the following
1 ) Si overlayer, 2) & 3) layers of graded composition, 4) Si substrate. The (n) for layers 
2 and 3 was assumed to be given by two a half-Gaussian distribution, made up of 30 
layers, with k = 3. During the fit np was set to have the same value for both half- 
Gaussians, while nt (see §5.2.3.1 ) was set to have different values for each half-Gaussian.
For layer 2 , and for all samples, nt converged to the value for the (n) of the Si overlayer, 
nT, which is given as fr x nSl (see §5.2.3,1), while for layer 3 again for all samples, nt 
converged to the value for the Si substrate ns, which is given by eq. (5.13) and equals 
3.429 at 3000 cm'1. The results of the fit, that is Rmax(= dsi+xARi), fr, ARi, AR2, and np 
(see §5.2.3.1), for FTIR spectra taken from samples implanted in the dose range 0.1 to 
2.0 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 (but not all seen in fig. 6.3), can be seen in Table 6.4.
6.2.2.1 Effect of implantation temperature
Fig. 6.4 shows the experimental FTIR reflectance and best fit calculated spectra from 
samples implanted to a dose of 4 x 1017 0 +cm'2, at three different temperatures: at liquid 
nitrogen temperature (sample M 12 ), at room temperature (sample M il)  and at 700°C 
(sample M8), (see Table 4.3).
The experimental spectra are all considerably different. As discussed in §6 .2 .1 . 1  the 
R differences can be attributed to different (h) profiles due to structural differences 
associated with a different Ti. The spectrum from sample M8 shows a similar pattern 
with the other samples from the 700°C set (fig. 6.3), and indeed, it was fitted by using 
the same model as before (see §6 .2 .2 , Table 6.4), which assumed a small contribution 
due to damage to ftsi and no damage contribution to the (ft) of the buried layer. It can 
then be assumed that for M l 1 and M 12  the degree of damage was sufficient to alter the 
(ft) profile significantly. It is likely that a heavily damaged/amorphous buried or even 
surface layer has formed. As discussed in §6 .2 .1 .1 , we assume that the defected region 
will include the region where the implanted oxygen (in Si02 bonding) is contained.
The model used to approximate the structure of sample M il assumed the 
following: 1) Si overlayer, 2) interface (c- to a-Si) layer of graded (ft), 3) a-Si layer, 4)
& 5) layers of graded composition, 6) interface (a- to c-Si) layer of graded («), 7) Si 
substrate. The justification for the selection of such a model is discussed in §8.2 .2 .1 . The 
(n) for layers 2) & 6) was assumed to be given by a half-Gaussian distribution, made up 
of 30 layers ( k  = 3), and a standard deviation AR2 and AR^ . During the fit, and for layers
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Fig. 6.4: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (filled circles) from samples (a) 
M8, (b) M il, and (c) M12, compared to computed best fit spectra (solid lines).
2) & 6), both n? values converged to na while nt converged to the value of the Si 
overlayer (fr x ns), and the Si substrate (ns), respectively. The («) for layers 4) & 5) was 
assumed to follow a half-Gaussian distribution, made up of 30 layers, with k  = 3. During 
the fit nt (given by st x na) converged to na for both layers, while np (given by sp x ns) 
was set to have the same value for both half-Gaussians.
The model used to approximate the structure of sample M l2 assumed the 
following: 1) a-Si overiayer, 2) & 3) layers of graded composition, 4) interface (a- to c-
Table 6.5: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by simulating the FTIR 
experimental spectra presented in fig. 6.4b and 6.4c (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6
M il c/si* 1.184, AR2=0.02 d3=0.3, AR4=0.195, AR5=0.116 AR*=0.025
fr= 1.03 fa=l rip- 3.26
M12 rfsi= 1.552, AR2=0.195, AR3=0.117 •ARrO.035
f«=l np = 3.27
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Fig. 6.5: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from samples MN2-3.8 (a), 
and MN2-9 (b), compared to calculated best fit spectra (lines).
Si) layer of graded (n), 5) Si substrate. The justification for the selection of such a model 
is discussed in §8.2 .2 .1. The (77) for layers 2) & 3) was assumed to follow a half- 
Gaussian distribution, made up of 30 layers, with k = 3. During the fit nt (given by st x 
fia) converged to na for both layers, while np (given by sp x ns) was set to have the same 
value for both half-Gaussians. The (n) for layer 4) was assumed to be given by a half- 
Gaussian distribution, made up of 30 layers (k = 3), and a standard deviation AR4 . 
During the fit, np converged to na while nt converged to ns. The results of the fit for 
FTIR spectra taken from samples Ml 1 and M12 seen in fig. 6.4 can be seen in Table 6 .5 .
6.2.2.2 Higher energies (3.8 MeV, 9 MeV)
Fig. 6.5 shows experimental FTIR reflectance spectra from Si samples implanted with a)
3.8 MeV 0 + at 300°C (sample MN2-3.8) and b) 9 MeV 0 + at 400°C (sample MN2-9), to 
a dose of 1.0 x 1018 0 + cm'2 (see Table 4.4). The continuous lines are the computed best 
fit spectra.
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Table 6 .6: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by simulating the FTIR 
experimental spectra presented in fig. 6.5.
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Sample Rmax (pm) ARi (pm) « p , i AR2 (pm) f t p , 2 f r
MN2-3.8 3.313 0.161 2.41 0.095 2.82 1.018
MN2-9 6.384 0.221 2.65 0.117 2.87 1.005
From the experimental spectra it can be seen that the shape of the “envelope” 
surrounding the interference fringes is similar to that for the 2 MeV 700°C implants (see 
fig. 6.3). Also, the number of maxima for sample MN2-9 are almost twice as large as 
those for sample MN2-3.8. The number of interference fringes is proportional to the 
optical path length in the Si overlayer of the structure (see §3.3). The radiation damage, 
and so ftsi, can be assumed to be similar in both samples. Thus we can assume that dsi in 
sample MN2-9 is almost double that in sample MN2-3.8.
The model used to approximate the structure of both samples was similar to that 
used for the 2 MeV samples, seen in fig. 6.3. Here though, the buried layer (n) profile 
was assumed to be given by two half-Gaussians having 40 layers each ( k  = 4) and 
moreover the value of ftp (besides that of nt) was allowed to vary for the two half- 
Gaussians. As before, the values for ftt converged to those for wSi and ns, for the surface and 
substrate side half-Gaussian, respectively. The results of the best fits can be seen in Table 6.6.
6.2.3 Double SIMOX structures (3.8 and 9 MeV)
Fig. 6.6 shows the experimental FTIR reflectance spectrum from sample DS4 (see Table 
4.6). The continuous line is the computed best fit spectrum.
From an inspection of the experimental spectrum it can be seen that the 
interference fringes follow the pattern of the 3.8 MeV sample (see fig. 6.5a) but are 
modulated by the fringe shape of the 9 MeV sample (see fig. 6.5b). Thus it can be 
assumed that two Si layers exist, one at the surface and one presumably between the two 
buried layers produced by the two implants.
The model assumed to approximate the structure of this sample was the 
following: 1) surface Si layer, 2) & 3) layers of graded composition, 4) buried Si layer, 5) 
& 6) layers of graded composition, 7) Si substrate. The refractive index of layers 2, 3, 5 
and 6 were given by half-Gaussian distributions, made up of 40 layers, with k  = 4. The
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Fig. 6 .6 : Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample DS4, 
compared to computed best fit spectrum (solid line).
value of np was allowed to vary for all four half-Gaussians. The values for nt for layers 2) & 
3) converged to those for nSi and nA (=ns x fr), respectively, while the nt for layers 5) & 
6) converged to »4 and ns, respectively. In total, the (n) depth profile of this double 
SIMOX sample was approximated with 163 layers. The results of the best fit can be seen 
in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by simulating the FTIR 
experimental spectrum presented in fig. 6.6.
Sample Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6
DS4 rfi=2.67, AR2-0.159, AR3=0.099, 00t>00i—1 
*
ARs-0.22, AEQ-0.123,
£ = 1.02 «p,2 = 2.41 wPf3 = 2.90 fr= 1.005 rtp,5 = 2.64 nP}6 ~ 3.01
6.3 R BS / Channelling results
6.3.1 Thin film SIMOX (200 keV)
Fig. 6.7 shows the random RBS spectra from a series of Si samples implanted at 700°C
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Fig. 6.7: Random RBS spectra from samples H38-2.5, H73-7, H101-12 and H101-18.
with 200 keV 0 \  with doses ranging from 0.25 to 1.8 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 (see Table 4.2).
The yield collected at channel numbers 279 to 225 results from the Si atoms in 
the Si overlayer, while the yield in channels 224 to 150 results from the Si atoms in 
the buried layer. For lower channel numbers the yield is made up from the superposition 
of the Si and oxygen yields from the buried layer (channels 135 to 65). It can be seen that 
the area of the spectrum between channels 224 to 150 is more sensitive to profile 
variations with increasing dose than the area between channels 135 to 65. It is also 
apparent from fig. 6.7 that the shape of the implanted profile is almost Gaussian for 
doses up to 1.2 x 10 18 0 + cm'2. The peak of the profile appears to be moving deeper with 
increasing dose. For sample H I01-18 the profile becomes flat with fairly abrupt 
interfaces. This can be taken as a strong indication that stoichiometry has been reached 
between channels 214 and 163. The yield between channels 177 and 189 for sample 
HI0 1- 12  is the same as that for sample HI01-18 in the same interval, and so we can 
assume that stoichiometry has been reached at the profile maximum for sample H101-12.
The following three figures present channelled and random RBS spectra, 
representative of the <X> and T; ranges that the analysis of damage accumulation was 
performed. In fig. 6.8 the channelled and random spectra from Si samples implanted at
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Fig. 6.8: Random and channelled RBS spectra of samples H38-2.5 (a), and H73-7 (b).
700°C with doses of 0.25 (sample H38-2.5, fig. 6 .8a) and 0.7 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 (sample 
H73-7, fig. 6 .8b) can be seen. It is evident that the channelled spectrum in fig. 6 .8b has 
the same yield as the random in the channel region 194 to 160. This is a strong indication 
that the material in this depth is amorphous or poly crystalline, since the dose is too low 
for it to be stoichiometric. In the same region for the 0.25 x 1018 0 + cm'2 sample the 
yield is high but never reaches the level of the random spectrum.
It can also be seen from fig. 6 .8a that the channelled yield between channels 276 
and 245 is low and in fact equal to that of bulk Si (spectrum not shown here) and thus it 
is assumed that the Si overlayer is free of radiation damage. In the same region for fig. 
6 .8b the yield is higher and so the Si in the overlayer must be damaged.
Fig. 6.9 shows the channelled and random RBS spectra from Si samples 
implanted at 200°C with a dose of 0.05 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 (sample, HI2-0 .5, fig. 6 .9a) and 
0.25 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 (sample H12-2.5, fig. 6.9b).
The random and channelled yields between channels 216 and 189 from sample 
H I2-2 .5 are the same, so we conclude that the buried layer is amorphous or 
polycrystalline. The channelled yield in the Si overlayer (channels 279 to 240) is also at a 
high level. On the other hand, the channelling yield from sample H12-0.5 is high (but
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Fig. 6.9: Random and channelled RBS spectra from samples H12-0.5 (a), and H12-2.5 
(b).
never reaches that of the random yield) between channels 226 to 175, where we can 
assume that a buried damaged layer exists. The Si overlayer region (channels 279 to 230) 
has the same channelling yield as that of a bulk Si spectrum.
Channel Number
ii
Fig. 6.10: Channelled RBS spectra from samples H12-2.5, H16-2.5 and H38-2.5. 
The random RBS spectrum taken from sample H162.5 is included for comparison.
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Fig. 6.11: Random RBS spectra from samples M6, M8, M5, M10-10, M13-12 and 
M10-18. A bulk Si random spectrum is included for comparison.
Finally, in fig. 6.10  the channelled spectra from Si samples implanted with a dose 
of 0.25 x 10 18 0 + cm’2 at 200 (sample H12-2.5), 400 (sample H16-2.5) and 700°C 
(sample H38-2.5) can be seen, together with the random spectrum from sample H16-2.5. It 
is apparent that there is a great variation in the channelled yield between sample HI2-2.5 and 
the other two. As seen before an amorphous buried layer is formed while for the higher 
temperature implants the Si amorphisation has been avoided. Moreover, sample H38-2.5 
exhibits a lower degree of damage (lower yield in the channel region 210  to 150) than sample 
H16-2.5. In the Si overlayer it can be seen that the level of channelled yield for sample H 12-
2.5 is five times higher than that of the other two samples, which is at the bulk Si level.
The results of all these observations, coming from all samples analysed by RBS 
/Channelling (see Table 4.2) were quantified in the fashion discussed already in §5.3 and 
the outcome can be seen in §8.2.5.
6.3.2 Thick film SEMOX (2 - 9 MeV)
Figure 6 .1 1  shows 1.0 MeV FT RBS random spectra from Si samples implanted with 2 
MeV 0 +, at 700°C, with doses ranging from 0.2 to 1.8 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 (see Table 4.3).
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Fig. 6.12: Channelled RBS spectra from samples M2 , M8, MN4 and MN3. Two 
spectra taken from bulk Si, one random and one channelled, are included for 
comparison.
The yield in channel numbers 288 to 243 results from the Si atoms in the Si 
overlayer, while the yield at channels 242 to 203 results from the Si atoms in the 
buried layer. For lower channel numbers the yield is made up of the superposition of that 
coming from Si atoms in the substrate and that from oxygen atoms in the buried layer 
(channels 198 to 172). It can be seen that the area of the spectrum between channels 242 
to 203 is more sensitive to profile variations with increasing dose than the area between 
channels 198 to 172. It is also apparent from fig. 6.11  that the shape of the implanted 
profile is almost Gaussian for all doses up to the 1.8 x 10 18 0 + cm*2 The peak of the 
profile appears to be moving towards lower channels (deeper) with increasing dose. The 
lowest yield for the region of the spectrum between channels 242 to 203 (5729 
counts/ch.) is higher than that calculated for stoichiometric Si02 (4050 counts/ch.) and 
so we conclude that stoichiometry has not been reached at the peak of the profile, even 
for sample M10-18.
Fig. 6.12  shows 1.0 MeV IT channelled RBS spectra from samples M2 , M8, 
MN4 (see Table 4.4), and MN3 (see Table 4.4), as well as the random and channelled
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Fig. 6.13: Channelled RBS spectra from samples M 12  (solid line), M il (dotted line) 
and M8 (dashed line). A random spectrum taken from sample M il (circles) and a 
channelled spectrum from bulk Si (squares) are included for comparison.
spectra from bulk Si. It can be seen that all spectra have a region which has the same 
yield with the channelled Si spectrum. This region is getting smaller with increasing 
dose,starting from the surface (ch. 288) for all samples and ending between channels 
245, for the lowest dose and 272, for the highest dose. This region can be identified with 
the undamaged part of the Si overlayer. It is seen that the yield increases sharply after 
this region and reaches a similar level for all doses. By comparing these channelled 
spectra to their corresponding random ones (seen in fig. 6 .1 1 ), it was found that while 
the samples implanted with the three lower doses contain a heavily damaged buried layer, 
an amorphous buried layer is formed in sample MN3, iimplanted with the highest dose.
6.3.2.1 Implantation temperature effects
Fig. 6.13, shows channelled RBS spectra from Si samples implanted with 2 MeV 0 + 
ions, all to a dose of 4 x 10 17 cm'2 at a Tj of 90K (liquid nitrogen, sample M 12 ), 25°C 
(sample M il) and 700°C (sample M8) and from bulk Si. The random spectrum from 
sample Ml 1 is presented for comparison.
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Fig. 6.14: Random and channelled RBS spectra from samples MN2-3.8 (a), and MN2-9 (b).
From fig. 6.13 it can be seen that for sample M 12 , both the Si overlayer and the 
buried layer are amorphous while for sample M il the Si overlayer appears to have two 
regions. One from the surface up to channel 262 possibly made up of damaged Si and 
asecond region to channel 248 which is amorphous. The amorphous region continues 
deeper, and the buried layer is also amorphous. Finally, for sample M8, the implantation 
temperature proved to be high enough and a single crystal Si overlayer was maintained 
through the process of dynamic annealing. A sharp increase in the channelled yield can be 
observed at channel 238, after which the region corresponding to the buried layer is 
heavily damaged but not amorphous.
6.3.2.2 Higher energies (3.8 MeV, 9 MeV)
Fig. 6.14 shows the random and channelled spectra from (a) a sample implanted at 300°C 
with an energy of 3.8 MeV (sample MN2-3.8) and (b) a sample implanted at 400°C with 
an energy of 9 MeV (sample MN2-9), both implanted with a dose of 1.0 x 1018 0 + cm'2.
From the random spectra it can be seen that the Si overlayer extends from the 
surface (ch. 710) to ch. 595 for sample MN2-3.8 and ch. 461 for sample MN2-9. We 
conclude that the thickness of the Si overlayer for the latter is more than double that of
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Fig. 6.15: Random and channelled RBS spectra from sample DS4. The channelled 
spectra from sample MN2-9 and from bulk Si are included for comparison.
the former sample. For sample MN2-3.8 the buried layer extends from channels 595 
to550, while sample MN2-9 has a thicker buried layer starting at ch. 460 and ending at 
ch. 385. From the channelled spectra it can be seen that the yield is the same or similar to 
that of bulk Si (spectrum not shown here but in fig. 6.15) from ch. 710 till ch. 629 and 
ch. 522, samples MN2-3.8 and MN2-9, respectively. In lower channel numbers the 
channelled yield rises rapidly. For sample MN2-3.8 there is a region between channels 
580 and 570 where the channelled yield is the same as the random yield, and we can 
assume that an amorphous/polycrystalline layer is present, since the dose is < Osat for this 
energy. For the buried layer in sample MN2-9 the channelled yield never reaches the 
random yield from which we assume that an amorphous buried layer has not been 
formed.
6.3.3 Double SIMOX structures (3.8 and 9 MeV)
Fig. 6.15 shows the random and channelled spectra from sample DS4 (see Table 4.6). 
The channelled spectra from bulk Si and sample MN2-9, are included for comparison.
The yield due to Si atoms in the sample, can be subdivided into four regions: 1 ) from
as-implanted 
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ch. 710 (surface) to ch. 595 (Si overlayer), 2) from ch. 595 to 548 (shallow implanted layer),
3) from ch. 548 to 449 (Si buried layer), and 4) from ch. 449 to 385 (deep implanted layer). 
The yield due to the oxygen atoms in the buried layers can be seen superimposed on the high 
Si background, in channels 520 to 470 for the 9 MeV implant and from ch. 383 to ch. 300 for 
the 3.8 MeV implant.
It can be seen by comparing the channelled spectra from sample MN2-9 and bulk 
Si, that the 9 MeV implant creates no detectable damage in the whole of the Si overlayer. 
With the 3.8 MeV implant some damage is created in the Si overlayer as is apparent 
when the channelled spectra from sample DS4 and bulk Si are compared. The 
amorphous region in the shallow implanted layer appears again in channels 580 to 570 as 
in fig. 6.14b.
6.4 X TEM  results
6.4.1 Thin film SIMOX (200 keV)
The effect of dose in the microstructure of the implanted samples will now be described 
by examining the XTEM micrographs presented in figures 6.16 and 6.17. In fig. 6.16 
typical XTEM micrographs from (a) sample H38-2.5, and (b) sample H73-7 can be seen.
Examining fig. 6.16a, no extended defects can be observed in the Si overlayer, 
which is a single crystal. The buried layer can be described by three distinct regions, each 
one corresponding to a different degree of contrast due to the presence of extended 
defects (dislocations, stacking faults). The first (region I in fig. 6.16a) starts at the 
interface between the Si overlayer and the buried layer (point S in fig. 6.16a) and extends 
for about 150 nm into the buried layer. The second region (II in fig. 6.16a) is 180 nm 
thick and the third (III in fig. 6.16a) is 100 nm thick. From the intensity of the dark 
contrast we assume that the defect density is a maximum in region II.
When the dose is increased (7.0 x 1017 0 + cm*2, fig. 6.16b) a zone of defects can 
be seen, from 30 nm beneath the surface and extending 80 nm in the Si overlayer. It is 
assumed (taking into account their spherical shape) that they are either bubbles 
containing oxygen at pressure [427 ], or Si02 precipitates, which grew at nucleation sites 
offered by the presence of agglomerated point defects (Sii atoms migrating to the surface 
sink [59]). Beneath this zone, the Si overlayer is a single crystal.
The interface with the Si overlayer has become broader (S in fig. 6.16b), with the
CHAPTER 6 - Results I  - Unannealed structures
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Fig. 6.16: Typical XTEM images of samples (a) H38-2.5 and (b) H73-7.
contrast now more pronounced than before. Region I of fig. 6.16a is now divided in two 
regions, I and II (fig. 6.16b). Here, region I looks like region I in sample H38-2.5, but 
region II shows a light contrast, which is characteristic of the formation of an amorphous
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Fig. 6.17: Typical XTEM images of samples (a) H101-12, and (b) H101-18.
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phase. Below that, in region III, there is strong contrast, and this region can be identified 
with region II of fig. 6.16a. Finally, region IV can be identified with region III in fig. 
6.16a. Here, though, (113) defects can be clearly seen, extending for 400 nm to the 
substrate [428 ]. In the vicinity of the interface with the substrate segments of 
dislocations are also visible, labelled D in fig. 6.16b. .
In fig. 6.17 typical XTEM micrographs from (a) sample H101-12, and (b) sample 
H101-18 can be seen. The further increase of dose (1.2 x 10 18 0 + cm'2, fig. 6.17a) makes 
the defected zone in the Si overlayer of sample H73-7, (fig. 6.16b) grow in thickness. 
Now, it starts from the surface and extends to a depth of 70 nm with a high 
concentration of defects and for a further 90 nm with a contrast resembling that of region 
I of the buried layer. The remaining 80 nm of the Si overlayer are still single crystal. For 
the buried layer, a further increase of dose creates a similar stucture to the previous 
sample, but with the notable difference of an increase in thickness to 130 nm of the high 
contrast area (region II), with a mean depth of 415 nm, where the maximum oxygen 
concentration is located (see §3.4). It is apparent that an almost continuous band of 
amorphous material now exists. All the other features remain the same as shown in fig. 
6.16b.
Finally, when the dose reaches the typical value for standard SIMOX formation 
( 1.8 x 10 18 0 + cm'2, fig. 6.17b), the whole of the Si overlayer appears to be highly 
defective, from the surface down to the buried layer. The interface with the Si overlayer 
does not show the characteristic contrast of the lower doses, and region II has grown in 
thickness to 280 nm. The diffraction pattern taken from region II shows only diffuse 
rings and so we conclude that this region consists entirely of amorphous material. Below
s
this layer regions III and IV can be identified with those of fig. 6.17a, but in region IV 
the number of (113) defects is notably reduced.
In fig. 6.18 typical XTEM micrographs from (a) sample HI2-2 .5, and (b) sample 
H39-2.5 can be seen.
For sample H12-2.5, implanted at 200°C (fig. 6.18a), extended 
defects(segments of dislocations) are visible from the surface to a depth of 65 nm. 
Below this layer the Si overlayer is single crystal and it extends to a depth of 312 nm. 
The buried layer, with a thickness of 242 nm, is completely amorphous, as verified by the 
rings in the diffraction pattern. When the implantation temperature is increased to 500°C 
(sample H39-2.5, fig. 6.18b) the Si overlayer appears free of extended defects down to a '
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Fig. 6.18: Typical XTEM micrographs of samples (a) H12-2.5 and (b) H39-2.5.
depth of 315 nm. Again the buried layer has three regions, as in the case of 700°C 
implantation (see fig. 6.16a). Region II is the region of maximum damage.
6.4.2 Thick film SIMOX (2 - 9 MeV)
Typical XTEM micrographs from (a) sample M2 , (b) sample M8 and (c) sample MN3 
are shown in fig. 6.19.
In fig. 6.19a, the 1890 nm thick Si overlayer is completely free of defects. The 
buried layer can be divided into two regions. The first (region I) which is 720 nm thick, 
contains the interface with the Si overlayer (S in fig. 6.19a) where dislocation segments 
can be seen. The second, deeper region II extends for 380 nm in the Si substrate and 
appears as a region of lighter contrast than region I. In it black dots can be distinguished 
which could be due to agglomeration of point defects (Si interstitials).
When the dose is increased to 0.4 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 (fig. 6.19b), the Si overlayer, 
which is now 1780 nm thick, is still free of defects. The general features of the buried 
layer remain the same, except that region I in fig. 6.19a can now be divided into two 
separate regions (I and II in fig. 6.19b). Region I is 225 nm thick and in the vicinity of 
the interface with the Si overlayer contains (113) defects. Region II has a finer “texture” 
and extends 265 nm deeper. Region HI with a thickness of 200 nm is the transition region to
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the Si substrate. In all the regions of the buried layer the micrographs contain black circles 
which could be due to Si02 precipitates or agglomeration of point defects (Sii).
Finally, the microstructure of sample MN3, implanted with 1.8 x 1018 0 + cm'2, is 
shown in fig. 6.19c. The structure here is veiy complex and starting from the surface, 
one can distinguish a layer of single crystal Si (region I in fig. 6.19c), 550 nm thick, 
under which a transition region 220 to 270 nm thick, with a characteristic mottled
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Fig. 6.19: XTEM micrographs from samples, (a) M2, (b) M8, and (c) MN3.
structure, appears (region II in fig. 6.19c). Below this region a highly damaged Si layer is 
present with a thickness of 740 nm (region III in fig. 6.19c). At the lower end of this 
layer segments of dislocations can be clearly seen, which are labelled “D” in fig.6.19c. 
This layer is followed in turn by a crystalline region only 110 nm thick (region IV in fig. 
6.19c). Going deeper in to the buried layer, an area of damaged Si, 165 nm thick can be 
seen. In it (113) defects are evident (region V in fig. 6.19c). Below that there is a 300 nm
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thick layer which displays the characteristic light contrast of an amorphous region 
(region VI in fig. 6.19c), and, indeed, in the diffraction pattern diffuse rings were 
displayed. Finally, a 550 nm thick region of damaged Si (region VII in fig. 6.19c) can be 
seen below the amorphous layer, which contains the interface between the buried layer 
and the Si substrate.
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6.4.3 Double SIMOX structures (3.8 and 9 MeV)
A typical XTEM micrograph from sample DS4 is shown in fig. 6.20
The structure of the sample can be described by considering five layers. From the 
surface down to a depth of 2700 nm a single ciystal Si layer can be seen. Below that the 
first, shallow implanted layer can be divided into three regions. Region I is only 50 nm 
thick and is made up of damaged Si. Next a 350 nm thick amorphous layer is apparent
 surface
deep
im p lan ted
laye r
Si substrate
Si overlayer
Si
b u ried
la ye r
• 1
0.5 ixm
1 damaged 
II amorphous
III damaged
Fig. 6.20: Typical XTEM m icrograph from sample DS4.
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Fig. 6.21: Low energy Si (Si L W ) AES spectra recorded at different depths from 
sample MN3. The AES spectrum taken from an amorphous S i0 2 reference sample 
is included for comparison.
(region II), below which a region of damaged Si, 400 nm thick (region III) can be seen. 
The third layer is a buried Si layer, free of defects and 2050 nm thick. Below that, 
starting at a depth of 5550 nm the second, deep implanted layer can be seen. This layer is 
1300 nm thick and consists of damaged Si. At its interface with the Si buried layer, (113) 
defects are apparent.
6.5 Auger electron spectroscopy results
In fig. 6.21 the low energy Si AES spectra from sample MN3 taken after various 
sputtering times corresponding to increasing depth, can be seen. The AES spectrum in 
the same energy range from a reference bulk Si02 sample is included for comparison.
The spectrum at a depth of 1479 nm, has a large dip at an energy of 96 eV, which 
is characteristic for elemental Si and coincides closely with a typical bulk Si standard 
spectrum, from which we conclude that at this depth only elemental Si is present. For the 
next two spectra recorded at depths of 1908 and 2070 nm this strong dip is still present,
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Fig. 6.22: High energy Si (Si KL23L23) AES spectra recorded at depths between
1479 and 1985 nm from a sample MN3.
but is shifted 1 to 2 eV to lower energies, while the other spectral features, in the energy 
range 40 to 80 eV, have also started to change. The spectrum taken at 2238 nm displays 
three peaks in the range between 60 to 80 eV (centred on 60, 67 and 72.5 eV) which 
were not present for shallower depths. By comparing the 2238 nm spectrum with the 
reference spectrum from Si02 it is evident that the former resembles the latter over the 
60 to 80 eV range. It is concluded that these peaks originate from the valence band of 
S i0 2. There are also notable differences with the standard Si02 spectrum namely the 
large dip at 94 eV from elemental Si and the dip at 87 eV. The dip at 87 eV appears in 
standard spectra taken from Si02 which was irradiated with electrons and so it can be 
considered as characteristic of damaged Si02 [426], In other words the 87 eV peak 
appears when Si-0 bonds are broken and Si-Si bonds are formed, which is a 
characteristic of the bonding in sub-stoichiometric oxides (SiOx). We therefore conclude 
that at a depth of 2238 nm sub-stoichiometric oxide is present.
Figures 6.22 and 6.23 show high energy Si AES spectra from sample MN3 taken 
at depths from 1479 nm to 1985 nm for fig. 6.22, and from 2070 nm to 2238 nm for fig. 
6.23. For all spectra in fig. 6.22 three main peaks can be seen at 1616, 1610 and 1599 
eV. The peak at 1616 eV is the main transition (Si°) peak, characteristic of elemental Si.
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Fig. 6.23: High energy Si (Si KL23L23) AES spectra recorded at depths between 
2070 and 2238 nm from sample MN3.
The second, smaller peak at 1610 eV is due to the spin orbit coupling state of the 1616 
eV transition. The 1599 eV peak represents the Si° Auger electron kinetic energy loss 
due to plasmon excitation in elemental Si, which is 17 eV [426], The main differences 
between the spectra taken at 1479 nm and 1985 nm are in the region of the Si° transition 
and at the plasmon peak. The main peak moves towards lower energies with increasing 
depth. The plasmon peak also shifts to lower energies with increasing depth and becomes 
broader. If we consider the increasing presence of oxygen with increasing depth then the 
increasing difference in plasmon energy with depth can be explained, since oxygen 
contributes 6 electrons to the valence band and so the total electron density increases. To 
understand the plasmon peak broadening, we have to consider that due to the increased 
oxygen content, elemental Si bonds become less numerous and so the plasmon losses due 
to elemental Si are less.
In fig. 6.23 the spectra present a more complex picture. In the 2070 and 2093 nm 
spectra the peaks from elemental Si (Si°) and its spin orbit coupling state (!Si) can be 
clearly seen. For the 2238 nm spectrum the peak due to Si° transitions is still there but 
another peak, at 1605 eV, which is due to Si being in a Si4+ bonding configuration 
(oxidised Si) is more pronounced. For the 2070 and 2093 nm spectra three separate
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peaks can be distinguished in the energy range 1587 to 1600 eV. The peak at 1600 eV 
which corresponds to plasmon losses of Si0 electrons excited in an area of elemental Si 
has also been seen in fig. 6.22. In the 2238 nm spectrum, this peak is too weak to be 
distinguished. The Auger electrons (either Si° or Si4+) kinetic energy loss due to plasmon 
excitation in oxidised Si is 23 eV [426], These plasmons would give peaks at 1593 eV 
and 1583 eV if excited in pure Si° and Si4+ environments. The peak at 1597 eV (in the 
2070 nm spectrum) shifts to 1594 eV and finally to 1592 eV, with increasing depth,while 
the 1592 eV peak (in the 2070 nm spectrum) shifts to 1589 eV and finally to 1588 eV, 
with increasing depth. We conclude that these two peaks correspond to Si0 and Si4+ 
electron energy losses due to plasmon excitation in oxidised Si. It follows that at a depth 
of 2238 nm complete phase separation has occurred and this region consists of a mixture 
of oxidised Si and elemental Si.
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C h a p t e r  7  
R e s u l t s  I I  -  A n n e a le d  s t r u c t u r e s
7.1 Introduction
Experimental results from annealed samples are presented and descibed in this 
chapter. First, FTIR experimental results are presented from samples implanted with 0 + 
ions at an energy of 200 keV or 2 MeV. The FTIR experimental spectra are always 
shown together with their corresponding best fit theoretical spectra, obtained as 
described in section 5.2. All values of refractive indices mentioned in this chapter refer to 
a wavenumber value of 3000 cm'1. Secondly, RBS/Channelling experimental results are 
shown for the same categories of samples. Thirdly, XTEM micrographs from samples 
representing both 200 keV and 2 MeV implants can be seen. Then, AES spectra are 
shown for a sample implanted with 2 MeV oxygen ions. Finally, results are presented 
from two groups of novel double SIMOX structures. One fabricated in four steps using 
two implants with energies of 90 keV and 2 MeV plus two anneals and the second 
produced in three steps, by two implantation steps at energies of 9 and 3.8 MeV plus a 
single anneal. Results are presented to facilitate discussion about oxygen depth profiles 
and defects and their dependence on parameters such as dose, implantation and annealing 
temperature and annealing time. Since all samples referred to and discussed in this 
chapter are annealed, the suffix -an (see §4.1) will not be shown in the identification 
labels of samples.
7.2 FTIR results
7.2.1 Thin SIMOX samples (200 keV)
Figure 7.1 shows FTIR experimental and best fit theoretical spectra from a series of Si 
samples implanted with 200 keV 0 +, at 700°C, with doses ranging from 0.2 to 1.8 x 10 18 
0 + cm'2 and annealed at 1300°C for 6 hours.
From inspection, an increase in the amplitude (peak-to-valley) of the interference 
fringes becomes evident with increasing dose. As in the unannealed samples(see §6.2.1,
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W aven u m b er (cm"1)
Fig.: 7.1: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (symbols) from samples H38-2-6, 
H73-7-6, H101-12-6, and H101-18-6, compared to calculated best fit spectra (solid 
lines).
fig. 6 .1 ) a decrease of the buried layer refractive index with dose can be assumed (also see 
§3.3). Reduction in the refractive index can be directly related to an increase in the 
proportion of Si02 in the buried layer. The wavenumber positions of the maxima and 
minima of the fringes are shifted towards higher wavenumbers with dose, indicating that 
the optical path length through the Si overlayer, nSi.dSi, is decreasing (see §3.3). After 
annealing the crystal quality of the Si overlayer is very high (§2 .2) meaning that /?Si will 
be close to that of ns for all doses. The optical path length decrease can then be attributed 
mainly to a decrease of dSl, the Si overlayer thickness, with increasing dose, and a 
corresponding increase of the width of the buried layer.
The model used to approximate the structure of sample H38-2-6 assumed the 
following: 1 ) Si overlayer, 2 ) interface layer (graded composition), 3) & 4) layers with 
mixed composition (Si rich), 5) same as 2), 6) Si substrate. During the fit of sample H38- 
2-6 it was found that the inclusion of more than 3 layers in the buried layer model did not 
decrease the Q2 value (see §5.2.5) further than 6 x 10'2. The inclusion though of graded 
interfaces to the Si overlayer and Si substrate brought the Q2 value down to 1 x 10 '4. The
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Table 7.1: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by simulating the FTIR 
experimental spectrum for sample H38-2-6, seen in fig. 7.1.
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2______ Layer_3______ Layer 4______ Layer 5
rfsi~0.359 pm dr=0.007 pm, <73=0.021 pm, rf4=0.047 (xm, <75=0.007pm,
H3 8-2-6
fr= 1.005 spO.831, s3=0.789 s4=0.808 SfO.842,
sh=T.0Q5 sh=: 1.005
(n) for layers 2 and 5 was assumed to be given by a linear distribution, made up of 10 
layers. An assumption of exponential or half-Gaussian dependence of (n) did not improve 
Q2 further. The results of the fitting procedure can be seen in Table 7.1.
The model used to approximate the structure of sample H73-7-6 assumed: 1) Si 
overlayer, 2) & 3) layers of mixed composition (Si02 and Si rich, respectively), 4) Si 
substrate. The structure of sample H101-12-6 was approximated by a three layer model:
1 ) Si overlayer, 2) layer of mixed composition (Si02 rich), 3) Si substrate. Finally, the 
best fit model for the structure of sample HI 01-18-6 needed four layers: 1) Si overlayer,
2) layer of mixed composition (Si rich), 3) layer of Si02, 4) Si substrate. The fit results of 
these three samples can be seen in Table 7.2.
7.2.1.1 Implantation temperature effects
In this section, the effect of the implantation temperature upon the oxygen depth profile 
in the annealed samples will be shown, using the FTIR technique.
Table 7.2: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by simulating the FTIR 
experimental spectra of samples H73-7-6, H101-12-6 and H101-18-6, seen in fig. 7.1.
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Sample Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3
H73-7-6 dsi=0.340 [xm, rf2=0.173 pm d3=0.048 pm
fr= 1.005 s2=T.313 s3=0.74
FIlOl-12-6 rfSi=0.306 pm rf2=0.297 pm
fr= 1.005 s2=1.179
FI101-18-6 rfSi=0.224 pm d2~0.012  pm rf3=0.385 pm
7 ) * o o s2=0.917 fs= 1.006
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Fig. 7.2: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (symbols) from samples H72-7-6, 
H23-7-6, and H73-7-6, compared to calculated best fit spectra (solid lines).
In fig. 7.2 the FTIR experimental and the best fit theoretical spectra from Si 
samples implanted with a dose of 0.7 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 at 300°C (sample H72-7-6), 500°C 
(sample H23-7-6) and 700°C (sample H73-7-6) and subsequently annealed at 1300°C for 
6 hours, are presented.
The model used to approximate the structure of sample H72-7-6 assumed the 
following: 1 ) Si overlayer, 2 ) to 4) layers with mixed composition (Si02, Si, and Si02 
rich, respectively), and 5) Si substrate. For sample H23-7-6, the model used assumed: 1 ) 
Si overlayer, 2) & 3) layers with mixed composition (Si02, and Si rich, respectively), and
Table 7.3: Values for the best fit parameters as determined by simulating the FTIR 
experimental spectra of samples H72-7-6 and H23-7-6, seen in fig. 7.2.
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4
H72-7-6 <7Si=0.291 pm, <72=0.068 pm, <73=0.0128 pm, <74=0.2089 pm,
fr= 1.005 s2= 1.532 S3=0.88 s4= 1.678
H23-7-6 dsi=0.325 pm <72=0.1955 pm, <73=0.0565 pm,
fr= 1.005 82=1.410 S3=0.76
2 0 0  keV, a n n ea led Ti (°C)
1300°C , 6  h A 3 0 0
1 x  1 0 17 O +cm "2 ■ 5 0 0
-  -_ • 7 0 0
- \
ca lc, rr
1 , I .. t
2 0 0 0  4 0 0 0  6 0 0 0
W aven u m b er (cm-1)
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4) Si substrate. The results of the fitting procedure can be seen in Table 7.3 for the first 
two samples. The model for sample H73-7-6 can be seen in Table 7.2.
7.2.2 Thick SIMOX samples (2 MeV)
Spectra from samples implanted with 2 MeV oxygen covering the dose range from 0.1 to
1.8 x 1018 0 + cm'2 are presented. For most of the samples the best fit for various models
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Fig. 7.3: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample M2-an6, 
compared to calculated best fit spectra (lines) obtained assuming various models.
6 0 0 0
is shown so that the procedure of finding the most appropriate model to obtain the best 
fit can be demonstrated.
Figure 7.3 shows the experimental FTIR reflectance spectrum (circles) for sample 
M2-an6, together with three best fit computed spectra corresponding to three different 
models used to approximate the sample structure. First a model containing three layers 
was used. The layers were: 1) Si overlayer, 2) layer of mixed composition (Si rich), and
3) Si substrate. The best fit (Q2 = 3.1) can be seen in fig. 7.3 (dashed line). When the 
buried layer structure was approximated by up to five layers the best fit quality did not 
improve any further.
Comparing the fit of the three layer model and the experimental spectrum it is
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clear that at high wavenumbers the fit is not as good as at lower wavenumbers, since the 
decrease of the fringes amplitude is faster in the experimental than the calculated 
spectrum. Since absorption is negligible at these wavenumbers, we are lead to conclude 
that some light scattering mechanism is present in the sample. The most 
probableexplanation is the presence of macroscopic roughness at the buried layer 
interfaces with the Si overlayer and the substrate, which would be a prominent cause of 
light scattering inside the material. When the model was modified to allow roughness at 
the interfaces of the buried layer (see §5.2.1.2) the quality of the fit improved. The 
dotted line in fig. 7.3 is the best fit (Q2 = 7 x  10"2) obtained assuming one rough interface 
(the upper), while the solid line is the best fit (Q2 = lx  10'4) achieved assuming a model 
with both interfaces of the buried layer to be rough. The values of the roughness 
obtained are expressed as the rms value for the thickness of the interface irregularities, zi 
and z2 for the upper and lower interface, respectively (see §5.2.1.2). The best fit results 
for all three models can be seen in Table 7.4.
Figure 7.4 shows the experimental FTIR reflectance spectrum (circles) for the 
sample implanted with 0.4 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 at 700°C and then annealed at 1300°C for 6 
hours (sample M8-an6), together with two best fit calculated spectra (lines) 
corresponding to two different models used to approximate the sample structure.First a 
model containing three layers was used. The layers were: 1 ) Si overlayer, 2 ) layer of 
mixed composition (Si rich), and 3) Si substrate. The best fit (Q2 = 0.049) can be seen in 
fig. 7.4 (dashed line). When the buried layer structure was approximated by three layers 
the fit quality became much better (Q2 = 9 x 10'5) and the best fit spectrum is shown in
Table 7.4: Values of the best Fit parameters for the three models used to simulate 
the FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.3.
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Sample M2-an6 Si overlayer Layer 2 Q2
Model 1 dsi~ 1.941 pm, d2=0.221 pm,s2=0.942 3.136
fr=  1.005
Model 2 rfsi-1-939 pm, rf2=0.219 pm, s2=0.942, 0.073
ino 
o
 
»—<£ zi=510A
Model 3 dsf= 1.940 pm, <72=0.220 pm, s2=0.942, 1 x 10 '4
£=1.005 zi=495 A, z2=408 A
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Fig. 7.4: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample M8-an6, 
compared to calculated spectra (lines) obtained after Fitting the data to two models. 
Model 1 assumed three layers (dotted line), and model 2 five layers (solid line).
fig. 7.4 (solid line). The best model assumed : 1) Si overlayer, 2 - 4 )  layers of mixed 
composition (Si rich), and 5) Si substrate. The best fit results can be seen in Table 7.5.
In figure 7.5 the experimental FTIR reflectance spectrum (circles) for the sample 
implanted with 1 . 1  x 10 18 0 + cm'2 at 500°C and then annealed at 1300°C for 12  hours, 
(sample MN4-anl2) together with the best fit calculated spectrum (solid line) is 
presented.
A model containing five layers was found to achieve the best fit to the experimental
Table 7.5: Values of the best fit parameters for the two models used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.4.
Sample M8-an6 Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Q2
Model 1 rfsi=2.091 pm, rf2=0.142 pm, 0.049
fr= 1.005 s2=0.768
Model 2 rfsrfl.834 pm, d’2=0.149 pm, rf3=0.109 pm, z/4=0.185 pm, 9 x 10'5
fr= 1.005 s2=0.927 s3=0.989 s4=0.784
2 MeV, a n n ea led   m odel 1 , Q2= 0 .0 4 9
Q2= 9  
exptl.
1300°C 6 h --------------------- 2| Q2=gx 10"
.4 x  10 O cm
2000 4000 6000
W avenum ber (cm -1)
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Fig. 7.5: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample MN4-anl2, 
compared to calculated best fit spectrum (solid line).
data. This model assumed : 1 ) Si overlayer, 2) to 4) layers of mixed composition (Si02, 
Si, and Si02 rich, respectively) and 5) Si substrate. The results of the best fit can be seen 
in Table 7.6.
In fig. 7.6, the IR experimental spectrum (circles) for a Si sample implanted with
1.8 x 10 18 0 + cm'2 at 500°C and subsequently annealed at 1300°C for 12  hours (sample 
MN3-anl2), together with two best fit calculated spectra (lines) corresponding to two 
different models used to approximate the sample structure, can be seen.
First a model containing three layers was used. The layers were: 1 ) Si overlayer,
2 ) layer of mixed composition (Si02 rich) and 3) Si substrate. The best fit (Q2 = 0.369) 
can be seen in fig. 7.6 (dotted line). When the buried layer structure was approximated
Table 7.6: Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the FTIR 
experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.5.
Sample Si overlayer_____ Layer_2_____  Layer 3 Layer 4
MN4-anl2 4+= 1.98 6 pm, d2=0.092 pm, <73=0.123 pm, <74=0.171 pm,
 __________ £=1.005________s2= 1.499________s3=0.791________s4=1.225
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Fig. 7.6 Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample MN3-anl2, 
compared to calculated spectra (lines) obtained after fitting the data to various 
models. Model 1 had 3 layers (dotted line), while model 2 had 7 layers (solid line).
by five layers (seven layer model) the fit quality improved further (Q2 = 1 x 10 '4) and the 
best fit spectrum is shown in fig. 7.6 (solid line). The best model assumed : 1 ) Si 
overlayer, 2) to 6) layers of mixed composition (Si02, Si, Si02 , Si, and Si02 rich, 
respectively) and 7) Si substrate. The results of the best fit can be seen in Table 7.7.
Table 7.7: Values of the best fit parameters for the two models used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.6. (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample
MN3-anl2
Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 Q2
Model 1 dsi“ 1.945 </2=0.519 0.369
T?
 
>—> O o Ln s2= 1.463
Model 2
OONTOnII d2=0.029 rf3=0.093 rf4=0.128 d5=0.\13 rf6=0.129 lxlO '4
fr= 1.005 s2=1.344 S3=0.709 s4= l .155 s5=0.716 s6=1.147
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7.2.2.1 Effect of implantation parameters and annealing time
In order to establish the best implantation and annealing conditions for the fabrication of 
high energy SIMOX structures of high structural quality, so that they would be suitable 
for use as Si based optical waveguiding structures, a set of samples was prepared and 
analysed by FTIR reflectance with the same methodology as described above.
In fig. 7.7, the FTIR experimental (circles) and best fit calculated (solid line)
2  MeV, 1 . 0  x 1 0 18O +cm "2
W aven u m b er (cm  )
Fig. 7.7: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample M4-an6, 
compared to calculated best fit spectrum (solid line).
spectra for a Si sample implanted at 700°C, with a dose of 1 x 10 18 0 + cm'2, and 
subsequently annealed at 1300°C for 6 hours, (sample M4-an6) can be seen. The beam 
current density was increased to 5 pA cm*2, in order to reduce the implantation time.
Table 7.8: Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.7. (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 Layer 7 Layer 8 
</si=L599 rf2=0.101 rf3=0.091 rf4=0.218 rf5=0.081 rf6=0.101 rf7=0.096 rf8=0.141
M4~an6
fr= 1.005 s2=0.977 s3=1.005 s4=0.917 s5=1.532 s6=0.771 s7=1.507 s8=0.845
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Fig. 7.8: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample M10-an6, 
compared to calculated best fit spectrum (solid line).
Following the procedure described for the previous samples the best fit was 
achieved assuming a model containing 9 layers. It was the following: 1) Si overlayer,
2) layer with mixed composition (Si rich), 3) Si layer, 4 to 8) layers with mixed 
composition (Si, S i02, Si, S i02} and Si rich, respectively), and 9) Si substrate. The 
fit results can be seen in Table 7.8.
Next, the FTIR experimental spectrum (circles) for a Si sample implanted at 
700°C, with a dose of 1 x 10 18 0 + cm*2, with a beam current density of 1 pA.cm'2 and 
subsequently annealed at 1300°C for 6 hours (sample M 10-an6), compared to the best fit 
calculated spectrum (solid line) can be seen in fig. 7.8.
For this sample the best quality fit was achieved assuming a model containing
Table 7.9 : Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.8. (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5
Ml0-an6 ^si=l-B34 </2=0.218 <£=0.090 <£=0.141 <£=0.118
______________ fr= 1.005 s2=0.897 s3=1.592 s4=0.783 ss=1.5Q7
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Fig. 7.9: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample M10-anl2, 
compared to calculated best Fit spectrum (solid line).
6 layers. They were: 1) Si overlayer, 2 to 5) layers with mixed composition (Si, 
Si02, Si, and S i02 rich, respectively) and 6) Si substrate. The fit results can be seen 
in Table 7.9.
Finally, in fig. 7.9 the FTIR experimental spectrum (circles) for a Si sample 
implanted at 700°C, with a dose of 1 x 1018 0 + cm'2, with a beam current density of 1 
pA.cm'2 and subsequently annealed at 1300°C for 12 hours (sample M10-anI2), 
compared to the best fit clculated spectrum (solid line), is presented.
For this sample the best quality fit was obtained assuming a model containing 
5 layers. They were : 1) Si overlayer, 2) to 4) layers with mixed composition (Si02, Si, 
and Si02 rich, respectively) and 5) Si substrate. The fit results can be seen in Table 7.10.
Table 7.10: Values of the best Fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.9.
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2________ Layer_3________ Layer 4
M10-anl2 dfei“ 1.986pm, <72=0.122 pm, rf3=0.113pm, rf4=0.166pm,
______________ fr= 1.005____________ s2= 1.621________ s3=0.821________s4=1.357
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7.3 RBS /channelling results
7.3.1 Thin film SIMOX
RBS/Channelling was used to determine the oxygen depth profile. It was also used as a 
means of assessing the crystal quality of the Si overlayer. Fig. 7.10 shows random RBS
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Fig. 7.10 : Random RBS spectra from samples H38-2-6 (solid line), H73-7-6 
(dashed line) and H101-18-6 (dotted line).
spectra from three Si samples implanted at 700°C with a dose of 0.2 (sample H38-2-6), 
0.7 (sample H73-7-6) and 1.8 x 1018 0 + cm"2 (sample HI01-18-6) and subsequently 
annealed at 1300°C for 6 hours.
The yield in channel numbers 279 to 208 (for sample H38-2-6) and 279 to 225 
(for sample H73-7-6), is due to scattering from the Si atoms in the Si overlayer, while 
the reduced yield in channels 209 to 179 (for H38-2-6) and 224 to 153 (for H73-7-6) 
is due to the yield deficiency of Si atoms in the buried layer. For lower channel 
numbers the yield is made up from the superposition of the signal from Si atoms in the 
substrate and that from oxygen atoms in the buried layer (channels 119 to 95 and 136 to 
71 for sample H73-7-6). The energy width of the Si dip is increasing with increasing 
dose. For sample HI 01-18-6 the yield in the Si dip is flat and rises very steeply to reach
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Fig. 7.11 : Channelling RBS spectra from samples H38-2-6 (solid line), H73-7-6 
(dashed line) and H101-18-6 (dotted line).
the yield from the Si signal from the Si overlayer (within 6 channels) and the yield form 
the Si substrate (within 8 channels). From the saturation of the Si yield in the Si dip 
region we conclude that the composition at a depth corresponding to the region between 
channels 219 and 162 is constant and from the number of counts of the yield (H^ f2 / H s\ 
= 0.41, [392]) it is also concluded that in this region stoichiometric Si02 has been 
formed. The yield at the minimum of the Si dip region of sample H73-7-6, is just higher 
than that of sample H 101-18-6, and so we can conclude that stoichiometry is almost 
reached at the peak of the oxygen profile.
Figure 7.11 shows the 1.5 MeV He4 RBS channelled spectra from the same 
samples whose random RBS spectra were presented in fig. 7.10.
From fig. 7.11 we can see that all spectra have a region starting at the surface (ch. 
288) up to ch. 205 for sample H38-2-6, up to ch. 210 for sample H73-7-6 and up to ch. 
230 for sample HI01-18-6, which has the same yield with the channelled Si spectrum 
(spectrum not shown here). This region is getting smaller with increasing dose and can 
be identified with the single crystal part of the Si overlayer. It is seen that the yield 
increases sharply at greater depths (lower channel numbers) and reaches a similar level
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Fig. 7.12 : Random RBS spectra from samples M2-an6, M8-an6, MN4-anl2 and 
MN3-anl2. A bulk Si spectrum is included for comparison.
for samples H73-7-6 and HI01-18-6. Comparing these channelled spectra to their 
corresponding random ones (in fig. 7.10), it was found that the maximum yield, in the 
region from ch. 219 to ch. 162 for sample HI01-18-6 and from ch. 202 to ch. 193 for 
sample H73-7-6, correspond to those of the Si yield dip in the random spectra. This 
observation is consistent with the buried layer being amorphous Si02. For sample H38-2- 
6 the highest yield does not reach the random level indicating the presence of a non- 
continuous(a two phase Si + S i02 structure) or a non stoichiometric buried layer.
7.3.2 Thick film SIMOX
Figure 7.12 shows 1.0 MeV H+ RBS random spectra from Si samples implanted with 2 
MeV 0 +, at 700°C, with doses ranging from 0.1 to 1.8 x 1018 0 + cm'2 and subsequently 
annealed at 1300°C for 6 (two lower doses) to 12 hours.
The spectrum from sample M2-an6 is indistiguishable from the spectrum of bulk 
Si whilst for the other three spectra the following conclusions are drawn. The yield in ch. 
506 to ch. 415 results from the Si atoms in the Si overlayer, while the yield between 
ch. 415 and ch. 366 (for sample MN3-anl2), ch. 377 (for sample MN4-anl2), or ch.
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371 (for sample M8-an6) is due to scattering from Si atoms in the buried layer. For 
lower channel numbers (ch. 358 to ch. 318 for sample MN3-anl2, ch. 354 to ch. 336 
forsample MN4-anl2, and ch. 354 to ch. 327 for sample M8-an6), the yield is the 
superposition of that coming from Si atoms in the substrate and that from oxygen atoms 
in the buried layer. It can be seen that the region of the spectra between ch. 415 and ch.
366 is more sensitive to profile variations with increasing dose than the region between ch.
358 and ch. 318.
It is also apparent from fig. 7.12 that the shape of the Si dip is almost Gaussian for 
all three doses. This is mainly due to the limited depth resolution (100 nm) of the 
technique when 1 MeV Ef beam is used. It would take a layer of constant composition 
thicker than 0.5 \im in order to see a flat area where it is now a Gaussian. Thus it is very 
difficult to extract information about the oxygen concentration depth profile from these 
random spectra alone.
Figure 7.13 shows 1.0 MeV Ef RBS channelled spectra from the same samples 
whose random spectra were presented in fig. 7.12, as well as the random and channelled 
spectra from bulk Si.
It can be seen that all of the channelling spectra have a region starting from the 
surface (ch. 505) and ending at ch. 410, for sample M2-an6 and ch. 436, for the other 
samples, which has the same yield as bulk Si. This region then can be considered to be of 
the same ciystal quality as bulk Si within the sensitivity of RBS analysis. It is seen that 
the yield increases at greater depths. For sample M2-an6 the yield increases only slightly 
indicating few scattering centres which may be due to lattice disorder or/and the 
presence of second phase (Si02) inclusions. For sample M8-an6 the yield increases and 
reaches a maximum level which is much lower than that of the random spectrum (fig.
7.12). For samples MN4-anl2 and MN3~anI2 the yield increases rapidly and reaches the 
same level. When these channelled spectra were compared to their corresponding 
random ones (fig. 7.12), it was found that while for sample MN4-anl2 the two yields in 
the Si dip region were not quite the same, for sample MN3-anl2 the random and 
channelled yields were equal between channels 397 and 385. It is concluded that an 
amorphous Si02 buried layer exists in this region for sample MN3-anl2 while 
stoichiometry has not been reached for sample MN4-anl2.
In order to be able to obtain reliable oxygen depth profiles from RBS measurements 
three of the samples presented above were examined using a 2.8 MeV He+ beam. This
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Fig. 7.13 : Channelled RBS spectra from samples M2-an6, M8-an6, MN4-anl2 and 
MN3-anl2. Bulk Si channelled and random spectra are included for comparison.
provided much better depth resolution than that achieved when a fF beam is used. Therefore 
the RBS deduced oxygen profiles from the high energy (2 MeV) annealed samples presented 
in chapter 8 are obtained by analysing the spectra which can be seen in fig. 7.14. In this figure 
the RBS random spectra from samples M8-an6, MN4-anl2 and MN3-anl2 are presented.
The yield between the surface (ch. 279) and ch. 142 (for sample MN3-anl2) or ch. 
129 (for the other two samples) results from scattering from Si atoms in the Si 
overlayer, while the yield between ch. 142 and 78 (for sample MN3-anl2), ch. 127 
and ch. 82 (for sample MN4-anl2) or ch. 129 and ch. 97 (for sample M8-an6), is due 
to Si atoms in the buried layer. For lower channel numbers the yield comes from 
scattering from Si atoms in the substrate.
It is now apparent that the yield at the region of the Si dip is flat for sample MN3- 
anl2, indicating a constant composition in the buried layer. The yield level at the Si dip 
does not indicate that stoichiometry is reached (HSidiP / HSi = 0.55 > 0.41). The interface 
of the buried layer to the Si overlayer can be defined between ch. 125 and ch. 142 while 
the interface to the Si substrate is more abrupt (between ch. 89 and ch. 78). In the 
profiles of the other two samples some structure is evident. For sample MN4-anl2 three
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Fig. 7.14 : Random RBS spectra from samples M8-an6, MN4-anl2 and MN3-anl2.
regions with different yield levels can be seen, between ch. 118 and ch. 109 where the 
yield level is close to stoichiometric level, between ch. 108 and ch. 99, where the yield 
becomes higher, and finally, between ch. 98 and ch. 92 where the yield level is reduced 
once again. The buried layer interfaces are here quite abrupt being 7 ch. wide both for 
the Si overlayer interface and for the Si substate interface. In the Si yield deficiency 
region for sample M8-an6 two minima can be seen. One is clearly defined between ch. 
121 and ch. 108 while the much smaller second lies between ch. 96 and ch. 90. This 
aspect will be discussed in §8.3.3.
7.4 XTEM  results
XTEM investigations have been performed on selected samples in order to identify 
defects present after annealing.
7.4.1 Thin film SIMOX
The dependence upon the dose (0.1 to 1.8 x 1018 0 + cm'2) of the microstructure of the 
buried layer will be described by examining typical XTEM micrographs shown in fig.
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Fig. 7.15 : Typical XTEM micrographs from samples a) H73-1-6, b) H73-7-6 and c) 
H101-18-6.
7.15. For all samples, T; was 700°C, Ta was 1300°C and ta was 6 h.
In the case of sample H73-1-6 (fig.7.15a), an approximately 350 nm thick Si 
overlayer exists which appears to be free of extended defects, while the implanted buried 
layer consists of a complex system of amorphous precipitates (pressumably Si02), of 
various sizes, which can be seen to be aligned at two separate depths, parallel to the 
surface. Their morphology, which is dictated by the minimisation of surface energy for 
high temperature annealing (see §3.5.2), is that of truncated octahedra, which are 
bound by four silicon(lll) planes with the silicon (100) parallel to the wafer surface 
[55], Many of the precipitates are linked with dislocations, which appear to be pinned to 
the precipitates and are normal to the surface of the precipitates. The band of precipitates 
closer to the surface is situated at a depth of 340 nm and the mean value of the 
precipitates diameter is 70 nm, while the density of the precipitates is approximately 5 x 
1014 cm’3 [429 ]. The deeper band is located at a depth of 470 nm, the mean value of the 
precipitates diameter being 55 nm whilst their density is the same as that of the shallow 
band [429],
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For sample H73-7-6 (fig. 7.15b), a 380 nm thick Si overlayer appears free of 
extended defects, while the 160 nm (mean value) thick buried layer consists of a mixture 
of amorphous and crystal material. The crystal islands have the same orientation as the Si 
overlayer and Si substrate. The buried layer has uneven interfaces which have many Si 
protrusions.
For sample H101-18-6 (fig. 7.15c) the 220 nm thick Si overlayer appears to be 
single crystalline with an estimated upper limit of dislocation density of 9 x 108 cm'2. 
Meanwhile the waviness of the buried layer interfaces has smoothed out, and the buried 
layer is a continuous amorphous phase layer with a thickness of 390 nm. The interface to 
the Si substrate is abrupt (within the depth resolution) while the front interface shows 
some undulation of the order of ± 10 nm. No Si islands are visible in the amorphous 
buried layer.
7.4.1.1 Implantation temperature effects
The effect of implantation temperature on the microstructure of the buried layer is shown 
in the typical XTEM micrographs in figures 7.16 and 7.17. In fig. 7.16 two samples 
implanted with a dose of 1 x 1017 0 + cm'2, and subsequently annealed at 1300°C for 2 
hours, can be seen. Tj was kept at 200°C for the sample in fig. 7.16a (sample H13-1-2), 
while it was 700°C for the sample in fig. 7.16b (sample H73-1-2).
Examining the two micrographs, it can be seen that dislocations, are pinned at 
precipitates and link a few pairs in both samples, and that the number of the precipitates
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Fig. 7.16 : Typical XTEM micrographs from samples a) H13-1-2 and b) H73-1-2.
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in fig. 7.16a is smaller than in fig. 7.16b. Indeed, statistical investigations [411] 
confirmed this observation, (see §8.3.4). In fig. 7.16b it is possible to distinguish two 
precipitate bands centred at depths of 390 and 520 nm, while in fig. 7.16a such a 
distinction is not possible.
In fig. 7.17 two micrographs of samples implanted with a dose of 2.5 x 1017 0 + 
cm'2 and subsequently annealed at 1300°C for 4 hours can be seen. The sample in fig. 
7.17a was implanted at 200°C (sample H13-2.5-4) and the one in fig.3.16b at 700°C 
(sample H38-2.5-4).
For sample H13-2.5-4 the Si overlayer is 330 nm thick and free of any visible 
extended defects (dislocation areal density, <10‘8 cm'2). The 125 nm thick buried layer is 
a non-continuous amorphous layer containing a large number of Si islands and 
protrusions. No extended defects are visible in the buried layer.
The picture is quite different for the sample implanted at 700°C. The 320 nm thick Si 
overlayer is seen to be free of extended defects (dislocation density <10'8 cm'2). A non- 
continuous buried layer has formed which is made up from a 155 nm thick band of large 
Si02 precipitates arranged parallel to the surface, at a mean depth of 410 nm, while a 
second band with many fewer precipitates is situated just above it at a depth of 270 nm. 
No dislocations linking the precipitates are visible.
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Fig. 7.17 : Typical XTEM micrographs from samples a) H13-2.5-4 and b) H38-2.5-4.
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7.4.2 Thick film SIMOX
In the next three figures typical XTEM micrographs from samples implanted at 700°C 
with 2 MeV 0 + ions at doses of 0.1 (sample M2-an6), 0.4 (sample M8-an6) and 1.8 x 
1018 0 + cm'2 (sample MN3-anl2) and subsequently annealed at 1300°C for 6 to 12 hours, 
are shown.
In fig. 7.18 the micrograph taken from sample M2-an6 is presented. The Si 
overlayer has a thickness of 1.98 pm and appears free of any extended defects 
(dislocation density <108 cm'2). A 270 nm wide buried band of homogeneously arranged 
amorphous Si02 precipitates intermixed with Si makes up the buried layer. These 
octahedral shaped precipitates are linked by a network of dislocations. No abrupt 
interface exists but rather interfacial regions of about 50 nm thickness above and below 
the buried layer.
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Fig. 7.18 : Typical XTEM micrograph from sample M2-an6.
In fig. 7.19 a typical micrograph from sample M8-an6 is shown. The Si overlayer, 
which is now 1.74 pm thick, is still free of resolvable defects. The buried layer consists 
now of two bands of amorphous Si02 precipitates, separated by a layer of Si which 
contains numerous dislocations pinned between the precipitates within the two bands. 
Dislocations can also be seen connecting the precipitates in the near surface band, which 
is situated at a mean depth of 1.76 pm and has an average thickness of 100 nm ± 20 nm.
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The deeper precipitate band is situated at a mean depth of 2.02 pm and has an average 
thickness of 180 nm ± 25 nm. The near surface band seems to contain smaller and fewer 
octahedral precipitates than the deeper band, where they appear to be elongated in the 
direction parallel to the surface. The demarkation of the two bands to the Si overlayer 
and the Si substrate appears to be quite abrupt.
Finally, fig. 7.20 shows a typical micrograph of sample MN3-anl2. The 1.91 pm 
thick Si overlayer (not shown) is free of resolvable extended defects (dislocation density 
<108cm'2). The buried layer has a thickness of 435 nm and contains numerous Si islands 
which are preferentially located towards the centre of the layer. The interfaces with the 
Si overlayer and the Si substrate are abrupt with regions of amorphous material of 
thickness 46 and 68 nm at the upper and lower interface, respectively, which are free of 
Si inclusions.
The centre of the buried layer where Si islands are imbedded in the amorphous 
medium, can be roughly divided into three regions. Starting from the near surface
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Fig. 7.20 : XTEM micrograph from sample MN3-anl2.
interface, there is a zone 100 nm thick where the Si islands have a mean size (in the 
normal direction to the surface) of 55 nm. Then a zone 140 nm thick exists containing a 
higher density of smaller Si islands (mean size 30 nm) than the previous zone. Finally, the 
deeper zone contains fewer Si islands but with a much larger mean size, of the order of 
100 nm.
7.5. Auger electron spectroscopy results
In fig. 7.21 the low energy Si AES spectra recorded after different sputtering 
times corresponding to increasing depth inside the buried layer, from sample MN3-anl2, 
can be seen. The AES spectrum over the same energy range taken from a reference bulk 
amorphous Si02 sample which was irradiated with an electron beam is included. This 
spectrum can be considered to be representative of a damaged (amorphous) S i02 sample.
The spectrum recorded after erosion of 1812 nm exhibits the characteristic S i02 
valence band peaks in the region 55 to 80 eV (see §6.5) but also the fundamental Si peak
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Fig. 7.21 : Low energy Si (Si LW ) AES spectra from sample MN3-anl2. The AES 
spectrum taken from a damaged (amorphous) Si02 reference sample is included.
(elemental Si, Si°) at 96 eV. The peak apparent at 87 eV is characteristic of damaged 
Si02, or of a non stoichiometric Si oxide phase, SiOx (see §6.5). At a depth of 1942 nm 
the Si° contribution becomes stronger, while the SiOx (damaged Si02) contribution 
weaker. Finally at a depth of 2018 nm the spectrum is very similar to that of the 
reference damaged (amorphous) Si02 spectrum, with no resolvable Si0 peak. From the 
above descriptions of the spectra, we conclude that at 1812 nm there is a mixture of 
elemental Si and damaged (amorphous) Si02, while at 1942 nm the relative amount of 
elemental Si is increased and finally at 2018 nm there is no elemental Si in the mixture 
and the material at this depth is similar to substoichiometric SiOx.
In fig. 7.22 the high energy Si AES spectra from the same sample taken at two 
sputtering times corresponding to depths of 1946 nm and 2043 nm are shown. The 
spectrum taken at a depth of 1946 nm shows peaks at 1617 eV and 1607 eV which are 
characteristic of Si° and Si bonded in a Si4+ configuration, i.e. oxidised Si. In contrast, 
the spectrum taken at a depth of 2042 nm exhibits no Si0 peak but an even stronger peak 
due to Si4' bonding. Marked in the figure are the Si° Auger electron kinetic energy loss 
due to plasmon excitation in elemental and oxidised Si (which are 17 and 23 eV, 
respectively [426]) and the Si4+ Auger electron kinetic energy loss due to plasmon
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Fig. 7.22; High energy Si (Si KL23L23) AES spectra, recorded at depths of 1946 
nm and 2043 nm and taken from sample MN3-anl2.
excitation in oxidised Si (23 eV [426]).
For the spectrum at 1946 nm two small peaks can be seen at energies 17 and 23 eV 
lower than the Si° peak energy, which correspond to plasmon energy loss in elemental 
and oxidised Si, respectively. In the 2043 nm spectrum, only a broad peak centred 
around an energy 23 eV lower than the energy for the Si4+ peak can be seen. This peak 
corresponds to plasmon energy loss in oxidised Si. It is concluded that at a depth of 1946 
nm Auger electrons emitted from elemental Si areas excite plasmons in both elemental 
and oxidised Si regions, and so at this depth a mixture of elemental and oxidised Si 
exists. We also conclude that at a depth of 2043 nm electrons emitted from oxidised Si 
regions excite plasmons only in oxidised Si areas, and so at this depth only Si in a Si4+ 
bonding configuration is present.
7.6 Novel structures for optical waveguides
FTIR, RBS/Channelling and XTEM results from the annealed novel double SIMOX 
structures fabricated with the two methods described in §4.1.2 are presented and 
described in the following three sections. For sample labels and details see Table 4.5.
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7.6.1 FTIR results
7.6.1.1 Method 1
The as-implanted sample (first step) was presented in fig. 6.3 and described in §6.2.2.
W avenum ber (cm-1)
Fig. 7.23: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample 9. A 
computed best fit spectrum (solid line) is also shown.
Fig. 7.23 shows the FTIR reflectance experimental spectrum (circles) for sample 9 (see 
Table 4.5), together with the best fit computed spectrum (solid line).
The model used to approximate the structure of sample 9 assumed 7 layers: 1) Si 
overlayer, 2) to 6) layers of mixed composition (Si02 rich), and 7) Si substrate. The 
results of the best fit can be seen in Table 7.11.
Table 7.11: Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.23. (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample 9 Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6
(second £i=1.855 £=0.129 <£=0.083 £=0.111 £=0.131 £=0.143
step) fr= 1.005 s2= 1.295 s3=1.579 • s4=1.243 s5=1.598 s6=1.218
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Fig. 7.24: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample 10, 
compared to the computed best fit spectrum (solid line).
The FTIR experimental spectrum (circles) from sample 10 (Table 4.5) can be seen 
in fig. 7.24 compared to the best fit calculated spectrum (solid line). The implantation of 
0.8 x 1018 cm'2, 90 keV 0 + ions at 700°C (third step), changes significantly the spectrum 
shape, compare spectra in figs. 7.23 and 7.24. The fringe pattern is now modulated by 
the contribution of the shallow (90 keV) layer. For this shallow implant <I> > <E>sat [23]and 
so in the model a Si02 layer was assumed at the top of the as-implanted profile (see
Table 7.12: Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.24. (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample Si Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer.,
10 overlayer 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
^Si/fr AR2 / st / sr d3/ f s AR4 / st / sp d5/ f r d6 / s6 d7/ s 7 d8 / s8 d9 / s9 dio / s 10
(third 0.052 0.065 0.041 0.040 1.449 0.116 0.086 0.111 0.136 0.143
step) / 1.048 / 1.047 
/ 1.024
/ 1.024 / 1.005 
/1.023
/ 1.005 / 1.295 / 1.579 / 1.243 / 1.598 / 1.218
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Fig. 7.25: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample DS1, 
compared to computed best fit spectrum (solid line).
§5.2.3.1). The model used to approximate the structure assumed 11 layers: 1) Si 
overlayer, 2) layer of graded composition, 3) layer of Si02, 4) layer of graded 
composition, 5) layer of Si, 6) to 10) layers of mixed composition (Si02 rich), and 11) Si 
substrate. The refractive index of layers 2 and 4 was given by a half-Gaussian 
distribution, made up of 30 layers with k  = 3. In total, the refractive index depth profile 
of this double SIMOX sample was approximated with 68 layers. The results of the best 
fit can be seen in Table 7.12. Note that for the Si overlayer, fr had the high value of 
1.048, indicating a highly damaged layer.
Table 7.13: Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.25. (all thickness units are in pm).
Si Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer
Sample overiayer 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
ds\ / fr d2! fs dj / s3 rf4 / fs c/5 / fr d(, / S6 d7 / S7 dg / ss dg / S9 dip / Sio
DS1 0.158 0.141 0.020 0.019 1.561 0.074 0.063 0.166 0.086 0.127
/ 1.005 / 1.006 / 0.852 / 1.006 / 1.005 / 1.198 / 1.479 / 1.145 / 1.503 / 1.123
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Fig. 7.26: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample DS2, 
compared to computed best fit spectrum (solid line).
Finally, in fig. 7.25 the experimental FTIR reflectance spectrum (circles) from 
sample DSl (Table 4.5) can be seen, together with the best fit calculated spectrum (solid 
line). The changes from the spectrum in fig. 7.24 indicate further evolution of the 
structure, which is discussed in §8.4.1. The model used to simulate the FTIR spectrum 
from sample DSl assumed the following 11 layers: 1) Si overlayer, 2) layer of Si02, 3) 
layer of mixed composition (Si rich), 4) layer of Si02, 5) layer of Si, 6) to 10) layers of 
mixed composition composition (Si02 rich), and 11) Si substrate. The results of the best 
fit can be seen in Table 7.13.
In fig. 7.26 the experimental FTIR reflectance spectrum (circles) from sample DS2
Table 7.14: Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.26 (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 Layer 7 Layer 8 
£ i  / fr £  / fs £  / s3 £  / fs d5 / fr d6 / s6 £  / s7 £  / s8
DS2 0.158 0.139 0.021 0.019 1.496 0.146 0.109 0.193
/ 1.005 / 1.007 / 0.858 / 1.006 / 1.005 / 0.881 / 0.951 / 0.733
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Fig. 7.27: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (circles) from sample DS3, 
compared to computed best fit spectrum (solid line).
(Table 4.5), is shown, compared to the best fit calculated spectrum (solid line). When 
this spectrum is compared to that for sample DS1 (fig. 7.25), the interference fringes 
caused by the deep layer have a smaller amplitude since the dose used to form this layer 
is almost four times lower than that used for sample DS1. In this way the influence of the 
shallow layer becomes predominant.
The model used to simulate the FTIR spectrum from sample DS2 assumed the 
following 9 layers: 1) Si overlayer, 2) layer of Si02, 3) layer of mixed composition (Si 
rich), 4) layer of Si02, 5) layer of Si, 6) to 8) layers of mixed composition (Si rich), and 
9) Si substrate. The results of the best fit can be seen in Table 7.14.
Table 7.15: Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.27 (all thickness units are in pm).
Sample Si overlayer Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 Layer 7 Layer 8 
ds\ I ft d2! fs d3 / fr dtl s4 d51 s5 d6! s6 d-, / s7 d*! s8
DS3 0.025 0.338 1.543 0.082 0.063 0.177 0.086 0.127
/ 1.005 / 1.006 / 1.005 / 1.198 / 1.479 / 1.141 / 1.503 / 1.115
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Fig. 7. 28: Experimental FTIR reflectance spectra (dotted lines) from sample DS4, 
compared to calculated best fit spectrum (solid line).
6 0 0 0
Fig. 7.27 includes the FTIR experimental spectrum (circles) from sample DS3, 
compared to the best fit calculated spectrum (solid line).
The model used to simulate the FTIR spectrum from sample DS3 assumed the 
following 9 layers: 1) Si overlayer, 2) layer of Si02, 3) layer of Si, 4) to 8) layers of 
mixed composition (Si02 rich), and 9) Si substrate. The results of the best fit can be seen 
in Table 7.15.
7.6.1.2 Method 2
Method 2 was employed in an effort to eliminate the first anneal step and so, simplify the 
preparation of these multi layer structures (see §4.1.2).
In figure 7.28 the experimental FTIR reflectance spectrum (circles) from sample 
DS4 (Table 4.6) is shown, compared to the best fit calculated spectrum (solid line). Two 
fringe patterns can be seen interacting in the spectrum in fig. 7.28. One pattern dominates 
the spectrum (especially in the 5000 to 7000 cm'1 range) but the other pattern, whose 
period is half that of the first, modulates the fringes (especially in the 1500 to 4500 cm'1 
range). Since the period is inversely proportional to the optical path length and the (ft) 
values after annealing are assumed to be the same, the dominant pattern must correspond
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Table 7.16: Values of the best fit parameters for the model used to simulate the 
FTIR experimental spectrum seen in fig. 7.28.
Sample Si overlayer______Layer 2________ Layer 3________ Layer 4
DS4 £i=3.154pm, £=0.310 pm, £=2.941 pm, £=0.451 pm,
fr= 1.005 s2=1.362 fr= 1.005 s4=1.456
to a layer with half the thickness of the layer which produces the weak modulation.
The model used to approximate the structure of sample DS4 assumed the 
following 5 layers: 1) Si overlayer, 2) layer of mixed composition (Si02 rich), 3) layer of 
Si, 4) layer of mixed composition (Si02 rich), and 5) Si substrate. The results of the best 
fit can be seen in Table 7.16.
The quality of the fit is acceptable. Attempts to introduce much more complex 
models which included stoichiometric Si02 layers with finite interfaces, or two mixed 
layers separated by a thin Si layer (representing a two precipitate band structure), failed 
to give a better fit. Yet the fit is not of the usual high standard. This is attributed to the 
wavenumber dispersion of the optical constants used in the calculation not being 
consistant with the optical properties of the implanted layer.
7.6.2 RBS/Channelling results
7.6.2.1 Method 1
Fig. 7.29 shows the random (solid line) and channelled (dotted line) spectra from sample 
DSl (Table 4.5).
From the Si yield, four regions can be clearly distinguished: 1) from ch. 289 (surface) to 
ch. 286 (Si overlayer), 2) from ch. 285 to 278 (shallow implanted layer), 3) from ch. 277 to 
236 (Si buried layer), and 4) from ch. 235 to 204 (deep implanted layer). It is noted that the O 
signal is superimposed upon the Si yield in regions ch. 258 to ch. 245 for the 90 keV 
implant and from ch. 203 to 178 for the 2 MeV implant.
Comparing the channelled to the random spectrum it can be seen that the 
channelled yield in the region between ch. 286 and ch. 278 does not reach the random 
level. This indicates either poor depth resolution or a layer containing a certain 
proportion of ciystalline material. From complementary He+ beam Channelling
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Fig. 7.29: Random (solid line) and channelled (dotted line) RBS spectra from 
sample DS1.
experiments, the top Si overlayer is of very good crystal quality (xmin = 5 %). For the 
deep buried layer the channelled yield is the same as the random in region betwwen ch. 
229 and ch. 212. This leads us to conclude that an amorphous or polycrystalline layer is 
present in this region.
Fig. 7.30 shows the random (solid line) and channelled (dotted line) RBS spectra 
from sample DS2 (Table 4.3).
By inspection, four regions can be clearly distinguished: 1) from ch. 289 (surface) to ch. 
286 (Si overlayer), 2) from ch. 285 to ch. 278 (shallow implanted layer), 3) from ch. 277 to 
ch. 239 (Si buried layer), and 4) from ch. 238 to ch. 210 (deep implanted layer). From the 
two implanted layers, the oxygen signal can be seen to be superimposed on the high Si 
background, between ch. 258 to ch. 245 for the 90 keV implant and between ch. 207 to ch. 
180 for the 2 MeV implant.
Comparing the channelled to the random spectrum for sample DS2 it can be seen 
that the channelled yield in the region between ch. 285 and ch. 278 does not reach the 
random level. For the shallow buried layer and the Si overlayer the same observations 
can be made as for sample DS1. For the deep buried layer the channelled yield never 
reaches the level of the random yield. Besides the possibility of poor depth resolution, we
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Fig. 7.30:Random (solid line) and channelled (dotted line) RBS spectra from 
sample DS2.
can conclude that the deep buried layer contains a large proportion of scattering centres 
(amorphous or polycrystalline material or high concentration of defects) together with a 
certain proportion of crystalline material.
1.6.2.2 Method 2
Fig. 7.31 shows the random and channelled RBS spectra from sample DS4 (Table 4.6). 
The channelled spectrum from bulk Si (dashed line) is included for comparison.
Four regions can be clearly distinguished: 1) from ch. 710 (surface) to ch. 600 (Si 
overlayer), 2) from ch. 600 to 560 (shallow implanted layer), 3) from ch. 560 to 450 (Si 
buried layer), and 4) from ch. 450 to 395 (deep implanted layer). ). It is noted that the O 
signal is superimposed upon the Si yield in regions between ch. 516 and 486 for the 3.8 
MeV implant and between ch. 380 and ch. 321 for the 9 MeV implant.
It can be seen that the yield from the channelled spectrum in the Si overlayer from 
sample DS4, is very close but slightly greater than the yield from the channelled spectrum 
from bulk Si from the surface to ch. 626, indicating the presence of some scattering 
centres. Comparing the random and channelled spectra from sample DS4 it is clear that 
the two yields in the region of the Si dip for the shallow buried layer are not the same.
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Fig. 7. 31: Random (solid line) and channelled (dotted line) RBS spectra from 
sample DS4. A bulk Si channelled spectrum (dashed line) is included for 
comparison.
Besides the possibility of poor depth resolution, this leads us to conclude that this layer 
contains a large proportion of scattering centres (amorphous or polycrystalline material 
or high concentration of defects) together with a certain proportion of crystalline 
material. On the other hand the yields are similar for the Si dip region which is due to the 
deep buried layer. The channelled particles that are finally back scattered from scatterring 
centres in the deep buried layer, are again scattered when they pass through the shallow 
buried layer, on their way out of the sample. Therefore, an increased channelling yield is 
expected in the corresponding region. Therefore we can not conclude whether or not 
amorphous /polycrystalline material is present in the deep buried layer, with this data 
alone.
7.6.3 XTEM results
Fig. 6.32 shows a typical XTEM micrograph taken from sample DS4 (Table 4.3).
Four distinct regions are evident. From the surface down to a depth of 3120 nm a 
single crystal Si layer free of resolved extended defects (dislocation density <108cm'2)
1 x 1 0 18 + 1 x 1 0 18 0 +cm '2 --------- random
" an n ealed  1300°C , 12 h  ch a n n e llec
9 M eV + 3 .8  MeV_____________________________
3 0 0  5 0 0  7 0 0
C h an n el num ber
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can be seen. A heavily disordered layer at a depth of 3150 nm contains two regions. One 
region is 130 nm thick and is made up of Si02 precipitates which have not yet fully 
coalesced to form a continuous buried layer. Next a 230 nm thick buried layer is 
apparent, which contains numerous ciystalline Si islands imbedded in amorphous 
material. The third layer is a buried Si layer, free of resolved defects and 2510 nm thick.
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Fig. 7.32 : Typical XTEM micrograph from sample DS4.
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Below that, the fourth layer can be divided into three regions. First a 110 nm thick band 
of Si02 precipitates can be seen at a mean depth of 6070 nm. This band is not continuous 
and the precipitates are seen to be connected to each other by dislocations. Next there is 
a layer of Si, 150 nm thick, which contains a large number of dislocations (at the order of 
10locm'2) connecting the upper band of precipitates and a layer below, made up of large 
Si02 precipitates which have coalesced to form a continuous layer. This layer is 270 nm 
thick.
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C h a p t e r  8
D is c u s s io n
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter the results presented in chapters 6 and 7 for the unannealed and annealed 
samples, respectively, as well as the double SIMOX structures, are discussed. By 
comparing results obtained from FTIR RS analysis to results from other characterisation 
techniques (RBS, XTEM AES, SIMS), we show that the optical technique can be used to 
non-destructively characterise all of these novel SIMOX structures. The influence of the 
implantation and annealing parameters on the oxygen concentration profiles, radiation 
and secondary defects is commented upon as well. All values of refractive indices 
reported in this chapter have been determined for the wavenumber value of 3000 cm*1.
8.2 Unannealed structures
In chapter 6 it was shown that by using the model of the two half-joined Gaussian 
distributions to approximate the refractive index depth profiles of unannealed standard 
and novel SIMOX structures, very good quality fits to the experimental spectra were 
obtained. In this section the refractive index depth profiles are shown as are the oxygen 
concentration depth profiles using the method described in §5.2. Oxygen depth profiles 
from the same samples have been determined by other techniques, such as RBS (see 
§5.3), AES and SIMS (see §5.5) and are presented here together with the FTIR profiles. 
In addition theoretical oxygen profiles simulated using codes such as TRJM92 or IRIS 
[97-99] are also shown in comparison.
The radiation damage in the thin film SIMOX samples is studied in detail in 
relation to dose and implantation temperature by using the Channelling technique and the 
procedure described in §5.3.2.
8.2.1 FTIR results - Thin film SIMOX (200 keV)
Fig. 8.1 shows refractive index depth profiles obtained from the best fits to experimental
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Fig. 8.1 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from samples H73-l-un, H38-2.5-un, H73-7-un, H101-12-un 
and H101-18-un, presented in fig. 6.1.
FTIR spectra shown in fig. 6.1. The quality of the fits in fig. 6.1 is extremely good, from 
which we conclude that the only assumption namely that the refractive index profile is a 
two-half-joined Gaussian, is a good approximation to the actual (unknown) distribution.
The value of n(Rmax), for a dose of 1.2 x 1018 0 + cm'2, is equal to 1.44, as can be 
seen in Table 6.1. The value of the refractive index of stoichiometric fused silica, which 
has been shown to be the best fit for Si02 synthesised by 0 + implantation [303], has a 
value of 1.4107, according to Malitson [271], It is assumed, based on RBS data (fig. 6.7) 
and IRIS calculations (see fig. 8.2), that the oxygen concentration at R ^  is at the 
stoichiometric level. Then the value of (^Rmax) should be that of “stoichiometric 
unannealed” Si02 and the discrepancy between this value and that of fused silica, can be 
explained as due to a high degree of strain present in the oxide. Strain develops during 
the oxide growth according to the internal oxidation model described in §3.4.
In fig. 8.2 a comparison is made between the oxygen concentration deduced from 
FTIR and from the programme IRIS. This code takes into account swelling due to the 
additional volume occupied by an Si02 molecule compared to a Si atom, surface
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Fig. 8.2 : Comparison of the oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR 
analysis (symbols) and IRIS simulation (lines), for samples H73-l-un, H38-2.5-un, 
H73-7-un, H101-12-un and H101-18-un.
sputtering, and O/Si ratio saturation when the stoichiometric level is reached, and 
therefore it is a suitable computer model to use for comparison with experimental data.
From Table 6.1, one can see that R ^  is increasing slightly with increasing dose 
and then, for a dose of 1.2 x 1018 0 + cm'2, decreases again. For low doses swelling is 
responsible for the increase of Rmax- At 200 keV the sputtering coefficient for oxygen in 
Si is quite high (0.2 atoms/ion, TRIM92 [340], or 0.15 at/ion, SUSPRE [430 ]) and for 
high doses the net effect of swelling minus sputtering results in a slow decrease of Rmax 
with dose, meaning that sputtering is the marginally predominant effect. For doses lower 
or equal to <X>sat, oxygen diffusion is negligible. When the dose is increased further, 
diffusion of oxygen becomes the dominant mechanism that affects the oxygen depth 
profile. Due to the presence of a high concentration of Si interstitials at the back 
interface which are trapped there due to their low diffusivity (1 x 10'2° cmV1 at 600°C, 
and 3.25 x 10*17 cmV1 at 1300°C, [431 ]) in the already formed Si02 layer, the oxidation 
is retarded in the back interface [82,16]. The front interface is now the preferential 
(internal) oxidation site and the incoming oxygen diffuses there to be bound to available
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Si atoms. With increasing dose the front interface is the one that is moving and so the 
layer is seen to be growing towards the surface.
8.2.1.1 Effect of implantation temperature
Fig. 8.3 shows refractive index depth profiles obtained by the best fits to experimental 
FTIR spectra from samples H12-2.5-un, H16-2.5-un and H38-2.5-un (Table 4.2), shown 
in figures 6.2 and 6.1.
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Fig. 8.3: Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTER 
reflectance spectra from samples H12-2.5-un, H16-2.5-un and H38-2.5-un, 
presented in fig. 6.2 and 6.1.
In the top 0.31 pm the small difference in the value of refractive index between 
sample H12-2.5-un (implanted at 200°C) and the other two, reflects the increased 
damage in the low temperature sample. For sample H12-2.5-un the abrupt rise and fall in 
the value of (ft) signifies the start and end of the 0.24 pm thick amorphous area (mixture 
of a-Si and Si02, layers 3 and 4 in Table 6.3), respectively. Below the amorphous layer 
and for a further 0.18 pm, oxygen is still present, mixed with c-Si. The value of (n) for 
sample H16-2.5-un (implanted at 400°C) over the complete depth range is slightly higher 
than in sample H38-2.5-un (implanted at 700°C) again indicating a higher degree of
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Fig. 8.4: Comparison of the oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR 
(lines) and SIMS (symbols) analysis, for samples H12-2.5-un, H16-2.5-un and H38- 
2.5-un.
radiation damage in the Si lattice.
SIMS analysis was used to generate reference profiles against which the FTIR 
profiles can be compared. In fig. 8.4 we compare oxygen concentration depth profiles 
obtained by SIMS and FTIR analysis of the samples discussed in fig. 8.3. From the SIMS 
profiles, it can be seen that all the curves are skew Gaussians. It is assumed that the 
oxygen yield is enhanced due to surface charging [432 ] but the data has not been 
corrected, therefore the measured values of oxygen concentration are higher than the 
retained oxygen concentration, which is reflected in the 30 % higher retained dose 
(shown in fig. 8.4) obtained when integrating under the curve. However, it is assumed 
that the shape is a good representation of the actual profile. At the surface, the presence 
of a native oxide is evident for all of the curves. The values of the full width at half­
maximum of the distributions are between 164 and 143 nm for Ti= 200 to 700°C while 
the calculated value is 160 nm (TRIM92 [340]). The variations in the width of the 
distributions are all within experimental error (~ 20 nm). It can be concluded that the 
oxygen distribution profile is not sensitive to the implantation temperature between
2 0 0  keV, a s- im p la n ted , 0 .2 5  x 10 0 +cm "2
T  (°C)
o
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200°C and 700°C, which is consistent with previously reported data [120].
A relatively high concentration of oxygen is present in the near surface region of 
the samples implanted at 200 and 700°C. Localised regions o f high oxygen 
concentration were imaged using the SIMS instrument to map the impurity distribution, 
after the surface native oxide (~ 20 nm) was sputtered off. It is believed that this oxygen 
is incorporated in Si02 precipitates. The density of the precipitates was found to be ~104 
cm"2 and they extended approximately 30 nm into the silicon overlayer. The average 
lateral size of the precipitates was determined to be -12  x 18 jam. We calculate that only 
about 3 x 1015 O cm'3 is trapped in the precipitates.
Comparing the FTIR with the SIMS profiles a good agreement to the shape of the 
profiles can be seen. A retained dose of 2.5 ± 0.2 x 1017 0 + cm'2, was calculated from the 
FTIR profiles. The value of k was chosen to achieve a better agreement to the SIMS 
profiles. The Q2 value obtained by using either k = 3  or k = 4  was very much the same (Q2 
values below 10‘4 for both cases) as was the retained dose (2.4 or 2.5 x 1017 0 + cm'2). A 
profile obtained by using k = 3  can also be seen in fig. 8.4. The only difference between 
that profile and the ones obtained by using k = 4  can be seen at the low concentration part 
of the surface side of the profile. It can be seen therefore that FTIR is not very sensitive 
to changes in value of the oxygen concentration lower than 5 x 102° cm'3 as discussed in 
§5.2.5. We conclude that FTIR profiling gives the high concentration (> 1 x 1021 cm'3) 
part of profiles more accurately than the low concentration part and that for highly 
skewed profiles, as is the surface-side profile in this case ( 0 +  in Si), k = 4  should be used 
during FTIR modelling to obtain profiles similar to those obtained by SIMS.
8.2.2 FTIR results - Thick film SIMOX (2 MeV)
Fig. 8.5 shows refractive index depth profiles, obtained by the best fits to experimental 
FTIR spectra from samples M2-un, M7-7-un, M13-14-un and M3-20-un (Table 4.3), 
shown in fig. 6.3.
The value of »(Rmax), for a dose of 2.0 x 1018 0 + cm'2, is equal to 1.44, as can be 
seen in Table 6.4. As it was seen for the 200 keV samples, 1.44 was the refractive index 
value obtained for a stoichiometric oxide under strain. The fact that a lower dose (1.2 x 
1018 0 + cm'2) is adequate to achieve stoichiometry at 200 keV, is due to the smaller 
width of the buried layer, which is a result of the smaller standard deviation (ARp) of the
CHAPTER 8 - Discussion
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Fig. 8.5 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from samples M2-un, M7-7-un, M13-14-un and M3-20-un, 
presented in fig. 6.3.
oxygen distnbution at a lower energy (200 keV, 0.087 pm) than at 2 MeV (0.145 pm).
In fig. 8.6 a comparison is made between the oxygen concentration depth profiles 
deduced from FTIR and AES analysis for samples M8-un, MN4-un and MN3-un (tables
4.3 and 4.4). Profiles obtained by using FTIR and SIMS analysis for sample M2-un are 
included in the figure, also. SIMS was used to provide a means of comparison to FTIR 
for this low dose sample since AES is not sensitive enough to provide a reliable profile 
for such low levels of oxygen concentration.
The AES depth profiles appear wider which may be due to the limited depth 
resolution of this technique, or to errors introduced through the conversion of the 
sputtering time scale to sputtered depth. From the AES profiles in fig. 8.6, it is clear that 
Rmax is moving deeper with increasing dose but also the width of the profile increases. 
We define as the front and back interfaces of the buried profile the depths at half 
maximum from the surface side and from the substrate side of the profile, respectively. It 
then follows from fig. 8.6 that all the AES profiles have their front interface at about the 
same depth (1.95 ±0.02 pm), while their back interfaces are clearly moving from 2.22 to 
2.42 pm. It is also apparent that the profiles are approximately Gaussian in shape.
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Fig. 8.6 : Comparison of the oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR 
(solid lines) and AES (dashed lines) analysis for samples M8-un, MN4-un and 
MN3-un, or FTIR and SIMS (dotted line) analysis, for sample M2-un.
The oxygen profile obtained by SIMS analysis for sample M2-un, was measured 
by TALYSTEP at the peak to yield a depth of 2.163 pm (Rmax), with an oxygen 
concentration of 3.33 x 1021 ± 1 x 1017 cm'3, similar to that obtained by FTIR (3.3 ± 0.5 
x 1021 cm’3). Certainly the assumption that the as-implanted oxygen distribution for 2 
MeV oxygen in Si has a negatively skewed Gaussian shape is confirmed, although the 
SIMS profile is more peaked (higher kurtosis) than the FTIR one, which incorporates the 
normal kurtosis value (=3) of a Gaussian.
The refractive index depth profiles are Gaussian, but they are turned into non- 
Gaussian oxygen distributions through the use of the EMA model, which takes into 
account the dielectric constant depth profiles which are the squares of the (n) profiles. 
Nevertheless, the agreement between FTIR and AES or SIMS, considering the 
assumptions made for all of them, is qualitatively quite good. The differences between 
the values of Rmax, FWHM and retained dose obtained for all samples by all the 
techniques used, are quantified, summarised and discussed later, in §8.2.9.
Referring to Table 6.4, one can see the steady rate with which Rmax increases with
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dose for the 2 MeV samples. This is a strong indication that swelling is the predominant 
process at these high energy, substoichiometric doses. It is concluded that for the high 
energy SIMOX, the effect of sputtering is negligible or very small, even for the highest 
doses, in accordance with previous work [178] and theory (0.036 at/ion, TR3MSPUTT, 
[433 ]). Oxygen diffusion is also negligible since the stoichiometric value for Si02 has 
only just been reached at the highest dose.
Following the terminology and equations of ref. [100], from the R ^  value (2.215 
jim) for the sample implanted with 2 x 1018 0 + cm'2 and the Rmax value from TRIM92 
(2.08 pm) the value for the GNsat parameter (for Nsat=4.67 x 1022 cm'3 [97]) for 2 MeV is 
0.5039 (ref. [100], eq. (3). By substituting into ref. [100], eq. (8c), S=0.036 for the 
sputtering coefficient and DS;=2.33 g.cm'3 for the Si density, the value of 2.31 g.cm'3 is 
found for the oxide density of the 2 x 1018 0 +cm'2 high energy as-implanted SIMOX 
sample. This value is close to the one assumed in the oxygen concentration calculations 
(eq. 5.19). The density value of 2.31 g.cm'3 is subject to the validity of the model of ref. 
[100] for the case of high energy SIMOX, as well as the uncertainty of our thickness 
measurements and the error in this density value is estimated to be about 30%.
The dose necessary to obtain stoichiometry at the peak of the as-implanted profile 
in high energy SIMOX has not been established, since previous workers have mentioned 
conflicting values such as 1.87 x 1018 0 + cm'2 [178], for 2 MeV oxygen in Si and 2.18 x 
1018 0 + cm'2 [181], for 1 MeV oxygen in Si. According to ref. [100], the lower limit for 
the dose needed to reach stoichiometry at the peak of the oxygen distribution (Io) 
ignoring any swelling and sputtering effects is given in ref. [100], by eq. (5). Taking Nsat 
to be 4.67 x 1022 O cm'3 and ou= ARi, ctl= AR2, the value for Io becomes 1.81 x 1018 0 + 
cm'2. An estimate for the dose needed for saturation at the peak of the profile (Isat) when 
swelling and sputtering effects are taken into account, can be found if one considers the 
value of the GNsat parameter. Then from ref. [100], fig. 3, the value of 1.12 is obtained 
for the expansion factor, E, and from ref. [100], eq. (7), Isat= Exl0 = 2.03 x 1018 0 + cm'2, 
which is very close to the value of (2.0 x 1018 cm*2) determined by FTIR to be the 
stoichiometry dose for 2 MeV 0 + in Si.
8.2.2.1 Effect of implantation temperature
Fig. 8.7 shows refractive index depth profiles, obtained by the best fits to experimental 
FTIR spectra from samples M8-un, Ml 1-un and M12-un (Table 4.3), shown in fig. 6.4.
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Fig. 8.7 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from samples M8-un, Mll-un and M12-un presented in fig. 6.4.
A clear difference in the values of the refractive index for the Si overlayer can be 
seen for all samples. Sample M12-un has an amorphous Si overlayer with a (n) value of 
3.83. At a depth of 1.18 pm sample M ll-un also becomes amorphous and so the two 
samples have the same value of (n) for the depth interval of 1.18 to 1.48 pm. The two 
samples are amorphised right through the entire oxygen distribution and the transition 
from amorphous material to the bulk crystalline Si substrate was approximated with a 
graded refractive index profile, given by a half-Gaussian, 0.105 pm thick for the LNT 
sample and 0.075 pm thick for the RT sample (see Table 6.5).
From the RBS results seen in fig. 6.13 it is clear that the oxygen depth profile for 
all three samples is similar. Therefore, a strict requirement for the FTIR analysis was that 
all three profiles had to be similar. Thus, the value for the stoichiometric S i02 dielectric 
constant, used as one of the end members in the EMA model, was adjusted in order to 
achieve for samples Ml 1-un and M12-un the same oxygen concentration depth profile as 
with the 700°C sample. As a result, the stoichiometric Si02 (//) value for sample M12-un 
was found to be 1.46, while for sample Ml 1-un, 1.455. The difference in these values is 
within the uncertainty in the FTIR derived (/;) values (see §5.2.5). It follows that the (n)
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value for the as-implanted Si02 layer, implanted at low temperatures, are higher than the 
value for the samples implanted at 700°C (1.44, as discussed above) and bulk fused silica
(1.41). This can be attributed again to the increased degree of strain in the Si02 formed 
at these low temperatures.
The BOX formation is a process of internal oxidation of silicon (see §3.5) which 
is carried out at temperatures of 600 to 700 °C within a non equilibrium flux of point 
defects while strain free, surface Si oxidation requires temperatures between 950 and 
1000°C [68], We suggest that in order to produce (by SIMOX) Si02 layers with a 
refractive index similar to that of thermal oxides at least a similar temperature should be 
used.
8.2.2.2 Range parameters - Influence of energy
The need to compare the range parameters obtained from FTIR to those from other 
workers and with theory, demanded the modification of the values Rmax, ARi and AR2 
(see §5.2.3.1) to the most commonly used first two moments of a Gaussian distribution, 
Rp and ARp. This was done by using the equations (3.7) and (3.8) set out in ref. [346] and 
[434].
No values for the third moment, skewness y, were extracted, but the difference in 
the values of ARi and AR2 should be indicative of the negative skewness of the profile 
(more skewed from the surface side). The values for Rp and ARp were taken for all three 
energies from the lowest dose, 0.1 x 1018 0 + cm'2 to avoid any high dose effects.
In fig. 8.8a and 8.8b the values for Rp and AR  respectively, are plotted against
the implantation energy and compared to values from ref. [178] and [169] and from 
theory [340]. From fig. 8.8a, the FTIR and TRIM92 values of Rp for the low and
medium energies differ by 1% and 9 % , respectively, while for 2 MeV there is a 70 nm 
or 3% difference. The FTIR value lies between the value from ref. [169], obtained by X- 
ray microprobe measurements and that from ref. [178], obtained by the NRA technique. 
The FTIR analysis error (±2 nm) for Rp is incorporated within the dimensions of the 
symbols. In fig. 8.8b the FTIR data are between 11% and 28 % different from theory. 
For 2 MeV the FTIR value for ARp, (0.161 pm) is again higher than that of TRIM92
and between those of ref. [169] and ref. [178]. The FTIR error for ARp (±5 nm) can be
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Fig. 8.8 : Projected range (a) and standard deviation (b) measurements for 0 + 
implanted into Si as a function of energy obtained by FTIR analysis (squares), 
compared to theoretical values from TRIM92 ([340], solid lines), as well as to other 
experimental values from X-ray microprobe ([169], triangles) and NRA 
measurements ([178], diamonds).
seen in fig. 8.8b. The ARp values start to saturate for energies higher than 1 MeV. The 
values of Rp and ARp for 0.09, 0.2 and 2 MeV 0 + in silicon, obtained by FTIR 
measurements, TRIM92, ref. [169] and ref. [178], can be seen in Table 8.1. We conclude 
that FTIR can be used to obtain the first two moments (Rp, ARp) of the range 
distribution and give results which lie close to those obtained by theory (by 4% and 20%, 
respectively) and by other experiments (by 2% and 6%, respectively).
From Table 6.4 it is seen that, ARi + AR2 = ARi^, remains relatively constant 
with increasing dose, while n^ ax) constantly decreases. The area of each Gaussian 
determined by the product (n/2)m  AR1/2 [nSi - n^ax)] should then be proportional to 
dose, or in other words, to the change in optical path length through the buried layer. In 
fig. 8.9, this area is plotted versus dose for three energies. The best fit lines for all three 
sets of data points, reveal that the magnitude of the change in optical path length is 
directly proportional to the oxygen dose. The difference seen between the 2 MeV samples
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Fig. 8.9 : Area under Gaussian refractive index profile obtained by FTER analysis, 
as a function of dose for three different oxygen implantation energies (0.09, 0.2 and 
2 MeV).
and the 90 and 200 keV samples, is largely due to the higher AR1/2 of the high energy 
implant
Table 8.1 : Theoretical and experimental values of the first two moments of the 
range distribution for oxygen ions implanted into silicon in the energy range 90
keV to 2 MeV.
Ion energy FTIR TRIM92 [340] X-ray [169] NRA [178]
2 MeV
Rp (pm) 2.039 ± 0.002 1.971 2.1 ±0.05 2.02 ± 0.02
ARp (pm) 0.161 ±0.005 0.145 0.15 ±0.01 0.17 ±0.01
200 keV
Rp (pm) 0.445 ± 0.002 0.405
ARp (pm) 0.062 ±0.005 0.087
90 keV
Rp (pm) 0.198 ±0.002 0.196
ARp (pm) 0.046 ±0.005 0.059
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8.2.3 FTIR/RBS results - Double SIMOX structures (9 and 3.8 MeV)
Fig. 8.10 shows the refractive index depth profile, obtained by the best fit to the 
experimental FTIR spectrum from sample DS4-un (see Table 4.6), shown in fig. 6.6.
It can be seen that the refractive index value for the Si overlayer is higher than that
9 M eV + 3 .8  MeV, as-im p lanted , T j=400°C
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Fig. 8.10 : Refractive index depth profile obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from sample DS4-un, presented in fig. 6.6.
for the Si buried layer which in turn is slightly higher than the Si substrate. This indicates 
that while the 9 MeV implant has created a veiy small amount of damage, the 3.8 MeV 
implantation has increased this damage to a higher level. This is confirmed by 
RBS/Channelling seen in fig. 6.15. Another interesting feature of the profile is that for 
both buried layers the nCR^) values for the two half-Gaussians were different, the 
substrate side being the higher. This accounts for profiles which are more peaked and 
narrow at the top than for the 200 keV or the 2 MeV samples. It can be taken as an 
indication that the two half joined Gaussian distribution model is not the most 
appropriate for these high energy implants. A model which would assume a distribution 
such as a Pearson IV [435 ], which incorporates a value for kurtosis, would probably be 
more suitable to approximate the refractive index of the buried layers.
In fig. 8.11 a comparison is made between the oxygen concentration depth profiles
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Fig. 8.11 : Comparison of the oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by 
FTIR (dotted lines) and RBS (solid lines) analysis as well as TRIM92 calculations, 
for sample DS4-un.
deduced from FTIR and RBS analysis for sample D4-un. In addition, two profiles 
obtained from the computer code TRIM92 for oxygen ions in Si at energies of 9 and 3.8 
MeV, respectively, are shown for comparison. The TRIM profiles were multiplied by the 
dose to obtain the same units of at.cm'3 for all three profiles. Since TRIM92 does not 
take into account high dose effects such as swelling, it is not expected to be a reliable 
means of comparison but TRIM92 is the only widely available computer code that gives 
theoretical profiles at such high energies.
From fig. 8.11 it can be seen that both FTIR profiles start at greater depths than 
either the RBS or TRIM profiles. Since the depth resolution for the RBS using 1.4 MeV 
H4 is in the order of 350 nm at a depth of 3 pm (see §5.3.1) the discrepancy between 
RBS and FTIR values can be easily accounted for. The difference between FTIR and 
TRIM values could be explained when the effect of swelling is considered. FTIR is 
sensitive to the actual implanted samples while TRIM calculations do not take into 
account any high dose effects. For the 3.8 MeV implant the widths (FWHM) of the three 
profiles are similar (0.24 pm for TRIM92, 0.26 pm for FTIR and 0.37 pm for RBS). 
Both FTIR and RBS techniques give a broad profile for the 9 MeV implant (0.35 and 0.5
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Fig. 8.12 : Comparison of the oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by RBS 
(solid lines) and FTIR(dotted lines) analysis, for samples H73-7-un, H101-12-un 
and HlOl-18-un.
pm, respectively) while TRIM92 gives 0.24 pm. The peak concentration values for the 
TRIM92 profiles are higher than the other two (at 3.3 and 3.6 x 1022 cm'3 for 3.8 and 9 
MeV, respectively). For the 3.8 MeV implant the difference is relatively small (from 4 x 
1021 cm'3 for FTIR to 8 x 1021 cm'3 for RBS). It becomes bigger though for the 9 MeV 
implant (from 1.5 x 1022 cm'3 for FTIR to 2 x 1022 cm*3 for RBS). We conclude that as 
the energy is increased, TRIM92 calculations underestimate the width of the profile.
8.2.4 RBS/Channelling results - Thin film SIMOX (200 keV)
In fig. 8.12 a comparison is made between the oxygen concentration depth profiles 
deduced from FTIR and RBS analysis for samples H73-7-un, H101-12-un and H101-18- 
un (see Table 4.2). For all doses both FTIR and RBS profiles start at the same depths but 
because the RBS profiles are much broader, they end at greater depths. The greater 
width of the RBS profiles can be attributed to the poor depth resolution of RBS (37 nm 
at a depth of 0.5 pm for 1.5 MeV He+, compared to 2 nm for FTIR), as well as to the 
way the N.z scale calculated using RUMP is converted to a depth scale (see §5.3.4, eq.
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Fig. 8.13 : Dose dependence of the amorphous fraction, for Si samples implanted 
with 200 keV 0 + ions at the implantation temperature range between 200 and 
700°C.
(5.26), (5.27)). It can be seen that for both techniques, for a dose of 1.2 x 1018 0 + cm'2 
stoichiometric Si02 was just achieved at the maximum of the profiles. For sample HI 01- 
18-un both profiles become flat topped (at 4.67 x 1022 O cm*3), indicating the formation 
of a stoichiometric Si02 buried layer.
8.2.4.1 Channelling analysis of radiation damage built-up
The results of the RB S/Channelling analysis used to investigate damage build-up in the 
200 keV implanted samples with dose and implantation temperature are now presented.
Fig. 8.13 shows the dose dependence of a(Ra) (see §5.3.2) in samples implanted at 
temperatures within the range 200°C to 700°C. For T, = 200°C and 250°C the curves 
present three different regions. In the first region, (3 x 1016 to 1.5 x 1017 cm'2 for 200°C 
or to 2 x 1017 cm"2 for 250°C), a(Rd) is rising slowly, an effect which has been described 
by Vook and Stein [436 ]. In the second region (between 1.5 and 2.0 x IQ17 cm'2 for 
200°C and between 2 and 4 x 1017 cm'2 for 250°C), a(Rj) increases rapidly with dose. 
This rapid increase of the disorder production for a known dose has been discussed by
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Fig. 8.14 : Temperature dependence of the critical dose for an amorphous buried
layer.
Swanson [437 ] using the critical defect concentration concept and by Gibbons [438 ], 
Morehead [439 ] and Thompson [440 ] using the cascade concept. In the final region 
(doses > 2 x 1017 cm'2 for 200°C and doses > 4 x 1017 cm'2 for 250°C), a(Ra) reaches a 
saturation value due to amorphisation. These three regions have been observed by other 
workers for Si using channelling [441 ] and optical reflectivity [442 ] or in NiP using 
resistivity [443 ].
At 300°C and up to 700°C, just two regions are distinguishable. The value of a(Rd) 
increases gradually with increasing dose until the saturation point is reached, which 
signifies that the layer is amorphous. This has been also observed after heavy ion 
irradiation in Si [444 ]. For a given, fixed dose, the amorphous fraction decreases with 
increasing implantation temperature.
Fig. 8.14 shows the implantation temperature dependence of the dose required to 
form an amorphous buried layer (Oc) as deduced by RBS/Channelling analysis (squares) 
and by Stein [139] (circles). The lines are drawn as guides to the eye. Stein’s data is 
derived from a general formula which calculates the amorphisation dose for implantation 
into silicon at various temperatures taking into account the dynamic annealing of point
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the near surface region for different implantation temperatures.
defects but does not consider compound formation and thus a monotonic increase with 
Tj is found. He assumes that the Oc dependence upon T* can be described by an equation 
of the form <5>c = A + B exp ( -Ea / kT), [139], and finds a value for Ea equal to 0.33 eV, 
which is similar to the Ea for neutral vacancy annealing [445 ].
For low implantation temperatures, the two curves have a similar slope which we 
conclude signals a similar mechanism although the data reported here suggest values of 
<I>C larger by about a factor of two. For our data, saturation occurs and the dose required 
to form a buried amorphous layer becomes independent of temperature in the range 
400°C to 700°C. Three regions can be identified in the experimental curve of fig. 8.14. 
One region is from Tj = 200°C to 250°C where the gradient is similar to that of Stein’s 
curve [139] and where point defect annealing is most likely to occur. A second region 
from Tj = 250°C to 400°C shows again a linear temperature dependence but with a 
smaller slope, and a third region exists between 400°C to 700°C, where <£c becomes 
independent of Tj.
We conclude that for doses ss 7 x 1017 0 + cm'2, the buried amorphous layer is 
created by a combination of lattice defects (displacement damage) and compound
O xygen d o s e  (cm  )
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formation (maximum oxygen concentration is 3.1 x 1022 0  cm'3 or 70 % of the volume 
concentration of O in Si02 for this dose, IRIS [97,98]). The latter mechanism does not 
depend on the implantation temperature (for the Tj range investigated).
To quantify the accumulation of damage in the silicon overlayer, the dose 
dependence of the x L  value (see §5.3.5) was investigated. Figure 8.15 shows how 
Xmin> var*es with dose in the T; range from 200°C to 700°C.
In order to avoid the broad surface peaks in some of the channelled spectra, xLin 
was measured in a depth window of width 150 mn from a depth of about 70 nm in all 
samples. The mean volume concentration of oxygen at this depth varied from 3.3 x 1019 
to 6.4 x 102° cm'3 depending upon the implanted dose (data from IRIS [97,98]). The 
curves exhibit two main trends: 1) at low doses, Fas a low value (approximately 3 - 
4 %) but at each temperature there is a particular dose, above which, the density of the 
scattering centres (stable defects) increases rapidly with dose at higher doses, 2) the 
defect scattering tends to saturate at a value of about 40 %.
8.2.5 RBS/ChanneUing results - Thick film SIMOX (2 MeV)
In fig. 8.16 a comparison is made between the oxygen concentration depth profiles 
deduced from FTIR (spectra seen in fig. 6.3) and RBS (spectra seen in fig. 6.11) analysis 
for samples M6-un, M8-un, M7-7~un, M13-12-un and M3-20-un (see Table 4.3).
The FTIR depth profiles appear to be wider and higher than the RBS profiles. The 
retained dose has been calculated by integrating under the RBS profile curves and the 
value is typically 20 % lower than the nominal dose (for the 0.2 x 1017 0 + cm'2 sample it 
goes up to 50 %) . We conclude that the use of protons to achieve high penetration 
depth in Si resulted, because of the poor depth resolution, to an underestimation of the 
retained oxygen dose. From an inspection of fig. 8.16, it is evident that the depth of the 
maximum oxygen concentration is moving towards greater depths with increasing 
oxygen dose. This is indicative of swelling due to the incorporation of the incoming 
oxygen ions.
It was not possible to extract information from the 1 x 1017 0 + cm'2 implanted 
sample using the random RBS spectrum, since no resolvable Si dip was visible. In 
contrast, FTIR gave a clear oxygen concentration depth profile for this low dose and was 
used to extract the values of the range parameters for this energy (see fig. 8.8).
From the comparison of the random and channelled spectra presented in figures
CHAPTER 8 - Discussion
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Fig. 8.16 : Comparison of the oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by 
FTIR (solid lines) and RBS (dashed lines) analysis, for samples M6-un, M8-un, 
M7-7-un, M13-12-un and M3-20-un.
6.11 and 6.12 respectively, the following can be seen. For doses up to 1 x 1018 0 + cm'2, 
the Xmin values remain close to that of bulk Si but for higher doses (up to 2 x l0 18O+cm'2), 
damage accumulation prevails over the in situ annealing and values of between 5 % 
and 15 % were found. Compared with damage levels associated with similar doses for 
200 keV 0 + SIMOX (30 % to 39% for 1.2 to 1.8 x 1018 cm'2 at 600°C, see fig. 8.15), 
the damage values in these high energy implanted SIMOX samples are 30 to 40% lower.
8.2.6 XTEM results - Thin film SIMOX (200 keV)
Referring to fig. 6.16a, region II can be identified with the region just below the oxygen 
profile peak and extending just up to the end of the oxygen profile (see, for example, fig.
8.2 or 8.12). This is also the region where Jaussaud et al. [16] assumes that Si 
interstitials (Sii) have agglomerated, being unable to migrate to the surface due to the 
blocking effect of the accumulated Si02 precipitates (low diffusivity of Si in Si02) just 
above them (see §2.3.2). The extended defects located in region I are an outcome of the 
agglomeration of Sii released by the oxidation process as well as radiation damage which
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has a maximum in this region [340].
When the emission of Sii is not sufficient to compensate for the volume increase 
during the internal oxidation process, stress can also be created (§3.2.3). The interface 
(point S in fig. 6.16a) is where the oxidation front is located and it can be expected that 
the stresses in that area are the highest [72]. We conclude that the contrast at point S in 
fig. 6.16a can be attributed to stress. Finally, we believe that the defects in region III 
have grown due to accumulation of point defects in region II, as well as due to the tail of 
vacancy-type defects, which has been shown [446 ] to extend much more in depth than is 
calculated with TRIM92 [340].
In region II, fig. 6.16b, the (amorphous) Si02 precipitates are big enough (~10nm) 
to disrupt the local structure of the lattice, and so region II is made up of amorphous and 
ciystalline areas [91]. The presence of amorphous Si has to be excluded since dynamic 
annealing annihilated the radiation damage. Region III is where accumulated Sii are 
located.
8.2.7 XTEM results - Thick film SIMOX (2 MeV)
From fig. 6.19 it can be seen that the microstructure of the samples M2-un and M8-un, is 
similar (fig. 6.19a and b). The most notable difference is at the Si overlayer interface to 
the buried layer, point S. There, a distinct contrast exists for the higher dose sample 
which is not present for the lower dose sample. This contrast is characteristic of strain in 
the lattice. We conclude that for the low dose, the oxidation procedure has not created 
enough lattice stress to make a strain contrast visible in an XTEM micrograph; the strain 
was high enough though, for the higher dose sample.
8.2.8 XTEM results - Double SIMOX structures (9 and 3.8 MeV)
Looking at fig. 6.20 the most noticeable feature appears to be the amorphous region (II) 
in the shallow buried layer. This region contains the maximum of the oxygen distribution 
and it seems that the combination of low implantation temperature and high dose can be 
accounted for the amorphisation. The damaged region below contains less oxygen and 
hence it was not amorphised. For the deep buried layer, the higher Ti and the greater 
width of the oxygen and damage profiles played an important role in keeping the Si 
lattice crystalline.
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8.2.9 Comparison of results for unannealed structures - FTIR evaluation
In order to compare the results obtained by FTIR with those acquired by other 
techniques and in doing so, evaluate the FTIR technique we present below three figures 
each showing how the value of key parameters such as Rmax, the FWHM of the buried
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Fig. 8.17: Comparison between the Rmai values obtained by FTIR and other 
techniques for unannealed Si samples implanted with 0 + ions at 200 keV and 2 MeV.
layer and the retained dose obtained by FTIR for both implantation energies of 200 keV 
and 2 MeV, compares to values for the same parameters obtained by the other 
techniques for unannealed samples. A line is drawn in each figure indicating 1:1 
correspondence, so that trends, for example due to systematic errors, can be easily 
recognised. In order to quantify the differences between the values obtained by FTIR and 
other techniques,, we use the mean value D of the differences (in per cent) for all points, 
for each parameter and each technique, defined as :
where m is the number of points (samples) and Vf™, Vtechn are the values of the key 
parameters obtained by FTIR and the other techniques, respectively. Nevertheless, the 
lack of an absolute value for the parameters in question (except the retained dose), makes
200  keV & 2  MeV 0 + in Si, unannealed
Rrraxfem) bV FT1R
(8.1)
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Fig. 8.18: Comparison between the FWHM values obtained by FTIR and other 
techniques for unannealed Si samples implanted with 0 + ions at 200 keV and 2 MeV.
this exercise an indicative one. We can only assume that FTIR predicts the actual 
parameter values correctly or not, based only on the agreement it achieves with the other 
techniques.
Fig. 8.17 shows the comparison between the FTIR R ^  values and those 
acquired by RBS, SIMS, AES (for 2 MeV only) and IRIS (for 200 keV only). We can 
see that compared to RBS, FTIR underestimates R ^  for 200 keV, while it gives similar 
values for 2 MeV. For both energies the differences are within the experimental error of 
RBS. Compared to IRIS, FTIR overestimates Rmax for 200 keV, and gives similar values 
to those obtained by AES for 2 MeV. Finally, the Rmax value obtained by FTIR for 
sample M2-un is higher than the SIMS value. The D values can be seen in Table 8.2. For 
RBS D is 2.5% for the 200keV samples and 1% for the 2 MeV samples.
Table 8.2: D values for Rmax for both energies of 200 keV and 2 MeV.
Technique RBS SIMS AES IRIS
D 1.75% 3.7% 0.7 % 5.8 %
2 0 0  keV & 2 MeV O in Si, unannealed
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Fig. 8.19: Comparison between the retained and nominal dose obtained by various 
techniques for unannealed Si samples implanted with 0 + ions at 200 keV and 2 MeV.
Fig. 8.18 shows the comparison between the FTIR values for the FWHM of the 
buried layer and those acquired by RBS, SIMS, AES (for 2 MeV only) and IRIS (for 
200 keV only). A definite trend appears here: FTIR underestimates FWHM values for 
200 keV samples and overestimates them for 2 MeV samples. This could well show a 
depth dependence of the sensitivity of the technique, which is not apparent when 
considering the errors during the fitting procedure. We expect that FTIR would give 
more accurate values than the other techniques, for a deeper lying layer, since the 
sensitivity of FTIR remains unchanged with depth, while the other techniques’ resolution 
becomes poorer with increasing depth. An important point is the model which was used 
in the modelling for the FTIR analysis. It may also be that the model of the two joined 
Gaussian is a good compromise between the actual profiles for the cases of 200 keV and
Table 8.3: D values for FWHM of the buried layer for both energies of 200 keV and 
2 MeV.
Technique RBS SIMS AES IRIS
D 18.4% 35% 12% 11%
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2 MeV, giving narrower profiles in the former case and wider profiles in the latter. The 
D values can be seen in Table 8.3. For RBS D is 21.4% for the 200keV samples and 
15.4% for the 2 MeV samples, which is due to the poor depth resolution of RBS in the 
latter case. It is interesting to note that although the D values for the experimental 
techniques have increased many-fold, they only doubled for the IRIS values.
Fig. 8.19 shows the comparison between the FTIR, RBS, SIMS and AES values 
for the retained dose and those of the nominal dose. For 200 keV and high doses FTIR 
underestimates the retained dose, while for all other samples the agreement is good. The 
RBS values show a trend as well: they are underestimated for 2 MeV and overestimated 
for 200 keV. In this case the D values are calculated by substituting Vftir in eq. (8.1) by 
the nominal dose and including in the Vtechn values the FTIR values as well. The D 
values can be seen in Table 8.4. For FTIR D is 16.3% for the 200keV samples and 5% 
for the 2 MeV samples, while for RBS these values are 17.2% and 27.5%, respectively. 
Again the loss of sensitivity for the RBS in the case of high energy samples can be seen.
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Table 8.4: D values for the retained dose for both energies of 200 keV and 2 MeV.
Technique FTIR RBS SIMS AES
D 10.5 % 22.4 % 3% 2%
To summarise, we have seen that FTIR performs well for both energies. A 
definite increase of uncertainty exists for values for the FWHM of the buried layer, 
especially in the case of 200 keV, where generally speaking, FTIR appears to yield less 
confident results. This can be due to the shape of the spectrum, which contains only one 
maximum and one minimum, in comparison to the 2 MeV case where the spectral 
features are numerous, thus imposing a stricter constraint to the fit. A way, to overcome 
this difficulty for the thin film SIMOX case, would be to obtain spectra at different 
angles of incidence, which would give well separated spectra. This would then impose 
stricter criteria to the fitting and the sensitivity could be improved.
In chapter 7 it was shown that by using models which approximated the refractive index 
profile of the buried layer for the annealed standard and novel SIMOX structures with an 
increasing amount of layers, finally a best fit to the experimental spectrum could be 
achieved. In this section the refractive index depth profiles are shown, as are the oxygen 
concentration depth profiles obtained in the manner described in §5.2. Oxygen depth 
profiles from the same samples have been obtained by other techniques, such as RBS 
(see §5.3), AES and SIMS (see §5.5) and are presented here together with the FTIR 
profiles. In addition, resistance depth profiles achieved by Spreading Resistance profiling 
are shown in comparison, for selected samples.
8.3.1 FTIR and RBS/Channelling results / Thin film SIMOX (200 keV)
Fig. 8.20 shows refractive index depth profiles obtained by the best fits to experimental 
FTIR spectra from samples H38-2-an6, H73-7-an6, H101-12-an6 and H101-18-an6 (see 
Table 4.2), presented in fig. 7.1.
The («) value for the buried layer of sample H101-18-an6 is 1.42, lower than the 
1.44 of the as-implanted stoichiometric Si02 (see §8.2.1) but still higher than nm
(1.41). We attribute the difference between the (n) value for annealed stoichiometric 
Si02 fabricated by SIMOX technology, and that of fused silica, to a higher degree of 
strain present in the SIMOX dioxide. Strain develops during the oxide growth according 
to the internal oxidation model described in §3.4, and as it seen here, is not eliminated by 
a 6 hour anneal at 1300°C.
In fig. 8.21 a comparison is made between the oxygen concentration depth profiles 
deduced from FTIR (spectra seen in fig. 7.1) and RBS (spectra seen in fig. 7.10) analysis 
for samples H38-2-an6, H73~7-an6, H101-12-an6 and H101-18-an6 (see Table 4.2). 
From this figure one can see the evolution of the buried layer with increasing dose.
For 2 x 1017 0 + cm'2 the sides of the profile are graded, indicating very uneven 
interfaces. The buried layer itself is made up of two layers, the upper of which has more 
oxygen (35 % Si02) than the lower layer (32 % Si02). This appears to be a transition 
state between the two separate layers seen in the XTEM micrograph of fig. 7.15a for the 
1 x 1017 0 + cm'2 sample and the one continuous with a lot of Si inclusions and protrusions, 
Si02 layer seen in the XTEM micrograph of fig. 7.15b for the 7 x 1017 0 + cm'2 sample.
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Fig. 8.20 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from samples II38-2-an6, H73-7-an6, H101-12-an6 and H101- 
18-an6, presented in fig. 7.1.
Indeed, when the dose is increased to 7 x 1017 0 + cm'2 the interfaces become more 
abrupt, and the buried layer consists of two layers, the upper of which is thicker and 
richer in oxygen (74% Si02), than the lower layer (42% Si02). This configuration is due 
to a large number of Si islands and inclusions situated preferentially at the substrate side 
of the buried layer.
When the dose is increased even more (1.2 x 1018 0 + cm'2), the buried layer is 
made up of a single layer with 85% Si02 content. This profile suggests that the buried 
layer contains Si islands but its interfaces are continuous and are not interrupted by Si 
inclusions. For sample H101-18-an6, the profile consists of a layer of stoichiometric Si02 
and a thin layer containing 14% of Si02 at the front interface. This layer can be thought 
of as accounting for the waviness seen in the front interface of the buried layer in the 
XTEM micrograph of fig. 7.15c.
From figure 8.21, it can be seen that with increasing dose the buried layer grows 
towards both the surface and the substrate sides, but not at the same rate. The growth 
towards the substrate (120 nm) is smaller than that towards the surface (210 nm).
2 0 0  keV, a n n ea led , 1300°C , 6 h
D o se
(x  10 18cm"2)
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Fig. 8.21 : Oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR and RBS 
analysis, for samples H38-2-an6, H73-7-an6, H101-12-an6 and H101-18-an6.
Comparing the distributions before and after annealing reveals the way with which 
oxygen diffusion occurs. For the low dose (1 x 1017 0 + cm"2), Si02 precipitates at the 
depth of maximum oxygen content, but some oxygen moves towards the surface and 
forms Si02 precipitates at favourable nucleation sites, causing the two band structure of 
fig. 7.15a to appear. When the dose is increased (7 x 1017 0 + cm'2), oxygen is hardly 
seen to move after the anneal. Some in-diffusion towards the buried layer is responsible 
for the abruptness of the interfaces. Going to sample H101-12, a preferential growth of 
the front interface is clear. Oxygen visibly diffuses towards the surface and the buried 
layer advances mainly in that direction. The same trend only more pronounced, can be 
seen for sample H101-18.
This growth towards the surface has been explained by assuming a high 
concentration of Si interstitials located at the back interface of the buried layer which 
hinder the internal oxidation during the implantation in that direction [86], We propose 
that the surface side growth during annealing can also be associated to the amount of 
oxygen available to participate in the Ostwald ripening and coalescence mechanisms. For 
low doses (<1.2 x 1018 0 + cm"2), where the oxygen is distributed along a negatively
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Fig. 8.22 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from samples H72-7-an6, H23-7-an6, and H73-7-an6, presented 
in fig. 7.2.
skewed Gaussian after implantation, the surface side of the buried layer contains a 
greater amount of oxygen than the substrate side, and therefore during annealing the 
surface side of the layer grows more. At high doses (>1.2 x 1018 0 + cm'2), a buried Si02 
layer is formed during implantation which has a more abrupt front than back interface. 
This means that the ripening and coalescence mechanisms will be thermodynamically 
more favourable at the more abrupt surface side interface (which can be thought of as a 
large radius precipitate), than the more uneven substrate side interface, where the 
oxidation reaction can only proceed by consuming the oxygen atoms present at the 
substrate side of the layer.
The retained doses for RBS and FTIR are within 4% and 2%, respectively, of the 
nominal doses. A flat topped profile is obtained for RBS for the high dose sample, where 
stoichiometric Si02 has formed.
8.3.1.1 Effects of implantation temperature
Fig. 8.22 shows refractive index depth profiles obtained by the best fits to experimental
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Fig. 8.23 : Oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR analysis, for 
samples H72-7-an6, H23-7-an6, and H73-7-an6.
FTIR spectra from samples H72-7-an6, H23-7~an6, and H73-7-an6 (see Table 4.2), 
presented in fig. 7.2.
Fig. 8.23 shows the oxygen concentration depth profiles deduced from FTIR 
(spectra seen in fig. 7.2) analysis for samples H72-7-an6, H23-7-an6, and H73-7-an6.
The total thickness of the buried layer decreases with increasing Ti. The fact that 
the buried layers consist of two or three layers, points to the existence of regions where 
the Si portion is larger, corresponding to the features described in the XTEM 
micrographs as Si islands or Si protrusions. In the case of samples H23-7-an6 and H73- 
7-an6, these layers could correspond to waviness of the interface between the buried 
layer and the substrate seen in fig. 7.15b. In the case of the 300°C implanted sample, the 
presence of a Si rich layer between two Si02 rich regions, points to the presence of Si 
inclusions (islands) in this particular depth interval.
The reason for the presence and the position of that Si rich layer in the 300°C 
sample is explained when one considers the unannealed microstructure. For this 
configuration of dose and implantation temperature, a buried amorphous layer made up 
of a-Si and Si02 is expected, with highly damaged interfaeial regions to both the Si
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overlayer and the Si substrate. The amorphous layer recrystallises during annealing and 
that is where the main Si02 rich layer grows and coalesces. The heavily damaged area 
above it acts as a nucleation site and, due to the lack of large precipitates in the vicinity, 
precipitates will grow and coalesce there, probably connected to extended defects such 
as twins or stacking faults. Depending on the experimental conditions, a region which 
contains less oxygen is likely to exist between these two precipitate bands.
In the samples implanted at higher temperatures, due to the absence of an 
amorphous buried layer, such a complex nucleation and growth behaviour does not take 
place. The amount of oxygen is enough to bridge the gap between the two precipitate 
bands (fig. 7.15b), which evolved in the early stages of ripening. It becomes apparent 
that whether the implantation temperature is 500°C or 700°C, this makes very little 
difference to the microstructure of the buried layer after annealing.
It is interesting to find out that, although in the unannealed state the value for the 
Xmin in the Si overlayer was 45% for the 300°C sample, 32% for the 500°C sample and 
only 8% for the 700°C sample (fig. 8.15), after annealing no extended defects were 
present in all three samples. This verifies the well known fact that as long as the Si 
overlayer is maintained in its crystalline state during implantation, regardless of how 
much damaged this might be, it can always recrystallise back to a near perfect condition.
8.3.2 FTIR results / Thick film SIMOX (2 MeV)
Questions concerning the redistribution of oxygen and any anomalous diffusion during 
annealing of high energy SIMOX samples are answered by FTIR spectroscopy. SIMS 
and AES were used to provide a means of comparison.
In fig. 8.24 a comparison is made between the oxygen concentration depth profiles 
deduced from FTIR and SIMS analysis for sample M2-an6 (see Table 4.3). The 
refractive index depth profile obtained by the best fit to the experimental FTIR spectrum 
shown in fig. 7.3, can be seen in the inset of fig. 8.24.
The abruptness of the front interface of the buried layer is something that agrees 
very well with the FTIR result, as is the thickness of the Si overlayer, which was found 
by SIMS to be 2.0 fim. Nevertheless, a discrepancy exists between the SIMS and FTIR 
profiles for the thickness of the buried oxide layer. It can be explained by considering the 
use of roughness in the FTIR model. The Q.22 j.im thick buried layer has a constant 
oxygen concentration but the macroscopic roughness areas above and below the buried
CHAPTER 8 - Discussion
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Fig. 8.24 : Oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR and SIMS 
analysis, for sample M2-an6. The refractive index depth profile obtained after the 
analysis of the FTIR reflectance spectrum presented in fig. 7.3, can be seen in the 
inset.
layer are not considered in the FTIR model to contain any oxygen. These interfacial
Table 8.5 : Structural data obtained for sample M2-an6, by various analytical 
techniques. (Nb : background oxygen concentration (cm'3), Nmax : mean value of 
oxygen concentration (cm 3) in the buried layer, thicknesses in pm). The parameter 
uncertainties are also indicated.
Sample M2-an6 FTIR RBS SIMS XTEM
Si overlayer £i=1.94 ±0.002 
«si=3.45 ±0.014
£i=1.9 ±0.1
Xmin 4 /o
£ i =2.0 ±0.02
Nb= lx l0 19
£ i  =1.98 ±0.1
Buried layer
£=0.22 ±0.005 
>?2=3.23±0.014 
Nm«=5 x1021±5 xlO20 
zi=50 ±25 nm 
z2=40 ±20 nm
£=0.3 ±0.1 (4=0.35 ±0.02 (4=0.27 ±0.014 
Nm»=4 xlO21
zi=50 ±2.5 nm 
z2=50 ±2.5 nm
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Fig. 8.25 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from sample M8-an6, using two different models, presented in 
fig. 7.4 and Table 7.5.
regions would be accounted for, though, in the SIMS profile. Taking their thickness into 
account for the FTIR profile, results in an additional thickness of 0.12 pm, making a 
total of 0.34 pm for the buried layer, which now agrees well with the thickness obtained 
by SIMS (0.35 pm). The buried layer being non-continuous could account for the 
apparently false indication from the SIMS profile, that the oxygen concentration has a 
maximum at the lower interface of the buried layer. An average value for the oxygen 
concentration in the buried layer is 4 x 1021 cm*3. SIMS gives a retained dose of 1.14 x 
1017 cm"2, which is about the same as the FTIR retained dose (1.1 x 1017 cm*2), while 
there is no significant difference in the retained dose before (see fig. 8.6) and after 
annealing. So, both techniques show that no anomalous diffusion is occurring, due to any 
possible surface influence, and that in high energy SIMOX structures, mechanisms such 
as oxygen segregation and coalescence of Si02 precipitates operate, exactly as it has 
been seen for standard SIMOX structures (see §3.5). Table 8.5 lists the results obtained 
for sample M2-an6 from the four analytical techniques used to investigate it.
Fig. 8.25 shows two refractive index depth profiles obtained by the best fits to the
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Fig. 8.26 : Depth profiles of the oxygen concentration for sample M8-an6, obtained 
by FTIR (solid line) and AES (dashed line) analysis.
experimental FTIR spectrum for sample M8-an6 shown in fig. 7.4, for two different 
models.
When a model assuming a one-slab buried layer was used the best fit resulted in a 
profile which is thinner and has a lower refractive index value than when a three-slab 
buried layer model was used (Table 7.5). In that case a profile indicative of a two 
bandstructure emerged, with the shallow slab having a higher (n) value than the deep 
slab. The refractive index of the middle slab is lower than that of Si, indicating the 
presence of oxygen there. The Si overlayer has the same (ji) value as bulk Si.
In fig. 8.26 a comparison is made between the oxygen concentration depth profiles 
deduced from FTIR and AES analysis for sample MS-an6.
The two profiles are similar in shape, which confirms the validity of the FTIR 
model used to obtain the best fit. It becomes clear that the buried layer of this sample is 
not uniform but is made up of two bands of Si02 precipitates, in accordance to the 
XTEM micrograph seen in fig. 7.19 for the same sample.
The assumption for the FTIR model of rectangular slabs approximating the buried 
layer structure is valid especially when high doses are used and stoichiometric layers are
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Fig. 8.27 : Oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR (solid Une) and 
AES (dashed line) analysis, for sample MN4-anl2.
obtained. For the low  dose cases, as seen in figures 8.23 and 8.21 before, the FTIR best 
fit model, besides giving an accurate indication o f  the position o f the buried layer, can be 
used as a very good estimation o f the profile shape.
The difference in the profile shape between samples M 2-an6 and M 8-an6 is great. 
The one band o f precipitates for the low  dose sample becomes tw o precipitate bands 
separated by a Si layer, for the other sample. An explanation is given later (§8.3.5) when 
the X TEM  results are correlated w ith results obtained by other techniques.
In fig. 8.27 a comparison is made betw een the oxygen concentration depth profiles 
deduced from FTIR and AES analysis for sam ple M N 4-anl2  (see Table 4.4).
The tw o profiles bear a good resemblance to  each other. It is clear that the AES 
profile indicates the presence o f  a region in the middle o f the buried layer with a lower 
(1.97 x 1022 cm'3) oxygen concentration than the tw o areas above (2.60 x 1022 cm'3) and 
below it (2.71 x 1022 cm '3). This oxygen deficient region can be seen m ore clearly from 
the FTIR  profile. The level o f  oxygen concentration never reaches stoichiometry. W e 
conclude that the buried layer is not hom ogeneous in its entire thickness, and that Si 
islands exist, even in the two oxygen rich regions o f the profile.
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Fig. 8.28 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from sample MN3-anl2, using two different models, presented 
in fig. 7.6 and Table 7.7.
In fig. 8.28 tw o refractive index depth profiles obtained by the best fits to the 
experimental FTIR  spectrum for sample M N 3-anl2, shown in fig. 7.6, for tw o different 
models, can be seen.
W hen a one layer model was used for the profile o f the buried layer, the best fit 
resulted in a profile which has equal thickness but a lower (n )  value than when a five 
layer model was used (Table 7.7). In the profile obtained using the seven layer model the 
buried layer consists o f alternating regions o f low and high refractive index 
corresponding to  high and low oxygen content. The values o f  the refractive index for the 
oxygen rich regions o f  the buried layer are not those o f bulk S i0 2 but correspond to  a 
non-uniform layer o f S i0 2 with Si inclusions. The («) value for the Si overlayer is the 
sam e with that o f bulk Si and the Si substrate (Table 7.7).
In fig. 8.29, a comparison o f oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by 
FTIR  and AES analysis for sample M N 3-anl2, is presented.
The AES profile appears again to be thicker than the FTIR  profile, with a 
corresponding lower oxygen concentration level at the buried layer. The shape o f the 
structure at the top o f the profiles is similar for both techniques.
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Fig. 8.29 : Depth profiles of the oxygen concentration for sample MN3-anl2, 
obtained by FTER (solid line) and AES (dashed line) analysis.
The structure at the top o f the AES profile suggests five regions o f different 
oxygen content. Two areas at the front and back interface as well as one in the middle o f 
the buried layer appear to  have a higher oxygen concentration (3.20, 3.97 and 3.21 x 
1022 cm'3, respectively), than the tw o remaining regions on either side o f the  central area 
(2.62 and 2.84 x 1022 cm '3, respectively). The difference o f these values (3.6 x 1021 cm'3) 
is well within the experimental error o f AES (in the order o f 102° cm'3, see §5.5). The 
same structure can be seen m ore clearly from the FTIR  profile. The layers with the low 
oxygen concentration can be considered as regions o f  S i0 2 containing a large num ber Si 
inclusions or Si islands. The fact is that even the high oxygen concentration areas do not 
reach a stoichiometric level. W e conclude that Si islands are also present to  those areas, 
only in a lesser extend. Si islands are common for standard SIM OX structures as well 
[16,91].
The Si rich areas in fig. 8.29 have a higher oxygen content than the corresponding 
Si rich middle layer seen in fig. 8.27, a fact suggesting that as dose increases the Si rich 
areas in the buried layer will be eliminated.
8.3.2.1 Effect of implantation parameters and annealing time
In fig. 8.30 the oxygen concentration depth profiles deduced from FTIR  analysis 
for sample M 4-an6 (implanted with a beam current density o f 5 pA  cm'2). The refractive 
index depth profile obtained by the best fit to the experimental FTIR spectrum shown in
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Fig. 8.30 : Oxygen concentration depth profile obtained by FTIR analysis, for 
sample M4-an6. The refractive index depth profile obtained after the analysis of 
the FTIR reflectance spectrum presented in fig. 7.7 can be seen in the inset.
fig. 7.7, can be seen in the inset o f fig. 8.30.
From fig. 8.30 it is clear that the profile o f  this sample is veiy complex. As can be 
seen from the inset in fig. 8.30, a model assuming a refractive index profile for the buried 
layer made up o f seven slabs had to be used. The first layer o f the profile became 
separated from the rest o f the buried layer when the refractive index for the slab below it 
converged to Si values. Two regions in the middle o f  the buried layer have a high oxygen 
content. They are separated by a layer with a fair amount o f oxygen but clearly a Si rich 
region. The interface layers o f  the buried layer are relatively thick and with a low  amount 
o f oxygen. These regions could be identified as inhomogeneous regions with a lot o f 
S i0 2 precipitates which have not yet coalesced to  the buried layer. In an X TEM  
micrograph these regions might appear as wavy interfaces o f the buried layer. The central
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Fig. 8 .31 .: Oxygen concentration depth profile obtained by FTIR analysis, for 
sample M10-an6. The refractive index depth profile obtained after the analysis of 
the FTIR reflectance spectrum presented in fig. 7.8 can be seen in the inset.
three layers are similar to the structure found for sample M N 4-an l2 , seen in fig. 8.27, 
which was annealed for 12 hours. Finally, the first, separated layer o f the profile could be 
assumed to be a band o f S i0 2 precipitates, which nucleated and grew  heterogeneously at 
a preferential nucleation site such as a high strain region or a void-rich (segregation o f  
vacancies) layer.
In fig. 8.31 the oxygen concentration depth profiles deduced from FTIR  analysis 
for sample M 10-an6 (implanted with a beam current density o f  1 pA  cm'2). The 
refractive index depth profile obtained by the best fit to the experimental FTIR  spectrum 
shown in fig. 7.8, can be seen in the inset o f  fig. 8.31.
From fig. 8.31 it is evident that the change o f the beam current density, caused 
large differences in the shape o f the oxygen profile for the buried layer. Firstly, the 
separate S i0 2 precipitate band has vanished. Possibly the lower current did not create the 
nucleation sites which attracted the oxygen as in the previous case. It can also be seen 
that only the upper interface region appears to be similar to that o f  the high current 
sample. It can be assumed that the waviness o f  the interface still persists. It has
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Fig. 8.32 : Oxygen concentration depth profile obtained by FTJOR analysis, for 
sample M10-anl2. The refractive index depth profile obtained after the analysis of 
the FTIR reflectance spectrum presented in fig. 7.9 can be seen in the inset.
disappeared though at the back interface, which is quite sharp. The structure of the main 
buried layer is resembling that of the high current sample, with the three slabs having 
similar refractive index values for both samples.
In fig. 8.32 the oxygen concentration depth profiles deduced from FTIR analysis 
for sample M10-anl2. The refractive index depth profile obtained by the best fit to the 
experimental FTIR spectrum shown in fig. 7.9, can be seen in the inset of fig. 8.32.
A further annealing for 6 hours at 1300°C is responsible for the disappearance of 
the front interface layer, meaning that the Si02 precipitates have sufficiently coalesced in 
to the buried oxide layer. From fig. 8.32, the shape of the profile now resembles strongly 
that of the sample presented in fig. 8.27. When compared to the profile of sample M10- 
an6 seen in fig. 8.31, the middle Si rich layer has decreased in thickness but also 
increased its Si content. The two oxygen rich layers again contain Si, possibly in the form 
of Si islands, since the level of the oxygen concentration is not stoichiometric.
It is apparent that the high beam current density results in the presence of Si02 
precipitates both at the front and at the back interface of the buried layer. These
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Fig. 8.33 :D epth profiles of the  oxygen concen tra tion  fo r sam ple M 8-an6 , ob tained  
by F T IR  (do tted  line) an d  RBS (solid line) analysis.
precipitates have nucleated at the numerous nucleation sites created by the radiation 
damage induced by the high beam current. W hen the current was lowered these regions 
becam e smaller (front interface) or disappeared (back interface). The high beam current 
also resulted in the appearance o f a separate band o f  S i0 2 precipitates. The increase o f 
the annealing time to  12 hours resulted in the complete dissolution o f the S i0 2 
precipitates in the interfacial regions. Still though, the buried layer seems to  contain a lot 
o f Si islands and it is doubtful if  an increase o f annealing time or tem perature would be 
beneficial, for this dose. W e suggest that an increase o f dose, and annealing to  12 hours 
at 1300°C (or even higher) is the best recipe for the fabrication o f  buried homogeneous 
stoichiometric layers formed by high energy oxygen ion implantation.
8.3.3 R B S /C hannelling  resu lts  - T h ick  film  SIM O X  (2 M eV)
Looking at fig. 7.13 it is clear that the channelled spectrum for sample M 2-an6 is just 
distinguishable from the channelled spectrum o f the bulk Si. Initially, we thought this to  
be an indication o f the dissolution o f  the S i0 2 precipitates after annealing. FTIR  and 
SIM S though, showed that a buried layer had formed (fig. 8.24). Correlating the FTIR 
and SIMS results with those o f RBS/Channelling it is concluded that the S i0 2
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Fig. 8.34 : D epth  profiles o f th e  oxygen concen tra tion  fo r sam ple M N 4 -an l2 , 
o b ta ined  by F T IR  (do tted  line) a n d  R B S (solid line) analysis, com pared  to th a t  o f 
SR P (dashed  line).
precipitates are ordered in such a way and are so few, that the channelled beam is hardly 
scattered back from them.
N ext the oxygen concentration depth profiles extracted from the random RBS 
spectra seen in fig. 7.14 are compared to those obtained from FTIR analysis. The 
spreading resistance depth profiles o f selected samples are plotted in the same figures.
In fig. 8.33 a comparison o f  oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by 
FTIR and RBS analysis for sample M 8-an6, is presented.
Although the use o f 2.8 M eV  He+ instead o f  1 M eV  H 4 increased the depth 
resolution o f the RBS (see §5.3.1), the tw o band structure which could be seen from 
AES (fig. 8.26) and FTIR profiles is hardly evident from the RBS profile seen in fig. 
8.33. The RBS and FTIR obtained retained dose is within 30%  and 5%, respectively o f 
the nominal dose.
In fig. 8.34 a comparison o f  oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR 
and RBS analysis for sample M N 4-an l2  (see Table 4.4), is presented, together with the 
SR depth profile.
Comparing the RBS profile to that obtained by FTIR, it is apparent that the
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thicknesses o f the buried layer for both profiles are similar. The central region with a 
low er oxygen content is present in the RBS profile as well, as are the tw o layers with the 
high oxygen concentration, above and below it. The position o f the central region is not 
the same and the concentration levels are only comparable for the first region o f the 
buried layer. RBS gives a higher than FTIR value for the amount o f oxygen in the middle 
layer and a lower value for the amount o f oxygen in the last region o f the buried layer. 
Nevertheless, the retained dose for both techniques is within 3 % of the nominal dose. 
Possible causes o f the differences should be looked for in the limited depth resolution o f 
RBS (74 nm at a depth o f  2 p,m). Concentration changes in the regions o f the buried 
layer which have a comparable thickness to  the RBS depth resolution, can not be 
accurately portrayed and appear with a sm aller value.
The spreading resistance profile conveys information about the resistivity o f the 
buried layer as well as o f the Si overlayer. The resistivity values are proportional to the 
S i0 2 content in the buried layer, assuming that free carriers are absent in this region. As 
can be seen from fig. 8.34, the resistance profile is flat topped (the value at the top o f the 
profile is dictated by the characteristics o f the measuring system), with the back interface 
m ore abrupt than the front. W e conclude that the buried layer has a high resistivity, 
although, as seen from the FTIR  and RBS profiles it is inhomogeneous and non 
stoichiometric.
In fig. 8.35 a comparison o f oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by 
FTIR  and RBS analysis for sample M N 3-anl2 , is presented, together with the SR depth 
profile.
Comparing the RBS profile to that obtained by FTIR, it can be seen that for both 
profiles the thickness o f the buried layer is very much the same, while the structure at the 
top  o f the profile is different. W hile the RBS profile is a flat topped distribution with a 
value well below that o f stoichiometry (mean value o f  3.3 x 1022 cm'3), and relatively 
sharp interfaces (width to half-maximum about 80 nm), the FTIR profile is veiy complex, 
m ade up o f five regions o f  varying composition. Stoichiometry is not reached in the 
FT IR  profile but the concentration values (between 3.9 and 4.4 x 1022 cm'3) at the 
oxygen rich regions are higher than that o f  the RBS profile. On the other hand, the 
oxygen concentration values (2.75 to 2.8 x 1022 cm*3) o f the tw o Si rich regions are 
low er than that o f  the RBS. The structure seen at the top o f the FTIR profile is finer than 
that seen in fig. 8.34, and so the reasons employed to explain the differences between the
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Fig. 8.35 : D ep th  profiles o f the  oxygen concen tra tion  fo r sam ple M N 3 -an l2 , 
ob tained  by F T IR  (do tted  line) an d  RB S (solid line) analysis, com pared  to  th a t  o f 
th e  SR  (dashed  line).
two profiles in the previous figure can easily be used again here to account for the lack o f 
structure at the top o f the RBS profile. The RBS and FTIR  obtained retained doses are 
within 5% and 2 %, respectively o f the nominal dose.
The resistance profile is again a flat topped distribution with similar thickness to  
sample M N 4-anl2  (M N 3-anl2 : 450 nm, M N 4-anl2  : 440 nm). This is because SRP is 
not sensitive to  local variations o f  oxygen concentration. F or both doses the buried layer 
is highly insulating. Another feature o f the SRP profile is that the level o f  resistance for 
the Si overlayer appears to  be lower than that o f the Si substrate. The presence o f S i0 2 
precipitates in the Si overlayer would cause the resistance to  be higher than that o f the Si 
substrate. RBS/Channelling as well as FTIR measurements point out to  a bulk quality Si 
overlayer, so the possibility o f extended defects causing the lower resistance can be 
excluded. W e conclude that the lower resistance is due to  point defects created during 
the annealing process, which are not discernible to  either FTIR  or RBS.
8.3.4 X T E M  resu lts  - T h in  film  SIM O X  (200 keV)
Referring to the XTEM  micrograph seen in fig. 7.15a the following can be remarked.
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The experimental value for the maximum o f the oxygen concentration profile is 490 ± 20 
nm (SIM S, fig. 8.4) o r 470 ± 2 nm (FTIR, fig. 8.2), while the projected range calculated 
by TRIM 92 is 405 nm. The deep S i0 2 precipitate band can then be considered to lay on 
the area o f maximum oxygen concentration. The theoretical value for the maximum o f 
the damage (vacancies) profile is 340 nm, at which depth the shallow band is situated. 
W hen compared to the m icrostructure o f  an unannealed sample such as the one shown in 
fig. 6.16a, the shallow band o f  precipitates is located at almost the same depth as point S 
and the upper part o f  region I, where the strain in the Si lattice was seen to  be more 
pronounced. The position o f  the deep precipitate band corresponds to  the interface 
betw een regions I and II. Region II is where the maximum o f the oxygen is situated. All 
the defects visible in regions II and III in the unannealed sample (fig. 6.16a) have been 
annihilated by the high tem perature anneal.
For fig. 7.15b one can assume that the silicon islands originate from the volumes o f 
silicon which are isolated from the surface Si layer and the substrate, by the synthesised 
oxide during implantation. D uring annealing, because o f the low diffusivity o f Si in S i0 2, 
these volumes o f silicon tend to  remain isolated and the minimisation o f  surface energy 
results in the developm ent o f  facets. The uneven interfaces o f the buried layer can be 
explained as due to  the interconnection between the interface and silicon islands that 
w ere situated near to  them. In this case the dose is high enough for the precipitate bands 
to  grow  both laterally and vertically and so coalesce and form a continuous layer. The 
presence o f  the Si islands is considered to  be responsible for the low  value in the 
resistivity o f  the buried layer reported in the literature [91],
Finally, for fig. 7.15c, no Si islands are visible in the S i0 2 buried layer and also, the 
FTIR  profile does not indicate a Si island band inside the oxide. Nevertheless, this does 
no t mean that we found the recipe for Si island-free SIM OX formation. It is concluded 
that the use o f carefully controlled implantation and annealing param eters (as was done 
for this w ork), such as tem perature and current as well as low  tem perature S i0 2 cap 
deposition and slow ramp rates for the heating and cooling down o f  the samples during 
annealing, play a very important role in the evolution o f the final microstructure.
For fig. 7.16, statistical investigations [429] yielded a precipitate density o f < 4 x 
1014 cm’3 for the 200°C sample (fig. 7.16a), while the density in the 700°C sample (fig. 
7.16b) was found to  be > 5 x 1014 cm '3.' In addition, the mean diam eter for the 
precipitates in fig. 7.16a was between 20 and 30 nm, while it ranged from 40 to  50 nm
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for fig. 7.16b. The fact that m ore and larger precipitates were observed in the XTEM  
micrograph in fig. 7.16b than that in fig. 7.16a, can be understood when the nucleation 
and growth phases are considered. As has been shown earlier (fig. 8.13), the damage in 
the buried layer after implantation at 200°C is much greater than at 700°C (the 
amorphous fraction, a  has a value o f 0.7 compared to  0.55). This means that many more 
S i0 2 nuclei formed by heterogeneous nucleation at 200°C (sample H 13-l-an2) than at 
700°C (sample H 73-l-an2), where homogeneous nucleation is the dominant nucleation 
process. In this way, in sample H 13-l-an2, there will be a large num ber o f  nucleii w ith a 
small radius and only a few that will have a large enough radius to  start growing during 
annealing. All the small radius nucleii will dissolve and the released oxygen will diffuse 
either to the few stable precipitates, or m ost likely, to  the surface which acts as a sink. 
During the ripening process, there will be only a few  precipitates that will have a large 
enough size to continue growing. In the case o f  sample H 73-l-an2 , there will be a large 
fraction o f nucleii which are large enough to  attract the oxygen that will be released from 
the dissolving, small sized nucleii. In this way m ost o f  the implanted oxygen will stay in 
the buried layer and big precipitates will evolve after the growth and ripening processes.
Referring to the XTEM  micrographs seen in fig. 7.17, in order to explain the 
annealed microstructure, the unannealed state has first to  be considered. The unannealed 
m icrostructure o f sample H12-2.5-un (implanted at 200°C) can be seen in fig. 6.18a, 
while that o f sample H38-2.5-un (implanted at 700°C) in fig. 6.16a. The 245 nm thick 
amorphous layer o f fig. 6.18a has after annealing been transform ed to  a 125 nm thick 
layer, which is made up from amorphous S i0 2 and crystalline Si. The front interface o f 
both layers is approximately (± 5 nm) at the same depth. The back interface though, has 
moved upwards during annealing for 100 nm. That means that the small amount o f 
oxygen that was within this depth interval diffused upwards and this amorphous region, 
denuded o f oxygen, reciystallised into perfect Si. The buried layer contains a large 
number o f Si islands and Si protrusions, since the dose was not sufficient to  form a 
continuous S i0 2 layer.
From fig. 7.17b it is apparent that the ripening process was still taking place after 4 
hours o f annealing. The existence o f the upper band can be explained considering the 
preferential nucleation and growth o f  precipitates a t the site o f  maximum strain as has 
already been discussed (fig. 7.15a). The depth o f  point S in fig. 6.16a (320 nm) is 
comparable to that o f the upper precipitate band in fig. 7.17b (305 nm), while the mean
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depth o f the lower, larger band (415 nm), is very close to that o f  the projected range o f 
the oxygen profile (445 nm for FTIR, 405 nm for TRIM 92, Table 8.1).
For sample H13-2.5-an4 (fig. 7.17a), four hours o f annealing proved sufficient to  
enable the ripening process to come to  an end by the dissolution o f the precipitates, the 
majority o f which were small, and they coalesce into a buried layer. The presence o f  the 
amorphous layer in the unannealed state ensured that, after the  reciystallisation o f the 
oxygen denuded region at the back interface, nucleation w ould take place inside that 
remaining region which had a large amount o f  defects and so offered a preferential site 
fo r this process. Some out-diffusion o f  oxygen certainly occurred but that amount was 
not significant compared to the total amount o f  implanted oxygen. For sample H38-2.5- 
an4, the large amount o f homogeneous nucleation sites (in the low er band) created a big 
num ber o f large precipitates which did not coalesce. In addition, because the region o f 
grow th was much bigger (240 nm) in sample H 38-2.5-an4 than in sample H13-2.5-an4 
(125 nm), the growing precipitates w ere m ore rem ote from each other in the first case, 
which delayed the whole procedure. W e conclude that the processes o f growth, ripening 
and coalescence happened faster (within 4 h o f  annealing) in sample H13-2.5-an4 than 
sample H38-2.5-an4 (not complete after 4 h o f  annealing). W e believe that the picture in 
fig. 7.17b would look more like that in fig. 7 .17a, given a longer annealing time.
From a survey o f the micrographs in figures 7.15, 7.16, and 7.17, we see that the 
only defects to be found in the Si overlayer after annealing are the threading dislocations 
seen in fig. 7.15c for sample H101-18-an6. These dislocations are thought to be 
generated as a result o f  the oxidation process at the S i-S i02 interface, as they easily 
penetrate the thin, precipitate-free, Si overlayer and reach the surface [91].
The X TEM  results agree with the RB S/Channelling and FTIR  results that as long 
as the Si overlayer is maintained in its crystalline state during implantation, regardless o f 
the amount o f  damage (fig. 6.18a), it can always recrystallise back to  a near perfect 
condition (fig. 7.17a). W e conclude that the dislocations generated during the precipitate 
grow th (fig. 7.15a, 7.16b) are annihilated during the ripening and coalescence processes, 
either by being incorporated into the buried layer (fig. 7.15b) or by being completely 
eliminated during the dissolution o f  the precipitates from which they originated (fig. 
7.17b).
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8.3.5 XTEM results - Thick film SIMOX (2 MeV)
The XTEM  micrograph seen in fig. 7.18 provides verification o f the FTIR  result, that the 
buried layer in the case o f sample M 2-an6 can be described with a model consisting o f 
one layer with “rough” interfaces.
When the dose is increased to 0.4 x 1018 0 + cm"2 (fig. 7.19) a tw o precipitate band 
structure appears, (as was seen for the 200 keV samples), in agreement with the FTIR  
and AES profiles seen in fig. 8.26. The shape o f  the FTIR  and AES profiles seen in fig. 
8.29 can also be supported by considering the XTEM  micrograph seen in fig. 7.20. The 
shape o f  the buried layer profile for the dose range between 0.1 and 1.8 x 1018 0 + cm’2, 
obtained by FTIR  and AES analysis and verified by XTEM  observations, can be 
explained when the m icrostructure and the oxygen profiles o f  the  corresponding 
unannealed samples are considered.
From the XTEM  micrographs o f the samples M 2-un and M 8-un in fig. 6.19a, and 
6.19b, respectively, we see that the area o f high strain (point S) which is so pronounced 
in fig. 6.19b is absent in 6.19a, as already discussed in §8.2.7. This high strain region can 
be considered to be a preferential oxygen nucleation site and so together w ith the natural 
site o f growth at the maximum o f the profile, tw o regions develop with higher oxygen 
content than their surrounding areas. This assumption is supported by correlating the 
depth and thickness o f  the tw o bands, to the depth at which the strained region and the 
maximum of the oxygen profile were situated in the unannealed state From fig. 7.19 the 
mean depth o f the upper and lower band is 1.76 and 2.02 pmm, w ith thicknesses o f 120 
and 200 nm, respectively. The strain region was at a depth o f 1.78 pm  (fig- 6.19b), while 
the profile maximum was found to be at 2.09 pm  (FTIR, Table 6.4). D ue to  the lack o f  a 
preferential nucleation site in sample M 2-an6 (the strain was not high because o f the 
small dose), the nucleation progressed homogeneously during annealing and a band o f 
randomly distributed precipitates was the outcome.
For sample M N 4-anl2  the oxygen profile seen in fig. 8.27 can be thought o f  as a 
natural evolution o f the profile seen for sample M8-an6. The shape is similar and only the 
oxygen content has increased for all three regions o f  the profile and especially for the 
middle, Si rich layer. It is considered that the tw o preferential nucleation sites still exist 
and so precipitates nucleate there first but due to  the higher (almost 3 times more 
oxygen) concentration than sample M8-an6, precipitates also grow  (homogeneously) in 
the Si rich region in between the two growth regions.
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For sample M N 3-an l2  the oxygen profile seen in fig. 8.29 is too  complex to  be 
thought o f as an evolution o f  the low er dose profiles. Considering the unannealed 
m icrostructure (fig. 6.19c) and oxygen profile (fig. 8.6), gives a better insight to the 
reasons behind the shape o f the annealed profile. From fig. 6.19c an amorphous region is 
evident, where the combination o f radiation damage and oxygen precipitation w ere 
enough to destroy the lattice continuity. The oxygen profile maximum though, is situated 
below that amorphous region, at a  depth o f  2.2 pm, where a highly dam aged region can 
be seen in the XTEM  micrograph.
So, tw o regions that would favour oxide nucleation and precipitation can be 
thought o f besides the profile maximum. The tw o others are the tw o  amorphous- 
crystalline interfaces at depths o f  1.81 and 2.11 pm. In between those three regions the 
oxygen concentration is high enough for nucleation and growth (hom ogeneous) to occur 
but not high enough to  eliminate all Si pockets, which after annealing grow  into Si 
islands. The depths o f the first oxygen rich region (1.93 pm ) after annealing does not 
correspond with the depth o f the first region thought o f as a preferential nucleation site. 
W e can only assume that the S i0 2 precipitates which grew at a depth o f  -1 .8  (.un have 
dissolved after the 12 h anneal and coalesced with other precipitates at 1.9 pm. The 
depths o f the second and third oxygen rich regions (2.13 and 2.31 pm ) can be related 
(accounting for a 5% error in thickness values) to  the deep a /c  interface and the profile 
maximum regions, respectively.
8.3.6 Comparison of results for annealed structures - FTIR evaluation
The methodology followed in §8.2.9 for the presentation and analysis o f  the comparison 
between results obtained by FTIR  and those acquired by o ther techniques is again 
adhered to, here. The three following figures show the relation o f the  values o f key 
parameters such as d Si (Si overlayer thickness), buried layer thickness and the retained 
dose obtained by FTIR  for both energies o f 200 keV and 2 M eV, to  values obtained by 
other techniques, for annealed samples.
Fig. 8.36 shows the comparison betw een the FTIR  rfSi values and those acquired by 
RBS, XTEM , SIMS (for 2 M eV  only) and AES (for 2 M eV only). W hen comparing to  
RBS the value o f  d Sl is underestim ated by FTIR  for the 200 keV  case, while such a trend 
does not exist for the high energy implants. The other techniques give values above and 
below the 1:1 line. In general, the differences are within the experimental errors o f
CH A PTER 8 - Discussion
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dgj (jam) by FTIR
Fig. 8.36: Comparison between the d Si values obtained by FTIR and other 
techniques for annealed Si samples implanted with 0 + ions at 200 keV and 2 MeV.
the various techniques. The D values can be seen in Table 8.6. F or RBS D is 6.4%  for 
the 200keV samples and 3.2% for the 2 M eV samples.
Fig. 8.37 shows the comparison between the FTIR  values for the buried layer 
thickness and those acquired by RBS, XTEM, SIMS (for 2 M eV only) and AES (for 2 
M eV only). All the values for the 200 keV case are overestimated by FTIR  when 
compared to RBS and XTEM  values, while this is not the case for the high energy. From 
the comparison with RBS the differences are within the experimental error for m ost 
samples, where for XTEM , AES and the one point from SIMS, this is not true. Again, 
the reason for the discrepancies should be looked for in the model taken for the FTIR  
fitting, where discrete layers with abrupt interfaces have been used. For the case o f  
SIMS, artefacts such as mixing and dilution o f recoiled oxygen in the material lying
Table 8.6: D values for d Sl for both energies of 200 keV and 2 MeV.
Technique RBS SIMS (2 M eV) AES(2 M eV) XTEM
D 4.8 % 2.1 % 2 % 6.7 %
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Fig. 8.37: Comparison between the buried layer thickness values obtained by FTIR 
and other techniques for annealed Si samples implanted with 0 + ions at 200 keV 
and 2 MeV.
below the actual buried layer, contribute to a w ider profile. The fact that the SIMS 
profiles are always wider than the FTIR ones verifies this point. The D  values can be 
seen in Table 8.7. For RBS D is 23% for the 200keV  samples and 5.5%  for the 2 M eV 
samples. The large difference for the 200 keV  case is again pointing tow ards a flaw in 
the models used, although good fits are obtained for these samples. The problem lies 
w ith the shape o f  the profile which can be only assumed. The fact that the differences are 
m ore pronounced for the 200 keV  case m ust have something to  do w ith the lack o f  
features such as fringes in the FTIR spectrum, as discussed in §8.2.9.
Fig. 8.38 shows the comparison between the FTIR, RBS, SIM S and AES values 
for the retained dose and those o f the nominal dose. Good agreem ent exists for FTIR,
Table 8.7: D values for the thickness of the buried layer for both energies of 200 
keV and 2 MeV.
Technique RBS SIMS (2 M eV) AES(2 M eV) X TEM
D 14.2 % 22.5 % 15 .6% 15 .2%
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200 keV & 2 MeV 0 + in Si, annealed
Nominal dose (x 1018cm '2)
Fig. 8.38: Comparison between the retained and nominal dose obtained by various 
techniques for annealed Si samples implanted with 0 + ions at 200 keV and 2 MeV.
while RBS overestimates (but within the errors o f the technique) some of the values, 
especially for the 2 M eV samples. The D values can be seen in Table 8.8. For FTIR D is 
1% for the 200 keV samples and 2.5%  for the 2 M eV samples, while for RBS these 
values are 3% and 4.4%, respectively.
Table 8.8: D values for the retained dose for both energies of 200 keV and 2 MeV.
Technique FTIR RBS AES(2 M eV) SIMS(2 M eV)
D 1.7% 3.7 % 1 % 6.5 %
To summarise, FTIR gave values for d St which were within the errors o f  the other 
techniques, and retained dose values with a small difference from the nominal dose. 
Again, as for the values for the FW HM  of the buried layer in the unannealed samples, the 
buried layer thickness values from FTIR  are less confident, especially in the case o f 200 
keV samples (D  value o f 23%).
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8.4.1 FTIR/RBS results - Method 1
Fig. 8.39 shows tw o refractive index depth profiles obtained by the best fits to the 
experimental FTIR spectra from samples 10 and D SI (see Table 4.5), shown in fig. 7.24 
and fig. 7.25.
8.4 SO I structures for buried optical waveguides
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Fig. 8.39 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTER 
reflectance spectra from samples 10 and DSI, presented in figures 7.24 and 7.25.
From the profile o f sample 10, one can see that the 6 h annealing produced a 
similar complex structure for the deep buried layer (2 M eV, 2.0 x 1018 0 + cm*2), as the 
12 h annealing did to sample M N 3-anl2  (fig. 8.28). All regions o f the deep layer have a 
value higher than 1.42 which we found to be the value for the annealed stoichiometric 
oxide (see §8.3.1). The 90 keV implant has a refractive index profile which is flat at the 
minimum value, indicating the formation o f stoichiometric S i0 2. The value o f the flat 
region is 1.44 in accordance to the values found for as-implanted stoichiometric S i0 2 
layers for 200 keV and 2 M eV implants.
The (tj) profile for sample D SI (after the fourth step, a further 1300°C, 6 h anneal), 
has significantly changed for both implants. For the shallow layer (90 keV implant) a
2 MeV + 90 keV
2 .0 x 1 018O+crrf2 + 0 . 8 x 1 0  loCTcm18/-n+___-2
sample 10 
sample DS1
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2 M eV  + 90 keV
Depth (pm)
Fig. 8.40 : Depth profiles of the oxygen concentration for sample DS1, obtained by 
FTIR (dotted line) and RBS (solid line) analysis, compared to that of the 
Spreading Resistance (dashed line).
buried layer has clearly formed with a refractive index value o f 1.42, the value o f the 
annealed stoichiometric SIM OX oxide. The profile also contains an area o f high 
refractive index, close to the back interface. It is assumed that this is an area o f Si islands.
The further annealing changed the 2 M eV refractive index profile, too. All areas 
o f the profile now have a lower value, while the thickness o f the overall profile has 
decreased by 75 nm. The (/?) values though for the oxygen rich regions (around 1.6) are 
still not close to 1.42, indicating that these regions are not homogeneous, but still contain 
a small amount of Si.
In fig. 8.40 a comparison o f  oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR 
and RBS analysis (spectrum seen in fig. 7.29) for sample DS1, is presented, together 
with the spreading resistance depth profile.
From fig. 8.40 it can be seen from the FTIR and RBS profiles that the thickness o f 
the deep buried layer is similar (0.52 p,m) but the thickness o f the shallow buried layer 
differs by 0.12 pm (0.313 to 0.186 pm). RBS does not give any indication o f structure at 
the top o f the profiles, in contrast to FTIR which informs o f  a possible Si island region in
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Fig. 8.41 : Refractive index depth profiles obtained after the analysis of FTIR 
reflectance spectra from samples DS2 (solid line), presented in fig. 7.26, and DS3 
(dotted line), presented in fig. 7.27.
the shallow buried layer and five regions o f varying oxygen content in the deep buried 
layer. Within the uncertainty o f  FTIR (±5 x IO20 cm '3) no S i0 2 precipitates exist in the 
buried Si layer in-between the tw o buried layers. Possibly, a more sensitive technique, 
such as SIMS would have to  be employed in order to find out the actual oxygen 
concentration in this area.
An indication o f what else except precipitates might exist in the buried Si layer is 
given from the SRP profile. The resistance value in this layer is lower than the value for 
the bulk Si substrate. The same phenomenon has been seen in fig. 8.35 for the 2 M eV 
implanted sample. The widths (taken at half-maximum) o f the highly resistive profiles 
corresponding to the tw o buried layers are smaller (0.36 pm and 0.1 pm ) than those 
given by FTIR (0.52 and 0.31 pm). It is seen that the buried layers, although containing 
areas with Si islands in them, are highly resistive. From fig. 8.40 it can be assumed that 
the deep buried layer and the buried Si layer, are not affected by the 90 keV implantation 
in any way.
In fig. 8.41 two refractive index depth profiles obtained by the best fits to the
- 2 MeV + 90 keV
co = 3000 cm '1
sample DS2 
sample DS3
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2 M eV  +  90  keV
Depth (i+m)
Fig. 8.42 : Depth profiles of the oxygen concentration for sample DS2, obtained by 
FTIR (dotted line) and RBS (solid line) analysis, compared to that of the 
Spreading Resistance (dashed line).
experimental FTIR spectra from samples DS2 and DS3 (Table 4.5), shown in fig. 7.26 
and 7.27, can be seen.
The refractive index profile for the shallow buried layer for sample DS2 matches 
the profile for DS1, while the deep buried layer resembles the profile obtained from 
sample M 8-an6 (seen in fig. 8.25) with the characteristic tw o band structure. From the 
profile o f sample DS3 it can be seen that the shallow buried layer has now a uniform 
distribution with a value o f 1.42, indicating a stoichiometric S i0 2 layer with no Si islands. 
The Si overlayer though has been reduced to 25 nm (Table 7.15). The profile o f  the deep 
buried layer is the same as that o f sample DS1.
In fig. 8.42 a comparison o f oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by FTIR 
and RBS analysis (spectrum seen in fig. 7.30) for sample DS2, is presented, together 
with the spreading resistance depth profile.
Comparing the FTIR with the RBS profiles a poor agreement can be seen. For the 
profile o f the deep buried layer, the reasons put forward to explain the differences 
between the FTIR and RBS profiles presented in fig. 8.33 for sample M 8-an6 can be 
used again here. The wide RBS profiles seen here and at fig. 8.40 for the shallow buried
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layer are due to the poor depth resolution o f the RBS (200 nm at 2 pm).
Considering the SRP profile, the m ost apparent feature is the absence o f a high 
resistance deep buried layer. This points to the conclusion that the precipitate bands seen 
by FTIR  are not continuous. The Si which exists in the bands forms big enough holes in 
the S i0 2 to  allow for the resistivity o f the region to  have similar values as bulk Si. It is 
clear that a higher dose is necessaiy for the 2 M eV implant for an insulating buried layer 
to  be created. It is seen that the value o f the resistance actually becomes low er than that 
o f the bulk Si for a depth corresponding to  the deeper precipitate band. This drop o f 
resistance could be explained if  a conduction enhancement mechanism such as the one 
operating at the interfaces o f grain boundaries is considered [447 ]. On the other hand 
the increased conductivity observed previously for the buried Si layer cannot be seen 
here.
The implantation and annealing sequence followed during the fabrication of 
samples D S I, D S2 and DS3 does not allow any oxygen diffusion to take place. Sample 
D S I is close to  having an ideal structure, where fully depleted devices could be 
fabricated on the thin Si overlayer while waveguiding could be achieved in the buried Si 
layer underneath. Problems will occur with the waveguiding loss through the Si buried 
layer since in order to  obtain good quality, (<1 dB/cm) single mode waveguiding the Si 
thickness should be ^  2 pm  and the deep buried layer should be homogeneous [448 ]. 
Sample DS2 can not be considered at all for waveguiding since a deep uniform buried 
layer has not formed, while sample DS3, which would probably be able to support 
waveguiding has a very thin Si overlayer and is not suitable for device fabrication.
F or the three samples, the thickness o f the in-between Si layer, varies from 1.50 to 
1.56 pm, while that o f  the shallow S i0 2 layer, varies from 0.18 to  0.34 pm  and the Si 
overlayer thickness, has values from 0.025 to  0.16 pm. W ith these dimensions in mind it 
becomes apparent that depending on the particular needs o f the specific application, ion 
beam synthesis is a technique that can be used to fabricate a wide range o f complex 
structures. Depending on the thickness, one could have either a completely isolated dual 
waveguide or a completely or partly coupled dual waveguiding structure. Taking also in 
mind that waveguiding losses are dependent on the Si waveguiding layer thickness as 
well as its crystallinity and interfacial properties, the ion beam synthesis capability to 
produce thick, bulk Si-like quality, Si layers becomes technologically very important.
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8.4.2 FTIR/RBS results - Method 2
Fig. 8.43 shows a comparison o f oxygen concentration depth profiles obtained by 
FTIR (fig. 7.28) and RBS (fig. 7.31) analysis for sample DS4, together with the 
Spreading resistance depth profile.
Depth (pm)
Fig. 8.43 : Depth profiles of the oxygen concentration of sample DS4, obtained by 
FTIR (dotted line), and RBS (dashed line) analysis, compared to that of the 
Spreading Resistance (solid line).
Comparing the widths o f the FTIR  to the RBS (taken at half-maximum) profiles, 
great differences can be seen for both shallow (0.158 and 0.38 pm ) and deep (0.244 and
0.58 pm ) buried layers. The depths at which the profiles are situated though, are 
comparable to each other. As discussed before, the RBS profiles are wider than the FTIR 
ones due to the poor depth resolution (here for 1.4 M eV  H* beam it is around 200 nm). 
Nevertheless, the FTIR and RBS obtained oxygen concentration values at the top o f  the 
profiles for the buried layers are in very good agreement. The values o f oxygen 
concentration for the shallow and deep buried layers do not reach the stoichiometric 
level, but are 3 and 2 x 1022 cm'3, respectively. W e conclude that Si islands make up for 
the 35% and 55% o f the content for the shallow and deep buried layers, respectively.
From the SRP for sample DS4, it can be seen that the shallow buried layer
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although not uniform, is highly resistive as a whole, with quite abrupt interfaces. This 
suggests that a continuous buried layer has been form ed, despite the dose being relatively 
low. For the deep layer a quite broad, Gaussian-shaped resistance profile is seen. The 
shape o f the curve leads us to believe that no continuous buried layer, but rather that 
large S i0 2 precipitates have formed, which although close together do not form a 
continuous, high resistance (dielectric) layer. The fact that the resistance o f  the Si 
overlayer as well as that o f the in-between Si layer are lower than that o f the bulk Si 
substrate, leads us to assume that a doping mechanism has been activated during 
annealing. This effect could be explained i f  the generation o f thermal or new  donors 
during the cooling down period (whose rate was sufficiently low), is taken into account 
[127]. The SRP data confirm our assumption that the Si optical constants were 
som ew hat different to those o f pure c-Si (see fig. 7.28). The presence o f free carriers in 
the Si overlayer and the Si buried layer w ould result in an increases value o f the 
extinction coefficient and this can have a big influence on the IR  reflectance.
8.4.3 X T E M  results - M ethod 2 (th ree  fab rica tio n  steps)
From  fig. 7.32 it can be seen that the assum ption that Si islands are present in the shallow 
buried layer was correct. This layer is made up o f tw o  regions, the upper one being still 
in the stage o f coalescence. This could be attributed to  the presence o f  an amorphous 
layer in the unannealed sample (fig. 6.20). The region o f interest in the annealed sample 
is at a similar depth (mean depth 3180 nm) w here the amorphous to  crystalline interface 
was in the unannealed sample (3100 nm). The amorphous layer has successfully 
recrystallised after annealing but the interface was a preferential nucleation and growth 
site and possibly at some distance from the oxidation front o f the main buried layer. 
During the 12 hours o f high tem perature annealing the precipitates which grew  at these 
tw o sites had enough time to coalesce but not enough time to form an abrupt interface 
w ith the Si overlayer.
For the deep buried layer, tw o bands o f  precipitates can be seen in the X TEM  
micrograph (fig. 7.32). This is a clear indication that the dose o f 1 x 1018 0 + cm'2 was not 
high enough to create a uniform, homogeneous buried layer. It also becomes evident that the 
FT IR  model o f a single buried layer is not realistic. In our calculations we assumed that no 
free carriers are present in the Si layers (see §5.2.2), but as was seen by SRP, a doping 
mechanism was activated during annealing. W e conclude that the difference between the 
actual and calculated Si optical constants, resulted in a “non-ideal” best fit model.
CHAPTER 8 - Discussion
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C h a p t e r  9
CHAPTER 9 - Conclusions
C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  s u g g e s t i o n s  f o r  f u t u r e  w o r k
9.1 Preamble
The purpose o f this project has been twofold: firstly, to  develop FTIR  reflectance 
spectroscopy as a suitable technique for the quantitative characterisation o f SOI 
multilayer structures and secondly, to use it in combination with other techniques, such 
as RBS/Channelling, XTEM , SIMS, AES and SRP, to  investigate the evolution and 
structure of novel SOI materials.
In order to  evaluate the FTIR from a range o f SO I/SIM OX samples, w e needed to  
compare the results with data obtained by other techniques. F or this reason, many 
SIM OX samples were fabricated with a wide range o f layer thickness and one or tw o 
buried oxide layers.
W e have shown that, given an “a priori” knowledge o f the structure o f  the sample, 
in order to predict the initial structural model, FTIR can be used as a non-invasive, fast, 
and inexpensive, quality and assurance control m ethod for characterising SOI structures. 
A foresight o f the sample’s structure can be obtained either from the literature or more 
usually in these experiments from prior RBS/Channelling experiments.
Novel SOI materials, such as high energy and double SIM OX structures were 
fabricated and characterised during the course o f this work. For the annealed samples, 
the oxygen profiles and m icrostructure revealed by the different techniques, have been 
explained in terms o f the growth and interaction o f defects and S i0 2 precipitates before 
and during annealing.
W e have shown that particular combinations o f oxygen dose, annealing 
temperature and time, which for standard SIM OX is a successful recipe for the 
fabrication o f a continuous, stoichiometric S i0 2 buried layer, does not w ork  in high 
energy SIMOX. It was found that increasing the annealing tim e improved the 
homogeneity o f the buried layer. W e believe that an increase o f  both the oxygen dose 
and the annealing tem perature would result in higher quality buried oxide layers. These 
requirements, make the fabrication o f high energy SIM OX substrates a slow and 
expensive procedure, with little chance o f becoming, commercially viable in the future.
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9.2 Developm ent and application o f  F T IR
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In this project w e have developed and commissioned a software package that is used to 
convert FTIR  spectral information into composition depth profiles o f  SOI materials. The 
simulation o f spectra was done by using an appropriate initial structural model, chosen 
on the basis o f  RB S/Channelling data and/or other information from the literature. The 
parameters which defined the model o f  the SOI sample were then modified by using a 
regression analysis routine to  fit the calculated to  the experimental spectrum, which 
resulted in a set o f “best fit” param eters and a value for the biased estim ator (Q2) o f  the 
fit quality for the model. W hen the Q2 value was considered high (see §1.3 and §5.2.5) 
more detail was introduced into the model (see §5.2.3) and the calculated spectrum was 
again fitted and a new Q2 value obtained. This procedure was repeated until w e were 
satisfied that no further significant improvements to  the Q2 greater than AQ2=QC2 (see 
§1.3) could be achieved. W hen tw o models had a Q2 value equal or less than Qc2 then the 
sim pler model was chosen as our “best fit” model.
Both unannealed and annealed samples o f conventional (200 keV ) and novel (2 - 
9 MeV, double structure) SIM OX substrates, have been analysed.
W e have shown that FTIR  can be used to determine both the oxygen (or S i0 2) 
content and also the crystal quality o f  the Si overlayer and buried layer regions. In the 
buried layer, FTIR results are complementary to  those o f RBS/Channelling, since with 
FTIR the amount o f (am orphous) S i0 2 can be distinguished from that o f a -S i, in a region 
where they are mixed together. To do so requires input from RBS/Channelling 
experiments to confirm that the tw o phases exist in the first place. In the Si overlayer 
region too, FTIR  results can give an estimate o f the crystal quality, which is comparable 
to the Xmh value from RBS/Channelling, although not as sensitive (see §8.2.4 and fig. 
8.15).
From the fit procedure the refractive index depth profile is determined, with few 
assumptions being necessaiy, how ever it is necessary to assume the shape o f  the profile 
(half-Gaussians, exponential, linear) o f graded (;n), or individual, abrupt layers o f 
constant (n ) or a combination o f both. Then, the (/?) depth profiles are converted into 
S i0 2 content and subsequently to  oxygen volume concentration. The largest errors, 
depend on the assumption that the EM A  model (see §5.2.4) is correct for the particular 
sample, and also that the S i0 2 has a well defined density (see §5.2.4). Finally, w e have
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shown that the technique can be used to quantify the macroscopic roughness o f  the 
interfaces (see §8.3.2 and Table 8.2).
The experimental errors inherent in the raw FTIR  spectra also impose an 
uncertainty in the values for the best fit parameters. The overall uncertainty for layer 
thickness values is ±2 nm, while for interfacial regions thickness it is ±5 nm. The 
uncertainty in the calculated refractive index is ±0.014. From the uncertainty in the («) 
values, a corresponding uncertainty in the v i (±1%) and N 0 (±5 xlO 20 cm'3) values occur 
(see §5.2.4). From that, it follows that the lowest implanted oxygen dose that can be 
resolved (Gaussian profile) with FTIR (sensitivity o f the technique) is 2 x 1016 0 + cm '2. 
The error on N0 due to a S i0 2 density variation o f 0.1, is 2 x 1021 cm'3. The errors 
associated to the fit procedure were smaller by about 25%  to 50% than the uncertainty 
values due to experimental errors. Especially for the values o f the r.m.s. height o f 
surface/interface roughness the fit procedure generated error was about 50% o f the best 
fit param eter values. The great asset o f the FTIR analysis is that the errors in the 
thickness and refractive index values are not dependent on depth, since the penetration 
depth in the spectral range used in this work is well over the thickness o f the examined 
structures.
To put the FTIR results into a perspective we compared them with results 
obtained from other techniques and theory.
For the unannealed samples the range parameters R  and A R p obtained by FTIR
for the three energies (90, 200 keV and 2 MeV), were compared to values from TRJM 92 
and for 2 M eV to values from experimental methods such as X-ray analysis [169] and 
N R A  [178] (see §8.2.2.2, fig. 8.8). Compared to TRIM , FTIR  overestimates both the R p
values for all three energies (by about 5%), and the 2 M eV ARp value (by 11%), while
for 90 and 200 keV it underestimates AR p by about 25%. Compared to  the literature for
2 M eV, both R p and AR p FTIR values lies between (differences between 1% and 7%)
the values given by X-ray analysis and NRA.
For the unannealed samples the Rmax and FW HM  o f the profiles were compared 
between FTIR, and other experimental techniques used in this work, such as RBS, AES 
and SIMS as well as IRIS code (see §8.2.9, fig. 8.17 and 8.18). It was found that, the 
Rmax values from FTIR were “scattered” by no more than 5% between the RBS, SIMS 
and IRIS values for 200 keV and by no more than 4%  between the RBS, AES and SIMS
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values for 2 M eV (see fig. 8.17). The FW HM  values from FT IR  are in general, higher 
than those o f RBS, IRIS and SIMS for 200 keV  and lower than the values o f RBS, AES 
and SIMS for 2 M eV  (see fig. 8.18). The above trend points to a depth dependent error 
in the values o f the FW HM  o f the buried layer which was not the case for the value o f 
Rmax. The mean value o f the relative difference, betw een FTIR  and the o ther techniques 
for both energies, D (see §8.2.9), ranged betw een 10% and 20% , depending on the 
technique (see Table 8.3).
F or the annealed samples, the Si overlayer (<7Si) and the buried layer thickness 
w ere compared between FTIR  and other techniques such as RBS, XTEM , AES and 
SIMS (see §8.3.6, fig. 8.36 and 8.37). Com pared to  RBS, FTIR  underestim ates ds\ for 
200 keV  (by 6%), while for 2 M eV  the FTIR  values are “scattered” betw een the RBS 
values. The same random behaviour exists w hen comparing FTIR  values to  those o f  
XTEM , AES and SIMS for both energies (see fig. 8.36). The buried layer thickness 
values from FTIR are, for 200 keV, low er than those o f RBS and XTEM , while for 2 
M eV  they are “scattered” between the values o f  all the other techniques. The trend for 
the 200 keV  samples again points to  a possible increase o f error in the determination o f 
the thickness o f the buried layer when dealing with thin film SIM OX substrates. The D 
value for both energies, ranged between 15% and 20% , depending on the technique (see 
Table 8.7).
The retained dose for samples before and after annealing obtained by FTIR, RBS,
AES and SIMS was compared to  the nominal dose for both energies, see fig. 8.19 and 
fig. 8.38, respectively. For the unannealed samples, the retained dose is underestimated 
by FTIR for the 200 keV, high dose samples, w hile for all other samples it is given within 
a 5% margin. F or the annealed samples, the retained dose obtained by FTIR, is 
“scattered” between the nominal dose values for both energies by no m ore than 3%.
The overall shape o f  the profile that was determined from FTIR  was in good 
agreement with those from RBS, AES or SIM S for unannealed samples. It was very 
successful (sensitivity was 2 x 1021 O cm'3 over a 100 nm thick layer, or 1 x 1022 O cm"3 
over a 20 nm thick layer) in identifying regions o f  low S i0 2 content in the buried layer o f 
annealed samples, and compared favourably with AES, X TEM  and H e+ RBS. W e 
conclude that it is not possible with FTIR  to  predict the expected m icrostructure, 
especially in the buried layer. Dislocations betw een precipitate bands o f an areal density 
in the order o f 109~1010 cm '2 do not cause any detectable differences in the reflectance
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spectrum.
In conclusion, FTIR can be used as an inexpensive (about a quarter o f  the price 
for an RBS machine), fast (total analysis time for a sample can easily be below 30 min), 
quantitative, non-destructive, quality and assurance control m ethod for the 
characterisation o f  SOI substrates. FTIR offers ±2 nm accuracy in layer thicknesses and 
±5 nm in interfacial region thicknesses, over a wide (0.5 to >10p,m) depth range, while 
for shallower depths an error o f 15% on average is likely. FTIR  gives Si thickness values 
which differ by 5%, and buried layer or interfacial region thickness values which differ by 
10% to 20% from values obtained by other techniques. The sensitivity to  oxygen content 
variations is down to 5 x 102° O cm'3 for the top o f  a Gaussian profile, and 1 x 1022 O 
cm '3 over a 20 nm thick layer.
9.2 Material characterisation
In this work novel SOI materials, such as high energy and double SIM OX 
structures were fabricated and characterised using the techniques o f FTIR  reflectance 
spectroscopy, RBS/Channelling, XTEM , AES, SIMS and SRP. W e present below the 
main conclusions to come out from our investigations.
U n a n n e a le d  s tru c tu re s .  A difference in the n(Rmax) values for the 3.8 and 9 M eV 
samples, resulting to a more peaked profile, is an indication that this model might not be 
applicable with the same accuracy in these high energy samples.
It has been shown here that swelling is the effect that is dominant, not only for 200 
keV but for 2 MeV, too. D ue to  this fact, the oxygen profiles seem to move deeper with 
increasing dose for both energies. W e find that the oxygen profile does not change when 
the implantation temperature is varied between LNT and 700°C, but that the implantation 
tem perature affects strongly the damage in the overlayer and the in region o f the buried 
layer.
Damage in the Si overlayer and the buried layer was analysed by RBS/Channelling 
for the 200 keV samples implanted over a wide range o f doses and at tem peratures 
between 200 and 700°C. It was seen that the critical dose to amorphise the target at the 
maximum of the damage profile for the tem perature range 400 to 700°C is -0 .7  x 1018
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0 + cm '2. For lower tem peratures a smaller dose was sufficient to create an amorphous 
buried layer (0.2 x 1018 0 + cm'2 at 200°C). The conclusion is that at high tem peratures 
radiation damage in combination with a sufficient amount o f precipitates amorphisation 
can be seen.
Values for the refractive index o f the stoichiometric buried oxide w ere obtained, 
for S i0 2 synthesised at different implantation temperatures. The (11)  values w ere found to  
decrease with increasing Tj. For LNT it was 1.46±0.014, for R T 1.455±0.014 and for 
700°C 1.44±0.014 (all at 3000 cm '1), see Table 9.1. They never reach the bulk S i0 2 level 
o f 1.41, from which we conclude that the S i0 2 bond network is strained even after high 
temperature implantation.
A n n e a l e d  s tru c tu res .  The appearance o f a two-precipitate-band structure was seen in 
samples implanted at 200 keV  and also fo r 2 and 9 MeV. The results presented in this 
thesis are conclusive about the origin o f the tw o band structure. W e correlated the depth 
o f the positions o f the two bands after annealing to the depths at which the region o f high 
strain (identified by XTEM ) and the maximum o f the oxygen concentration (offered with 
accuracy by FTIR) were seen in the unannealed sample. The agreem ent in the depth 
values is in the order o f  5% which is within the XTEM  error.
W e conclude that damage or amorphous/crystalline interfaces act as preferential 
nucleation and growth sites for S i0 2, affecting the progress o f the coalescence process, 
and therefore longer tim e (or higher annealing temperature) are needed to  dissolve all the 
precipitates which nucleated and grow  on these sites. Therefore, the dam age in the Si 
overlayer and buried layer during implantation, plays an important role in controlling the 
time-dependant behaviour o f the system during high temperature (1300°C) annealing.
The refractive index o f  the stoichiometric buried oxide annealed for 6 or 12 hours
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Table 9.1: FTIR obtained values for the refractive index of stoichiometric S i0 2 
formed by oxygen ion implantation into Si.
Unannealed Unannealed Unannealed Annealed Bulk S i0 2
T rL N T T r R T Tr=700°C Ta=1300°C (6-12h)
Refractive index 1.46 1.455 1.44 1.42 1.411
at 3000 cm '1 ±0.014 ±0.014 ±0.014 ±0.014
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at 1300°C was found to  be the same in both 90 keV and 200 keV  implants with a value 
o f 1.42. The (w) value is lower than those for the unannealed stoichiometric S i0 2, but it 
does not reach the bulk S i0 2 level o f 1.41 from which we conclude that strain is still 
present.
D o u b l e  S I M O X  s tru c tu re s .  In this project the formation o f novel S i/S i02 multilayer 
structures using SIM OX technology has been reported. Tw o methods o f preparing 
double SIM OX structure were investigated. M ethod 1 comprised o f 4 alternating steps 
o f implantation and annealing while method 2 exploited the possibility o f avoiding the 
intermediate annealing step between the tw o implants. It was shown that the extra 
annealing step can be omitted, since no movement o f oxygen was seen after the only 
anneal for m ethod 2. The total annealing time was 12 hours for both methods, but with 
m ethod 2 both implants can be performed sequentially without removing the sample from 
the implantation chamber. N o difference for the Si layers quality was seen between the 
samples prepared by the two methods.
The structures were formed to investigate the suitability o f SIM OX technology for 
the formation o f Si waveguiding structures. The intermediate Si layer as well as the top 
Si overlayer are o f high crystal quality. For 3.8 M eV O* implantation into Si a dose o f  1 
x 1018 cm'2 is adequate to form a continuous, highly resistive, buried layer, while for the 
9 M eV  case a higher dose is necessary. Both Si layers in sample DS4 (see Table 4.6) 
could be used as waveguiding layers for IR  wavelengths (1.523 jxm), as they are o f high 
crystal quality. All the “optical” Si - S i0 2 interfaces are found to be abrupt and so, one o f 
the basic conditions for high quality waveguiding characteristics has been met. 
M easurements o f the waveguiding losses, giving a high value o f 18 dB/cm have been 
undertaken and are presented in Appendix A.
9.3 Suggestions for future work
In this project we have developed software and evaluated FTIR  as a characterisation tool 
for SO I substrates, and we have applied it to characterise conventional and also highly 
novel SOI structures. W e have also characterised these novel substrates with several 
other techniques such as RBS/Channelling, XTEM , AES, SIMS and SRP. Preliminary 
studies o f  waveguiding in our novel samples have also been performed (Appendix A).
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W e give now some of aspects o f our w ork which still present some difficulty o r 
need further attention. In order to m eet the requirements o f data processing, the 
com puter code had to  become longer and m ore sophisticated as well as m ore easy to  use 
than the code which existed in Thessaloniki before the project started. It would benefit 
from som e refinements, especially to  the user, interface, including an improved “user 
friendly” param eter-input system. Graphics, showing the theoretical and experimental 
spectra during the iterations would make the programme much more informative for the 
newcomer. The input-parameter part o f the code was constructed having SIM OX 
material in mind and in order to  be able to  use it for other materials modifications will 
have to  be made. Additionally, further w ork is needed at the University o f Thessaloniki 
to test the programme.
W e have limited our optical analysis to the transparent region o f the spectrum since 
our object was to analyse the interference fringes. Further w ork is required in order to  
analyse the S i0 2 reststrahlen bands in the far-IR. Information on the nature o f the S i0 2 
could then be achieved by fitting that region o f the spectrum. Knowledge o f  the 
structure, offered in this thesis, will be o f  great advantage to future workers, since the 
only unknown parameters for his/her model would then be those o f the vibrational bands.
Ways to  improve the sensitivity o f the technique, would be to design better sample 
holders, which would enable a better R  accuracy to  be obtained, and to  use more refined 
effective medium models for the conversion o f the refractive index values to  S i0 2 
content, as well as the use o f a more accurate estimate o f the density o f the SIM OX 
produced S i0 2 material. An additional way to impose more constraints in the fitting 
procedure would be to measure the reflectance under more than one angles o f incidence 
and demand that all experimental data sets are fitted using the same model.
It is apparent that high energy SIM OX could be used in a wide range o f 
applications. Before that takes place though, specific problems have to  be solved, both 
from a technological point o f  view and from the materials science aspect. The low ion 
beam current that today’s high energy implanters o f can achieve necessitates long 
implantation times for the high doses required for the formation o f a buried layer. This 
leads to high costs and is the m ost discouraging technological factor for the extensive 
study o f high energy SIMOX. So, the way forw ard would be to  have a higher beam 
current in combination with sample holders specially designed to dissipate heat coming 
from the power loading o f the high energy beam.
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From our results it is clear that for high energy SIMOX, even 12 hours at 1300°C 
are still not enough for the fabrication o f buried S i0 2 layers with a quality similar to  
those o f conventional SIM OX substrates. W e propose that the oxygen dose should be 
increased, and annealing at 1405°C should be considered, as it will reduce the annealing 
time needed. For the fabrication o f  double SIM OX structures, we have been shown that 
the tim e saved by following method 2 is significant and future w orkers should employ 
this approach.
Evaluation o f the existing and future samples o f  their suitability for waveguides 
could be carried out. Preliminary results obtained from our double structures, show some 
promise although the best value o f propagation loss was as high as 18 dB/cm (see 
Appendix A). Another way to  fabricate double S i/S i02 structures would be to  use 
BESO I material with a deep (say, at 10 p,m) S i0 2 layer and on that synthesise by high 
energy SIM OX another S i0 2 layer (say at 3 |.im). Alternatively, by oxidising the surface 
o f the BESOI sample, a waveguiding S i0 2/S i/S i02 structure would also be obtained. 
Examining in detail the waveguiding characteristics o f such novel structures is a w ork for 
the future.
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APPENDIX A - Optical Waveguidin
O p t i c a l  w a v e g u i d i n g  i n  n o v e l  S I M O X  s t r u c t u r e s
A .l Introduction
In §7.6 and §8.4 we presented, described and discussed experimental results from 
novel SOI structures to be used as optical waveguides. Here we present and discuss 
preliminary results regarding the waveguiding losses o f the produced samples. In §2.2.6 
w e have seen that workers have produced waveguiding structures using a combination o f 
SIM OX substrates and epitaxially deposited Si layers. The additional processing step o f 
Si epitaxy can be avoided by producing double SIM OX structures for waveguiding, such 
as those presented in this thesis. The nature o f  ion beam synthesis permits the accurate 
control of the thickness o f the individual layers through the ion energy and ion dose.
A2. Background
The basic method o f determining waveguide loss at a given wavelength, is to 
introduce a monochromatic beam with known optical power into one end o f  the 
waveguide and measure the optical pow er emerging from the other end. M ethods of 
coupling to the waveguide include, among others, the use o f prism couplers and direct or 
end-fire coupling. Optical fibres, detectors and lasers are conveniently coupled using the 
latter method. End-fire coupling excitation o f waveguides requires the parallel edge faces 
o f  the waveguide sample to be o f a high optical quality. A reliable m ethod to achieve this 
is to mechanically polish the edge faces o f the samples, so that the input and output faces 
are flat and parallel.
The waveguide loss in dB/cm is given by: (I-F)K/L, where I is the insertion loss o f 
the sample waveguide, F is the Fresnel reflection loss at the air/Si interfaces, K  is the loss 
due to the modal mismatch between the input laser and the waveguide mode, that is the 
m ode overlap coupling efficiency, and L  is the test sample length in cm. The insertion 
loss, I, can be determined from  the ratio o f  the photodetector current Pi when there is no
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Table A.1 : Samples measured for waveguiding losses and results obtained.
Samples M 3-20-anl2  M N 2-3.8-anl2 D SI DS2 /  M N 2-9-anl2 DS3 DS4
Losses (dB/cm) 18 20 18 N o waveguiding 21 20
waveguide sample present to  the photodetector current P D when the sample is present as: 
I =  10 log (Pi/Po). The coupling efficiency is dependent on the degree o f  overlap between 
the electric field o f the guided m ode and the exciting m ode o f  the input beam. The results 
are converted to propagation loss values by assuming a 100% net overlap, since the 
waveguides are predicted to  be highly multi-mode. The conversion also required the 
subtraction o f the Fresnel reflection o f the two waveguide endfaces, which is calculated 
to be 3.22 dB assuming a normally incident beam. These two assumptions lead to  a slight 
overestimate o f the propagation loss o f the waveguides.
A3. Experimental
The experimental details are described in the thesis by Rickman [449 ] and published 
work such as ref. [197] and ref. [201]. Typical sample size was 8 mm x 4 mm. The TE 
polarised source consisted o f  a  1.523 pm IReNe gas laser. Quoted values in this w ork 
represent the maximum propagation loss. The measurements and the analysis were kindly 
carried out by A. Kewell at the University o f Surrey. A  list o f  the samples (see Tables 4.3 
- 4.6) measured can be seen in Table A .l.
A4. Results and discussion
For samples D S I, DS3, M 3-20-anl2  and M N 2-3.8-anl2, waveguiding was 
observed, with loss values calculated to  be between 18 and 21 dB/cm, as can be seen in 
Table A .l. For sample DS4, waveguiding has been observed, but only for one o f  the Si 
buried layers, with a loss value o f  around 20 dB/cm. Values for the waveguiding loss 
were not obtained for samples D S2 and M N 2-9-anl2, since no signal was able to be 
collected.
Having analysed all the above samples with a variety o f techniques, it is possible to 
explain m ost o f the above results. Samples DS2 and M N 2-9-anl2  had a non-continuous
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deep buried layer, which should be no effective barrier to the light. Samples D S l and M3 
had two and one, continuous buried layers, respectively, providing sufficient confinement 
to  the IR  light. Sample DS3 had a thicker shallow S i0 2 layer than D S l, which reduced 
the thickness o f the buried, waveguiding Si layer. Since thickness o f the layer is a crucial 
factor for good waveguiding, the higher waveguiding loss value o f sample DS3 can be 
understood. Finally, D S4 contained a deep buried layer which was non-continuous, 
although its shallow layer was. Tw o signals w ere expected to be seen coming out o f  the 
sample, but instead only one was detected. This is waveguiding occurring in the top 
waveguiding Si layer, the Si overlayer, as the same loss value obtained from sample 
M N 2-3.8-anl2  confirms. W e conclude that the confinement in the buried Si layer was 
not enough to support waveguiding.
A5. Conclusions
W aveguiding was observed in samples D S l, DS3, DS4, M 3-20-an l2  and MN2~
3.8-anl2 . Despite the fact that the waveguiding loss values were too  high for 
applications, where values o f 1 dB/cm or low er are required, they are promising. A 
further improvement o f the quality o f  the high energy buried layers, would improve the 
waveguiding. The S i/S i02 interfaces need to  becom e more abrupt, to achieve maximum 
internal reflection. The quality o f  the Si was always at bulk levels and so, any 
contributions o f defect scattering to  the losses has to  be excluded. A possible way to  
achieve lower waveguiding losses w ould be to  increase the implanted doses, to  increase 
the implants’ energy difference in order to  have Si waveguiding layers thicker than 2 pm 
(as in sample DS4) and to increase the annealing temperature or time.
A p p e n d i x  B  
F o u r i e r  T r a n s f o r m  s p e c t r o s c o p y
A standard technique for visible light spectroscopy is to use a black-body source with a 
dispersive grating spectrometer as the wavelength selector. IR  gratings are easy to design 
and manufacture, especially at the longer wavelengths, so grating spectroscopy ought to  
be an obvious choice for the IR. B ut the IR  power available from a black body is small, 
especially at the veiy long wavelengths useful to  characterise impurities, lattice modes 
and free carriers in semiconductors. Grating spectroscopy does not make the m ost 
effective use o f the limited IR power, although it gives good results when used with care. 
Fourier transform IR  spectroscopy makes more efficient use o f the available pow er and 
so it is now the dominant method. Fourier spectroscopy has developed in the 1970's in a 
very useful technique especially for workers on IR, FIR  and nuclear resonance [450 ]. 
FTS also uses a black body source, but replaces the dispersive grating spectrom eter with 
a Michelson interferometer. This gives the Fourier transform o f the desired spectrum, 
known as the interferogram. The interferogram requires extensive com puter 
manipulation to yield the desired intensity versus wavenumber spectrum, but the Fourier 
method gives a much higher signal-to-noise ratio than does grating spectroscopy. One 
reason is the Fellgett advantage [451 ], which states that the signal-to-noise ratio is 
higher when many wavelengths are measured simultaneously, as in FTS, than w hen one 
wavelength is measured at a time, as in dispersive spectroscopy. The second reason is the 
Jacquinot or throughput advantage [452 ], which means that high resolution can be 
attained by FTS without using narrow slits, whereas in conventional spectroscopy there 
is always a trade-off between resolution and the amount o f light reaching the sample.
The basic process in FTIR spectroscopy is light wave interference. In the M ichelson 
interferometer shown in fig. B .l ,  radiation leaves the source and reaches the beam 
splitter (BS). Part o f the beam passes through the BS and is reflected from a fixed m irror 
M l, whereas another part is reflected from the BS and then from m irror M 2, which is 
movable. As M 2 moves, it changes the difference in length A between the paths the tw o 
light beams traverse. W hen the beams recombine they produce an intensity which
APPENDIX B - Fourier Transform Spectroscopy
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Fig. B . l : Schematic demonstrating the principle of the Michelson interferometer
depends on A, called the interferogram /(A). Except for a constant multiplicative factor, 
the interferogram is given by [2]:
where S ( to) is the intensity spectrum of the source, a) is the optical frequency in 
wavenumbers, and 7(0) is the intensity at zero path difference. The integral in equation 
(B .l)  is the cosine Fourier transform of S(od), which can be recovered by carrying out the 
inverse Fourier transform (also to within a constant factor) [2]:
This is implemented by measuring the interference signal /(A) with a detector, whose 
output is then processed by a computer. All commercial Fourier systems include a 
computer with software to carry out the Fourier integral.
To measure sample transmission rather than the source spectrum, the sample is 
placed as shown in fig. B .l. Then eq. (B.2) yields T ^ ^ c o )  where T(cn) is the 
wavenumber-dependent transmission coefficient. I f  T ^ ^ t o )  is m easured with the 
sample in place, and the source spectrum S(vS) is measured with the sample removed, the
OO 1 00
(B .l)
00
S(<*>)- / [ / ( A )  -  — 7(0)] cos(2jm)A)<7A (B.2)
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ratio o f the two quantities gives T(co) alone. A similar method, with radiation reflected 
from the sample, yields the reflection coefficient R((n), except that the reflected intensity 
is measured relative to a 100% reflector, which can be a piece o f polished metal.
In brief, the advantages o f interferometer over the spectrometers are:
1. The detector receives the whole spectral distribution o f the radiation and not the 
narrow spectral region exiting the slit o f the monochromator. An immediate advantage is 
the big rise o f the signal to noise ratio.
2. G reat resolution. This is achieved with an increase o f the maximum path length 
difference o f the two beams.
3. Great accuracy in the determination o f wavenumbers, because a complicated system o f 
gratings is not required.
4. Short recording time, leading to the possibility o f many repetitions.
5. W eak signals in the mm wavelength range can be measured.
One main drawback:
1. The determination o f the spectrum is not done directly, but with the help o f  computer. 
So, the experimenter does not have any control over the experiment. The Fourier 
transform performed by the computer has to be awaited in order to see the spectrum, 
which may take a few seconds to a few minutes, depending on the sampling frequency 
that is requested.
APPENDIX B - Fourier Transform Spectroscopy
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Appendix C
APPENDIX C - Sample Preparation for XTEM
S a m p l e  p r e p a r a t i o n  f o r  C r o s s  -  s e c t i o n  T E M  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s
The selected samples (see Tables 4.2 - 4.4) which were examined by X TEM  have been 
prepared using a standard procedure (see fig. C .l) , and in the end thinned to  electron 
transparency (50 - 100 nm) by ion beam milling. Briefly the procedure was as follows :
ION MILL
EPOXY
Fig. C.l : Schematic showing standard sample preparation procedure for XTEM.
1.Two samples ( 3 x 3  mm) were cleaved from the implanted area.
2.They were cleaned with methanol and afterwards with toluene in an ultrasonic bath.
3.The samples were glued together face to face, using an epoxy glue.
4.The glued samples were put on top o f specially made supports and kept stable by two 
glass slides which were glued down with wax.
5.The excess silicon was ground from both sides, on a coarse grinding pad.
6.The remaining Si faces were finely polished, from both sides, so that only a thin slice o f 
material was left with a thickness o f ~15 pm.
7.The slice was glued together, from both sides, with two copper grids with rectangular holes 
in the middle (0.5 x 2 mm), creating windows (0.5 x 0.5 mm), on both sides o f  the sample.
8.Further thinning was made using ion beam milling (on a Gatan 600 machine). A 5 keV 
argon beam was used at a 20° tilt angle and the sample was irradiated until a small hole 
appeared around the glue line.
9.The samples were then ready to be inserted in the microscope for analysis.
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APPENDIX D - RBS/Channelling - Main Principles
R B S / C h a n n e l l i n g  -  M a i n  p r i n c i p l e s
Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy is a widely used ion beam analysis technique for 
the study o f the structure and composition o f materials and particularly semiconductors 
[453 ]. With RBS elemental concentration depth profiles as well as thickness o f thin or 
thick films can be determined [392,454 ]. With single crystal targets, the effect o f 
channelling allows the investigation o f the ciystalline perfection o f the sample by 
determining the amount and depth distribution o f lattice disorder, the location o f 
impurity atoms in the lattice sites, and the composition and thickness o f amorphous 
surface layers [394]. RBS measurements are quick to make, practically non-destructive, 
provide quantitative analysis without standards. Furthermore there are computer 
programmes available for the analysis o f RBS results, for instance RUM P [418], which 
can simulate the experimental RBS data and so the process o f the interpretation o f the 
experimental spectra becomes easy. Additionally, they can predict the outcome o f  a 
particular RBS experiment given a certain sample structure, since the experimental 
conditions are well known.
D .l K inem atic  factor
The detected particles (mass m) are backscattered as a result o f an elastic collision with 
one o f the target’s atoms (mass M). The phenomenon is similar to the collision o f tw o 
hard spheres, see fig. D .lb  and can be solved exactly. The kinematic factor K is the ratio 
o f the energy o f the projectile after (Ei) to that before (Eo) the collision:
K ^ / E o  (D .l)
From the principles of conservation o f energy and momentum one gets [392]:
^cos0 - s i n 20 ) ^
(D.2)
1 + ( M  I m )
\ /
The kinematic factor depends only on the ratio o f the target to the projectile masses and 
on the scattering angle 0 (see fig. D .lb ). For any combination o f m and M, K always has 
its lowest value at 0=180°. From eq. (D.2) the mass sensitivity o f RBS can be
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MeV He ION
Fig. D.l: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for RBS. (b) Schematic 
representation of an elastic collision between a projectile and a target atom.
determined. When a target contains two types o f atoms that differ in their masses by a 
small amount AM, to b able to  separate the corresponding signals the energy difference 
AEi between them must be larger than the energy resolution o f the system, and as large 
as possible for best results. For M  » m, AEi and AM are related to each other by [392]: 
AE, = Eo(4-62)(m/M2) AM (D.3)
where 5 is equal to ji-0, expressed in radians o f arc.
A change AM gives the largest change o f  K when 0=180° for all but the smallest 
values o f M. Every detection system has a finite resolution and if  AEi falls below that, 
the mass change AM is lost. To obtain good mass resolution, it is therefore desirable that 
the coefficient o f AM be as large as possible. To do this, one can increase the primary 
energy E 0; use a projectile o f larger mass m (but not bigger than M); m easure at 
scattering angles approximately 180° (small 6). Thus 0=180° is the preferred location for 
the detector. In practice 0=180° implies an annular detector with consequent poor energy 
resolution, and normally backward angles such as 170° are used (see fig. D .l  a). It should 
also be noted that mass resolution is inherently better for light target atoms than for 
heavy ones, the effect going as M*2.
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D.2 S ca tte rin g  cross section
A detector positioned at an angle 0 from the direction o f incidence counts scattered 
particles in the differential solid angle dQ. The differential scattering cross section da/dQ  
is defined as the probability that a collision will result in a detected particle and if  Q is the 
total number o f particles that have hit the target and dQ is the number o f particles 
recorded by the detector, then:
da/dQ  = (l/N t)[(dQ /dQ )/Q ] (D.4)
where N  is the volume density o f atoms in the target and t is its thickness. Thus N t is the 
num ber o f target atoms per unit area (areal density). One imagines that each nucleus o f 
an atom presents an area da/dQ  to the beam o f incident particles. To find the number o f 
scattering events falling within a finite solid angle Q (but small so that 0 is well defined), 
the probability o f a successful event is described by the average differential scattering 
cross section a  (fig. D.2):
a  -  ( 1 / Q )  f n ( d a  /  d Q ) d Q  (D.5)
The total num ber o f detected particles A (or the height o f the spectrum or yield H), can 
therefore be written from equations (D.4) and (D.5) as:
A = oQ  Q N t (D.6)
The ability o f RBS to provide quantitative information on the number o f atoms present 
per unit area o f a sample (Nt), stems from (D.6) and the fact that the value o f a  for all
Fig. D.2: Schem atic illustra ting  the sca ttering  cross-section concept. T he  cross 
section is, by definition, the p ropo rtiona lity  constan t; 2jtb db  = - a  2 k  sin0 d0.
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elements is known accurately, and that A and Q can be counted experimentally.
The differential cross section for an elastic collision can be calculated by taking 
into account the principles o f  conservation o f energy and momentum as well as making 
the assumption that the force acting during the collision can be described by the 
Coulomb repulsion o f the tw o nuclei (provided that the distance o f closest approach is 
large compared with nuclear dimensions, but small compared with the B ohr radius 
a o = h /m eQ -0 .5 3  A). Then, the cross section is given (with respect to the centre-of-mass 
coordinates) by R utherford’s form ula [392]:
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da/dQ  =
zZe2
(D.7)
4 £ s in 2(0 1 2 )
Here z and Z are the atom ic numbers o f the projectile atom with mass m and the target 
atom with mass M, respectively, e is the electronic charge and E is the energy o f the 
projectile immediately before scattering. In the laboratory frame of reference and for 
M  » m the differential scattering cross section can be written:
d a
~dQ
( z Z e 2 )
2
4 0 (  m \ 2
£ sin" — - 2  —  +•••
2 \ M )
(D.8)
From equation (D.8) one can see that (i): dcr/dQ is proportional to z2, (ii) do/dQ  is 
proportional to Z2, meaning that for any given projectile heavy atoms are very much 
m ore efficient scatterers than light atoms which makes RBS much m ore sensitive to 
heavy elements than to light ones, (iii) da/dQ  is inversely proportional to  the square o f 
the projectile energy (<xE‘2), meaning that the yield rises rapidly with decreasing energy.
D.3 E nergy  loss and  s topp ing  cross section
As a particle with initial energy E 0, penetrates the target, it slows down and its kinetic 
energy E, decreases. The energy loss per unit length, dE/dx at the energy E o f the 
incident beam, is defined as the limit o f the amount o f energy AE lost per distance A x  
traversed, as A* tends to zero [392]:
d E
lim  A E I  Ax  = — - ( E )  (D.9)
av-o d x
Regarding x as a function o f E  we get: dx=[dx(E)/dE]dE so that: 
x = f E\ d x / d E ) d E - f r ( d E / d x y ' d E  (D.10)
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The energy loss dE/dx accounts for the energy a fast particle expends as it passes 
through the electron cloud o f the atoms that lie along its path or as it suffers numerous 
small-angle collisions with nuclei lying along its route.
The surface density o f atoms, NAx increases linearly with Ax, as does the energy 
loss AE=(dE/dx)Ax. Setting AE proportional to NAx one can define the proportionality 
factor as the stopping cross section e:
e s  (l/N )(dE /dx) (D. 11)
Lets assume that the energy immediately before scattering at a depth x is E  and the 
energy o f the particle emerging from the surface is Ei. and 0i, 02, are the angles between 
the sample normal and the direction o f the incident beam and o f the scattered particle, 
respectively. The length o f the incident path can then be related to E  by:
x/cos 0i = - F  d E l  ( d E  /  d x )  (D. 12)
J E 0
while the length o f the outward path is related to K E  and Eo by:
x/cos 02 = d E /  (d E /  d x )  (D. 13)
To establish a relationship between the depth x and the experimentally determined values 
o f Eo and Ei (as well as 0i, 02) one needs to express E  in term s o f Eo and Ei.
If  one assumes a constant value for dE/dx along the inward and outward paths, 
the two integrals in equations D .12 and D.13 reduce to:
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0.3 0.2 o.ii i_____ i______ i__
D EP TH  (MICRONS)
ENERGY LOSS
AE;in
dE
dx
E*= En- A E in
AEs = (1-K)Et
A  E out - dE
dx COS0
Fig. D.3: Schematic of the energy loss components for a projectile that scattc 
from depth t.
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x dE
^  ^ 0 COS0! dx
and EX=KE
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x dE
cos02 d x
(D.14)
w here the subscripts in and out refer to the (constant) values o f dE/dx along the inward 
and outward paths. By eliminating E  from these two equations we get:
K E o -E i =
K d E 1 d E
cosOj d x i n  C O S 0 2 o u t .
(D.15)
I f  one introduces the notation AE for the energy difference between Ei and KEo, i.e.
AE =  KEo - Ei. then one can write :
AE =  [S]x, (D.16)
w here [S] =
K d E 1 d E
cos0j d x in cos02 d x
o u t .
(D.17)
is called the energy loss factor. An equivalent set o f equations can be given in terms o f 
stopping cross sections rather than dE/dx:
AE =  [e]Nx (D.18)
where [e]
K 1
cos0,
' 8 ■ +
COS02
(D.19)
is called the stopping cross section factor.
The assumption o f  constant values for dE/dx o r e along each track thus leads to a linear 
relationship between the energy AE below the edge KEo and the depth at which 
scattering occurs. One can therefore assign a linear depth scale to the energy axis, which 
since the original assumption is an approximation, applies only approximately. The exact 
relationship between AE and x derived from equations (D.18) and (D .19) is generally not 
linear.
For regions near the surface the thickness x is small and the relative change o f 
energy along the incident path is small also. Therefore (dE/dx)^ is evaluated at E 0, and 
similarly, (dE/dx)0Ut is taken at KEo. In this surface energy approximation, one sets:
[bo]
K
cos0 l
e ( £ 0) +
1
cos0.
■8 ( K E 0) (D.20)
W hen the path length becomes appreciable, the surface approximation degrades. A better 
approximation can be obtained by selecting a constant value o f  e at an energy E  
interm ediate to that which the particle has at the end points of each track. W e define:
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[e~] COS0, ,n COS02
(D.21)
In this mean energy approximation, one assumes that
E  ^  = ‘/2  (E + Eo) and E out = Vi (Ei + KE) (D .22)
The value o f E is unknown but can be estimated in various ways. One o f them gives:
E = (Ei + aEo) / (K + a )  (D .23)
where an approximate value for a  (=AE0Ut/AEin) can be determined from the surface 
energy approximation as:
a  s  [e(KEo) / s(Eo)]|3, where (3=cos0i /  cos02 (D.24)
D.4 Yield o f an energy spectrum
For the near-surface region the energy before scattering can be taken as E 0 (and 
therefore known) and the yield can be given as:
H0 = o (Eo)QQN to /  cos0i (D.25)
where the thickness x0 is defined by the energy width B  o f  a channel. Particles scattered 
from atoms within x0 will have energies between KEo and KEo - B. From  equations 
(D .l8) and (D.20) the depth scale at the surface is given by :
£  =  [eoJNxo (D.26)
Eliminating Nx0 in the above equations yields:
Ho = g(Eo)QQ (B  /  [eo]cos0i) (D .27)
The equations states that the yield o f the energy spectrum at the surface is directly 
proportional to (i) Q, the total number o f incident projectiles; (ii) a(Eo), the average 
differential scattering cross section between the projectile and the sample evaluated at the 
incident energy E 0; (iii) Q ,  the solid angle spanned by the detector aperture; (iv) S ,  the 
energy width o f a channel, which is determined by the electronic setting o f the detecting 
system; and (v) ([eojcosOi)'1 , the inverse o f the stopping cross section factor evaluated 
at the surface for a given scattering geometry multiplied by the cosine o f the angle o f  
incidence o f the beam against the sample normal. The height Ho does not depend on the 
atom density N  of the sample. In general signal yields depend on the product 
([eo]cos0i)_1, whereas depth-to-energy-loss conversions depend on [e] only [392],
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The essence o f depth profiling is to  relate a spectrum height Hj to  a slab o f 
material with thickness x\ and num ber o f atom s per unit area Nx; at depth x t. The amount 
o f material N t; is defined by the energy w idth B  such that the particles backscattered 
from the slab will emerge from the sample with energies between Ei,i and Ei,i - B. We 
define the energy width o f these particles immediately after scattering as B  '.Therefore at 
a depth x\ and with analogy to  the surface case:
B '  =  [ B(Ei)]Nxi (D.28)
where the stopping cross section factor is defined as:
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[8 (Ei)] s
cos0, ' co s0 2
(D.29)
W ith Nxi expressed in terms o f  B ' the height Hi o f  the spectrum becomes:
Hi =  o(Ei)Q Q  ( B '/  [e(Ei)]cos0i) (D.30)
Substituting the not experimentally accessible quantity B ' with one that is, such as B , via 
the relation B ' l  B  =  e(KEj)/ e(E]ti) (D .31)
w e g e t :
8 (& £ .)
Hi =  a(E i)Q Q  ( B  /  [ z i E f t c o s Q Q A — y  (D.32)
4 m
D.5 E nergy  straggle
An energetic particle that moves through a medium loses energy via many individual 
scattering events. Due to the random nature o f the scattering events, statistical 
fluctuations will occur and identical energetic particles, which all have the same initial 
velocity, will not have exactly the same energy after passing through a thickness Ax o f a 
homogeneous medium. The phenomenon is called energy straggling. The dominant 
contribution to  energy straggling is the consequence o f interactions betw een the probing 
particles with the electrons in the target. I f  one assumes that the actual num ber o f these 
interactions have a Poisson distribution, then one can derive that the incident particles 
which penetrate a distance x into a target have a Gaussian o f energy distribution with a 
variance (which is called the Bohr value o f energy straggling) [392]:
S2 =  4 k  (ze2)2NZx . (D.33)
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centred on an average energy Eo - eNx. Energy straggling places a finite limit for the 
precision with which energy losses, and hence depths can be resolved by RBS, by 
producing a smooth transition in the low-energy edge o f  a signal. The width o f  this 
transition is characterised by the standard deviation o f the energy straggling, which 
increases with the film thickness. The high-energy edge o f  a signal is left unaltered by 
energy straggling since particles scattered from the surface have not penetrated into the 
sample. The ability to identify mass is also impaired, except for atoms located at the 
surface o f  the target.
D.6 System  resolution
Every parameter o f an experimental system is subject to statistical fluctuations o f some 
kind [392]. The fluctuations that m ost directly affect an RBS spectrum are variations in 
the energy E 0 o f the incident particles, and noise in the detector and in the signal 
processing chain. The fluctuations from all major experimental causes can be lumped 
together as generated by one single source, which is almost always veiy closely Gaussian 
and can be characterised by the standard deviation R. This quantity is commonly referred 
to as the system resolution. The system resolution introduces variations in the measured 
energy o f all particles.
Assume that the incident beam has an energy profile with standard deviation Rbeam and 
that the detection system can be characterised by a standard deviation Rdet and let both 
distributions be closely Gaussian. I f  energy straggling along the incident path has a 
variance Sjn2 at some depth x, the total variance in the particle energy at that depth is 
R2beam + Sjn2. After a backscattering collision this variance is reduced to  K2(R2beam +  S;n2). 
Along the outward path, energy straggling adds the contribution Sou 2 to the variance, 
and after detection it has increased once more by R2det. The total variance thus is [392]:
v2 = K2(R2bcam + Sin2) + Sout" + R'det- =
(K2 Sin2 + Sou2) + (K2 R2beam + R2det) = S2 + R 2 (D.34)
The first term is the contribution S2 o f energy straggling. The second term is independent
o f the scattering depth and represents the system resolution, R2:
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R2 = K2 R2beam + R^et- (D .35)
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Even in the absence o f energy straggling, as is the case on the high-energy edge o f  a 
signal, the system resolution still causes a finite spread in the signal. So, the high-energy 
edge o f an elemental target can be used to determine the magnitude o f  R.
As a measure o f the energy resolution o f the system SEi, the FW HM  o f  the Gaussian 
response function which characterises the beam and the detection system is m ost 
commonly used (=2.355xV). The value o f SEi depends on the detector and preamplifier 
used, as well as on the detected energy and the projectile. W ith conventional surface 
barrier detectors an energy resolution o f about 15 keV  is obtained for 1 to  2 M eV  4He 
and about 8 keV  for 1 to 1.5 M eV  ‘H.
D.7 Depth resolution at normal incidence
Depth resolution refers to  the ability to sense composition changes w ith depth or 
variations in impurity distributions with depth. The lowest resolvable energy width 6E 
can be translated into smallest resolvable depth interval St. Depth resolution is defined as 
the energy width SEi between the positions at 12% and 88% o f the full height o f a signal 
that corresponds to an abrupt change in sample composition:
Sx =  SEi / [S] (D.36)
The energy resolution SEi is normally determined by tw o contributions, one stemming 
from the system resolution SEr and the other from energy straggling SEs. In the Gaussian 
approximation, they add up in quadrature:
(6Ei)2 =  (5Et)2 +  (5ES)2 (D .37)
The energy SEr gives the depth resolution at the surface, while both energies SEr and SEs 
give the depth resolution at depth x in the sample.
D.8 Channelling analysis for the determination of the amorphous fraction
During Channelling in a disordered sample, tw o distinct kinds o f  events contribute to  the 
aligned yield: dechannelling o f the beam particles at a certain depth, leading to  an 
increase o f  the random fraction xr(0  o f the beam, and direct backscattering o f  the 
channelled fraction o f  the beam particles, [1 - Xr(0L  hy different types o f  defects 
(fractions f(t)).
The total normalised yield can be written [394]:
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x©  = x r ©  + 11 - xr(01 2  ^ if i (D.38)
where gi is the backscattering factor for the defect o f type i.
W e assume that in the case o f standard unannealed SIM OX samples only 
amorphous zones o f Si (clusters o f Si interstitials) or S i0 2 (see section 3.4) contribute to  
the direct backscattering, which makes for gi =  1 and the fraction o f amorphous volume 
can be defined as:
In general, x ©  - Xr©  is proportional to the local concentration o f defects (isolated 
or clustered point defects) at depth t while xr©  is related to the concentration o f  all 
defects-scattering centres integrated from surface up to t.
The calculation o f xr©  is possible by considering that the rate at which the 
channelled fraction o f a-particles becomes dechannelled is proportional to  the 
concentration o f defects (scattering centres) nj(t) per volume unit at depth t. I f  we call Oj 
the cross section for the close impact collision probability o f scattering for a channelled 
particle through an angle greater than the critical angle (which is the maximum value for 
the angle o f incidence, relative to  an atomic row, o f a particle, in order for it to  be 
channelled), for the defect (scattering centre) o f type i (extended or point defects) and 
we assume that the coupling between the dechanneiling processes due to  different types 
o f defects is negligible, then [420]:
Integrating over t and calling [1 - Xc©] the channelled fraction o f the a-particles in an 
undamaged crystal, we get:
Xr(1) =Xc(t) + [1 - Xo(t)]{X - exp [-/ot 2 ia in i(ff)dff]}=Xc(t) + [1 - XcW JPdW  (D.41)
is the dechannelling probability at a depth t for single scattering events, which is the case 
for extended defects. y(t) is the total dechannelling probability due to defects and is the 
sum o f elementary contributions on each kind o f defect, related to their respective
(D.39)
d[l -XR©]/dt = -[l-XR©]2crini(t) (0 .4 0 )
where
(D.42)
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concentration. This probability is related to the experimentally m easured dechannelling 
levels by :
1 _ <y (+)
(D .43)
Substituting xrO) in eq. (5.26) w e get for the amorphous fraction:
[ l-X o ( t) ]e - ,<l) ^  }
In the particular case where the damage distribution is centred around a given depth (Rd) 
and where the crystal is undamaged at a depth greater than Ra+SRa, it can be assumed 
that:
or y(t=Rd) s  “ y(t > Ra + SRa) =  - l n y - ^ . (D .46)
where tb = Ra + SRa.
The amorphous fraction at the maximum damage depth (Ra) can thus be written:
„  . a - x . ( R d ) ] « r i - i T ( t * R d * g R d ) ] - [ l - x ( R j )]
J D L -X .(R d ) ]« l t - iY ( t» * B d + « R d ) ]
which taking into account (D.45) can be written (also taking into account from fig. 5.6 
that, x(Ra) = A and Xc(Rd) = C),
a(Ra) =1 -
1 - A
( l -  C)exp 
which can be written simply:
2 1 - B
(D .48)
m   ^ 1 - A  1 - D
a (R a )=  C0 4 9 )
In order to  simplify it is assumed that the damage distribution is nearly Gaussian. Then, 
SRa can be approximated to 2ARa, where ARa is the width o f the damage profile.
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A p p e n d i x  E  
S i l i c o n - O n - I n s u l a t o r  t e c h n o l o g i e s
The most important SOI technologies include Silicon-On-Sapphire [455 ] (SOS), Full 
Isolation by Porous Oxidised Silicon [456] (FEPOS), Zone M elt Regrow th [457] 
(ZMR), Epitaxial Lateral Overgrowth [458 ] (ELO), Separation by Implantation o f 
Oxygen [4,11] (SIMOX), Bonded and etched silicon on Insulator [13] (BESOI), and 
recently UNIBOND [14],
In SOS a thin epitaxial film of silicon is grown on a single crystal (0112 ) A120 3 
(sapphire) substrate by CVD.
In FIPOS porous Si is formed by electrochemically etching Si islands. The 
oxidation rates o f porous and c-Si differ and so, during oxidation, the oxide is formed 
mainly underneath the Si islands.
In ZM R a thin poly-silicon (p-Si) layer deposited on top o f a S i0 2 layer which has 
been grown on a Si wafer and amorphised via ion implantation, can be regrown by using 
incoherent light beams to provide the thermal treatment.
In ELO Si is grown by CVD within windows opened in a S i0 2 mask. The crystal 
growth extends both vertically to the mask level and then laterally over the mask.
In SIMOX a buried insulator layer is synthesised with the use o f an ion beam; it 
involves the implantation o f a high dose o f reactive 0 + ions into a Si wafer and a 
subsequent high temperature anneal.
In BESOI tw o oxidised Si wafers are bonded together (oxidised face to oxidised 
face) and then one o f them is thinned (by polishing or etching) down to the desirable 
thickness.
In UNIBOND wafer bonding is used in conjunction with an implantation step o f 
H 4 ions at a depth corresponding to the desired Si overlayer thickness and the “smart cut” 
process is employed to achieve uniform Si overlayer thickness.
APPENDIX E - Silicon-On-Insulator Technologies
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